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Greek warfare". Luttwak (1993:4-5), in a brief essay on ancient military

logistics, takes a similar view to that of Ducrey (loc. cit.) in alleging that the

study of, and concern with, logistics is a relatively modern phenomenon.

Luttwak (1993:5) even goes so far as to state that: "we may assert categorically

that Thucydides and all his emulators of classical antiquity included lengthy

speeches while excluding any sufficient account of how food, fodder, and

weapons were procured because the contemporary reader wanted his history

books to be written that way". By comparison, Burn (1984:352) with regard to

Xerxes' invasion and Greek strategy remarks that the: "Greeks knew very well

that logistics are basic to operations, though they did not (especially the later

rhetorical historians) find the subject interesting".

In contrast, the statement by Keegan and Holmes (1985:221) that: "the logistic

requirements of the armies of the ancient world were relatively simple" is, I

believe, something of an over-simplification. Sage (1996:xiv) maintains of our

source material that: "logistics are rarely touched upon and difficult to

reconstruct". I aim to disprove Sage's allegation that our source material rarely

touches upon logistics, and this thesis will demonstrate that the Greeks were fully

aware of logistical concerns: they employed a number of methods and systems by

which troops could obtain arms, armour, tools and obtaining adequate supplies of

food and drink as well as being able to transport them to enable them to conduct

military operations successfully. I aim to show that there is a considerable and

substantial body of source material evidence to allow us to attempt to reconstruct

the systems and methods employed by the ancient Greeks. In addition, I take as

being correct Hamilton's (1983:120) statement that: "effective generalship in

antiquity demanded attention to tactics and logistics as well as overall strategy"

and aim to demonstrate that the commanders of ancient Greek armies, as well as

ancient Greek authors, knew this very well.

Indeed, as if to illustrate this, Thucydides (1.11.1), discussing why the Trojan war

had lasted ten years, comments that the reason was not a lack of manpower but

rather a lack of money. Thucydides (ibid.) maintains that it was due to a lack of

supplies that the Greeks could only employ a force as large as the countryside
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around Troy could support. Thucydides (1.11.2) goes on to state that the Greeks

never brought their full force to bear as many of the troops were dispersed in the

Chersonesos having resorted to farming in order to support themselves, or had

taken to pillaging for the same reason. Thucydides (ibid.) offers us his opinion

on how the Greeks could have shortened the war:

"But if they had taken with them an abundant supply of food, and in a

body, without resorting to foraging and agriculture, had carried on the

war continuously, they would easily have prevailed in battle and

taken the city... if they could have sat down and laid siege to Troy,

they would have taken it in less time and with less trouble"

(Thucydides, 1.11.2)1.

Clearly, Thucydides (loc. cit.) takes the view that it was poor logistical planning

on the part of the Greek forces before Troy that was responsible for the lengthy

duration of the war. Furthermore, Thucydides (loc. cit.) offers us what he

believes the solution for a speedy end to the war would have been, and this helps

to show that Greek writers, and in Thucydides' case former generals, understood

the importance of, and relationship between, good logistical management and

planning and achieving success in military operations. Similarly, Xenophon

(Memorabilia, 3.1.6) has Sokrates place a good understanding of logistical

concerns at the very head of his list of attributes that a good general should

possess. In another of his works Xenophon (Cyropaideia, 1.6.14-15) reiterates

this same point, having the Elder Cyrus recount how the first lesson in

generalship he learnt from his father was that tactics are useless if the troops do

not receive sufficient provisions to keep them healthy.

I intend to divide the main body of this thesis into two distinct parts. The first

part will examine the methods employed for the procurement of arms and armour

by the soldiers of Greek armies. I aim to demonstrate that the notion that the

1 7repcovcrlav Sg El .A.,..A0ov :_xovres Tpockijs Kai Ovres clOptiot Civet, Ancrreias Kai yeatpyi.as eVVEXCLS.
TOY TIOATOV SayItepov 'ectSicus.	 itAxn KpaToliVTES* EtA0V...'7TOAtOpKICE 8' ay 1Tp0aKCLOECOtLEVOL EV

aaaaovl	 xpc'tvtu Kat clirovti.trEpov rip Tpotav caov.
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responsibility to procure arms and armour lay with the individual soldiers

themselves, although a relatively standard practice, was by no means exclusive,

and that other methods of procurement existed. I will show that there were

indeed alternative systems employed for the procurement of arms and armour and

that these systems were actually employed on occasions. The second part, which

will be subdivided into chapters, will focus on the methods and systems

employed by Greek armies to ensure they obtained food and drink in sufficient

quantities and with sufficient regularity to enable them to undertake military

campaigns, often at relatively long distances from their home polis. It will

demonstrate that there were a number of methods that Greek armies could

employ to ensure that they received adequate supplies of food and drink. I aim to

provide verifiable evidence to illustrate examples of Greek armies taking

provisions with them at the outset of a campaign. In addition I aim to show that

there is a body of evidence to support the view that Greek armies on occasions

employed foraging for provisions as a means of supply. Furthermore, I will

exhibit evidence that the Greeks occasionally employed the method of purchasing

provisions from established markets at towns along an army's line of march or

from merchants travelling with an army. Furthermore, I aim to demonstrate that

the employment of supply convoys dispatched from the home polis or that of an

ally to rendezvous with an army in the field was a method of supply familiar to

the Greeks. In addition, I will prove that the use of magazines and depots was a

system of supply that was not alien to the ancient Greeks. I aim to show that

Greek commanders could, and indeed did, employ any one, or combinations, of

these systems to ensure that the troops under their command received adequate

maintenance.

In order to address such an examination of these logistical methods and systems

it will be necessary, given the practical confines of a research thesis, to set

manageable parameters. Therefore, the reader should be aware that the battle of

Chaironeia (338 BC) has been chosen as a convenient cut-off point. There are

several reasons for choosing Philip of Makedon's victory of Chaironeia as the

end-date for this thesis. Historically, the battle of Chaironeia can be seen as a

watershed in Greek history as it saw the establishment of Makedonian hegemony
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over the Greek poleis. Historiographically, to end in 338 BC would allow the

project to avoid duplicating the work of Engels (1978) unnecessarily, while the

military logistics of the armies of the Hellenistic diadochoi are worthy of study as

a major research topic in their own right and will not be examined as part of this

thesis.

I aim to focus whenever possible on passages of our source material that provide

us with evidence as to how Greek commanders and Greek armies overcame the

logistical problems facing them, and demonstrate how we may attempt to

reconstruct the logistical systems employed by commanders and armies within

the Greek world to ensure that they received adequate supplies of equipment,

food, and drink. In addition, in cases in which we are informed that particular

armies were suffering from cl7ropia, a lack of resources, I aim to examine how

such situations came about, and what measures, if any, the commanders or armies

concerned undertook to attempt to find solutions to the logistical problems facing

them, and whether or not these proved to be successful.

I also aim to demonstrate that Luttwak's assertion is flawed that for the

historians, politicians, and generals of antiquity: "logistics were as much a

precondition of war and indeed of politics as they are now, but they were not an

aristocratic concern except in the broadest sense. The army must be led,

exhorted and commanded but the supplies merely follow (l'intendance suive),

procured by grubby sutlers whom one does not have at one's dinner table (which

they provision) and for whom one does not write one's books - for even if they

read it is not their good opinion that one courts by writing" (1993:6). On the

contrary, there is indeed evidence of 'aristocratic' writers and generals paying

considerable attention to logistical concerns. It is worth noting exactly who

Luttwak believes to be guilty of such 'aristocratic' views; Luttwak (1993:6) lists

the following culprits: "Thucydides, Polybios, Tacitus, and Cassius Dio", along

with their 'successors' from the Renaissance and beyond.

One name I find surprisingly absent from such a list of 'aristocratic' authors is

that of Xenophon. Throughout his essay Luttwak (1993:3-7) fails to mention
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Xenophon at all, yet Xenophon is undeniably 'aristocratic', having written

shorter works on such aristocratic concerns as hunting (Kynegetikos), on

horsemanship (Peni Hippikes), and on commanding cavalry (Hipparchikos) - a

particularly aristocratic branch of military service in ancient Greece - as well as a

longer work on estate management (Oikonomikos), in addition to his more

historical and philosophical writings. It is very surprising that Luttwak (loc. cit.)

fails to take into account the evidence and testimony provided by Xenophon. His

failure to even acknowledge the existence and importance of the Xenophontic

corpus has, I believe, disturbing implications, especially given Xenophon's

usefulness to scholars of Greek military history and military science in general.

Indeed, a study on any aspect of Greek military history and military science

which does not draw upon the works of Xenophon to provide evidence is deeply

flawed for, as Wood (1964:38) states: "students and practitioners of military

science, however, have always held Xenophon in high esteem. Ancient military

writers refer to him with respect". Wood (1964:38-39) goes on to point out how

Arrian also called himself Xenophon and came to be known as 'Xenophon the

Younger' even going as far as to entitle his major work the Anabasis of

Alexander in emulation of Xenophon's Anabasis. Furthermore, Wood (ibid.)

maintains that even Machiavelli: "does not hesitate to acknowledge his debt to

the Greek". Therefore, I believe that Xenophon's credentials as a military

historian's historian are beyond question and as such Luttwak's (loc. cit.) failure

to even mention Xenophon in his essay on logistics suggests perhaps poor

scholarship rather than the possible suppression of evidence and testimony that, I

believe, would otherwise help to demolish Luttwak's (loc. cit.) line of argument.

Therefore, it will perhaps come as no surprise to the reader to be aware that this

thesis will draw heavily on the works of Xenophon in particular as this author

especially, as I aim to demonstrate, was particularly concerned with military

matters.

The reader will become aware that this thesis makes extensive use of the

testimony provided by Xenophon in his Anabasis. As it can be argued that the

activities of the 'Ten Thousand' represent a wholly 'abnormal' military situation

where the army came to have no 'home government' to support it, it is necessary
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to offer some explanation as to why the evidence in Xenophon's Anabasis can be

safely used. Although the Anabasis focuses on the activities of an 'unusual'

army this is not say that the methods and systems employed by the 'Ten

Thousand' to secure adequate supplies of provisions during their expedition were

different from the practices of the Greek armies of 'mainstream' history. Rather,

Xenophon's Anabasis contains examples of how the 'Ten Thousand' procured

their provisions by methods that are paralleled by similar episodes from

'mainstream' Greek military history. For example, during the course of their

march the 'Ten Thousand' encamped on the opposite bank of the Euphrates to

the city of Charmande. Xenophon (Anab. 1.5.10) records how the troops crossed

the river (on rafts) in order to purchase their provisions. Similarly, the Athenian

expeditionary force bound for Sicily in 415 BC, stopped en-route at Rhegion in

order to purchase supplies (Thuc. 7.39.2). Here we have two very similar

examples of military forces both obtaining provisions by purchase during their

respective journeys to their intended objectives; both were, at that point, each

operating at a considerable distance from the starting points of their respective

expeditions. During their march following the battle of Kounaxa, the 'Ten

Thousand' largely relied on foraging for supplies, the various episodes of which

will be discussed in detail in the relevant portion of this thesis. It will suffice

here to cite one of a number of examples of the activities of the 'Ten Thousand'

that has echoes in 'mainstream' Greek history. Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.30-31)

gives a very detailed account of the 'Ten Thousand' gorging themselves while

lodged in a number of well-stocked Armenian villages. Similarly, during the

Spartan campaign against Kerkyra of 374 BC, the Spartan commander

Mnasippos allowed the troops under his command to plunder and loot the well-

stocked farms of the Kerkyrans with less discipline and more indiscriminately

than the 'Ten Thousand' had done in Armenia, to the extent that Mnasippos'

troops rejected all but the very finest foods and wines (Xen. Hell. 6.2.5-6). Once

again we can see that the 'Ten Thousand', in their search for provisions,

employed a method of procurement which, as a detailed examination of other

episodes from Greek history in the relevant section, will show, was a relatively

common method throughout all theatres of military operations in the Greek

world. Even though the experiences of the 'Ten Thousand' in Asia can be seen
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as wholly exceptional, this is not to say they employed logistical methods or

systems that would have been alien to any Greek army advancing through

territory that it perceived as either 'friendly' or, alternatively, potentially hostile

depending on the particular episodes that Xenophon describes. Furthermore,

however unusual the situations that the 'Ten Thousand' experienced, there are

two facts which cannot be overlooked: ethnically, the 'Ten Thousand' were

Greeks and therefore the systems and methods employed by them to obtain

provisions are valid for consideration and discussion within this thesis; secondly,

this is all the more so as Xenophon's Anabasis is the only detailed account we

possess of a Greek army on the march.

Indeed, despite possessing a relative wealth of source material, our substantial

body of source material does however have large lacunae, as Sage (1996:xiv)

correctly observes, while the treatment which the subject of logistics receives

varies enormously, not merely between different authors but often within a single

author's work. There may be any number of reasons for this. Firstly, an author

may not have had access to the required information to allow him to produce a

fully detailed account of the events and methods of procurement he is attempting

to describe. Secondly, we must be aware that there may have been problems for

an author attempting to obtain information. For example, when Thucydides

(5.68.2) was attempting to ascertain the number of troops of the Lakedaimonians

and their allies who were present at the battle of Mantineia in 418 BC, he

confesses:

"the number, either of the separate contingents or the total on either

side, I could not possibly state accurately. For on account of the

secrecy of their polity the number of the Lakedaimonians was

unknown; and that claimed for the others, on account of men's

tendency to boast with regard to their own numbers, was discredited"

(Thucydides, 5.68.2)2.

2apti91-cov U ypcilk,ai, ?7 Ka0' licciarovs. grcarE'peuv '7, rj $t;tivavras-, oenc 'dv -3uvelat..9:, eucpcfyo's- . TO tdv
yap AaKeaaci.tovtoiv 77.40os. SLa r-ijs. 7roAvre,cts. To K OM-TOY iyvociTo, TCLV 8' av 8/11 TO
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There seems little doubt that there has never been a historian throughout the

annals of history who has not empathised with Thucydides' statement at some

time or other in their career. Thucydides was in no position to obtain accurate

information about the size of the Lakedaimonian army, and this is hardly

surprising given the very insular nature of the Spartan state (which Thucydides

himself remarks upon in the passage above), coupled with the fact that his home

polis of Athens was considered an enemy of Sparta at the time he was probably

writing his work. This contrasts sharply with the information on the Spartan

army given to us by Xenophon in his LakedaimoniOn Politeia (11.1f).

Xenophon, a friend of the Spartan king Agesilaos, would not have been faced

with the same problems as Thucydides had been, and Xenophon would have been

in a much better position to obtain information on Sparta, her army organisation,

as well as her political, and social institutions than would Thucydides.

In contrast, when information was more readily available it was easier for an

author to provide a more detailed account. A particularly important section of

Thucydides' text as far as logistics are concerned is that regarding the Sphakteria-

Pylos campaign. Thucydides (4.26.5-6) not only informs us that the

Lakedaimonian state:

"called for volunteers to convey to the island ground corn and wine

and cheese and other food such as might be serviceable in a siege,

fixing a high price and also promising freedom to any Helot who

should get food in" (Thucydides, 4.26.5)3.

Thucydides (4.26.6-9) goes on to inform us of the various ways by which these

volunteers attempted to run the Athenian blockade of Sphakteria and get supplies

through to the Spartan force on the island. In addition, Thucydides (ibid.)

informs us of the methods employed by the Athenians in their attempts to cut the

Spartan lines of supply. Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing how many

civOpufnrEani Kop.1rc556s. Is re, oliccia 1rA4077 7/7reareiro.
31rpoct7r6vrEs. E's Tip Tjcrov laciyEtv aiviv TE TOP go.A6pEvov clAnAEp	 KAvov Kat orvov at rupew Kat

Et TL	 PpcbtLa,	 a'y ç iroAtopKtav evt,wpn, rcieavTes. cipywnov 7roAAoi3 ,ca t Taw Eadrraw
TLi.L Ecrayarivrt 61Ev0Eptav inrtaxvolipevoc.
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medimnoi of grain etc. were successfully delivered to the Spartans on Sphakteria

by the blockade runners and it would be unfair to expect Thucydides to be able to

provide such figures. Furthermore, actually obtaining any reliable figures for the

amount of foodstuffs that successfully made it through the Athenian blockade

would have been an impossible task not only for Thucydides (unless Thucydides

had the opportunity to interview the Spartan commander after the campaign) but

undoubtedly for scholars of our own era. For example, even today customs and

excise officials can only give estimates of the amount of contraband that is

successfully smuggled across national borders.
-

In fairness to Thucydides, where figures are known, such as the quantities of

provisions allowed through to the Spartans during the (earlier) truce, Thucydides

(4.16.1) reports them, saying that the: "Athenians were to permit the

Lakedaimonians on the mainland to send flour to the men on the island, a fixed

amount and already-kneaded, for each soldier two [Attic] quarts of barley-meal

(87.;() xavucas EKCICITy ATT Wag elAOtTCOV) and a pint of wine (o 'col-acts- orvov)4

and a ration of meat, and for each servant half as much; and they were to send

these things to the island under the supervision of the Athenians, and no boat was

to sail thither secretly". Obviously, in this instance, with the Athenians both

imposing and monitoring the amount of foodstuffs being transported to the island

Thucydides is in a better position to obtain figures and duly records them within

his narrative.

Therefore, despite our source material having large lacunae, I believe there is also

a substantially large body of detailed evidence to at least attempt to reconstruct

the ancient Greek approaches to military logistics. I aim to demonstrate that it is

possible to build up a picture of the systems and methods employed by the

ancient Greeks in their attempts to overcome the logistical problems facing their

armies. Our picture may prove to be incomplete due to lack of detailed evidence

for particular campaigns or particular practices, however, for even today

obtaining precise and accurate information from war zones is usually difficult

4 Forster Smith in a footnote to this passage (Loeb edition) says the kotyle was: "about half a
pint", therefore two kotyles Olio KoTaas) would equate to about a pint.
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and often impossible. Instead, we must often rely on eye-witnesses and trust that

their testimony is reliable. Despite the modern use of 'spy satellites', stealth

aircraft, and modern technology we can often only estimate the number of human

casualties and the number of villages, towns, and even cities, destroyed in areas

of conflict, therefore any lack of detail on the part of an ancient historian is all

too understandable.
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PART ONE: HOPLA, THE PROCUREMENT OF ARMS AND
ARMOUR BY GREEK ARMIES

It is my purpose in this portion of the thesis to examine the systems by which

Greek armies of the Classical period procured arms and armour. As the hoplite

dominated Greek warfare in the Classical period it is my intention to focus

mainly on this arm of military service, though I should add that the arms and

armour (or lack of it as and when applicable) of other troop types: peltastai,

hippeis, and psiloi, will also be considered.

I aim to show that the popular notion of the Greek citizen-soldier having to

purchase his own equipment does not ring true either for all poleis, or for the

whole of the Classical period. For example, Snodgrass (1967:58-59) remarks

that to: "the hoplite, his equipment became a source of pride, not only as a status-

symbol to show that he belonged to the class which could afford it; but as the

principal medium through which he served his city". It is my view that such

statements do not adequately explain the Greek systems of procuring arms and

armour either as a generalising statement, nor are they applicable to the whole of

the Classical period at Athens (which I believe Snodgrass was considering in his

notion that only a particular socio-economic class could afford armour, for

instance the SoIonian zeugitai). Hanson (1989:57), discussing the discomfort

soldiers had to endure when wearing the hoplite panoply, remarks that hoplites

had to resist the: "natural urge to cast aside at a moment's notice expensive

hoplite armour which usually was purchased by the individual and not supplied

by the state". Further on, Hanson (1989:58) states that hoplites did not:

"necessarily wear identical equipment - which is not surprising, considering that

men brought along their own equipment and were never really provided with

'general issue'. Yet on his very next page Hanson (1989:59) contradicts himself

stating that: "it was to Agesilaos' credit that on his return from Asia during the

early fourth century he still wore his regular Spartan issue".

It could be argued, however, that Spartans were a special case in point. For

example, Lazenby (1985:vii) remarks that: "although the peculiarities of the
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Spartan way of life have been exaggerated, both in ancient and modem times,

and it is a mistake to project these peculiarities too far back in time, taken as a

whole Sparta remains unique". Indeed, Lazenby's (/c. cit.) assertion of the

unique nature of Sparta could equally be applied to her army, which, in the

literature of both ancient and modem times, is considered the most professional

army in Greece until the Makedonians of Philip IC. Therefore, it is only fitting

that I begin this work on the arms and armour supply systems of Classical Greece

by first examining the Spartan, or Lakedaimonian, army.

i For ancient views on the 'professional' nature of the Spartan army see: Herodotos, 7.211.3,
Thucydides, 2.39.1; 4.33.2, Plutarch, Agesilaos 26.4 (cf. Polyainos, 2.17 who repeats the episode
in Plutarch) and Aristotle, Politics 1338b27f. For examples of modern assertions of Spartan
'professionalism' see: Lazenby (1985: passim), Connolly (1981:38), and Warry (1980:39).
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THE SPARTANS

Finley (1968:149) states: "The production and distribution of weapons remain

something of a puzzle. I think we can take it that the procurement of metals and

the manufacture of arms were the responsibility (and also the privilege) of the

perioikoi. But how did the individual Spartiate obtain his arms and armour? The

traditional Greek conception of hoi hopla parechomenoi, of the hoplite as by

definition the citizen (or metic) rich enough to equip himself, does not apply. All

Spartiates were 'rich' enough, but none had the proper market mechanism. The

choice lies between (a) individual procurement from perioikoi by payment in

naturalia (or, conceivably, iron spits), and (b) procurement and distribution by

the state. I know of no ancient text which gives the answer. Nor does

archaeology help in the absence of systematic excavation of any perioikic

community. One can argue either way from the shields, all of which were

required to have a Lambda inscribed on them, but many (if not all) of which also

had a personal blazon. My own preference is for the public supply system,

because the other seems insufficiently reliable and because we do have textual

evidence (Xen., Lak. Pol. 11.2; 13.11; cf. Ages. 1.26) that once the army had

marched off, the state took responsibility for repair and replacement (as it must

have done for the initial procurement even at home when helots were enrolled as

hoplites, e.g. Thuc. 4.80.5)".

Finley's statements above suggesting a centralised state supply system for the

distribution of arms and armour at Sparta appears to be correct. For example,

although referring to an army led by a Spartan rather than the Spartan army itself,

Xenophon, writing of Koroneia states of the army that Agesilaos brought back

from Asia that:

"...he [Agesilaos] so armed it that it looked like one solid mass of

bronze and scarlet..." (Xenophon, Agesilaos 2.7)1.

I Xen. Ages. 2.7: ...C7JVALCTO TE 017TCUS, thg bravra tdv xaArcOv, bravTa U 0ounxit ckatvEaOat. I am
not happy with Marchant's (Loeb) rendering of OOLVLK6. as "scarlet". I believe "crimson", or even
"purple", would be a more appropriate translation, "scarlet" being AK-KKLVOC, KOKKOPaCklig. See
Liddell & Scott (Abridged edition) page 765 (under: ckoivt, ircos, 8, 4...)
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What is notable about the Xenophon passage above is the relative 'uniformity' in

appearance of Agesilaos' phalanx. Elsewhere, Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 11.3)

informs us of the 'crimson' (Ootinici8a)2 cloaks of the Spartans and their bronze

shields (xaAKijv ex.cnr1.8a)3 which Xenophon believed were instituted by

Lykourgos. Whether or not one believes in the existence of Lykourgos as

anything other than a semi-mythical figure is irrelevant here. It is clear from the

passage above that Xenophon certainly considered that the preparations by the

Lakedaimonian army for a campaign, as he describes them, were considered

familiar and old enough to been ascribed to Lykourgos. Indeed, Sekunda

(1986:6) makes a similar point, going as far as to say that: "it seems

probable.. .that the Lakedaimonian army was one of the first Greek armies to have

adopted uniform dress, and that this practice might date back to the Archaic

period". Therefore, if this is the case then the Spartans seem to have had a well

organised supply system in use at, perhaps, a relatively early date. If the

'crimson' colour of Spartan clothing represented a 'uniform' in a similar way to

British scarlet tunics (circa late 17th Century AD onwards), then it appears to

have been copied by other forces, i.e. Cyrus' Greek mercenaries:

"and all the Greeks had helmets of bronze, crimson tunics, and

greaves, and carried their shields uncovered" (Xen. Anab. 1.2.16)4.

Perhaps 'crimson' clothing and its use by military forces echoes the 'copying' of

military styles by later (post-medieval) armies (for example, Napoleonic French

lancers in 'Polish' outfits etc.). After all, since imitation is a form of flattery, the

Spartans' reputation as professionals, coupled with the desire of troops, not only

mercenary bands, to appear more professional, may have extended to their

adoption of 'Spartan' dress, including the colour. However, how far can we

extend the notion of 'uniformity of dress' to suggest a centralised state supply

system at Sparta? After all, it could merely show that traders would provide 'any

2 "red" according to Marchant.
3 "brass" according to Marchant.
4EtX0V	 Ira VTEC K pan xaAKet Kai xirthvas ckowtKoi3s. Kai KV7111..1.8a$ Kai Tag cicraiSas
LKEKaAVILLtlivar.
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colour you want so long as it's crimson', to corrupt the alleged saying of Henry

Ford.

However, there are other factors relating to the 'uniformity' of Spartan arms and

armour to be considered which might suggest a state controlled supply system.

Plutarch, in a number of passages (Moralia, 191E; 217E; 241F; 553D, Dion 57-

58), indicates that Spartan swords were short, even by Greek standards.

Plutarch's statements (loc. cit.) would seem to suggest that the Spartans had

uniformity in their, collective, choice of secondary offensive weapons (the long

thrusting spear being their primary weapon). However, as Anderson (1993:27)

points out: "it should be noted that the Spartan sword was not the sickle-shaped

object called xyele, which formed part of the equipment of young Spartans,

apparently in place of the strigil, used elsewhere in Greece to scrape off oil, sweat

and dust after athletes had finished exercise". Therefore the seeming

'uniformity' of Spartan side-arms would suggest a supply system under central

state control. Indeed, Cartledge (1987:44) suggests that there is the possibility

that armament procurement at Sparta was: "centrally administrated...possibly by

requisition from the Perioikoi".

Furthermore, there is also an apparent 'uniformity' among the headgear of

Spartan soldiers, at least from the latter part of the fifth century onwards.

Thucydides (4.34.3) refers to the piloi of the Spartans as being unable to provide

protection against the arrows and javelins of their Athenian enemies at Sphakteria

(in 425 B.C.). Anderson (1970:30-34) has suggested the possibility that the piloi

worn by the Spartans at Sphakteria were nothing more than strong felt caps,

although he concedes (1970:31) that he himself believes: "that Thucydides

[4.34.3] means helmets of the pilos shape". Certainly, bronze examples of piloi

do exist, though I am currently unaware of any bearing a dedicatory inscription

that might prove they once belonged to Spartanss.

5 Should a bronze pilos bearing an inscription like that of the Spartan shield (B 262) excavated in
the Athenian Agora (Thompson & Wycherley, 1972:92-93): Athenaioi apo Lakedaim[on]i6n ek
[Pu]lo - "The Athenians (dedicated this) from the Lakedaimonians from Pylos" (which I have
seen in the Agora Museum Athens) ever be found it would undoubtedly prove Anderson's
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The pilos (helmet), being little more than a conical cap in shape, was easier to

craft than the more elaborate styles of Greek helmets such as the 'Corinthian' or

`Chalkidian' types. The pilos would also allow its wearer a greater field of vision

than the more elaborate styles as well as leaving the ears uncovered to permit the

Spartan hoplite to hear verbally transmitted orders more clearly. These factors

may well have influenced a Spartan decision to adopt this form of headgear.

Certainly there is textual evidence to suggest that the Spartans employed shouted

verbal communication in battle (Thuc. 4.34.3; 5.65.2. Xen. Hell. 4.2.22, Xen.

Lak. Pol. 13.9). Of these references, that of Thucydides (4.34.3) relates how the

din raised by the Athenians disconcerted the Spartans, in that because of the

noise the Spartans were unable to hear their own orders. Anderson (1970:31)

readily believes that, at the time of Sphakteria: "the pilos was no doubt standard

equipment in the Spartan army". Despite the advantages of allowing a greater

field of vision and unimpeded hearing (noisy enemies not withstanding) that the

pilos gave its wearer over other forms of helmets there was also a downside. The

pilos left the face, ears, and neck exposed and may well go some way to

explaining Polyainos' (1.17) statement that before: "a battle with the Messenians

in which the Lakedaimonians had decided to conquer or die, they wrote their

names on sticks tied to their left hand, so that each would be recognised by his

relatives when the dead were recovered". Polyainos (ibid.) has 'filed' this

stratagem under Tyrtaios' name though his source is, ultimately, probably

Ephoros as preserved in Diodoros' narrative (fr. 8.27.2), and might, possibly,

allude to Spartan practice in the Fourth century BC. If Spartan hoplites

employed such 'dog-tags' in case the faces of their corpses would be

unrecognisable then, surely, it would be more likely to have been during a period

when their headgear provided less protection for the face than in a time which is

probably prior to the adoption of the pilos as military headgear6. It would also

interpretation of Thucydides' (4.34.4) reference to Spartan piloi. My own inclination is to follow
Anderson and believe that Spartan piloi were bronze helmets of the pilos shape.
6 A number of bronze figurines alleged to depict Spartan warriors have been found. For example:
Provenance: Sanctuary of Zeus, Dodona, now in Ioannina Museum (inv. 4914), early fifth century
(illustrated in: Ducrey, 1986:65 p1.46). Provenance: Sanctuary of Zeus, Dodona, now in Berlin,
Antikenmuseum, Staaliche Museen Preussicher Kulturbesitz (inv. Misc. 7470), circa 500 B.C.
(illustrated in Ducrey, 1986:275 p1.187. See also Levi, 1980:63). Unknown provenance, now in



DISTRIBUTION OF ARMS & ARMOUR BY SPARTAN OFFICERS

Date Reference Distributor Recipients

Summer	 Thuc.	 Salaithos	 Mytilenaians

427 BC	 3.27.1-2

?424 BC	 Diod.	 Brasidas	 "the young

12.68.57	 men who

possessed no

arms"

(Amphipolis)

Summer	 Thuc. 7.1.3 8	Gylippos and	 Peloponnesian

414 BC	 Pythen	 sailors and (?)

(Corinthian)	 marines

Context

hoplizei distributed

to poorer citizens

panoplias pollas

distibuted to: "the

young men who

possessed no arms"

(Amphipolis)

Himeraians not only

persuaded to join the

expedition but also

furnish arms (hopla)

for the crews of the

ships.
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suggest the universal, and uniform, employment of the pilos by Spartan hoplites

which in turn might also suggest a state-controlled supply system for Spartan

arms and armour.

Furthermore, there are examples of individual Spartans abroad equipping rowers,

poorer allied citizens etc. with arms. These examples have been catalogued in

the following table.

the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Conn. (gift of J. Pierpont Morgan) circa 500 B.C. (illustrated
in Sekunda, 1986:3 and also as an artist's colour reconstruction [by Angus McBride] - Sekunda,
1986: front cover and plate Al; Levi, 1980:68 [colour photograph]; Lazenby, 1985:33 p1.3).
These show (if the figurines actually show Spartans, only the last example is certain) that during
the early fifth century the Spartans wore variants of the 'Corinthian' helmet.
7 Cf. Thucydides, 4.109.1f, who makes no mention of Brasidas distributing arms during this
campaign.
8 Cf. Thucydides, 7.1.4, who tells us that Gylippos had: "about seven hundred" of his marines
and sailors armed in this way. Cf. Diodoros, 13.7.7, who does not mention Gylippos arming his
crews in this way.
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DISTRIBUTION OF ARMS & ARMOUR BY SPARTAN OFFICERS

Date I Reference 1	 Distributor	 1 Recipients 1
	

Context

Summer Thuc. Chalkideus and Peloponnesian

412 BC 8.17.1 Alkibiades sailors

(Athenian)

Summer Thuc. Astyochos citizens of

412 BC 8.23.4 Eresos

(Lesbos)

The Lakedaimonian

admiral Chalkideus

and Alkibiades the

Athenian allegedly

armed (hoplisantes)

the sailors from the

Peloponnesian ships

and stationed them

on Chios. Chian

sailors then took

their places on the

ships.

The Lakedaimonian

admiral Astyochos

armed (hoplisas) the

citizens of Eresos on

Lesbos

Could such references indicate that these Spartan 'officers' were merely putting

into operation a system of arms distribution that was familiar to them from the

Spartan state system? It seems plausible to suggest that there is every likelihood

such Spartans serving abroad were merely doing 'things' in the same way as they

were used to doing such things back home in Sparta. That is to say the 'if it

works do not tamper with it' approach.

In addition, Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 11.1) states that: "if anyone wishes to discover

in what respect Lykourgos' organisation of the army on active service was better

than other systems, here is the information he seeks". Xenophon then goes on to

relate how:
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"The Ephors issue a proclamation stating the age-limit for the levy,

first for the cavalry and infantry, and then for the handicraftsmen.

Thus the Lakedaimonians are well supplied in the field with all the

things that are found useful in civil life. All the implements that an

army may require in common are ordered to be assembled, some in

carts, some on baggage animals; thus anything missing is not at all

likely to be overlooked" (Xenophon, Lak. Pol. 11.2)9.

However, what were these "implements that an army may require in common"?

Another of Xenophon's works may provide us with the answer. Xenophon has

the Elder Cyrus remark:

"...we shall need the most necessary tools for repairs, since smiths

and carpenters are not to be found at every turn, but there are few

who cannot patch up a makeshift for the time. Then there should be a

mattock and a shovel apiece for every wagon, and on every beast of

burden a billhook and an axe, always useful to the owner and

sometimes a boon for all" (Xenophon, Cyropaideia 6.2.33-34) 10 .

Anderson (1970:165-191) has suggested that the military practices of the Elder

Cyrus' Persians, as described in Xenophon's Cyropaideia, are best read as

illustrating not so much the Persian military system but rather that of the

Spartans. However, although Anderson is probably correct, these two passages

(Xen. Lak. Pol. 11.2 and Xen. Cyrop. 6.2.33-34) do not really tell us anything of

a state supply system at Sparta for arms and armour. However, if Anderson (loc.

cit.) is correct in seeing 'Spartan' practice in the Cyropaideia (6.2.33-34),

coupled with the testimony of the LakedaimoniOn Politeia (11.2) passage, this

evidence shows that the Spartans had tools and equipment that was for use by all

917parrov I-LEV TOIVOV O 40pOL 71110K7pCITTOVal. 	 els CZ 861 OTpaTEUEUOCU Kai 117'7601 Kai'.

OrrAtrats, jiretra Sj Kai Tois XElpOTEXPCLIS- CZ CITE Oaotarrep	 vaecas xpc7ivrat civOpw7TOL, TICLI)TC01,

TOUTCOV Kai	 cr-r	 at.paTtas ol AaKESatp,vtot einropotl 	Kai &fa Sj Opyc'tvan, aTparta Koarfi
&Oda? etv, Ct7TaVTOJV Ta p.jv ciaa.en wpoariraKrat Trapetv, Tel Sj virovylcp• ogrca yap 71K,01-'

TO IKAeirrov SmAcieot.
1 °E'xetv	 Sei Kai Ta dvayKate.Ta .ra Opyava jrri Tarn-a ircivra- oti yap iravTaTaxoi3 xetporINvat
rrapaylyvovrat• rO 3' 1.0' itapaP apmcaov	 Ttac ot mix IKavoi 7rotikrat. lxca; SE xpn Kat
atop Kai ap,tvirriv KaB' aiuneav jK,a7.7-7v, Kai KaTa rOv vairo0Opov	 c'tet:v7p, Kai Speravov. TUITa

yap Kai 1814 EKCLOTW Xpni:Rpa Kat tnrEp T01) KOLV075 7r0AA6Kts. (14Atila ytyverat.
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in common. Therefore, might not the practice have extended to arms and

armour?

However, there is still the question of who, ultimately, paid for such armour, the

individual Spartans themselves, or the Spartan state? It is plausible that the cost

of such armour could have been eventually paid for by the individual Spartans

themselves. Plutarch (Lykourgos, 12.2) tells us that:

"They met in companies of fifteen, a few more or less, and each one

of the mess-mates contributed monthly a bushel of barley-meal, eight

gallons of wine five pounds of cheese, two and a half pounds of figs,

and in addition to this, a very small sum of money for such relishes as

flesh and fish. Besides this, whenever any one made a sacrifice of

first fruits, or brought home game from the hunt, he sent a portion to

his mess" (Plutarch, Lykourgos, 12.2)11.

Therefore, given that the Spartans contributed to their 'messes', or syssitia, might

they not also have contributed in kind, say for example with agricultural produce,

towards the cost of arms and armour? That is to say, might not Spartans have

been given arms and armour by the state, the value of which was recuperated in

the form of agricultural produce from Lakedaimonian kleroi? This produce could

then, conceivably, have been redistributed to peroikic arrnourers in payment for

their work.

Although purely a hypothetical suggestion, might not individual Spartans have

borne the cost, in kind, of their own arms and armour? It really is anyone's

guess. However, it is worth considering Sparta's decision to send a force to help

the Chalkidians during the Peloponnesian War. Thucydides (4.80.5) remarks

that:

il avvi/pxopro S g ava irevTEKaiSEKa Kai gpaXE1 T01.5TOill jAciTrovs- r-AElovs. &hepe S IKaaTos.
KaTa ILCiva raw 011(701TWV GLACILlTCOV	 OrOV XOGLS' OKTc6, T ypal.; 1TEVTE twas, atiKan, 7)p.t.p.vaia
7TEVTE, 7rpeLS"S T07;TOLC ec (31Iscoviav p.tKpOv TL Kop.1. 7:j VOttrOp.CLTOS% tIA/Icus. 8g Kai. Oz;aas- rts.
etwapxiv Kai Onpeinras pipos 6re t21kEv dc	 avcrarrtov.
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"So, on the present occasion, the Spartans gladly sent with Brasidas

700 Helots as hoplites, the rest of his forces being drawn from the

Peloponnesos by the inducement of pay" (Thucydides, 4.80.5)12.

Gomme (1956b:548) remarks of the lirraKoatovc enrAtTas of this passage that it

should be read: '700 in number, to serve as hoplites'; i.e. they were provided

with armour for the occasion". If Spartans provided and probably bore the cost

of the arms and armour used to equip Helots (who surely would have been unable

to afford such items even in kind), would they not have been more likely, and

more willing, to have borne the cost of equipping their own citizens rather than

slaves induced to serve by promises of freedom? 13 . There are reasons to doubt

that they would. Firstly, having the necessary wealth to afford arms and armour,

Spartan citizens may have bought their own armour as a matter of civic pride and

to underline their very status as citizens. Secondly, by the time of Kinadon's

conspiracy (397 BC) we hear from Xenophon (Hell. 3.3.7) of the many swords

and machairai 'for sale' in the iron-market at Sparta". Whatever system Sparta

may have employed for arming its citizen troops it would seem that by the early

fourth century BC at least, Spartan citizens were expected to purchase their own

arms and armour at their own expense.

12Kal TOTE 7rpol96pon Teti Bpaat8a a-in-cY'v eva7retukav girrakoatoys OirAtras, Tan 8' geMoys 6( lijg
lleAcmovvrjaou ptcrOci.): 7retoas 1Hyayev.

13 Cf. Xenophon, Hellenika, 6.5.28, during the Theban led invasion of Lakonia in 370 BC, Helots
are offered their freedom if they wished to take up arms and take their place in the ranks.
14 I am indebted to Dr. Hans van Wees of University College London for bringing this passage to
my attention.
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THE ATHENIANS

The Athenian system seems to be completely in contrast with that of the

Spartans. An inscription of late sixth century date from the Athenian acropolis

(IG 13.1)1 of a decree regarding Athenian kleruchs on Salamis, states (lines 9-11)

that each kleruch was to provide himself with his own hopla, or arms, to the

value of 30 drachmai and that the arms would need to pass inspection by the

archon2 . There is also testimony to support the practice of private purchase of

arms at Athens during the fifth century. Aristophanes (Peace, 1208-1264) has

arms salesmen attempting to sell various items of armour to Trygaios without

success. Although the 'door-to-door' nature of their sales 'pitch' can be doubted

as fact, the actual inclusion of arms salesmen, each trying to sell their wares to

Trygaios, would seem to indicate that individual Athenians, at least in 421 BC

when the play was performed at the city Dionysia, were expected to procure their

arms and armour on an individual basis from traders. We can safely ignore the

prices of items quoted by the arms salesmen as being grossly exaggerated for

comic effect3.

Xenophon (Hell. 2.3.20) records that most Athenian citizens had their arms and

armour seized by the 'Thirty', which probably explains why Thrasyboulos'

followers took the trouble to collect the arms, armour and 'baggage' of their

defeated opponents following an engagement (Xenophon Hell. 2.4.7). Xenophon

(Hell. 2.4.19) goes on to relate how, following another engagement,

Thrasyboulos' men took possession of the arms of two of the 'Thirty', one of the

'Ten', and about seventy others: "but they did not strip off the tunic of any

citizen". As support for Thrasyboulos' faction grew, Xenophon (Hell. 2.4.25)

relates that these were: "now numerous and included all sorts of people", and that

they: "were engaged in making shields, some of wood, others of wicker-work,

and in painting them [white]". Clearly, the disarmed citizens could not simply

purchase more arms, even if they had had the economic resources to do so.

I IG 13 .1; SEG xli (1992) 2; GHI2 no.14. See also SEG xxiii (1968) 1.
2 Sage (1996:30) erroneously states that this inscription is an: "Athenian decree concerning
Samos".
3 1,000 drachmai for a breastplate and 100 drachmai for a helmet.
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We have already seen how, in Aristophanes (Peace, 1208-1264), armament

manufacture at Athens appears to have been in the hands of private enterprise.

This is further borne out when we consider the words of Lysias (Against

Eratosthenes 19) that a metic family resident in Athens at the time of the 'Thirty'

had 700 shields confiscated by the oligarchs. Presumably these items were what

the 'family business' were producing. However, armament manufacture was not

exclusively in the hands of resident foreigners at Athens. Demosthenes (Against

Aphobos I, 27.9) relates how his father, also called Demosthenes, had a 'factory'

of machairopoioi, makers of machairai 4. Demosthenes (ibid.) tells us that this

'factory' employed: "32 or 33 slaves, most of them worth five or six minas each

and none worth less than three minas". Demosthenes (ibid.) adds that the sword

'factory' gave his father: "a clear income of 30 minas each year". Just prior to

this Demosthenes (ibid.) tells us how both his father's sword 'factory' and his

other workshop, producing furniture items, were: "both doing a large business".

However, what of those who could not afford their own arms and armour?

Thucydides (4.9.1) tells us that the Athenian general Demosthenes armed his

naval crews with poor quality wicker shields of plaited willow for their

involvement in the land operations at Pylos and Sphakteria in the summer of 425.

Thucydides (ibid.) also states that a few arms were obtained from a privateer in

the area and from some Messenians in a light boat. Presumably Demosthenes

felt the need for more land-based troops considering he was facing the famed

Spartans. Furthermore, Thucydides (4.32.1) tells us that the Athenians overran

the Spartans in their first watch-posts on Sphakteria during a night attack and

goes on to say:

"Then as soon as day dawned the rest of the army began to

disembark. These were the crews of somewhat more than seventy

ships (with the single exception of the rowers of the lowest benches),

equipped each in his own way, besides eight hundred archers and as

4 The machaira was a singled edged sword especially suited to slashing and hacking.
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many targeteers [peltastai], and also the Messenians who had come to

reinforce them, and all the others who were on duty about Pylos

except the men left in the fort" (Thucydides, 4.32.2)5.

Thucydides (4.32.4) goes on to say that the Athenian light-armed troops,

presumably including the naval crews: "fought at long range with arrows,

javelins, stones and slings" 6 . Given Thucydides' (4.9.1) earlier statement that

Demosthenes' naval crews were, by and large, poorly armed and his statement

(Thuc. 4.26.2) that the 'beach-head' of the Athenians was on a shingle beach,

would suggest that some of the lithoi hurled at the Spartans were probably picked

up on the beach and perhaps carried in the fold of the cloaks or 'wraps' of the

crews7 .

The Athenian need for suitable and adequately armed manpower is also apparent

from Thucydides' (8.25.1) statement that in 412:

"At the end of the same summer there sailed from Athens to Samos

one thousand Athenian and fifteen hundred Argive hoplites - for the

five hundred of the Argives that were light-armed the Athenians had

provided with heavy arms - together with one thousand from the

allies" (Thucydides, 8.25.1)8.

54,a n5 . E"cp pyvoa gvn Kai O ciAAos arparOs. dvigatvov, €K tav yea; v 1/35otu7Kovra Kai OAlya,
7rAEuivwv	 on-Yiv OaAap.u.7.ni, 04 &norm L.KEvam..LIvoc,1-066-rm E OKI-a/CO(71.0C Kai va-racrral
(AK ad. °VOUS TOtiTGOV MEC10,77V10)V TE 01 PEP071077KOTEC Kai ol ak1o, O'crot. 7TE01 1775A0V KaTE1XOV
TraVTEC 7TA7)V TaW g7T1 T01.5 TELX0VS' OVACC.KWV.

6 1-06E4tam. Kai etKov-riois Kai Mots- Kai 095EV80'VELIS .4K iroAAo/5	 clAw4v.
7 A number of Attic vase paintings show psiloi throwing stones: see Boardman (1989) figs. 231.1;
327; 392.1, 2, 3. These tend to depict either naked figures or figures wearing a chiton. The
figures have either an animal skin or cloak draped over the left forearm (to act as a 'shield') while
the right hand clutches a stone (which varies in size from the size of a cricket ball to that of a
grapefruit) and is drawn back ready to throw. Dry stream beds, stony ground, or even a shingle
beach would supply handy missiles for psiloi to pick up and use. The effects of concussion on
hoplites hit by such missiles is discussed by Hanson (1989:213-214), though Hanson focuses
mainly on spear-thrusts aimed at an enemy's head. Cf. Plutarch (Pyrrhos 34) who relates that
Pyrrhos was knocked unconscious in Argos when a distressed mother watching the fighting in the
street below picked up a roof tile which she hurled down at Pyrrhos and which: "struck him below
the helmet and bruised the vertebrae at the base of his neck". For the use of thrown stones in
sieges see: Aineias (Poliorketika 38.6), who suggests that the besieged lower men and baskets
down outside the city walls to collect and 'recycle' such stones as missiles.
8 'EK	 TC7JV 'AO'9116.1 V T01.1 al3-roi5 Ogpous- TEAEUTCUVTOC XIACOL OTTAITat 'Affrivaiwv Kai TfEVTalCOCROL
Kai xtAt.ot 'ApyEt.an, (7-m)s- yap 7revraKocrious Te31, 'Apy(an, i/n.Aas O'voras- cLirAwav ot 'AOTivalot.)
Kai xt.Awt TO)), 6vphuaxcov...
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The Athenian need for suitable and adequately equipped manpower, hence

Athens' arming of 500 Argive psiloi as hoplites, is all the more apparent when

we consider that the previous year had seen the final destruction of the Athenian

expeditionary force in Sicily. Indeed, as Thucydides (8.24.5) remarks, 412 saw

Athens' allies in open revolt and he states that: "not even the Athenians

themselves, after the Sicilian disaster, could any longer deny that their

circumstances were beyond a doubt exceedingly bad".

There is an extant inscription dating from 403-402 from Athens regarding the

public financial maintenance of Athenian orphans whose fathers had been killed

whilst on 'active service'. This "Decree of Theozotides" (Harding no. 8)9

outlines that these children were to receive an obol per day as financial support

from the Athenian state. In comparison, Aischines (Against Ktesiphon 154) asks

of his Athenian audience:

"For what Greek, nurtured in freedom, would not mourn as he sat in

the theatre and recalled this, if nothing more, that once on this day,

when as now the tragedies were about to be performed, in a time

when the city had better customs and followed better leaders, the

herald would come forward and place before you the orphans whose

fathers had died in battle, young men clad in the panoply of war; and

he would utter that proclamation so honourable and so incentive to

valour: 'These young men, whose fathers showed themselves brave

men and died in war, have been supported by the state until they have

come of age; and now, clad thus in full armour by their fellow

citizens, they are sent out with the prayers of the city, to go each his

own way; and they are invited to seats of honour in the theatre"

(Aischines, Against Ktesiphon 154)1°.

9 See also Stroud, R. S., 1971:280-301.
1°Tig yap OilK (IV ClAy4 CTEtEV eillOpUYITOS. FAX7111 Kai TratSEVOEig aevi9Epi.a,s, civattv7iat9Eis	 Teti
BEciTpCp gKET.V6 ye, El 111:1784 j-rcpov, &rt. Tali171 71'074 Tfl 7:11.-dpa 12E/1110VTWV 'CLCIITEe V0Vi. TeLV
Tpaya,SCOv ylyvEaOat, 13T ' elivotc,e1-ro ,aciklov 7) 77-AL.s. Kat PEA-I-tom wpool-c'trats . Expijro, 7rpo€A0t;iv
Kfipot Kai irapaarnaciptevos Tous OpOavas thy or TraTe'pes OTLV TG1.) TIOA4IA0 TETEAEVT77KOTES*,
VEaV10KOVC wavovAlct. KEKOalantLIVOUS-, gKlipVTTE TO Ka/Ito-Toy K7)-pvytta Kai 7T007E1TTI.KCLTaTOV
7rp6s. etpenjv, OT TOlia5E TOlig VEaV1OKOVC, WV 01 TrwrIpes grEAEtiTipiaV V TO) TTOAEFt(p avSpEs.
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Aischines delivered this speech in 330 BC and his words indicate that the

practice of equipping war orphans with a full panoply at public expense was well

established by that date. Indeed, the practice of equipping Athenian orphans with

their armour and weapons is alluded to by Aristophanes in his comedy Birds

which was first performed at the Athenian Great, or City, Dionysia festival of

414 BC (Birds 1360)". Interestingly enough, Aischines (ibid.) says that the

orphans equipped with their armour at state expense would be presented to the

citizen body (in the theatre) on the day that the tragedies were performed, that is

to say at the Great, or City, Dionysia, the very festival that saw the premiere of

Aristophanes' Birds. However, how much would the public purse expect to

spend on each of these young men's armour and weapons? A possible indication

is given in a fourth century inscription from Thasos (Pouilloux, 1954:371, Inv.

1032). This inscription, also honouring war orphans, states (lines 18-20) how,

when they reached manhood, they were each given knemidas (greaves), thOreka

(breastplate), egcheiridion (knife/dagger, or possibly a 'short sword'), kranos

(helmet), aspida (shield), doru (spear), to the value of not less than three minas,

or 300 drachmai. Jackson (1993:229) remarks that in order to be fit for the state

to honour its war orphans these panoplies: "were presumably of good quality".

Whereas equipping the sons of Athenians who had fallen in battle with arms and

armour at public expense may, in part at least, have been the product of Athenian

social conscience, Athens took even further steps towards the state provision of

arms and armour. The Athenaion Politeia (42.4), attributed to Aristotle, relates

how Athenian epheboi, in their second year of 'national service', took part in: "an

assembly in the theatre, at which the cadets display to the people the manoeuvres

which they have learned and receive a shield and spear from the state. Then they

patrol the frontiers of the country, and spend their time in the guard-posts".

Sekunda (1986:57) remarks how these changes to the Athenian system: "are

known as the Reforms of Lykourgos after the Athenian magistrate who

ciya0o1 yEvOp,Evot,	 ifrris-c 87),uoc grpe.�.€, 	 6 Kao7rAicras	 wavow-Ma, docnaLv
ciyaOn T7.;xv rpe'wedat	 javTthy, 'cal KaAd Els wpoeSptav.
i1 I am indebted to Mr. Robin Seager for bringing this passage of Aristophanes to my attention.



VALUE OF WEAPONS IN I G XII, 5,647

Weapon
	

Price
	

Line No.

Bow (toxon)

Bow and quiver (pharetra)

Spearhead (lonche)12

Staffpole (kontos)

Shield

7 drachmai

15 drachmai

2 drachmai

20 drachmai

3.33r obols

28

28

31

31

31

28

implemented them". Sekunda (ibid.) believes the introduction of these measures

occurred following the battle of Chaironeia (338 BC). Snodgrass (1967:59)

states that despite being presented with his shield and spear by the state an

Athenian ephebe still: "had to find the rest of his equipment at his own expense".

However, how much would it have cost for additional arms and armour? A hint

is provided by Attic stelai: "recording the sale of items of personal property

confiscated from Alkibiades and other condemned men, who were accused of

mutilating the Herms and profaning the Eleusinian mysteries in 415-414 BC"

(Pritchett, 1956:178). Pritchett (1956:307) tells us of weapons included in the

sale which feature in stele II. Although the prices are for 'second-hand' items we

are told that it cost two drachmai for a short spear (1.226: doration), and one

drachma four obols for a spear without a spear-butt (1225: doru aneu sturakos).

Pritchett (1956:307) states that: "one other inscription is known...which contains

prices for some weapons. This is from Koresia on the island of Keos and is dated

at the beginning of the third century BC. The weapons mentioned were given as

prizes of victory, so were presumably of good quality". Pritchett (1956:307)

gives the prices in the form of a table which has been reproduced below.

12 Pritchett (1956:307 n.5), remarks that this item might possibly be a complete spear. Cf.
Snodgrass (1967:127) who is of the opinion that this is a spear (rather than a spear-head), and
suggests comparison with the earlier 'second-hand' spear without a spear-butt (the doru aneu
sturakos mentioned above) at one drachma four obols. I myself believe that the lonche here,
valued at only three and a third obols, must be a spear-head only, if not the cost and value of
weapons must have fallen greatly in the intervening years and following the emergence of the
sarissa.
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Of weapons prices in general, Pritchett (ibid.) remarks that: "our evidence is

scattered, but we may safely conclude that weapons were not cheap". Snodgrass

(1967:127) also cites the value of these prizes pointing out that they were given

to those successful in an archery competition. Snodgrass (ibid.) also states that

among the list of prizes was a helmet valued at six drachmai, but fails to give any

further details.

Unfortunately, no reasonably believable prices are known for the cost of either

thorakes (breastplates or cuirasses) or spolades (corslets). As we can interpret

the former of these to be metal (bronze) armour and the latter as either leather or

linen armour it naturally follows that the latter, one would assume, would be the

less expensive of the two. The alleged price of a thorax costing 1,000 drachmai

in Aristophanes (Peace 1224) is, as has been pointed out earlier, obviously

exaggerated for comic effect, as is the price of the helmet (Aristophanes Peace

1251) at 100 drachmail3.

Kroll (1977:141) has written of: "nine lead tokens...found in 1971 in the

[Athenian] Agora well with the large lot of 3rd century cavalry tablets.. .Coming

from the same context as the tablets, the tokens should date with them to around

the middle of the 3rd century BC Each token is stamped on both sides. On the

obverse is shown a piece of armour - helmet, corslet, greave or shield.. .On the

reverse is a letter - alpha, gamma, or delta" 14 . Kroll (1977:143) goes on to state

that: "although the purpose of most ancient tokens is notoriously uncertain, there

13 Cf. the cost of a complete panoply in the Thasos inscription (lines 18-20 above) of 300
drachmai, and the six drachmai helmet given as a prize in Keos (see above and Snodgrass,
1967:127).
14 Kroll (1977:141) informs us that one token has a depiction of Nike on the obverse side. He
suggests (1977:143) that : "the Nike, too, ought to refer to some kind of military equipment. A
military standard is one possibility, though more probably the Nike stands for an item like a spear
or a sword that does not lend itself to depiction in the small field of the token". Although I find
the suggestion that it may represent a standard plausible enough (Asklepiodotos [Tech Tactic, 2.9]
ascribes one semeiophoros to each 256 man strong syntagma), I am not fully convinced by
Kroll's suggestion that the Nike figure represents a spear or sword. I believe either of these items
would have been easier to engrave on a die than that of a figure of: "Nike standing left, holding a
(?) trophy in her right hand" (Kroll, 1977:143), especially if the die-maker chose to depict only a
spear-head and part of the shaft, as intricate and detailed designs, for example the club of
Herakles (see Kraay, 1969:65 and plate I), are quite often seen on Greek coins (cf. Kraay,
1969:65-75, plates I-VIII).
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is good documentary evidence that some were distributed by the state to be

exchanged for public pay or for allotments of grain. The iconography of the

present tokens suggests for them an analogous function, namely that they were to

be exchanged for the issue of state-owned armour". Kroll (ibid.) suggests that

the letters on the reverse of some of the tokens represent 'sizes', that is to say,

that the alpha, gamma, and delta correspond with, perhaps, 'small', 'medium',

and 'large'. Kroll (ibid.) also points out that these letters only appear on those

• tokens depicting greaves, corslets, and helmets, notably three items of equipment

that would need to be reasonably 'tailored' to fit men's differing physiques.

However, as Sekunda (1986:56) points out these: "lead tokens imply state

ownership and issue of arms and equipment in the Hellenistic period; but how far

did the practice stretch back into the Classical period?" Sekunda (ibid.) cites

Demosthenes' oration Against Stephanos I (45.85) in which we hear of how the

banker Pasion donated 1,000 shields to the Athenian state. Elsewhere, but not

cited by Sekunda, Demosthenes (On the Crown, Or. 18.116) cites a decree which

tells us that Chairedemos and Diotimos gratuitously bestowed eight hundred

shields for the neaniskoi, or 'young men'/'youths', of Athens. By comparison,

Plutarch (Lives of the Ten Orators, 852C) tells us that Lykourgos had stored a

great quantity of arms and armour (hopla polla) on the Athenian acropolis. Kroll

(1977:144) believes that: "we may assume that such equipment was kept on hand

primarily for the arming of irregulars - thetes and slaves - at time of total

mobilisation; for Athenians of the hoplite register were legally responsible for

procuring their own military equipment". Sekunda (1986:58) concurs, remarking

that: "as far as the Athenian state was concerned the main use of this armour was

not to replace that owned by private citizens, but to expand the size of the hoplite

force by providing arms for those too poor to afford them". My own view

follows that of both Kroll and Sekunda in that complete state provision of arms

and armour at Athens during the fourth century BC and later applied only to war

orphans and to those too poor to purchase their own equipment.

Furthermore, there were elements of Athenian society, throughout the Classical

period, that could not only afford their own arms and armour, but lavished
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considerable expenditure on such items. Xenophon, writing in the third person of

how he addressed an assembly of the Ten Thousand, tells us that:

"...Xenophon arose, arrayed for war in his finest dress. For he

thought that if the gods should grant victory, the finest raiment was

suited to victory; and if it should be his fate to die, it was proper, he

thought, that inasmuch as he had accounted his office worthy of the

most beautiful attire, in tAis attire he should meet his death"

(Xenophon, Anabasis, 3.2.7)15.

Clearly, Xenophon possessed more than one set of armour if he chose to wear his

finest to address the meeting. Presumably other individuals among the Ten

Thousand also had additional armour, as Xenophon later tells us that when his

idea to raise a cavalry force was approved at another meeting of the Ten

Thousand, the following morning saw how:

"...horses and horsemen to the number of fifty were examined and

accepted, and jerkins 16 and cuirasses were provided for them; and

Lykios, the son of Polystratos, an Athenian, was put in commanA of

the troop" (Xenophon, Anabasis 3.3.20)17.

Unfortunately, Xenophon never tells us who exactly supplied the spolades and

thorakes for the cavalry force. However, it seems plausible to suggest that it was

either men of 'officer' rank or else relatively wealthy hoplites among the Ten

15 n,	 2 I
amaraTat. ICITCGAILIVOS' ETTI! 170Aq10V CLS" E87.5VaTO KO.AALara, VOI,L(CUV, EtTE VLICIV SUSOFEV

OL 0E0t, TOY KaAALCTTOV IC001,COV TLF1 VLICGLV 1773E7TELV, rTE TEAEVTCCV Sdot. 406; g'xcLv rci; v KaA)tL'OTWV

ECLVTOV cietd.gravra EV TOtiTOLS* Tijg TEllEUT7C ruyxaveiv.
16 'jerkins', Brownson's [Loeb] translation for spolades. I prefer the term `corslets' or even more
preferable, simply transliterating as spolades, largely because it avoids confusion, and secondly,
modern historians writing of the Roman army often use Latin terms for items of Roman armour,
and I see no good reason why those of us involved with Greek military history should not follow
suit by using Greek terms and terminology. Furthermore, terms such as hoplites and peltasts
(more correctly peltastai) are already relatively familiar and increasingly used and understood by
both students and laymen alike so the increased use of proper terms and terminology would be,
even if only eventually, understood.
17 . 1	 ES'71-7TOL 8g KCa. t7r7TE 180K /1.1,6t0'071 	TT) 15	 L0TEpa•	 CZ Et'S' I7EVT1]1COVTa, KCa CTITOMSEC Ka!. OC:JpaKES

airrois 17roplaancrav, Kat: i-avapxos- EITECTT(1071 AUKLOS 17oAvarparou 'Athivaios.
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Thousand 18 who may have possessed 'spare' armour. Nor do we know if it was

any of the Athenians among the Ten Thousand. Roy (1967:300-309) catalogues

the known (named) Athenians with the Ten Thousand appearing in Xenophon's

Anabasis narrative, adding of these that: "the Athenians were all officers" (Roy,

1967:307), though he does concede that of the sixty-six named individuals

among the whole of the Ten Thousand some fifty-two were of officer rank adding

(ibid.): "that the evidence for non-officers is poor".

There is, however, further evidence of the expense lavished by some Athenians

on arms and armour at Athens. Xenophon (Memorabilia, 3.10.10) alleges that

Pistias the breastplate-maker (rOv Ocupaianroulv) charged more for his work than

other armourers because the 'fit' of his breastplates was better than those

produced by others. Xenophon (Mem. 3.10.13) has Sokrates remark how the

well-fitting breastplate is much less of a burden than an ill-fitting one and that the

former is more advantageous to the wearer, to which Xenophon (Memorabilia.

3.10.14) has Pistias reply:

"The advantage you speak of is the very one which I think makes my

work worth a big price. Some, however, prefer to buy the

ornamented and the gold-plated breastplates" (Xen. Mem. 3.10.14)19.

To this Xenophon (Memorabilia, 3.10.15) has Solcrates remark: "Still, if the

consequence is that they buy misfits, it seems to me they buy ornamented and

gold-plated trash". This would suggest that some Athenians did buy elaborately

decorated and gilded breastplates purely for their appearance giving little thought,

it would seem, to the ensuing discomfort of an ill-fitting cuirass rather than

purchase a more functional, though less ornate, but better fitting breastplate. For

some individual Athenians their ostentation did not stop at breastplates. Plutarch

(Alkibiades 16) tells us that Alkibiades had a gold shield made for himself.

18 Though of course 'relatively wealthy hoplites' among the Ten Thousand would be extremely
rare if we believe Isokrates' (Panegyrikos 146; Philippos 89-92) statements regarding the alleged
poverty of the Ten Thousand in general.
19Erpvcas, g'sbn, mil-4, St' 67rEp gtycoy€ Tet Ji.ta 4)ya 7rAda-rou lieta vottict) etvat . g'vtot tdVTOt T 01'IC

irottcAots Kai roi)s. ..n-txpi!)crovs. Ou'ipaKas p.O.AAov clnimivrat.
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Elsewhere, Plutarch (Nikias 28) tells us that down to his own day: "a shield, said

to belong to Nikias, can be seen in one of the temples of Syracuse. The outside

shows a design of gold and purple, elaborately inlaid and interwoven". Similarly,

Plutarch (Demosthenes, 20.2) tells us that at Chaironeia Demosthenes had the

words agathe tuche ('with good fortune') on his shield in gold. However, as

Sekunda (1986:56) remarks: "we are not told whether the words were written on

the inside of the shield, or on the rim, or alongside a blazon".

For most Athenians during the Classical period the private individual would

appear to have purchased his own arms and equipment with the notable

exceptions of war orphans, epheboi (post-Chaironeia at least) and those too poor

to purchase arms. In addition to the passages already cited there are also the

diverse motifs on the shields of figures on Attic vases which were probably

copied from 'life'. Lamachos in Aristophanes' Acharrzians (964-5, 1124, 1181)

has a gorgon motif on his shield which was presumably familiar enough with the

audience as belonging to Lamachos for Aristophanes to mock it. Sekunda's

(1986:24) interpretation is surely correct in stating that the shields marked ATHE

and carried by Athenian ephebes in a hoplitodromos, or armoured foot-race, on a

small Attic pelike2° of around 430 BC are shown thus as they: "would all be

equal in weight: they were used in the armoured race to make sure no one was

running with an artificially lightened shield". That is to say that such shields, at

least in this period, are more likely to be state approved and accepted 'weights

and measures' than to suggest they might indicate state supply of arms to

Athenian ephebes. Athens did go some way (notably from the fourth century BC

onward) towards state provision and the state subsidising of arms and armour for

sections of the citizen body, but that by and large the majority of Athenian

citizens were expected to provide their own arms and armour during the Classical

period.

20 Laon, Municipal Museum of Archaeology, 371029.
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OTHER STATES

So far we have examined the possible methods by which the Spartans and

Athenians may have procured arms and armour in the Classical period, and,

during this discussion we have touched only briefly on the practices of other

states. However, what of these other states? A hint may be provided by the

fourth century writer Aineias who states that:

"One ought also to take precautions in regard to the arms imported

for sale and displayed in the market-place, likewise those in the small

shops and the bazaars (since these, if gathered together, would make

a considerable number), to prevent them from being ready at hand for

anyone of those who desire to start a revolution" (Aineias,

Poliorketika 30.1)1.

This passage by Aineias illustrates both the importation into, and the open sale of

arms from 'retail outlets' within, a Greek city. Presumably such an allusion

would have been one familiar enough to many or most Greeks for Aineias to

have used it as an example for suggesting that a city's leaders ensured the careful

monitoring of arms for sale in any given city. Naturally, it would follow that this

example, probably outlined by Aineias for its 'universal' familiarity and it being

applicable to many and most, if not all, Greek poleis during the fourth century,

suggests that the private purchase of arms and armour by individual citizens was

the most common practice in the Greek world during the Classical period.

Although Xenophon (Hell. 3.4.3) tells us that Agesilaos was given: "everything

he asked for and provisions for six months" by the Lakedaimonians to undertake

his expedition in Asia, he does not inform us if Agesilaos asked for armour and

weapons with which to equip the Asiatic Greeks. Later, however, Xenophon

(Hell. 3.4.17) describes how, when Agesilaos had made Ephesos his base:

I lIpovoelv Sj Kai Ta j-tri Trpaact elaarliteva Kai els T V ayopav jKTE.01pc.5va 57rAa rc TE hri TO-11,

Kan-qActaw Kai vavronwAeicov, v aOpocaOlvrow 774 Os TL y6oiT' av, ov-cos to7 3e-vi grottta TthV

PovAopivow vearrepav.
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"In fact he made the entire city, where he was staying , a sight worth

seeing; for the market was full of all sorts of horses and weapons

offered for sale, and the copper-workers, carpenters, smiths, leather-

cutters, and painters were all engaged in making martial weapons, so

that one might have thought that the city was really a workshop of

war" (Xen. Hell. 3.4.17)2.

Cornelius Nepos (Agesilaus, 3), writing of the same expedition, relates how

Agesilaos, following his campaign in Phrygia: "led back his army to Ephesos for

the winter, and erecting forges for arms there, made preparations for war with

great industry". Nepos is probably following Xenophon at this point though both

authors make it clear that Agesilaos was responsible for arranging the production

of arms at Ephesos. However, although Agesilaos had arranged for the

production of arms for his Asiatic Greek allies at Ephesos who, ultimately, paid

for them? It seems probable that it was the Asiatic Greeks themselves and such a

hypothesis is based on another of Xenophon's statements regarding Agesilaos'

Asian expedition. Xenophon (Hell. 3.4.15) states that when Agesilaos decided to

raise a cavalry force drawn from the Asiatic Greek poleis:

"Accordingly he [Agesilaos] assigned the richest men in all the cities

in that region to the duty of raising horses; and by proclaiming that

whoever supplied a horse and arms and a competent man would not

have to serve himself, he caused these arrangements to be carried out

with all the expedition that was to be expected when men were

eagerly looking for substitutes to die in their stead" (Xen. Hell.

3.4.15)3.

2,‘cletav (3 Kai Any riv irOAtv	 Oe'as- 6ra-1p:rev-	 TE yap ciyopa	 pecr-ri 7ravToSa1r6v Kai
L7T7TCOV Kai 87TA0)71 C1111100, ot TE XaAKOTtiTrOt Kal 01 TKTOVES" Kai 01 XaAKEIC Kai 01 UKVTOTOI.401. Kai
01 cg.)ypc'tsbot. 7711VTEC 7roAct1Lrca Or-Aa KareaKetSaCov, c'Llare Tiv miAtv OVTCOS' acaeat 7roA4tov
jpyacrrrjptov that.. Cf. the almost identical passage in Xenophon, Agesilaos 1.26.
3
Kat TM' pev 7TAOUCTLGOTI1TOVS* EK Traa6V TWv &CI TrOAccov lirrrorpockeiv KaTIAE6E 7TpOELITC.UV

	

Tts. orrapovro 1771"7TOV Kai &TrAa Kai civ8pa. 8OKtp.OV, Tt J6101-0.I. al3TCP	 arpaTe3ea0ai., 6T0(7101.11

01;TC0 Tal5Ta aVVTOI-Lalg 7rpeLTTECJOat CIS alTEp a 1 1 TIS TOV irrrp at5roi; etwoOavoi.w.Evov Trpothiptois
Cf. Xen. Agesilaos 1.23-24.
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Certainly Xenophon makes it clear exactly who was to provide the horses and

arms and suitable manpower for Agesilaos' cavalry force: the richest

(7rAovatcorc'trovs) men of the Asiatic Greek poleis. Presumably Agesilaos, by

arranging for the manufacture and sale of arms at Ephesos, felt he provided the

means by which his allies could equip themselves and, presumably, they did so at

their own expense. Agesilaos appears to have provided an incentive for his allies

to equip themselves as well as they could afford by his offering prizes for the best

turned out and best drilled units (Xen. Hell. 3.4.16; Agesilaos 1.25, cf. Nepos,

Agesilaus 3). However, that the emphasis lay with his allied troops to provide

their own arms is proved by Xenophon's (Hell. 3.4.17; Agesilaos 1.26) remark

that the arms produced in Ephesos were "for sale" (ciwicov).

Immediately prior to Agesilaos' expedition to Asia Minor Spartan leadership in

Asia had been provided by Derkylidas (Xen. Hell. 3.1.90. Derkylidas' army had

also contained troops drafted from the Asiatic Greek cities. Xenophon (Hell.

3.2.17) records of the preparations prior to a battle in Ionia that:

"Now all that part of the army which was from the Peloponnesos kept

quiet and prepared for battle; but as for the men from Priene and

Achilleion, from the islands and the Ionian cities, some of them left

their arms in the standing grain (for the grain was tall in the plain of

the Maiander) and ran way, while all those who did stand showed

clearly that they would not stand very long" (Xen. Hell. 3.2.17)4.

Certainly troops would be more inclined to abandon expensive equipment if they

themselves had not had to pay for it to begin with. However, we have no real

evidence to suggest that, on this occasion, Derkylidas' Asiatic Greek allies had

not originally paid for their equipment themselves. It could indeed be possible

that Derkylidas' non-Peloponnesian troops were willing to abandon equipment

that they had paid for themselves. Indeed, Hanson (1989:63) quite correctly

48crov i...4 Si 11V jK 17eAo7rovv7crou arpciTevp,a, icrvxtav axe Kai jrapECTICEIfigETO Cln tlaX04LEVOIr

Ocrot Se iaav curO Hrtivis TE Kai 'AxiA/letot, Kai cl7r8 Haan, xat TWV 'IcoviKci;v irOAccov, ol 126
Tives KaraAL7rOvres- EV Teil atTcp Ta O7rAa civeStSpaaKov- Kai yap 7.11, paOis O airos 41) TC11

Matciv8pot, 7re6tcp• liam. 6 Kai g'p.evov, SfiAot. iaav cn'i p.evoi3v-res.
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points out that: "throughout Greek literature we find constant references to the

abandonment of hoplite arms on the field of battle". For example, Aristophanes

(Wasps, 22) jokes at Kleonymos' expense about the latter's tendency to abandon

his shield in battle. Similarly, following the failed Athenian night-assault on

Epipolai, Thucydides (7.45.2) remarks how the Athenians left behind more arms

than corpses on the heights. Obviously on this occasion some Athenian troops

had abandoned their equipment in their flight. In a similar vein, Herodotos

(5.91.1) alleged that the poet Alkaios once saved himself by abandoning his arms

and fleeing from a battle. Perhaps the most well-known incident of the

abandonment of military equipment is referred to in a fragment of a piece written

by the Lyric poet Archilochos (fragment 5):

"Some Thracian [now] is pleased with my shield, which unwillingly I

left on a bush in perfect condition on our side [of the battlefield]; but

I escaped death. To hell with that shield! I shall get another no worse"

(Archilochos, fragment 5)5.

Despite the expensive nature of arms and armour it would appear from the

examples cited above that troops were, sometimes, prepared to abandon their

equipment, regardless of the financial loss, in order to preserve their lives by

attempting to flee from the field of battle unimpeded by heavy or awkward

equipment. Therefore, the abandonment of arms in Ionia, as described by

Xenophon (loc. cit.), could very well indicate that some of Derkylidas' allied

troops were more concerned with the preservation of their own lives and, as

seems only natural in the circumstances, less concerned with the loss of

expensive equipment.

We have already seen how, according to Xenophon (Hell. 2.3.20)6 , the 'Thirty'

confiscated the arms of Athenian citizens. A strikingly similar occurrence,

S 'Acuriat tav Eaton, Tts clycaAerat,	 7rapa	 EliTOS citufiparov Kea/\Lvov ot1K Zeaow-aZTOs
8' 410vyov Oavarov Taos- clairis EKEtVn Zppro.)- Zeailorts IcToottat oz.; Ka'<to).
6 See also Lysias, Against Erastothenes 19, and the confiscation of 700 shields from a Metic
family in Athens by the 'Thirty'.
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according to Diodoros (14.10.4), took place at Syracuse in 404 BC. Diodoros

(loc. cit.) relates that:

"Dionysios, sending the Syracusans out to harvest their crops, entered

their homes and carried off the arms of them all..." (Diod. 14.10.4)7.

Similarly, we also hear from Diodoros (14.15.1), that in 403 BC Dionysios (the

Elder) also took: "their arms from the citizens" of Katane. This would imply that

the citizens of both Syracuse and Katane had, prior to their seizure by Dionysios,

possessed their own arms and armour8 . Yet later, during Dionysios' preparations

for the coming war with Carthage, Diodoros (14.44.2) states that:

"From the Syracusans he [Dionysios] enrolled those who were fit for

military service in companies [eis taxeis] and from the cities subject

to him he summoned their able men" (Diod. 14.44.2)9.

Diodoros fails to mention if and when these citizen troops were equipped with

arms and armour even though, if they were not re-armed with the most

rudimentary weapons, they would have been useful only as rowers in Dionysios'

navy. In order to ascertain how Dionysios set about using the citizens of

Syracuse (and, presumably, the citizens of his subject cities) in his campaigns we

must turn to Polyainos (5.2.14) to provide an answer. Polyainos (5.2.14) states

that:

"After Dionysios confiscated the citizens arms, whenever he needed

to fight the enemy he ordered them to advance 100 stades from the

city, and then returned the arms. After the battle, before they returned

74Loiniatos-	 T07.1$ EvpaKoaCovs. •iri Ten, Be inc,p-Ov CITTOaTEIAas hrijA0€ Tag olKias, Kai ra 116,
Trcivran, eakdAero...

8 Cf. Xen. Hiero 5.3, in which Xenophon appears to be acutely aware of how an autocratic ruler
would employ such methods when he has the tyrant Hiero say to Simonides that: "even a despot
must needs love his city, for without the city he can enjoy neither safety nor happiness. But
despotism forces him to find fault even with his fatherland. For he has no pleasure in seeing that
the citizens are stout-hearted and well-armed; rather he delights to make the foreigners more
formidable than the citizens, and these he employs as a bodyguard".

3	 1
91.6)11 ov EvpaKocricav KargAcye Twig -7r. t.rn8eicovs- etc Tdx€Es., Kai imp& Taw vir av ,rov TaTTOI.LEVOJV

7T6AEWV pETEIT4LVETO TO15* EZOITOVS
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to the city and opened the gates, he ordered them to put their arms

aside again" (Polyainos, 5.2.14) 10.

Earlier in Syracuse's history the practice of citizens providing their own arms and

armour is implied in a summary of a speech Thucydides (6.72.4) attributes to

the Syracusan Hermokrates. Thucydides (loc. cit.) believed that it was

Hermokrates who suggested the Syracusans should cut the number of generals

holding command down from fifteen. Thucydides (ibid.) then reports that

Hermolcrates also suggested that: "during this winter [415-414 BC] they [the

Syracusans] should get the hoplite-force ready, providing arms for those who had

none, in order that the number might be as large as possible". This would

suggest that the majority of citizens who were wealthy enough already had

armour and weapons of their own and that Hermokrates is here suggesting that

the Syracusan state provide equipment for those who were too poor to afford it.

Furthermore, as McKechnie (1989:82) points out: "the implication is that even

under democracy Syracuse could (given good management) issue arms to citizens

to maximise hoplite strength in the field". In addition, as McKechnie (1989:95

n.21) indicates, during Dionysios the Elder's attempt to secure power in 406 BC,

we hear how:

"For instance Dionysios at once selected such citizens as were

without property but bold in spirit, more than a thousand in number,

provided them with costly arms, and buoyed them up with

extravagant promises" (Diod. 13.96.1)11.

Presumably Dionysios' recent appointment as strategos autokrator (Diod.

13.95.1) had ensured that, in his military capacity, he had access to any

stockpiled arms within the possession of the Syracusan state.

Ii7TAa TC3V TWA LTWV 7TapEA(StkEVO3 ivika irpOs. TOVS* TIOAEp.10VS* KI.1)87.5V0V KatpOs.
-Irpociyetv atiTan CITTO Tijg irciAccuc jKaTOV (JrciSta KEA€6aas, TOTE aTTE51801)	 tiirAa• p.,ETa 8e 77)v

.71-pv 71.av€A0E-iv Els .riv TrOAtv Kai ra g rniAas civoieaL, 1TaALV afprot)c iciAevev ciwo7-1.0eaBat
Tas- vavcnrAtas.
11E601) yap TOVS. Xp71144TOJV 1.1E11 b8eds, Tfi	 qnixf) Opaaeis 6nAleas, tiTap TO/)s* vAtovs, OirAots-
TE VOAVTEA611. KaOarrAtae Kat TalS' Ir.Eyicr-rats 6rayy€Atats 41,ETECIJ ()VIE.
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There are also other alleged incidents of the arming of those Syracusans without

their own arms later in the history of that polis. Diodoros (16.6.5) alleges that

when the disenchanted Dion was planning the overthrow of Dionysios II he

reached Corinth and began recruiting mercenaries. In addition, Diodoros (ibid.)

alleges, Dion also began to: "collect armour" (,77-avoirAitts avv-419 pot.W, and:

"gradually accumulated large supplies of armour and many mercenaries". In all,

Diodoros (16.9.5) states that Dion collected 5,000 panoplies 12 and that, upon his

arrival in Sicily:

"Dion distributed the 5,000 panoplies to such of the Syracusans as

were unarmed, and equipped the rest as well as he could with

weapons that came to hand" (Diod. 16.10.3)13.

Plutarch's (Dion 22f) version of events somewhat contradicts that of Diodoros

(loc. cit.). Plutarch (Dion 22.5) alleges that Dion recruited less than 800

mercenaries and makes no mention of Dion collecting full panoplies. Later

however, Plutarch (Dion 25.1), describing Dion's embarkation for Sicily, states

that:

"The soldiers of Dion filled two merchant-ships, and a third transport

of small size, together with two thirty-oared galleys, accompanied

these. Moreover, besides the arms which the soldiers had, Dion

carried two thousand shields, missiles and spears in great numbers"

(Plut. Dion 25.1)14.

Clearly there is a great discrepancy between the accounts of Plutarch and

Diodoros both as regards the type and the quantity of equipment that Dion took

with him to Sicily. Plutarch's statement (loc. cit.) that Dion took 2,000 shields

and an undisclosed number of spears and other missiles is in complete contrast

12 iravarrAtas wevTaKtaxtAtas.
13dian,	 TOES' !LEV CIV67TAOLS' TCJV apaKoatan, SLISawe i-ds TIEVTOK taxddas TravorrAtas, To/is
Ways- El< Tan/ SvvaTth" v TOES' TrapaTvxm5atv 87rAots. OVVEOKEljaCTEV.
14 Tan	 arpaTtdrrag Tois Lltwvos eeSe'eavro aTpoyytMat 87io vaiis, rptrov 7rAoiov	 pAya
Kai 87io rptaK6vTopot.

a 	
irapnKoAmiovv. OirAa SI, X0J01$ CTJV E1X0V 01 arpaTtio. TaL, SLaxtAtas tav

4KcituZ€v ciairas, pan	 Kai Scipara voklet.
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to, and falls far short of, Diodoros' assertions (loc. cit.) that Dion took with him,

and later distributed, 5,000 complete panoplies. Plutarch (Dion 27.3) alleges that

following Dion's arrival in Sicily:

"No fewer than five thousand men had joined him on the march, and

though they were wretchedly armed with such weapons as came to

hand, their enthusiasm made up for their lack of equipment, so that

when Dion gave the word they advanced on the run, exhorting one

another with joyful shouts to win their liberty" (Plut. Dion 27.3)15.

Therefore, we have two contrasting versions of the extent to which Dion is

alleged to have equipped those Syracusans who had joined his cause. Earlier in

his narrative Plutarch (Dion 19.5) asserts that Dionysios II had seized and sold

the property of Dion, keeping the money from the sale himself. This immediately

raises the question of how Dion had raised sufficient funds to acquire either

5,000 panoplies or 2,000 shields and "missiles and spears in great numbers".

Certainly, Dion may have had some 'liquid assets' despite the seizure of his

estate and he could, perhaps, count on some financial support from friends and

allies at Corinth and his fellow exiles. It may be possible that such support took

the form of support in kind, that is to say by his friends and allies donating

equipment to his cause. Either way, however, I find Plutarch's version of the

amount of equipment Dion had in his possession to distribute is the more

plausible.

McKechnie (1989:94 n.12) suggests that the cost of a full Greek panoply might

plausibly be reckoned as costing about 100 drachmai. If Diodoros' (16.10.3)

figure of 5,000 panoplies is to be believed then the purchase cost, using

McKechnie's suggested cost-price, would amount to some 500,000 drachmai or

5,000 minai or, put another way, 83 talents! In contrast, based on the cost of a

shield valued at 20 drachmai (IG )01.5.647, line 31), the 2,000 shields Plutarch

15iaav	 wevraKtaxtgan, cniK acirrovs. irpoayEyovOrEs.	 Kara Tip OSOv- clnrAtatLivot 8g okaaws- EK

T01.5 71730CPTVX0VTOC civerrA-6potw TnrrpoOutzta T7)11 ri7ç vapaaKetrijg bSetav, c'o' are KU1740CLVTOS. TaJ
dtawos 6p6py xcupeiv percl xapiis Kai poijs CLAA1)Aovs- vaparcaAoihn-as jrri r.7)v aevOeptav.
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(Dion 27.3) states Dion took with him would be valued at some 40,000 drachmai

or 400 minai or somewhat over six and a half talents. Admittedly the cost of a

shield valued at 20 drachmai is from a third century context and is also for an

item given as a prize and so, presumably, was of high quality. Nevertheless even

allowing for, perhaps, a slightly lower price-value in the mid-fourth century the

figure of just over six and a half talents for 2,000 shields is infinitely more

plausible than believing Dion and his supporters could raise over eighty-three

talents for 5,000 complete panoplies. Unfortunately, without a firm figure for the

number of spears Dion is alleged to have taken with him it is impossible to

calculate the overall cost, although Pritchett (1956:307) records the second-hand

prices of two drachmai for a duration (short spear) and one drachmai four obols

for a spear without a spear-butt (doru aneu sturakos) from the Attic stelai (11.225-

226) recording the sale of goods confiscated from Alkibiades in 415-414.

Plutarch's (Dion, 25.1) remarks about other missiles, similarly, shed no light on

either what these may have been or their cost. Greek slingers used lead sling-

bullets 16 cast in either bronze or terracotta moulds, 17 however we of no

knowledge of prices for lead slingshot from our sources. The lead sling-bullets

in the Paul Canellopoulos Collection weigh between 32 grams and 110 grams,18

however even if the price of lead is known it would be a fruitless and pointless

exercise to attempt to calculate the cost of Greek lead slingshot especially as we

do not know, even approximately, how much 'ammunition' a Greek slinger

would normally be expected to carry.

Diodoros (16.80.6) alleges that following the battle of Krimisos in 341 BC,

Timoleon captured 1,000 breastplates and over 10,000 shields from his

Carthaginian opponents. These, Diodoros (ibid.) maintains, were distributed

16 For example, see Xen. Anab. 3.3.17; 3.4.17.
17 For example, Empereur (1981:555) illustrates an example of one half of a bronze slingshot
mould now in the Paul Canellopoulos Collection (Inv. 732), while I myself have seen a terracotta
sling-bullet mould in the museum in Eretria, Euboia. The bronze example is rectangular in shape
and has a central pouring channel from which 'branches' lead off, terminating in the distinctive
Greek leaf-shaped bullets. The overall impression of the interior of the mould is very like that of
a stylised tree with 'leaves'. The terracotta example I saw in Eretria was circular in shape with
the leaf-shaped bullet moulds clustered around a central pouring channel giving it the impression
of a stylised flower, the bullets looking like the petals of a flower.
18 See Empereur (1981:555-561).
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among Timoleon's "allies" once a tithe of these spoils had been dedicated in the

temples of Syracuse and Corinth. Plutarch (Timoleon, 29.2) concurs with

Diodoros on the number of breastplates captured and gives a 'precise' figure for

the number of shields taken as being 10,000. Plutarch (ibid.) says that the

breastplates in particular were: "of superior workmanship and beauty" 19 .

However, Plutarch's account regarding the dedication of a tithe of the spoils

differs from that of Diodoros. Plutarch states that:

"Along with the report of his victory Timoleon sent to Corinth the

most beautiful of the captured armour, wishing that his own native

city should be envied of all men" (Plut. Timoleon, 29.2)20 .

Plutarch makes no mention of any tithe of captured arms for the temples of

Syracuse nor does he tell us if Timoleon distributed the remainder among his

allied troops. although he does inform us (Timoleon 28.1) that the Carthaginians

Timoleon had taken the armour from had iron breastplates, bronze helmets and

"great shields" (crt8npois Odyaet.ica xaAK(Dis KpavEatv acr-n-t5as...pEyciAas.). An

iron cuirass (with gold decoration) was found in Royal Tomb LE at Vergina and is

believed to have belonged to Philip II of Makedon. The use of such items as iron

breastplates (even without gold decoration) would have been a rare exception

rather than a general practice among warriors of the fourth century. Indeed the

1,000 breastplates captured following the battle of Krimisos would probably have

come from the Carthaginian citizen-troops. Plutarch (Timoleon 27.2f),

describing the deployment of the Carthaginian army with its four-horse chariots

and mercenaries from numerous ethnic backgrounds nevertheless makes a special

point of remarking how Timoleon's army saw an enemy body of 10,000

`hoplites' with white shields (imptots OrrAtTats AEVIC n40171.01). Plutarch goes on to

state that:

19 lpyacria Ka t Kciact.
Np.a	 r chip.n Tijs vt.pcns c TEtkoAdcov cis KOptvOov :-TTE tidy E Ta	 (ITU TCJV a 1X/LaACLTCOV

alTA0J11, povAOpEvos aZrot1	 7raTp(Sa 7racnv civepd.nrots flAcurip) that.
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"These the Corinthians conjectured to be Carthaginians, from the

splendour of their armour and the slowness and good order of their

march" (Plut. Timoleon 27.3)21.

Connolly (1981:147) illustrates a: "frieze showing Carthaginian arms from a

triumphal monument found in Tunisia. The cuirass is probably mail. The

shield.. .is North African and probably was used by the Liby-Phoenician phalanx".

Although Connolly omits to provide a suggested date for this relief sculpture the

style of the cuirass closely resembles that of the Greek spolas type while the

shield is of familiar `hoplite' type with its characteristic bowl shape with off-set

rim. The Tunisian relief of a cuirass might be meant to represent mail but the

iron cuirass found at Vergina was of iron plate in the style of the spolas type.

Certainly if either of the items featured on the Tunisian frieze were carried by

Carthaginian citizens in their phalanx in the fourth century BC, then they would

not look out of place in a Greek hoplite phalanx and could easily have been

utilised for just such a role.

Further evidence that the armour captured by Timoleon could only have come

from Carthaginian citizen-hoplites is that the type of military equipment carried

by mercenaries in the service of Carthage (Greek, Etruscan, and Campanian

mercenary hoplites excepted) would probably be unsuitable for use by the

hoplites of a Greek army. Connolly (1981:148-151) and Warry (1980:122) both

describe and illustrate the type of equipment carried by the 'typical' mercenaries

and subject troops who served in Carthaginian armies: the Numidians and the

lberians22 . Usually lightly armed and probably fulfilling a similar role to Greek

peltastai, the Iberians in particular carried flat oval shields (presumably of hide-

covered wood) similar to both Celtic types and the type of shields later carried by

21	 t	 a
TOUTOVS" ETEKIAttipOVTO KapriSoviovs EtVat r 	 Tijs. aKEtriis- Kai Tfi g pai5VDCITL Kill

TC1,661. 7-.7)g Iropetas.

22 Cf. Plutarch, Timoleon, 28.6 who states that: "they [the Carthaginians] used Libyans for the
most part and Iberians and Numidians for their battles, and thus sustained their defeats at the cost
of other nations".
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Hellenistic thureophoroi23 , but not known to have been used by Classical Greek

armies. Admittedly, such items of equipment could, conceivably, have been

pressed into service by Greek psiloi and peltastai should the need have arisen,

but we have no evidence to say that, on this occasion, they were. However, we

do not have any firm testimony that says that such items were not used either and

Greek troops could, and sometimes did, improvise when the occasion demanded

or presented itself24.

At this point it might prove useful to take another look at some of the source

material that have already been cited in the chapters on the Spartan and Athenian

systems of arms procurement. Taking a fresh view of these passages, but

working to a different agenda, might provide a better way for us to attempt to

piece together a clearer picture of the arms supply systems of other Greek poleis.

For example, Thucydides' (3.27.1-2) account of how the Spartan Salaithos

distributed arms to the poorer citizens of Mytilene in order that the Mytilenaians

might field a larger hoplite force. Salaithos' actions in arming the poorer

sections of the populace naturally presupposes that he did not need to arm the

whole citizen body, many or most of whom must have already possessed arms.

In the absence of any other evidence, and bearing in mind Thucydides' (loc. cit.)

statement that it was only the poorer citizens who received arms at this point,

probably at state expense, it seems reasonable to assume that any citizens not

included in this group would have had to have provided their own armour and

weapons and also borne the cost of their own equipment themselves.

As for those 'poorer citizens' who were armed at Salaithos' instructions, the arms

they received must either have been made specially for this purpose when the

23 Thureophoroi: literally 'door-carriers' on account of their relatively large, flat oval shields.
This troop type appears to have evolved from the classical Greek peltastai and as a result of
contact with the Celts / Galatians.
24 Greek troops could be extremely resourceful on occasions. For example: Xen. A nab. 4.2.28
describes the Karduchians as having bows nearly three cubits long and arrows of more than two
cubits in length. Xenophon (ibid.) relates how, if the Greeks got hold of any Karduchian arrows,
they would fit thongs to them (to aid throwing them further) and use them as javelins! Cf. the
suggestion of Aineias (Poliorketika, 38.6) that besieged forces 'recycle' stones to re-use them as
missiles.
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Mytilenaians agreed to Salaithos' instruction or have come from stock-piled arms

already in the possession of the Mytilenaian state or in the 'warehouses' of arms

manufacturers. If they were manufactured specially for the purpose, perhaps the

biggest drawback would be the time it would take to craft extra armour and

weapons (an occupation requiring great skill) in order to increase the number of

hoplites that the Mytilenaians could field. The other alternative, that there were

stock-piles of arms within Mytilene, seems an attractive possibility. Certainly,

according to Thucydides (3.27.3), the newly armed elements of the population,

once they had weapons in their hands, demanded that the aristoi bring out into

the open, and distribute to all, any stock-piles of food there may have been in the

city, although, Thucydides (3.27.1) tells us, the food supplies had already been

exhausted. That the newly armed sections of the populace at least believed that

there was still food left would suggest that stock-piling (for the duration of the

siege at least) had been practised. Therefore, it may also be possible that arms

too had been stock-piled, even if for no better reason than allowing the ruling

faction to keep such arms in a secure place away from those elements (real or

imagined) that they feared may, as indeed happened, offer to turn the city over to

the besieging Athenians.

Furthermore, there may be a case for suggesting that the Mytilenaians had

managed to arm their poorer citizens from an already existing stock-pile of arms.

For example, if such a suggestion is correct then it would echo the proposals that

Thucydides (6.72.4) attributes to Hermokrates of Syracuse, during the winter of

415-414 BC, that those Syracusan citizens without arms should be provided with

them in order to increase the number of suitably armed troops that the polis could

put into the field. There is also an indication, from Thucydides (7.1.3), that the

Himeraians too had a stock-pile of arms, as they managed to equip some seven

hundred of Gylippos' sailors and marines as hoplites in addition to being

persuaded to join Gylippos with their own citizen forces. In addition, as the war-

orphans of both Thasos (Pouilloux, 1954:371, Inv. 1032) and Athens (Aischines,

Against Ktesiphon 154) received arms from their respective states during the

fourth century at least indicates that a degree of state stock-piling of arms was

relatively common. Presumably the workshops producing arms and armour in
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the Greek world did so regardless of whether the polis in which they worked was

at war at the time or not. Certainly, the metic family in Athens who had 700

shields seized by the 'Thirty Tyrants' (Lysias, Against Eratosthenes 19)

obviously had this considerable number 'in stock' at the time of their seizure.

Likewise two of our sources, Diodoros (17.8.5) and Plutarch (Demosthenes, 23),

relate how the orator Demosthenes donated a free gift of weapons to the Thebans

in 336 BC, presumably to enable them to fight against Alexander. In this

instance, considering Demosthenes' (Against Aphobos I, Or. 27.9) own family's

involvement in arms production, and his hostility towards the Makedonian Agaid

dynasty, the temptation to connect the two and suggest that Demosthenes gladly

supplied the Thebans with arms produced at his family's 'sword-factory' is very

strong indeed. Finally, although Diodoros (17.8.5) may be incorrect to suggest

that Demosthenes equipped all those of the Thebans who lacked heavy armour,

Demosthenes may, at least, have provided all of those Thebans without weapons

with machairas, which would, of course suggest that the 'family business' had

plenty of swords 'in stock'.
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MERCENARY TROOPS

The subject of mercenary troops in the Greek world has received considerable

attention from scholars l . However, as recently as 1989, McKechnie (1989:80)

stated that: "modern writers have not explored the question of who provided the

armour which the soldiers wore". Since McKechnie made his statement other

work on the subject of mercenaries and who supplied their equipment has

appeared. For example, Whitehead's (1991:105-113) article, on the subject of

who equipped mercenary troops in Classical Greece, is a direct response to

McKechnie's original discussion (1989:80-85) and expresses Whitehead's (loc.

cit.) disagreements with the points made, and the conclusions reached by

McKechnie in the latter's book: Outsiders in the Greek Cities in the Fourth

Century BC. McKechnie (1994:297-305) himself readdressed the topic in order,

he maintains, to clarify his own case and to question Whitehead's arguments

against it. Some of the arguments put forward in the debate between McKechnie

and Whitehead will be discussed later in this section on mercenary troops 2. At

this point, however, it is sufficient merely to say that McKechnie (1989:85)

believes that: "there is enough evidence to suggest that persons and states

wanting to raise an army would often start by collecting arms and armour, and

when they raised mercenaries they would often - perhaps even usually - equip

them". In contrast, Whitehead (1991:113) would: "urge instead the opposite (and

traditional) view: that to hire a mercenary in Classical Greece was, under normal

circumstances, to hire a man who brought with him the tools of his trade".

The earliest Greek mercenaries of which we know are those mentioned by

Herodotos (2.152.40, who records the tale of Ionians (and Carians) serving

i For example, Parke (1981), Griffith (1935), and Roy (1967:287-323) to cite just three.
2 In stark contrast, Krasilnikoff s (1992:22-36) article: "Aegean mercenaries in the fourth to
second centuries BC: A study in payment, plunder, and logistics of ancient Greek armies", fails to
address the topic of who supplied the armour used by mercenaries. ICrasilnikoff s failure to also
show any knowledge of McKechnie's original argument could, conceivably, be due to a delay
between the submission of his work and its eventual publication, and it is therefore necessary to
give him the benefit of the doubt as to his failure to show any awareness of McKechnie's work.
However, I find it puzzling that Krasilnikoff does not mention the subject of how mercenaries
procured their armour especially given that the emphasis of his article is on mercenaries and
logistical matters.
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Psammetichus I of Egypt (circa 650 BC). In Herodotos' account Psammetichus

received an oracle saying that he would obtain vengeance (for his having been

exiled) thanks to 'bronze men' (chalkeoi andres) arriving from the sea. These,

according to Herodotos, proved to be Ionian and Carian raiders whom

Psammetichus employed as mercenaries to help his cause. Even if, as Parke

(1981:4) remarks, Herodotos' story is: "rather naive" it does provide evidence

that these chalkeoi andres arrived: "in full hoplite armour" (Parke, 1981:4).

Admittedly they had been, allegedly, merely raiding the Nile delta but even if

their arrival in Egypt was pure chance they certainly seem to have come fully

equipped for action and would not have needed equipment from Psammetichus.

Griffith (1935:237), discussing the provenance and recruiting of mercenaries,

states that in: "the fifth century the situation is clearer. It was then that the

Arkadian hoplite began to come into his own". Indeed, as both Griffith (ibid.)

and Parke (1981:14 n.1) point out by both citing Herodotos (8.26), "the first

specifically Arkadian mercenaries seem to be those who, in 480 BC, after

Thermopylai approached Xerxes" (Parke, 1981:14 n.1). In the passage to which

both authors refer, Herodotos (8.26) tells us that some few (oligoi tines) Arkadian

automoloi, deserters, came to Xerxes seeking employment. Unfortunately,

Herodotos' main interest in these men is that they allow him to relate the story

that when questioned by Xerxes they told him that the Greeks were attending the

Olympic Games (thus allowing Herodotos to underline the differences between

Greeks and non-Greeks: Greeks honour their gods regardless of the threat posed

by Xerxes' invasion and the Olympic victors receive only garlands in reward, all

of which, of course, is beyond the comprehension of non-Greeks, or `barbaroi' ,

such as Xerxes). Instead of telling us more about these Arkadian deserters,

Herodotos seems merely to include them in his narrative in order to help him

draw ethnic distinctions between the Greeks and their Asiatic enemies. However,

Herodotos (loc. cit.) clearly states that these Arkadians are "deserters"

(automoloi) which naturally raises the question, deserters from whom? The

common Greek cause? Or from the allied troops whom, Herodotos (7.220) says,

Leonidas had dismissed on his last morning in the pass at Thermopylai?
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It is reasonable to suppose that the Arkadian deserters asking Xerxes for

employment (Herodotos, 8.26) could conceivably have been deserters from

Leonidas' former confederates. Herodotos (7.202) informs us that there were

some 2,120 Arkadian troops with Leonidas' force (500 each from Tegea and

Mantineia, 120 from Arkadian Orchomenos, and 1,000 from the rest of Arkadia).

Furthermore, Herodotos (7.228) later quotes the war memorial inscription at

Thermopylai which alleged that 4,000 Peloponnesians had stood against Xerxes

in the pass at Thermopylai. Burn (1984:378) points out the discrepancy between

Herodotos' total of Peloponnesian troops at Thermopylai (given at 7.202) and the

alleged 4,000 men of Telop's land' of the inscription, but adds that Herodotos

may have omitted 1,000 Lakonians who, according to later tradition (Isokrates,

Panegyrikos 4.90; Archidamos 6.99; Diodoros, 11.4.5) should have been

included either in addition to, or including, the 300 Spartans present. Even with

such complications over the total number of Peloponnesian troops under

Leonidas' command it is clear that a little over fifty per cent of Leonidas'

Peloponnesian troops were Arkadians. Therefore, it seems plausible to suggest

that the Arkadian automoloi who approached Xerxes had indeed deserted from

Leonidas' Arkadian troops, a theory which Burn (1984:424) believes: "seems far

from impossible". The point is that if we are correct in believing that the

Arkadian automoloi Herodotos (8.26) mentions were formerly part of Leonidas'

army and that they were seeking employment as mercenaries then there is

probably a good possibility that they still had their own arms with them.

Similarly, the 1,300 Thracians whom Thucydides (7.27.1) describes as:

Teti V 0 pCCKCJV 7%.31) ii,axcupoc66pcov Toi3 LI taKo75 76ovs. (the Thracian machaira-

bearers of the Dioi tribe) who arrived at Athens too late in the summer of 413 BC

to sail to Sicily with Demosthenes would, one would assume, have had their

weapons with them. Thucydides (7.27.2) goes on to say that the Athenians

decided that they were too expensive to employ: "since each received as pay a

drachma a day" (Thuc. 7.27.2), and sent them home. However, these same

Thracians are heard of a short while later (Thuc. 7.29.10 engaged in a

particularly savage attack on Mykalessos in Boiotia having been ferried there by

the Athenian Dieitrephes, who, Thucydides (7.29.1) states, had been instructed to
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make use of them while he conducted them home. Gomme et al (1970:405)

point out that Thucydides (2.96.2) has, much earlier in his narrative, described

the Dioi as the 'mountain Thracians' who inhabited the Rhodope range and as

being: "autonomoi (i.e. not controlled by the Odrysian king) and

machairophoroi" (Gomme et al, 1970:405). Thucydides (7.27.1) could have

described the Thracians who arrived at Athens in the summer of 413 BC simply

as being from the autonomous Dioi to make it sufficiently clear who they were.

Instead, Thucydides applies the term machairophoroi to them which surely

indicates that they were armed in such a way as to merit such a description. It is

unlikely that Thucydides would apply the adjective machairophoroi to these

troops simply as a 'poetic' epithet. Indeed, as Whitehead (1991:112) remarks:

"to suppose that they had to turn up in Athens before being issued with their

machairai, or for that matter the rest of their equipment which merited

Thucydides' description of them as peltasts strains credulity; and their

bloodthirsty progress after leaving Athens.. .is further corroboration that no such

strain is called for".

It would be impossible to discuss the problem of who supplied the arms and

armour used by mercenaries without examining what is undoubtedly the most

famous body of Greek mercenaries, the 'Ten Thousand' who served the younger

Cyrus. Indeed, as Parke (1981:24) points out: "for us the Ten Thousand have an

added interest through Xenophon's Anabasis. They are the only mercenary army

of whose adventures we have an account written by an eye-witness". Parke

(ibid.) goes on to say that: "the Ten Thousand, if not the most typical, at least as

the best known of Greek mercenary armies, claim full and detailed treatment".

Parke (1981:23-42), quite correctly, acknowledges the importance of Xenophon's

Anabasis for the study of Greek mercenaries and devotes a whole chapter to the

'Ten Thousand'. However, Parke (/c. cit.) does not discuss the question of who

supplied the arms and armour used by the Cyreans.

Other authors have, however, discussed who was responsible for providing the

'Ten Thousand' with their arms and armour. Roy (1967:287-323) in his

otherwise excellent article on the mercenaries of Cyrus puts forward his views on
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arms supply in very concise fashion devoting only a single page (1967:310) to the

subject of arms procurement by the 'Ten Thousand' concluding that on: "general

grounds one may doubt whether Arkadia could supply 4,000 mercenaries and

Achaia 2,000, all of these possessing their own equipment; and this consideration

makes it probable that the employer supplied the mercenary with equipment".

McKechnie's (1989:80-82) line of argument certainly endorses this view, though

McKechnie (1989:80-85) perhaps generalises more than Roy does on the matter

and tries to suggest that it was usual for the employers to supply the arms and

armour used by mercenaries. Whitehead (1991:105-113) although largely

disagreeing with McKechnie's line of argument does concede (1991:107) that on

the subject of Cyrus' mercenaries McKechnie may indeed have a fair point to

make.

However, what of the testimony of our important eye-witness, Xenophon?

Xenophon (Anab. 1.2.2) tells us that Cyrus recruited some Milesian exiles who

joined him with their own arms at Sardis3 . However, as Roy (1967:310)

observes of these Milesian exiles: "as volunteers they may have been

exceptional" in providing their own arms for the expedition. Xenophon (Anab.

3.3.16;18) also mentions Rhodians who had their own slings with them and

suggested the generals pay for someone to plait more. However, slings, one

would presume, would be easier to make than master, though we should not

underestimate the number of men among the 'Ten Thousand' who may have had

the necessary skill to use such a weapon. Although, as Snodgrass (1967:84)

remarks: "by Classical times, the Rhodians had come to excel among the Greeks

in the specialised use of the sling", that is not to say that other Greeks had no

experience in the use of such a weapon. Indeed, one would imagine that if any

man had previously worked as a shepherd or goatherd they may have been

familiar enough with using a sling, if not expertly like the Rhodians, at least

sufficiently well enough to have driven off wolves and the like using one.

3 Kai Aape.v.TE, ii OnAa irapaav els L'apSeis
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Indeed, although not from a Greek context, the Biblical story of the young

shepherd David, armed with a sling, springs to mind.

However, what of the main, predominantly hoplite, body of the 'Ten Thousand'?

Xenophon (Anab. 1.2.140 tells us that during a three day stay at Tyriaeion Cyrus

held a military review in order, it seems, to impress the Cilician queen.

Xenophon (Anab. 1.2.16) goes on to say that at this review:

"...the Greeks all had helmets of bronze, crimson tunics, and greaves,

and carried their shields uncovered" (Xenophon, Anabasis 1.2.16)4.

Certainly, there is a remarkable degree of uniformity in the appearance of Cyrus'

Greek mercenaries. This is all the more intriguing when we consider the

different regional backgrounds of the various contingents5.

Similarly, when Xenophon (Anab. 1.8.6-7) later describes the 600 strong cavalry

bodyguard around Cyrus at Kounaxa, we hear how:

"These troopers were armed with breastplates and thigh-pieces and,

all of them except Cyrus, with helmets - Cyrus, however, went into

battle with his head unprotected - and all their horses had frontlets

and breast-pieces; and the men carried, besides their other weapons,

Greek sabres" (Xenophon, Anabasis 1.8.6-7)6.

Once again we see a considerable degree of uniformity, this time among Cyrus'

cavalry bodyguard. However, it is necessary to return to the appearance of the

'Ten Thousand' as given by Xenophon (Anab. 1.2.16) for further discussion.

Although Cyrus' Greek mercenaries came from different parts of Greece (albeit

4etxov	 ircivres. Kpcivn xaAKet Kai xo-ciivas. 001.14K01.1$ Kai Kv-q i1i8as Kai Tag acnriSas
EKKEKaAlli.LIIEVag

5 For the regional origins of the various contingents, or at least their commanders see: Xen. Anab.
1.1.6-1.2.3; 1.2.10.
6cinrAtapivot 	 v aiproi Kai 7rapampt8tots Kai Kpetvert wciv-res 7rAt Kiipov Ki3pos 8g 1,11tAiv
ixtuv r,V Ke0aA7)v eis T 7V ttariv KathaTaTo. ol 8' iv-7ot 7reivres. etxov Kat irpoperanrt8La Kai
irpoarepvt8ta . etxov 8g Kai ttaxatpag ot taireis EVaivtKcis.
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that the majority were Peloponnesians) they all had crimson chitons and bronze

armour.

Perhaps not too much can be read into how they all had bronze armour. Bronze

was the usual metal for defensive body armour throughout the Greek world.

Testimony to this are the countless items of bronze Greek armour in the

museums of Greece, particularly at Olympia, as well as pieces in several other

major museums outside Greece such as the British Museum London, and the

Louvre in Paris. Furthermore, the `Chigi Vase', actually a Corinthian oinochoe

dating to the late seventh century BC and now in the Museo Nazionale di Villa

Giulia (inv. 22679), has a polychrome frieze depicting two opposing armies

advancing against each other7. The hoplites of both 'armies' wear bronze

(orange-yellow) helmets of early 'Corinthian' type and bronze greaves. Those

advancing from the left also wear bronze 'bell cuirass' breastplates and a sort of

'loin cloth' in crimson rather than the more familiar chiton. The torsos of the

figures advancing from the right are obscured by their distinctive large round

shields, though they would presumably be wearing the same sort of torso armour

as their opponents. My point is that on the `Chigi Vase' both, opposing, armies

look very similar. Both wear bronze armour. Returning to Xenophon's (Anab.

1.2.16) description of the 'Ten Thousand' in the review at Tyriaeion, what is

striking is that all the Greeks had crimson chitons. These items of clothing may

have been issued to the Greeks by Cyrus. Also of note is that, in this passage,

Xenophon makes no mention of either thorakes (breastplates) or spolades

(cuirasses) being worn, and there might be a number of reasons for this.

Firstly, Cyrus may have gone so far as to arm his Greek troops with helmet,

greaves and shield, along with crimson clothing and offensive arms, but not torso

armour. After all Cyrus was gambling for the highest of stakes, the throne of the

Persian empire, and the cost of providing arms for his Greek mercenaries may

have seemed like a relatively small price to pay if they helped him to reap the

7 Pedley (1992:124) provides a good quality colour photograph of one half of the battle scene on
the `Chigi Vase', while Connolly (1980:38-39) gives a good colour reproduction of the whole
battle scene presented in a flat rectangle format across two pages.
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ultimate reward and he became king of Persia. Secondly, Cyrus may have issued

each of the Greeks with a complete panoply, including either thorakes or

spolades, but they did not wear them at the review. Alternatively, Xenophon

may simply have forgotten to mention that they were wearing thorakes or

spolades.

The third of these possibilities, that Xenophon simply forgot to mention any torso

armour is highly unlikely. Xenophon tends to take great care in the Anabasis to

accurately describe the military equipment worn both by the Greeks and their

opponents. For example, Xenophon (Anab. 1.8.6) describes Cyrus' cavalry

bodyguard, he also gives a (less detailed admittedly) description of the enemy

troops facing the Greeks at Kounaxa (Anab. 1.8.9-10), and there is his detailed

description of the arms and armour of the Mossynoikoi (Anab. 5.4.12-13), all of

which provide us with much valuable detail. What Xenophon may have

forgotten to tell us is whether, because it was a review and not a battle, the

Greeks may have decided, or been instructed, to dispense with torso armour for

the sake of comfort during what was, after all, simply a parade. Indeed, Hanson

(1989:600 outlines at some length how: "there seems to have been a special

reluctance on the part of the Greek infantryman to put on his body armour, strap

on his shield and don his helmet until the last possible moment before battle.

This expresses his sensible aversion to wearing arms and armour until their life-

saving potential was more significant than their inherent discomfort". Hanson

(1989:60-62) then proceeds to cite a commendable and comprehensive body of

evidence to reinforce his line of argument.

Furthermore, Hanson comes to a reasonable conclusion. Xenophon (Anab.

1.7.20) himself tells us that on the approach to Kounaxa: "the greater part of the

army [of Cyrus] was proceeding in disorder and many of the soldiers' arms and

accoutrements were being carried in wagons and on pack-animals". Indeed, it is

only when a horseman came galloping in, his horse sweating, with news of

Artaxerxes' army, that Cyrus himself, Xenophon (Anab. 1.8.3) maintains:

"leaped down from his chariot, put on his breastplate, and then, mounting his

horse, took his spears in his hands and passed the word to all the others to arm
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themselves and get into their places, every man of them". As Xenophon (Anab.

1.8.4) then proceeds to tells us that Klearchos took up station on the extreme

right of the Greek wing and the rest of the Greeks took their deployment from

him, it certainly provides substance to Hanson's (1989:60-62) view that Greek

troops only armed themselves fully at the last possible moment. Therefore, if

Hanson's (loc. cit.) line of argument is correct, and there seems little reason to

doubt it, we can fully appreciate the possibility that at the review at Tyriaeion the

Greeks may have possessed either thorakes or spolades but did not wear them at

the review simply for the sake of comfort and not through Xenophon forgetting

to mention them.

We do hear later in Xenophon's narrative of torso armour. Xenophon (Anab.

4.1.18) tells us of how Leonymos the Lakonian was killed when an arrow pierced

his side after going through both his shield and cuirass s. In addition, Xenophon

(Anab. 3.3.20) tells us that when the '10,000' raised a force of fifty horsemen

cuirasses and breastplates were provided for them9. Indeed, as Anderson

(1970:27) points out, presumably: "not all these men had body armour when they

served in the infantry". Why? It is possible that Xenophon's (Anab. 1.2.16)

description of the equipment of the '10,000' at the review at Tyriaeion omits any

mention of spolades or thorakes because they did not have any to begin with,

though it is equally possible, as has been stated above, that for the purposes of the

review the '10,000' simply did not wear their torso armour.

There is, however, the possibility that only the front rank, or file-leaders and rear

rank, or file-closers (ouragoi) had torso armour. Some of the relief sculptures of

the Nereid Monument from Xanthus, now in the British Museum, show hoplites.

Some of these figures are shown wearing the spolas, a few thorakes, and a few

wear no torso armour at all. Anderson (1970:24-28) discusses the evidence for a,

possible, tendency towards lighter torso armour and even its complete

abandonment as the Classical period progressed Anderson (1970:27-28)

concludes that the: "evidence is slight and scattered, but it does suggest that the

8 rijs claniSos Kai -rijs airoAciSos.

9 Kai a7roAaSes. Kai tic:TalcEs. airrots. k.optcrOnaav.
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hoplite was not the 'heavy infantryman' encased as completely as possible in

plate of proof, but, though still trained to fight hand-to hand and in close order,

depended chiefly on his shield for protection". Although it must be conceded

that Anderson (1970:24-28) makes a reasonable point, indeed the funerary stele

of the Boiotian hoplite Mnason (now in Thebes Museum) shows the deceased

without torso armour but in battle pose and wearing a exomis, the argument that

hoplites dispensed with torso armour, particularly the spolas, completely is not

fully convincing. Connolly (1981:58) explains how he himself: "made a copy of

one of these cuirasses [a spolas]. It was difficult to put on because of its

stiffness, but once one had got used to it, it was quite comfortable and easy to

move about in... .The great advantages of the linen cuirass [spolas] were its

cheapness and lightness. The example.. .made had no metal plates and weighed

3.6 kg; a [bronze] bell cuirass when lined would have weighed 6 kg".

However, if for a moment we assume that the '10,000' did not have either

spolades or tho rakes is this cause for concern? Of course this immediately

makes us wonder where the fifty strong cavalry force (Xen. Anab. 3.3.20) got

their torso armour from, and, if Cyrus did equip the '10,000' but not as far as

issuing spolades or tho rakes, why Leonymos is described (Xen. Anab. 4.1.18) as

wearing a spolas. In the former case, that of the cavalry unit, it may well be that

the officers of the '10,000' donated spare spolades and thorakes from their own

personal possessions. Certainly, Xenophon himself appears to have had

additional pieces of equipment (Xen. Anab. 3.2.7) as he chose the finest items of

armour he had in his possession to wear when he addressed the '10,000'.

Whether or not Cyrus did equip the '10,000' one cannot help but feel that the

Greek officers at least probably had their own equipment to begin with. One also

wonders why the fifty cavalrymen equipped with spolades and thorakes (Xen.

Anab. 3.3.20) did not have armour prior to their being issued with it when they

volunteered for the cavalry force. There are, perhaps, two possibilities. Either

not all of Cyrus' Greek mercenary hoplites were issued with torso armour (as has

been suggested above), or, and this is also a possibility, the volunteers for the

cavalry may not have come from the ranks of the hoplites. The point is that they

may have been drawn from the grooms and the baggage animal handlers with the
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army, men accustomed to being around horses and with the ability to be able to

ride without the need for training on how to sit a horse. Indeed, as Xenophon

(Anab. 3.3.19) told the 'Ten Thousand' that he himself had a few horses

(T0)3 Ft6 ?was 7rap' 11_14 at his quarters we can safely assume that Xenophon, at

least, would have had at least one groom, possibly more, with him. Perhaps it

was men such as these, grooms, baggage animal handlers, and possibly other

non-combatants with the army that volunteered to serve in the cavalry force in

return for a suitable mount and the provision of adequate defensive armour.

But what of Leonymos? Xenophon (Anab. 4.1.18) clearly states that he was a

Lakonian (AaKcoviKOs.) rather than calling him a Lakedaimonian (AaKeSatiuOvtos)

as he does of Cheirisophos (Xen. Anab. 3.2.37). Xenophon (Anab. 1.3.3) tells us

that Cheirisophos arrived at Issos with 700 hoplites in response to a summons

from Cyrus, for the Spartans to return his support for them (Xen. Hell. 2.1.1).

Although we do not know the make-up of Cheirisophos' force we can safely

assume that they would have been either perioikoi or neodamodeis, rather than

full Spartiate citizens, and as the only contingent among the '10,000' to represent

a specific polis in anything approaching an official capacity they would have

been regarded as 'allied' troops rather than mercenaries and would probably have

come already equipped.

Unfortunately, Leonymos the Lakonian, whether he himself was a perioikos or

not, was not serving in Cheirisophos' contingent at the time of his death (if ever).

Rather, Xenophon (Anab. 4.1.19) makes it plain, when he informs us that he

himself proceeded to reproach Cheirisophos over the loss of two good men

(Leonymos and Basias the Arkadian) and for not allowing the army to halt, but

instead compelling it to fight while fleeing the enemy. These two men had fallen

while fighting in the rearguard, a position occupied, Xenophon (Anab. 3.2.37)

has told us earlier in his narrative, by the contingents commanded by Xenophon

himself and Timasion the Dardanian, who had taken over the command of the

contingents formerly commanded by Proxenos and Klearchos the (exiled)

Spartan respectively (Xen. Anab. 3.1.47). Furthermore, that Leonymos fell

fighting with the rearguard is all the more apparent when Xenophon (Anab.
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4.1.19) tells us that he upbraided Cheirisophos about their not being able to give

Leonymos (or Basias) burial on the grounds that Cheirisophos had refused

(uncharacteristically) to wait for the rearguard as they had attempted to retrieve

the bodies.

Therefore, Leonymos had been a 'private' in either what were formerly

Proxenos' and Klearchos' contingents, and if Leonymos had a spolas does this

imply that his comrades also did? It is probable that they did. Xenophon (Anab.

4.2.28) later reiterates his comments on the deadliness of the Carduchian archers

saying that: "...their arrows would go straight through shields and breastplates"

(rd	 roeez;ttara Ix(Lime 8ca TC011 acrracov Kai aLa TWI) Ocupc'accov). Xenophon' s

(loc. cit.) clear use of plurals for both shields (dcnacov) and breastplates

(Owpeticwv), confirms that other men, among the hoplites of the Ten Thousand,

suffered a similar fate to Leonymos despite having the protection of both shields

and breastplates.

There remains another important passage in Xenophon's Anabasis (2.5.38) to

discuss which conclusively proves that Cyrus had been responsible for equipping

the 'Ten Thousand'. Xenophon (Anab. 2.5.380 records how a delegation from

Tissaphernes arrived to parley with the Greeks (following the seizure of five of

the Greek generals) and that Ariaios, one of Cyrus' former confederates but now

aligned to Tissaphernes, said to the Greeks:

"For yourselves, the King demands your arms; for he says that they

belong to him, since they belonged to Cyrus, his slave" (Xenophon,

Anabasis 2.5.38) 10.

This statement proves who had provided the 'Ten Thousand' with their arms and

armour: Cyrus. McKechnie (1989:81), however, states that this: "brief passage

raises a number of difficulties. It must be examined carefully. If taken at face

value, it implies that Cyrus provided armour for all his Greek mercenaries".

1 °75p.as 8g Pacradn ra(37rAa avavrer ai`prov yap etvat sbnow, &€17rep 163pou iaav TOCJ EKEIVOU

Soaou.
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McKechnie (1989:81-82) then proceeds, at some length, to assess the

implications of this passage (Xen. Anab. 2.5.38). However, there is no good

reason for McKechnie (loc. cit.) to dwell on Xenophon's attributing the use of the

word doulos, slave, to Ariaios in describing Cyrus, and the implications of

ownership this would or would not imply. Rather, Whitehead (1991:81) is surely

correct in his criticism of McKechnie's (1981:81) statement regarding how

Anabasis 2.5.38 should be read. Xenophon's (Anab. 2.5.38) statement should be

taken at face value, and this is precisely how Xenophon intended it to be taken.

Indeed, Whitehead (1991:107) concedes that he himself is: "unable to

demonstrate that it should not be so taken". McKechnie (1989:81) remarks that

no other statement in Xenophon's Anabasis directly confirms that made at 2.5.38.

However, there is no good reason why it should, to do so would be merely

needless repetition on Xenophon's part. Furthermore, when Xenophon (Anab.

3.1.28) later reminds the 'Ten Thousand' how when the King had demanded "our

arms" they had refused, and much later, when we hear how some of the troops

had sold their equipment (Xen. Anab. 7.2.3), have no bearing on who supplied

the equipment originally. A gift, once bestowed, becomes the property of the

recipient.

Xenophon (Anab. 7.8.26) closes the Anabasis by saying: "Thibron arrived and

took over the army, and uniting it with the rest of his Greek forces, proceeded to

wage war upon Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus". In Hellenika (3.1.4) Xenophon

gives further details of Thibron's other Greek forces, stating that Thibron had an

army made up of 1,000 neodamodeis and "4,000 of the other Peloponnesians"

(Taw U. CiAAcov IleAo7rovV7)atani S. TerpaKtaxtAtovs) and had asked for, and

received, 300 Athenian cavalrymen. Xenophon (Hell. 3.1.5) goes on to say that

Thibron also gathered troops from the Greek cities in Asia. Xenophon (Hell.

3.1.8) later tells us that the Lakedaimonians recalled Thibron and sent Derkylidas

to take command of affairs in Asia. Therefore, as both Thibron and Derkylidas

employed the remnants of the Cyreans it would appear that neither of these

officers would have needed to equip their mercenaries as the Cyreans already

possessed arms.
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Furthermore, Xenophon (Hell. 3.1.23) informs us that while Derkylidas was

operating in Asia he instructed the spearmen (doruphoroi) of the Dardanian

Meidias' bodyguard to take up station, with their arms, in the front ranks, or van,

of his own army, as mercenaries". Xenophon (loc. cit.) clearly mentions both

that these men were armed with spears, calling them doruphoroi, and points out

that Derkylidas instructed them to take their hopla, or arms, with them when he

placed them in the vanguard of his own army. In addition, Xenophon's use of

(Lc luat9o0op7;crovTag indicates that they were to be treated as mercenaries and

would, presumably, have been paid as such in return for their services.

Xenophon's (Hell. 3.2.140 last report of Derkylidas' activities prior to the arrival

in Asia of Agesilaos, places Derkylidas in the plain of the Maiander, probably

using Ephesos as his base for operations (Hell. 3.2.11). Agesilaos made Ephesos

the starting point for his own expedition (Xen. Hell. 3.4.4-5) and it seems

reasonable to suppose that the armies of Agesilaos and Derkylidas became one.

Indeed, Xenophon (Hell. 3.4.6) next mentions Derkylidas as being one of the

three commissioners that Agesilaos sent to parley with Tissaphernes.

Xenophon's (Hell. 3.4.2) account of the force that Agesilaos brought from

Greece, consisting of thirty Spartiatai, 2,000 neodamodeis, and a contingent of

6,000 of "the allies" (Eis. gecuctaxtAr	 71.011$	 TO .., vrayp.a Tc.t3v o-vp.p..dxcov), makes

no mention of any mercenaries as being included in the force that Agesilaos

brought with him to Asia. Therefore, when we later hear of mercenaries serving

in Agesilaos' Asian expedition we can presume that they were either the

remnants of the Cyreans or mercenaries raised in Asia who may have been

serving in Derkylidas' campaigns. Furthermore, Xenophon (Hell. 3.4.20) tells us

that Agesilaos assigned the Spartan Herippidas to the command of the Cyreans.

Similarly, although Xenophon (ibid.) relates the names of the Spartans placed in

command of the various detachments of Agesilaos' force, the neodamodeis, the

cavalry, the troops from the allied cities, and the Cyreans, the latter are the only

mercenaries to be mentioned by Xenophon.

ivin 'TELStov Sopv956pous OgaOat Ta 87rAa g7ri Tep. crrOparL Tot; /avroi3 arparejtiaros,
fklaBoy6o pliaovras.
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When Agesilaos was preparing to return to Greece from Asia, Xenophon (Hell.

4.2.5) informs us that Agesilaos:

"in order to lead with him the best men and as many as possible

offered prizes to the cities, for the one which should send the best

force, and to the captains (tois lochagois) of the mercenaries, for the

one who should join the expedition with the best equipped company

of hoplites, of bowmen, and of peltasts. He likewise announced to

the commanders of cavalry that he would also give a prize of victory

to the one who should furnish the best mounted and best equipped

battalion" (Xenophon, Hellenika 4.2.5)12.

Xenophon leaves us in no doubt that in this instance the mercenaries would have

provided their own arms and armour, and presumably the lochagoi of the

mercenary units would have seen to it that the equipment of their men was in

good repair and fit to pass inspection. Furthermore, if Agesilaos' force of

mercenaries consisted solely of the Cyreans, who had been campaigning in Asia

for some six years, they already had armour and weapons and had been given at

least one occasion (and perhaps more) to replace damaged or lost arms and

armour when Agesilaos had set up the market selling arms at Ephesos (Xen. Hell.

3.4.17; Agesilaos 1.26) during the winter of 396-395 BC. As Xenophon does not

state that there were any exceptions among Agesilaos' troops who were expected

to purchase their own arms and armour, in the light of Xenophon's statements in

Hellenika 4.2.5, that any replacement equipment the former Cyreans needed had

been purchased at their own expense. Returning to the prizes offered by

Agesilaos, Xenophon (Hell. 4.2.7), oddly enough states that:

"as for the prizes, most of them were beautifully wrought arms, both

for hoplites and for horsemen; there were also wreaths of gold, and

the prizes all told cost not less than four talents. As a result,

12 PotAcitkEvogdr ,REATio-rovs. Kai TrAEICITOVC &yeti/	 jaV001AJ, ei0Aa 1TpO1iOnKE -miss irakeacv,
puyi-ov arpareutta 7r4urot, Kai rthv tu,a0o0Opeiiv Tois Aoxayas, 507LS E007TAOTaTOV AOX0V fixan,

avarpaTE-OLTO Kai OltALTall, Kai Toeoraw Kai reA-raarcilv. wpoefrre	 Ka l -rots ITT1TapXOLS*, OCITLE

aLTITIOTCiT711)	 E007TAo-rcirriv TaeLV wapIxotTo, en Kai Toinots vuop-75ptov Sa;paw.
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however, of the expending of this sum, arms worth a vast sum of

money were provided for the army" (Xenophon, Hellenika 4.2.7)13.

Whitehead (1991:112) cites Xenophon (Hell. 4.2.5) to support his argument that

mercenaries provided their own arms and armour, adding (ibid.) merely (of Xen.

Hell. 4.2.7) that: "somewhat paradoxically, the clOAa for the hoplites and the

cavalry turn out to be OirAa". However, the two Xenophon passages (Hell. 4.2.5;

7), cited by Whitehead (1991:112), deserve further discussion.

It is worth looking again at the fourth century inscription from Thasos honouring

war orphans (Pouilloux, 1954:371, Inv. 1032) which states that each young man

was to receive a complete panoply of greaves, breastplate, short sword, helmet,

shield and spear to the value of not less than three minai or 300 drachmai. Both

Jackson (1993:229) and McKechnie (1989:94 n.12) concur in remarking that we

can safely assume these panoplies to have been of fine quality. Although

Pouilloux (1954:372) dates the Thasos inscription to the second half of the fourth

century, whereas Agesilaos is offering his prizes (in Xen. Hell. 4.2.7) in the early

fourth century and the two could be at least ninety years apart in time scale it is

perhaps reasonable, nevertheless, to use the 300 drachmai figure of the Thasos

inscription as an approximate guide for trying to deduce how many panoplies

Agesilaos may have offered as prizes.

If, for the sake of a hypothetical example, we temporarily ignore Xenophon's

statement that the Or-Aa offered as prizes were for both hoplites and cavalrymen

and, similarly, we temporarily ignore the gold crowns mentioned, and instead

suppose that Agesilaos provided precisely four talents worth of arms of a similar

high quality to those issued to the war orphans of Thasos, but only for hoplites,

then at 300 drachmai for each panoply Agesilaos could have provided a

maximum of eighty hoplite panoplies. Of course when we take into account

Xenophon's actual statement, that arms for both hoplites and cavalrymen, as well

1373v SE'rà cIOAa Fa tav 7rAEiara O'TrAa icirerrovyava etc KOatkov Kai (!nrAvrtKa Kai irmcKa . 73aav
Kad. argekavot xpouoi.- Ta	 Tral/Ta OAa oOK EAarrov 4ybowro cirrO TETTCy0111 TaAaVTU,W.

TOC706TWV 116TOL civaAo,06,row, 7raprrOAAwv X13771-44Tow OfTrAa	 riiv	 KaTECTKEVa(7871.
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as gold crowns, were offered as prizes then the number of hoplite panoplies

would be considerably less than eighty. Furthermore, although the number in a

Greek lochos could vary considerably 14, the usual number of men in a lochos

would appear to have been about 100, as Xenophon (Anab. 3.4.21) records how

the commanders of the '10,000' formed a tactical reserve of six lochoi of a

hundred men in each and each commanded by a lochagos. Later, Xenophon

(Anab. 4.8.15) also mentions eighty lochoi each: "numbering close upon one

hundred" men. Therefore, even if Agesilaos had provided eighty top quality

hoplite panoplies as prizes there would not have been enough to equip a complete

lochos of 100 men.

It seems reasonable to suggest that either the panoplies offered as prizes by

Agesilaos were worth less than 300 drachmai each, if the entire unit of the most

deserving hoplite lochos or cavalry squadron were all to receive fine quality

armour or that only the officers of the units chosen received the prizes 15 . Either

way, what Agesilaos did was to induce his mercenary units (and the citizen

troops from the Asiatic Greek cities) to equip themselves as well as possible, at

14 For example: Thuc. 5.59.4; 5.72.3 asserts that in circa 418 BC the Argive army was
commanded by five strategoi and comprised five lochoi, each lochos possibly being 1,000 strong
as we hear of Argive units of this size elsewhere (e.g. Herodotos, 6.92, Thuc. 1.107.5). Similary,
Thucydides, 5.67-68 says the Lakedaimonian army at Mantineia in 418 BC consisted of seven
lochoi plus the 600 strong Skiritai. Sekunda (1986:22-23) suggests each of the five citizen lochoi
consisted of 512 men and suggests that the two lochoi of neodamodeis may have each been 1,000
strong.
15 For example, the six lochoi mentioned by Xenophon in Anabasis (3.4.21) were each
commanded by a lochagos, who, in addition, each had a complement of other, more junior
officers, under their command. These 'commanders of fifties' (pentekonteras) and 'commanders
of twenty-fives' (enamotarchous) are strikingly similar, identical even, to the Spartan system of
officer ranks as given in another work of Xenophon's (Lak. Pol. 11.4) which states that each
Spartan mora had one polemarch, four lochagoi, eight 'commanders of fifties' (pentekonteras
okto) and sixteen 'commanders of twenty-fives' (enOmotarchous hekkaideka). This would mean
that each of the six lochoi mentioned by Xenophon in Anabasis (3.4.21), if organised along
Spartan lines, would have had a compliment of officers as follows: one lochagos, two
pentekonteras, and four enamotarchous. Therefore; 2 'squads' of 25 men = 1 'platoon' of 50
men, 2 'platoons' of 50 men in each = one 'company' or lochos of 100 men, though of course the
actual figures, even as 'paper strengths', were probably not as straightforward as these: cf.
Connolly (1981:40-44) who suggests that each Spartan enomotia consisted of three files of twelve
men, thirty-six men in total. If Connolly is correct a Spartan pentekostys would, therefore,
actually consist of 72 men. However, cf. Gomme et al (1970:112; 114) who suggest a number of
circa 32 men in each enomotia, which therefore results in each Spartan pentekostys being either
c.128 strong (based on Thuc. 5.68.3) or in a later period c.64 strong (based on Xen. Lak. Pol.
11.4).
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their own expense, by offering the prizes of both arms and gold crowns as an

incentive.

Turning our attention to Sicily, Garlan (1975:143) remarks that Dionysios the

Elder: "was apparently one of the first to take the arms 'industry' directly in

hand". Indeed, in what Davies (1993:193) describes as one of Diodoros' more

vivid passages, Diodoros (14.41.3-42.2) relates how, in 399, Dionysios:

"At once, therefore, he gathered skilled workmen, commandeering

them from the cities under his control and attracting them by high

wages from Italy and Greece as well as Carthaginian territory. For

his purpose was to make weapons in great numbers and every kind of

missile, and also quadriremes and quinqueremes, no ships of the

latter size having yet been built at that time. After collecting many

skilled workmen, he divided them into groups in accordance with

their skills, and appointed over them the most conspicuous citizens,

offering great bounties to any who created a supply of arms. As for

the armour, he distributed among them models of each kind, because

he had gathered his mercenaries from many nations; for he was eager

to have very one of his soldiers armed with the weapons of his

people, conceiving that by such armour his army would, for this very

reason, cause great consternation, and that in battle all of his soldiers

would fight to best effect in armour to which they were accustomed.

And since the Syracusans enthusiastically supported the policy of

Dionysios, it came to pass that rivalry rose high to manufacture the

arms. For not only was every space, such as the porticoes and back

rooms of the temples as well as the gymnasia and colonnades of the

market place, crowded with workers, but the making of great

quantities of arms went on, apart from such public places, in the most

distinguished homes.

In fact the katapelta was invented at this time in Syracuse, since the

ablest skilled workmen had been gathered from everywhere into one
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place. The high wages as well as the numerous prizes offered the

workmen who were judged to be the best stimulated their zeal. And

over and above these factors, Dionysios circulated daily among the

workers, conversed with them in kindly fashion, and rewarded the

most zealous with gifts and invited them to his table. Consequently

the workmen brought unsurpassable devotion to the devising of many

missiles and engines of war that were strange and capable of

rendering great service" (Diodoros, 14.41.342.2)16.

Of course Dionysios needed to meet the costs of such activity, and the Pseudo-

Aristotle (Oikonomikos, 2.2.20 [1349a15-1350a6]) relates the various ingenious,

and often unscrupulous, ways Dionysios went about collecting funds. In the

Aristotle passage (loc. cit.) we hear of Dionysios duping prisoners, and even his

own troops, into parting with money and plunder in addition to his 'borrowing'

from the temple of Demeter and outright theft from the temple of Leukothea in

Etruria. Such financial measures appear to have worked reasonably well for the

Elder Dionysios and, perhaps, allowed him to stockpile arms which were

probably paid for by such money-making ruses. Indeed, Diodoros (15.13.2)

informs us that Dionysios once sent 2,000 troops to his allies in Elyria along

with: "500 suits of Greek armour" 17 ; presumably the former were mercenaries

whilst the latter could have come from an arsenal within Dionysios' fortress-
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Stg&OKE Sg Kai TO:11, 87TAWV TOV )4V01.13 EKLit7TOU T131TOV 8La TO Tolis. (.41.0"0006e0VS' jif TIOAACeiv aVO.111
CfliVECIr77K6OL* &'0.7TEVSE yap gtKOOTOV TC3V OTOOTEV0e6COV Kocrwli aat TO otKetots. &Mots., Kat. SLEAa
p.PaVE TO arparOirESov 7T0A/IiV 'deELV KararrAriew	 TatITTp rip CaTlaV Kat. KaTa Tag ILLC'LXag
KcaAtara xpri crEoBai 74, ovvOct Ka0o7rAtottc1; iravra• TOVE crtwayannotdvovs. atg.tarpoOtg.toutdvwv

Kai rej li EITOK0a1COV rij TOI Lltovvatot, irpoatp&ret, rroAAiv avvgatvE ylveaOat T1 7v sbaortiAtav
7TEpi	 ret.111 CYTTALZV KaTOOKEITIV.	 iLLOVOV yap 411 TOES' irpovaots. Kai Tots O1rta0o8ottots Taw
lEpC7JV,	 Tag yopvacriots Kai rats Kara ayopclv crroais, iyEtt€ wets renros	 v gpyaCoptgvaw,
«AAa Kai Ncopis Tc1; v Snizoataw TO7raw gv Talc 6rtOavEararats otKiats 1:77-Aa watt1rAn0i)
KaTaCIKEVaETO.

Kai yap re, KaTaTrEATLKOV ELipg07) KaTa TaTov TOv KatpOv 4v EvpaKot5aats, (Ls . au Tczn,
Kpartoraw TEXVIT6V Travra60€v ets. Eva TOTTOV avvnyldvaw. r-qv yap 7rpoOviutav TO TE payeBos-
TWV 1.1.1.0'0611 EeEKOAEITO Kat TO 71.A00s. T6V 7rOOKELI.L6WV (10A0JV TOES aptcrrots KOLOeibl.' )Ccopic ag
Totiran, 1rerropEv6i.kevos TOVc epyaol.avous. o ALOVVOLOC Kaer itdpav A6yots TE OtAaVOOCOTTOLS*
j,XFFITO Kat Tauc irpot9uporarous jriitta ScopEats Kai rpOs .ra avv8eurvta rrapEAati,PavE. St67rEp
avtnrgial3A.9rov Porttitav Elack4ovrEc ol rexviTai. rroAAa 77p00"EITEVOOliVTO Par) Kai ttuavljtzara
eva Kai Ouvc'tliEva 7rapxEcrOat pxyciAas xpetas.
17 wavoirAias EAATIVI.Kag TTEVTOKOcrtas.
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palace on Ortygeia. Diodoros (14.43.2-3) alleges that the armourers working for

Dionysios in 399 BC produced:

"one hundred and forty thousand shields and a like number of

daggers and helmets; and in addition corselets were made ready, of

every design and wrought with the utmost art, more than fourteen

thousand in number. These Dionysios expected to distribute to his

cavalry and the commanders of infantry, as well as to the mercenaries

who were to form his bodyguard" (Diod. 14.43.2-3)18.

If Diodoros' figures are to believed the economic cost must have been staggering,

and even if Diodoros is exaggerating somewhat the methods Dionysios is alleged

to have employed in order to raise money, as related by Aristotle (loc. cit.), it

certainly suggests that the need for financing armament production on a very

large scale was one of Dionysios' possible motives for using such methods. Also

worth noting is how Dionysios: "with typical prudence...provided the arms first

and then raised the mercenaries, so that he might not be paying them wages

before he was ready to use them in war" (Parke, 1981:69). Parke (loc. cit.) is of

course referring to how Diodoros (14.43.2) first tells us of Dionysios' armour

production and then (Diod. 14.43.4) the actual raising of his mercenaries.

However, is Dionysios' arming of his mercenaries the exception to the rule?

That is to say, is the example of Dionysios' armament production and subsequent

equipping of his mercenaries unique among Greeks? To answer this we must

turn to the testimony of Isolcrates. Whitehead (1991:113) states that: "what

Isokrates has to say must be taken seriously. The relevant passages are well-

known (chiefly, in chronological order: 4.168; Ep. 9.8-9; 8.24; 15.115;5.96 and

120-123; Ep. 2.19), and the image they conjure up is one of itinerant forces of

mercenaries on the loose, especially in Asia Minor". Indeed, the picture painted

18 crinacuv tte‘v TeaaapeaKatSEKa puptit8Es, yxetpatan, 	 Kai ireptKeTkaAaiciiv 6 7rapa7rA75atos.
aptOpOs • 7)TOL/11100710aV	 Kai OjipaKEE, 7ravroiot p.4 'MIS' KaTaaKEthais, ITEptTTO)C U- Kara Tip,

TgXV7)V elpy,acrtavoi, irAetous TO.11, tLV/31GOV TETpaiaCrXtMOV. Tot'provs	 SlEVOEETO 8ta8i8Ovat. rag
ITTITE1301 Kat TC111/ ITE&A)V TOES' 61;.' nyE/LOVICES" TETaytaVOLS, E'71 8g rthv ihtaBockOpow rots
acoparockvAaKeiv pailovaiv.
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by Isokrates with regard to mercenaries in the passages Whitehead (loc. cit.) cites

is extremely bleak. For example, Isokrates (Ep. 9.9 [Archidamos 9]), referring to

the problem of mercenary bands in general, states that:

"These renegades, if we had any sense, we should not be permitting

to come together into bands or, led by any chance leaders, to form

armed contingents, composed of roving forces more numerous and

powerful than are the troops of our own citizen forces" (Isokrates,

Epistle 9.9 [Archidamos 9]) 19
•

Isokrates (ibid.) goes on to depict mercenary bands as being little more than

armed bandits, threatening not only the Persian king but also wreaking

(allegedly) havoc, murder, robbery, and destruction on Hellenic cities. Ten years

later, in 346 BC, Isokrates urged Philip of Makedon:

"to settle in permanent abodes those who now, for the lack of the

daily necessities of life, are wandering from place to place and

committing outrages upon whomsoever they encounter.. .If we do not

stop these men from banding together, by providing sufficient

livelihood for them, they will grow before we know it into so great a

multitude as to be a terror no less to the Hellenes than to the

barbarians.. .It is therefore the duty of a man who is high-minded, who

is a lover of Hellas, who has a broader vision than the rest of the

world, to employ these bands in a war against the barbarians"

(Isokrates, Philippos 120-122)20 .

Certainly, the bands of mercenaries of whom Isokrates speaks always appear to

be little better than armed renegades. Even allowing for paranoia on Isolcrates'

19 0	 0	 0
-Et VOUV Et0I.LEV, OtiK av TTEetELOCKZI.LEV clOpotopgs.	inro,TOJV TVXOVTCOV aTparriyoutdvovs,

ozu tLEIZOVS* Kat K pEITTOLC OVVTaeELS aTparorracov ytyvop.6as. EK TCLII 11-1taV a 1.1.6COV 77 TWV
1rOAtTEllOpliat11/.

20Kai Karouctaat Tan vi3v TAaV(.01.1.607.1$ 	 643ELav TC.O. V Ka0' 75tapav Kai Auttawotavous ors Cw
vru'xwcnv .. 0 ik El 1.1.7), 7rataott.Ev clOpotCokugyous Ploy arras- I.KavOv vopicrawres, A-goo/Jaw 7'71.Let3

TOMATO!. yEvlytevot. TO 1rA7700S	 GTE 1.1.7764V 77"7-TOV 12.737.0/)$ etvaL OoflEpoi)s. rag EA/171°w 77 Tag
papg4poic•...EUTIN 013V CI, 5POS. p.iya ckpovoLvros. Kai tkLAAA77VOC Kai 7roppcorgpw Tciiv ciAACOV
Stavotg KaOopc3 rms., ci7roxpnacip,Evov rag rovaircus. 7rpOs. Totis. Papf3apous.
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part, the point is, however, that they do appear to be armed, and presumably had

their own arms when they sought employment between their periods of

brigandage.

If it was usual for mercenaries to provide their own armour and weapons there

appears, however, to be another exceptional case, that of the mercenaries

employed by Phokis in the Third Sacred War. Diodoros (16.32.4) states of the

Phokian general Onomarchos that:

"having been chosen general with supreme command, he began to

collect a large number of mercenaries, and, filling the gaps in his

ranks caused by the casualties and having increased his army by the

large number of foreigners enrolled, he set about making great

preparations of allies and of everything else that is serviceable for

war" (Diodoros, 16.32.4)21.

A short while later Diodoros (16.33.4) maintains that to aid these preparations:

"Onomarchos, when he had been chosen general in supreme

command, prepared a great supply of weapons from the bronze and

iron, and having struck coinage from the silver and gold distributed it

among the allied cities and chiefly gave it as bribes to the leaders of

those cities" (Diodoros, 16.33.4)22.

The metal for these preparations came, of course, from the dedications at the

sanctuary at Delphi. Although Diodoros (ioc. cit.) alleges that Onomarchos

prepared his supply of weapons from the bronze and iron (dedications), other

evidence suggests that some items of armour could have been used without

having reached his troops via a furnace. Polybios (5.8.9-9.1) states that when

21 alpEOcis Sg arpargy6s aerroKpcircop t1La0o0Opwv TE 77A00S. 	 TETEAEVT721C6TOJV

rcieets etvairA7d,aas Kai TCF! 7TA150EL 1-O.11) eEVOAOynO6TWV al36 •40115 ,T7p1 Svvattiv pEyciAas
7rapaaKetlets. eirotelro avtpaxon, Kai iv aa.	 7rOAEttov xpvtp.aw.

226 S' ov DvOtiapxos arpaTnyOs an-oKpaTwp fip7n.LEVOC Et( I.LEV Tcri, xaAKoi) Kai at.:Hpot,

KarEaKeiaaEv &awl) TrAfp3os, 1K cS Toi3 cipyvpiov Kai xpvaiov votttatta icothas Taw TE

avilitaxcnicrats 7r6Acat. SLE8t8ov Kai tulALaTa Toin irpoEarnserras. e3wpoSoKEL.
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Philip V of Makedon marched on Thermon in 218 BC, he and his troops

allegedly found the stoas there full of some 15,000 panoplies of armour.

Polybios (ibid.) goes on to say that Philip's troops exchanged some of the armour

there for that of their own and destroyed the remainder. Might not have

Onomarchos, similarly, pressed some of the dedications of armour at Delphi into

service also? Perhaps. However, Jackson (1993:246) points out that following

the spoils which Thucydides (4.134) attests the Tegeans and Mantineians both

sent there in 423 BC: "thereafter very few offerings of spoils taken from [fellow]

Greeks are reliably reported at Delphi" (Jackson, 1993:246). Furthermore, Plato

(Republic, 469e-470a) seems to hint at a possible change in attitude among the

Greeks, expressing distaste at the practice of stripping the bodies of fallen

enemies, who are also Greeks, and dedicating such arms as trophies on the

battlefield and in temple precincts. It might well be that the practice of

dedicating captured armour in sanctuaries had begun to lose favour. A visitor to

the museums at both Olympia and Delphi, is immediately struck by how the

majority of the items of armour exhibited in both museums come from the

Archaic and early-Classical periods, with far fewer pieces of later date. Indeed,

as Jackson (1993:247) remarks the: "refusal of the three panhellenic sanctuaries

to accept spoils of Greeks is then probably not a mere matter of silence in the

archaeological record". Some items of armour may, however, have remained in

place in Greek sanctuaries. Pausanias (9.16.3)23 states that at the sanctuary of

Law-giving Demeter in Boiotia he saw: "bronze shields dedicated here which

they say came from the Spartan officers who died at Leuktra", that is to say still

surviving some five hundred years after their dedication. However, whether or

not Onomarchos pressed the dedications of armour from Delphi into service

remains no more than a possibility.

Philip of Makedon's victory over Onomarchos at Crocus Field (Diod. 16.35.4-6),

a somewhat inappropriately beautiful name for a particularly bloody battle, saw,

Diodoros (16.35.6) alleges, the death of 6,000 Phokians and their mercenaries as

well as Onomarchos himself, with a further 3,000 troops taken captive. Parke

23 Paus. 9.16.3 according to Levi in the Penguin translation. However, Jackson (1993:244) cites
this passage as Paus. 9.16.5.
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(1981:137) takes all 6,000 of the dead and the 3,000 who were taken prisoner as

having been mercenaries and suggests that the original number of mercenaries

had been: "somewhat over 10,000 originally, or more than half the total force"

(Parke, 1981:137), Diodoros (16.35.4) giving a total figure of about 20,000

infantry for each side in the battle. Pausanias (10.2.3) gives a brief and less

impartial account of Onomarchos' defeat and death but fails to give any details of

the number of troops involved, relating instead a rather fanciful tale saying that

Onomarchos was murdered by his own troops because of his, alleged, cowardice

and inexperience in generalship leading to their defeat. Pausanias' version is

hardly credible when we consider that Diodoros (16.31.5; 32.3-4; 35.2-6)

portrays Onomarchos as a competent, possibly even gifted, general who,

Diodoros (16.35.2) maintains had twice defeated Philip in battle.

Given the heavy losses suffered by the Phokians at Crocus Field, it is hardly

surprising that Diodoros (16.36.1) states that the brother, and successor as

general, to Onomarchos, Phayllos: "began to gather a multitude of mercenaries,

offering double the customary pay, and summoned help from his allies. He got

ready also a large supply of arms (KaTEaKEgETO U iccd OT-Aaw 77-4003) and

coined gold and silver money". Diodoros (16.37.1-2) later duplicates his

statement (of 16.36.1) about Phayllos' preparations though omits on his second

telling to make any mention of arms production. Diodoros (16.37.3) states that

Phayllos' forces received a manpower boost in the form of 2,000 mercenaries

who had been serving the two tyrants of Pherai and who, it seems, followed their

paymasters and joined the Phokians. As Diodoros (16.35.10 has earlier related

Philip's campaign in Thessaly against the Pheraian tyrants we can presume that

the 2,000 mercenaries in the service of Lykophron and Peitholaos (or Pytholaos

according to Plutarch, Pelopidas 35.3) and who had followed their employers in

joining the Phokians, were already equipped with armour and weapons. Exactly

who had armed them it is impossible to say. Diodoros (16.37.5-6) puts Phayllos'

losses in Boiotia as being: "a great number of men" near Orchomenos, over 500

dead and about 400 taken prisoner at the Kephisos river, and 50 dead and 130

captured a few days later near Koroneia. Diodoros' (16.38.1-7) narrative of the
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continuing events of the Third Sacred War relates a catalogue of occasional

Phokian success coupled with a number of defeats and continuing losses.

Those mercenaries who survived, Plutarch (Timoleon 30.4) tells us, had

eventually: "wandered about Peloponnesos, where they were enlisted in his

service by Timoleon, in the dearth of other soldiers". Four hundred of them were

to die near Messana (Plut. Timoleon 30.3) at the hands of Mamerkos, Hiketas,

and their Carthaginian allies, perhaps out of a force of 4,000 (Plut. Timoleon

25.3). Timoleon's defeated mercenaries would appear to have been still carrying

the arms that Diodoros (16.33.4; 36.1) asserts had been manufactured out of the

bronze and iron dedications at Delphi, if Plutarch's (Timoleon 31.1) citation of

the epigram written by Mamerkos, when he dedicated their shields to the gods, is

anything to go by:

"These bucklers, purple-painted, decked with ivory, gold and amber,

We captured with our simple little shields" (Plutarch, Tim. 31.1)24.

Such ostentatiously decorated items would certainly appear to give credence to

Diodoros' (loc. cit.) statements that Onomarchos and Phayllos had used the

dedications at Delphi to manufacture arms. We can only guess if arms of such

quality were designed to offset any feelings of conscience the mercenaries may

have felt at the impious nature they had come to be produced. This would

suggest, therefore, that the mercenaries who served Pholcis during the Third

Sacred War had been provided with their equipment by their employers but that

such provision had, in effect, been due to unusual circumstances and, perhaps,

served as a bribe to entice mercenaries to fight for employers who had been

branded as temple-robbers. This would also suggest that when the remnants of

this mercenary army had later taken employment with Timoleon they still

possessed the arms given to them by the Phokians and, in their service under

m Tcia OarpewypackEis Kai xpva€A€0av-niMKTpous, clowt.8as clam8totc enotiev arreAbst.
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Timoleon, had a more traditional employment arrangement. That is to say, they

were already equipped when their next employer, Timoleon, hired them.

Although Diodoros can be guilty of using stereotypical phrases, for example

when in a number of passages (Diod. 13.96.1; 16.6.5; 9.5; 80.6) he alleges that

individuals stockpiled arms and used them to equip their troops, usually the poor

or mercenaries, and that in the case of Onomarchos and Phayllos he is actually

telling the truth. Furthermore, his assertions in the cases of Onomarchos, and

particularly Phayllos, are borne out by Plutarch's (Timoleon 31.1) recording of

Mamerkos' dedication describing the ornate nature of their shields. Finally, we

must regard the equipping of the Cyreans, Dionysios' mercenaries, and those

employed by the Phokians during the Third Sacred War, as exceptional cases.

Cyrus was, after all, not a Greek but a Persian prince; Dionysios an autocrat; and

the Phokian commanders were able to hire and equip a large mercenary force

solely because they had access to the treasures of the Delphic sanctuary.

Therefore, it appears logical to concur with Whitehead (1991:113) and suggest,

on the basis of the evidence we have examined and discussed, that in the Greek

world it was usually the mercenary who provided his own equipment at his own

expense and not his employer except in extraordinary or unusual circumstances.
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PART TWO: EPITÉDEIA, THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE:
THE PROCUREMENT OF FOOD AND DRINK BY GREEK
ARMIES

"For a general must be skilful in preparing what is necessary for war,

able in securing provisions for his troops" (Xen. Mem. 3.1.6)1.

Wilkins (1995:1) states that: "until recently, the production and consumption of

food, that vital part of ancient life, was, apart from the occasional monograph,

neglected by Classical scholars. Over the past twenty-five years, however,

numerous books have appeared, particularly in Europe". However, the vast

majority of these published works have their focus in the broadest sense, that

being food in society in general, with little emphasis being placed, overtly, on the

topic of food in a military context. There has been some work on the subject of

provisioning armies, notably Anderson (1970:43-66) and Pritchett (1971:30-52),

who each devote a chapter to this topic within the bodies of their respective

works. In comparison, Griffith (1935:264-273) devotes nine pages to the subject

of the pay and maintenance of mercenaries in the classical period, much of which

centres on a discussion of the terms (71Tos . (etc.) and pcoNs. In contrast, more

recent work, such as that of Hanson (1983; 1993) and Foxhall (1995), focuses

more on the effects of warfare on agriculture than with concerning itself with the

provisioning of troops, the notable exception being that of Lazenby (1994).

Sage (1996:55) states, quite correctly, that: "provisioning is central to the

effective functioning of any army. Without adequate supplies, military forces

become hard to control and disintegrate". Sage's statement is, of course,

absolutely true and echoes a speech that Xenophon (Anab. 1.3.11) attributes to

Klearchos when the Spartan addressed mutinous troops at Tarsus:

"In my opinion, therefore, it is no time for us to be sleeping or

unconcerned about ourselves; we should rather be considering what

I KCLI yap wapacmcvaTuviv Tuiv EIS TOv ircacp.ov TOv arpar-gyOv Etvat xPi Kai TrOplaTLKT6V TO311
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course we ought to follow under the present circumstances. And so

long as we remain here we must consider, I think, how we can remain

most safely; or, again, if we count it best to depart at once, how we

are to depart most safely and how we shall secure provisions - for

without provisions neither general nor private is of any use"

(Xenophon, Anab. 1.3.11)2.

Although Luttwak (1993:3-7) would probably disagree, it is not surprising for

Xenophon to record such information 3 . Indeed, as Tuplin (1998:782) remarks of

the Xenophontic corpus: "issues of leadership (by states as well as individuals) or

military skill...engage his [Xenophon's] didactic muse". Pritchett (1971:30) too,

singles out Xenophon in particular for attention, stating that: "the provisioning of

the soldiers was an important element in Greek, as in all, warfare, for, as

Xenophon frequently noted, without the assurance of adequate rations it was

difficult to maintain discipline in the ranks (Xenophon Anab. 1.3.11; Hell. 7.5.19;

Cyrop. 4.2.34, 6.2.19)". In addition to helping to maintain discipline adequate

supplies of food and, just as importantly if not more so, drink, were, and are,

essential for the physical well-being of troops and in maintaining their ability to

fight when called upon to do so.

ETTLTTAEICOV TOES CrTpaTLCUTCUS. Watson's translation, Everyman's Library edition. I have chosen to
use Watson's translation over that of Marchant (Loeb Classical Library edition) as it follows the
meaning of Xenophon's Greek text more accurately.
2jpoiSOKE1 013X CZ pa Etym. 7jp:tv Ka0Eaav (3738' apteAeiv 7),14.670	 cwa flovAEzieaOat 0 Tt.

Xp7) TrOLEIV Etc TOLiTOW. KaL &OS' yE tdvop.ev avTou aKE7TTE0V pot SOKE1 EtVaL &Iran ClaCkaAECTTaTa

pyvcup,Ev, Et TE )4877 SoKE1 amivat., 87Talg etaGkaAlara-ra avq.LEv, Kca 87rwsTa jin-r-Oeict jeopEv-
avev yezp TOUTOW Oi;TE aTpartiyoi; Oi;TE 15LCUTOU 00EAOS* 01356.

3 However, as Luttwak (1993:3-7) fails to even acknowledge the very existence of the
Xenophontic corpus the reader can draw his own conclusions as to the validity of Luttwak's
arguments.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ADEQUATE WATER SUPPLIES

"...how sweet water is to drink when one is thirsty" (Xenophon,

Cyropaideia 1.2.11)1.

Ober (1993:176-177), in the context of discussing summer campaigning in

central Greece, remarks that: "adequate water must have been a real problem.

Hiking in the dry summer heat of central Greece requires drinking great

quantities of water to maintain one's health and strength. The hoplites, their

attendants and the pack/draught animals all required drinking water; the daily

water requirement for even a small army would be tremendous. In some areas, it

would not be easy to procure the required amounts, and thirst would then torment

man and beast alike".

It is impossible to overstress the fundamental importance of securing adequate

supplies of drinking water by armies of any period, and Greek antiquity is no

exception. Often the need for adequate supplies of water dictated where armies

encamped, the particular topographical positions they occupied, and also went

some considerable way toward dictating the halting places of armies on the

march. Of the army that Xerxes assembled for the invasion of Greece, Herodotos

(7.21.3) asks the rhetorical question: "for what nation did Xerxes not lead from

Asia against Hellas? What water did not fail when being drunk up, except only

the greatest rivers?". Later, Herodotos (7.108.2) names one of the rivers that

allegedly failed to meet the requirements of Xerxes' army when he states that

when Xerxes left Doriskos: "he first passed the Samothracian fortresses; of these,

the city built farthest to the west is called Mesambria. Next to it is the Thasian

city of Stryme; between them runs the river Lisos, which now could not furnish

water enough for Xerxes' army, but was exhausted". Later still, when attempting

to calculate the number in Xerxes' army, Herodotos (7.187.1) states that in

I Xen. Cyrop. 1.2.11: ITalg...li86 acup TTLEIV &OW VTC. Xenophon echoes this sentiment in another
of his works (Lak. Pol. 15.6) when he remarks of the king's house at Sparta that a: "lake near the
house supplies abundance of water; and how useful that is for many purposes none know so well
as those who are without it"
(Kai irpOs-	 oiKta	 Atp.vn aaTos- c100oviav 1raplx€1.- 5-rt 	 Kai roiiro 7rpOs. TIOA)a XP-4 0.1p.OV, 01

gX0VTEC airrO taiAAov ytyvdiaKovcrt).
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addition to the actual fighting force: "No one, however, can say what the exact

number of concubines, and eunuchs was, nor can one determine the number of

beasts of draft and burden, and the Indian dogs which accompanied the host; so

many of them were there". Herodotos (ibid.) then reiterates his remark about the

invasion force drinking from rivers saying that: "It is accordingly not surprising

to me that some of the streams of water ran dry"2 . Although Herodotos (loc. cit.)

never states that Xerxes' force actually did drink the rivers dry he does add,

immediately after his reiterating that the rivers ran dry, that: "I do, however,

wonder how there were provisions sufficient for so many tens of thousands"

(Herodotos 7.187.1). The matter of securing adequate water supplies is raised

again by Herodotos (7.196.1) in narrating Xerxes' progress through Thessaly and

Achaia Phthiotis: "Of the Thessalian rivers, the Onochonos was the only one

which could not provide enough water for his army to drink. In Achaia, however,

even the greatest river there, the Apidanos, gave out, remaining but a sorry

trickle"3.

Maurice (1930:210), in an article that has still yet to be superseded, remarks that

when he visited the Dardanelles-Hellespont in the late summer of 1922 AD he

observed: "in that district, during the dry season, the problem of water supply

looms large, and...was at once struck on reading Herodotos by the fact that this

had also been Xerxes' chief difficulty, in that portion of his march which took

him from the Skamander, the modern Mendere, across the Hellespont to the

Hebros, the modern Maritza". Maurice (1930:212-213) goes on to state that

three passages of Herodotos (7.43; 58; 108): "make it evident that the dry season

was well advanced, and the fact that he [Herodotos] lays stress upon the

difficulties of water supply in connection with the part of the march from the

Hellespont to Doriskos seems to indicate that he had heard that they were

2 Cf. Herodotos 7.43 on how the Skamander failed to supply Xerxes' force with sufficient water
and Herodotos 7.58 where the supply from the river Melas, likewise, was insufficient. For
modern discussions of Xerxes' problems in obtaining sufficient supplies of water see: Maurice
(1930:2120; Burn (1984:328-329); Lazenby (1993:91; 116).
3 Cf. Herodotos (4.91.2) who cites an inscription relating to Darius' campaign against the
Skythians, he quotes it thus: "From the headwaters of the river Tearos flows the best and finest
water of all; and to them came, leading an army against the Skythians, the best and finest man of
all, Darius son of Hystaspes, king of Persia and all the continent". Darius and his army were
encamped here for three days Herodotos (4.91.1) maintains.
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exceptional and required special measures to deal with them". In addition,

Maurice (1930:215) puts forward a most sensible, and surely correct, suggestion

that Xerxes' army would have been in column of march for the journey to Greece

and, therefore, it seems reasonable to suppose, as Maurice (ibid.) does, that each

'division' of Xerxes' army upon arriving at a river such as, for example, the

Skamander (Herodotos 7.43); "halted on the river for two nights and the

intervening day to fill up with water and then advanced to the bridges" (Maurice

1930:215). Furthermore, Maurice (ibid.) states, quite forcibly, how: "it is out of

the question that the whole army should have been halted together before

crossing in the country round Abydos, which could not have supplied it with

water for one day". Maurice's (loc. cit.) line of argument is perfectly reasonable.

To have had the whole of the army of Xerxes halt in one place would have placed

impossible strains on the local water supply. It seems much more plausible that

the troops of Xerxes' army were watered in relays and then each marched on

thereby making way for the next 'division' of troops in the column. That rivers

gave out despite such measures is perhaps not as remarkable as it would first

appear; the number of troops involved in Xerxes' enterprise, Maurice (1930:228)

suggests between 150,500-175,500 combatants 4, coupled with the likelihood that,

from reaching the Skamander and for the rest of the march into Greece itself, the

Persian army was marching during the dry season suggest that these factors could

well have led to rivers running dry.

Herodotos (7.20) maintains that Xerxes undertook preparations for the invasion

of Greece that lasted four full years. Later, Herodotos (7.25) informs us of the

magazines that Xerxes had set up in Thrace. Similarly, a fragment by

Theopompos (fr.125 M) 5 , referring to Artaxerxes DT's invasion of Egypt gives,

what Burn (1984;319) calls a "vivid description" of similar magazines. Although

neither the passage in Herodotos (loc. cit.) nor that in Theopompos make any

4 Maurice (1930:228) calculates a figure of 150,500 troops for the march up to the Hellespont
and also suggests figures of: 60,000 camp-followers and 75,000 animals. Maurice (ibid.) believes
that there were some 175,500 combatants on the march from Doriskos to Thermopylai by
modifying the number that Herodotos (7.185) says joined the expedition (300,000) during this
stage of the march down to a more reasonable, and more acceptable, figure of 25,000.
5 In Longinus, On Style, 43.2. Cf. also Athenaios 2.67.
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mention to water being among such stores it is feasible, and surely plain common

sense, to suggest that water supplies too were placed in such magazines.

Herodotos (3.9-10) records two versions of how Cambyses obtained water

supplies during his march on Egypt through the Arabian desert. Of these two

versions Herodotos (ibid.) states that he considered the story that the Arabian

king had cowhides and other skins stitched together to form a pipeline from the

river Corys all the way into the desert and into three large constructed reservoirs,

as being hard to believe. The other version, which Herodotos believes more

likely, is that the Arabian king filled camel-skins with water and, loading them

onto his living camels, conveyed them into the desert to await the arrival of

Cambyses' invasion force. Herodotos (3.6.2) states that, following Cambyses'

conquest of Egypt, the Persians had supplies of water collected in ceramic jars in

Egypt and carried to Syria to form water supply depots. Herodotos (/c. cit.), it

should be noted, mentions this in attempting to explain why, although Egypt

imported wine in jars, the wine jars (once the original contents had been drunk

and the vessels refilled with water) ended up in Syria, and also to illustrate how

this was the system employed once Egypt had been conquered before going on to

explain (Herodotos 3.9-10) how Cambyses overcame the problem of ensuring

adequate water supplies for his march through the desert. Although Greece and

Thrace were by no means deserts, the four full years of preparations for the

invasion, including the establishment of magazines in Thrace, would probably

have afforded ample time for Persian commissary officers stationed at such

magazines to observe seasonal changes in the water supply of these areas. They

may also, it seems reasonable to suggest, have possessed enough intelligence and

initiative to have foreseen the potential problems of supplying a large force in the

dry season in these areas and, as a result, taken appropriate measures to minimise

or prevent the occurrence of such difficulties by stock piling water during the

wetter months of the year6. However, this is only a hypothesis, and whether or

not the Persian magazines set up for the invasion of Greece actually stockpiled

supplies of water is open to debate.

E.g. in building cisterns etc. cf. Herodotos 4.173.1.
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Whether or not supplies of water were stored in the depots that Xerxes set up in

his preparations for the invasion of Greece, supplies of water would also be

needed on the march. Herodotos (1.188.2) states that:

"this water of the Choraspes [river] is boiled, and very many four-

wheeled wagons drawn by mules carry it in silver vessels, following

the king wherever he goes at any time" (Herodotos, 1.188.2)7.

Whether or not similar procedures were followed to ensure that Xerxes' troops

had adequate supplies of water on the march is very much open to question.

However, it seems reasonable to assume that troops of any army would, at the

very least, attempt to carry water with them when on the march. The need for an

adequate supply of drinking water, even for an individual on a journey, was

recognised as early as the time of Homer (Odyssey 5.265) who, when Odysseus is

preparing to leave Kalypso, sang of how Kalypso:

"on the raft the goddess put a skin of dark wine, and another, a great

one, of water, and provisions, too, in a wallet. Therein she put an

abundance of dainties to satisfy his heart" (Horn. Od. 5.265-268)8.

Similarly, Herodotos (2.32.5) relating a journey of exploration undertaken by the

Nasamonians, remarks how these: "young men left their companions, being well

supplied with water and provisions,... journeyed first through the inhabited

country, and after passing this they came to the region of wild beasts".

Xenophon (Cyropaideia 6.2.25-26) has the Elder Cyrus advocate that for a

forthcoming march of at least twenty days through terrain allegedly devoid of

supplies, his troops should carry enough food with them adding: "as for wine,

each one ought to take along only enough to last until we accustom ourselves to

drinking water; for the greater part of the march will be through a country where

there is no wine, and for that all the wine we can carry will not suffice, even if we

	

7 TO .OTOU	 To Xociarrew rot; anTos CI7TEOMLEVOU TTOAAal Kcipra Ilpaeat TerpaKtyKAot tituOveac
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take along a great quantity" (Xen. Cyropaideia 6.2.26). Presumably once these

supplies of wine were exhausted and the troops had, as Xenophon has the Elder

Cyrus maintain, accustomed themselves to becoming water drinkers, the

containers in which their wine had been carried could be reused to carry water

supplies on the march.

During the Plataiai campaign of 479, Herodotos (9.25.2) maintains that Pausanias

took the decision to move the Greek encampment from Erythrai to the territory of

Plataiai as the latter offered a better camping-site and, importantly, better water

supplies than the position at Erythrai. Similarly, Herodotos (9.49) asserts, the

Greek decision to subsequently abandon their position at the Asopos ridge and

withdraw towards Kithairon was due to the efficient action of Mardonios' cavalry

in denying the Greeks unhindered accessibility to adequate water supplies in the

immediate vicinity. Herodotos (ibid.) goes on to inform us, somewhat belatedly

as Burn (1984:525 n.34) rightly points out, that the new position was to be nearer

the springs in the Greek rear that the army had been forced to rely on as a result

of Persian cavalry activity around the water supplies of the Asopos position9.

The need for the availability of adequate water supplies could even dictate the

timing of campaigns. For example, Thucydides after relating that another

outbreak of the plague occurred at Athens in the winter of 427-426 BC (3.87.10

goes on (3.88.1) to state that:

"The same winter the Athenians in Sicily and the Rhegians made an

expedition with thirty ships against the islands of Aiolos, as they are

called; for it was impossible to invade them in the summer time on

account of the lack of water there" (Thucydides, 3.88.1) 10.

Of Thucydides' (loc. cit.) use of se avapt. Gomme (1956a:389) remarks: "this

illustrates, briefly, but clearly, one of the chief purposes of the chronological

9 Cf. Plutarch, Aristeides 16.

101{-a n.. 01 /..LEV EV ELKEAtc,t 'AO-rival:at Kai Pnyivot TOC) atIro13 ,xervii,vos rpeciKovra vavcri; arparet5ovarv
Tag A.16Aov Hcrovs KaAoutdvas- °Wpm's- yap se civv5ptav a8vvara 7111 errtarpareverv.
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system of summers and winters [employed by Thucydides]: it shows the military

conditions". It is also extremely useful in indicating that the Athenians and their

Rhegian allies had given thought to the problem of obtaining sufficient water in,

what would have been, the dry season of summer and hence undertook their

planned invasion in winter when water would, presumably, have been more

plentiful.

The Athenian occupation and fortification of the sanctuary at Delion (Thuc.

4.90.1-3) in the winter of 424-423 BC, was followed, Thucydides (4.90.4)

maintains, by the withdrawal of the main Athenian army except for the garrison.

Gomme (1956b:559) points out that the Athenian purpose in occupying this site

was that it should: "form a strong point, an 6nTeixtaila...from which harassing

raids could be made into Boiotian territory, as later into Attika by the

Peloponnesians from Dekeleia". Following the defeat of the main Athenian army

as it marched homeward from Delion (Thuc. 4.96.6), those Athenians garrisoning

the now fortified sanctuary at Delion were criticised, Thucydides (4.97.3) states,

for not only having occupied a religious sanctuary but also for: "drawing for the

common use the water which was untouched by themselves [the Boiotians]

except for use in lustrations connected with the sacrifices". The Athenian

response to this, Thucydides (4.98.5) maintains, was to say that: "The

water.. .they had disturbed in their sore need, which they had not wantonly

brought upon themselves; they had been forced to use the water while defending

themselves against the Boiotians who had first invaded their land". However,

this seems to be merely an excuse, given when the Athenians in question found

themselves in the particularly embarrassing situation of having to justify their

actions. It is possible that one of the very reasons that Delion was chosen by the

Athenian commander Hippokrates to receive a garrison was actually because

there was a supply of water at the sanctuary, and that subsequent Athenian

protestations of innocence were merely attempts to deny that they had

contravened accepted Greek military practice in occupying and fortifying a

religious sanctuary.
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That the need for adequate water supplies could dictate march rates is apparent

from Thucydides' description of the Athenian retreat from Syracuse. Thucydides

(7.78.4) states that on the first day of the retreat: "the Athenians advanced about

forty stadia and bivouacked at a hill". Thucydides (ibid.) then proceeds by

saying:

"but on the next day they began the march early and after proceeding

about twenty stadia descended into a level place, where they

encamped; for they wished to get something to eat from the houses,

the place being inhabited, and to get there a supply of water to take

with them, since for many stadia ahead in the direction in which they

were to go water was not plentiful" (Thucydides, 7.78.4)11.

In contrast to the Thucydides passage cited above, where the Athenians cut their

march short upon seeing (and reaching) signs of habitation, which would have, it

seems reasonable to assume, contained stores of food and water supplies, march

stages or stathmoi, could be made longer in the desire to reach adequate supplies

of water. For example, during the Younger Cyrus' march through the 'Arabian'

desert, Xenophon (Anab. 1.5.7) affirms how:

"...Cyrus sometimes made these stages through the desert very long,

whenever he wanted to reach water or fresh fodder" (Xenophon,

Anab. 1.5.7)12.

Elsewhere, Xenophon (Cyrop. 5.4.40) remarks of the Elder Cyrus that: "from the

first Cyrus kept Gadatas among those about him as he marched, to give him

information in regards to roads and water, fodder and provisions, so that they

might be able to camp where things were most abundant". Later, Xenophon

(Cyrop. 8.1.44) alleges of the Elder Cyrus that: "whenever there was an

11 rfi S'tiaTepatct 7rpc`p 17ropojovro Kai irpo'7:1A0ov jig daKoat oTa8tovs, Kai KaTigncrav	 xcopiov
a1TE50V TL KaL a3rroi3 aorpaTOTTE8E7jaCLVTO, POVA01-1,EVOLEK TE TO-JV 01KU2V AaPEIV TL acattkov

41KEITO yap 6 xci-Tos) Kai L'Scop f1Era cryhthv avTaw sblpEcreat. a67-60Ev- jv yap Tth: TrpOcrOev
iroAAa aTa&a, El-LEA/10V 1EVaL, OVK Ii0Oovov
12 iV	 Toirrow Tan, ara0p,c;iv	 TLTIIP V euaKpoiN Pavvev, 677-6-re 	 Mcop POLMOLTO
StaTEAITat rrp6s xtA6v.
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expedition to make, he would lead the serving men to water, just as he did the

beasts of burden".

Xenophon in particular seems to have paid especial attention to what to many

may have considered to be the rather mundane and day to day tasks that he

believed a commander ought to attend to. In advising the would be hipparchos

he states:

"In the garrisons he must show an interest in fodder, tents, water,

firewood, and all other supplies: he must show that he thinks ahead

and keeps his eyes open for the sake of his men" (Xenophon,

Hipparchikos 6.3)13.

No doubt attention to such details were in the forefront of his mind when he

maintains, of the Elder Cyrus, that: "when the soldiers were all together, Cyrus

bade his men take luncheon: and when they had lunched and he had discovered

that the place where the scouts had their posts of observation was strong and well

supplied with water, he at once proceeded to build a fort there" (Xen. Cyrop.

3.2.11). Detail of a different sort is apparent in Xenophon's account of

Derkylidas' operations in Asia in 397 BC. Xenophon (Hell. 3.2.18), no doubt an

eye-witness to the events he describes at this point, says that upon receiving word

that Tissaphemes wanted to discuss the possibility of peace: "Derkylidas, taking

the best-looking of the troops he had, both cavalry and infantry, came forward to

meet the messengers". After Derkylidas had made clear to the Persians his

preparedness to fight he nevertheless agreed to a temporary truce, an exchange of

pledges, and an exchange of hostages at which point, Xenophon states:

"When this plan had been decided upon and carried out, the armies

went away, the barbarians to Tralles in Karia, and the Greeks to

Leukophrys, where there was a very holy shrine of Artemis and a lake

13 
Ell 8E‘ Talc Opotleas xpt Kai xtAcni Kai ownvoi- v Kai 758(11-an, Kai Optlycivan, Kai Tan, cik\aw
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more than a stadion in length, with a sandy bottom and an unfailing

supply of drinkable, warm water" (Xen. Hell. 3.2.19)14.

Xenophon (Hellenika 4.1.15-16) tells us that, in the winter of 395-394 BC,

Agesilaos went into winter quarters at Daskyleion where Pharnabazos had his

palace. No doubt Agesilaos' decision was partly motivated by the knowledge

that it would make a good base in which to spend the winter months. Indeed,

Xenophon (ibid.) remarks that both the palace and the surrounding villages were

well stocked with abundant supplies and that a river containing many fish flowed

beside the palace. This river may have provided Agesilaos' army with an

adequate water supply during these winter months although Xenophon does not

specifically say so. However, there are examples of bodies of troops (or even

political factions making an armed bid for power) finding themselves in

situations were they had insufficient supplies of water. For example, the

occupation of the Athenian acropolis by Kylon and his supporters in the seventh

century BC, is mentioned by several sources 15 , though only Thucydides (1.126.9)

states that:

"Kylon and those who were besieged with him were in hard straits

through lack of food and water" (Thucydides, 1.126.9)16.

Thucydides (1.126.10) goes on to state that Kylon and his brother, presumably

realising the hopelessness of their situation, escaped; their confederates, however,

were not so fortunate and were killed (Thuc. 1.126.11; Herodotos 5.71; Plut.

Solon 12). In 510 BC the Athenian tyrant Hippias found himself besieged on the

acropolis 17 . Herodotos (5.6.3) maintains that, unlike Kylon and his supporters,

Hippias had ample supplies of food and drink. Despite this, he was obliged to

surrender when the children of the Peisistratidai were captured as they were being

smuggled out of the country. The author of the Athenaion Politeia (19.5)

14 56eavra 8g rain-a	 7rEpavOvTa,	 aTparetli.caTa crurijAGE, 	 tlEIV 13apf??,pLKOV ds-
LOV KaT- --nVLK-V	 __E_Korpvv, _V-a	 -IT -lit- -$ TE tEpov p,ciAa cty iTpciAAas Tijs. Kaptas,	 VRAA	 A	 1 Arl

Aitkv-q 7rAlov aTa8(ov i`nrOtila tcpcos CIEVa0g 7TOTtp.00 Kai 0Epp,o1; v8aTos.
15 Herodotos 5.71; Thucydides 1.126.3f; Plutarch Solon 12; Pausanias 1.28.1.
16 • -

oi bd tLETO Tot; Kaanms. 7roAtopKoig.tevot Pat')pois- Eixov arov TE Kai aaros ci7ropicc.
17 Herodotos 5.63; Thuc. 6.59.4; and the Athenaion Politeia (19), attributed to Aristotle.
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attributed to Aristotle asserts that the Spartan king Kleomenes was largely

responsible for having: "confined Hippias within what is called the Pelargic wall,

and with support from the Athenians laid siege to him". The author of the

Athenaion Politeia (19.6) continues, relating how the children of the

Peisistratidai were seized: "when they were being sent out to safety, after which

the Peisistratidai came to terms to secure their children's safety and in five days

evacuated their possessions and handed over the Acropolis to the Athenians"18.

Had it not been for the capture of their children the Peisistratidai might have held

out on the acropolis for some considerable time, and certainly appear to have

been prepared for a siege (Herodotos 5.6.3).

Ti contrast, another occupation of the Athenian acropolis, by Kleomenes of

Sparta and the Athenian Isagoras, lasted only two days. Both Herodotos (5.72)

and the author of the Athenaion Politeia (20.3) concur in stating that they were

forced to surrender after a two day siege. In this instance the occupation appears

to have been on the spur of the moment as, when their plans to dissolve the

Athenian Boule failed, and: "the common people gathered in force; the

supporters of Kleomenes and Isagoras fled to the Acropolis; the people settled

down and besieged them for two days, but on the third made a truce to release

Kleomenes and all the men with him" (Athenaion Politeia 20.3). Burn

(1984:180-181) writes in glowing terms of this affair that: "a blockade of two

days' might hardly seem to rank among the great sieges of history. Yet it was not

least among the achievements of the people of Athens. The remarkable fact is

that they did this - they not merely rioted, but kept up an effective blockade of a

fortress containing several hundred well-armed, trained and desperate men, for

forty-eight hours, initially without organised leadership". Burn (1984:181) goes

on to suggest that: "it is worth while to imagine the situation from the point of

view of the besieged. No one had expected this development, and the citadel was

presumably unsupplied with food or water". This incident, humiliating in the

extreme to Kleomenes, was still remembered with pride by the Athenians of

Aristophanes' (Lysistrata 2710 day and was to have similar echoes in the

Athenian capture of Lakedaimonian troops on the island of Sphakteria.

18 Rhodes' translation, Penguin.
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Thucydides (4.26.4), relating the campaign on and around Sphakteria during the

summer of 425, states that the Lakedaimonian force were: "on a desert island and

had only brackish water to drink". Thucydides (4.31.2) goes on to say that this

water supply was near the central and level part of the island near to the main

Spartan camp. Pritchett (1965:26-27) remarks that the: "most likely candidate

for the water supply of 425 BC seems to be the natural cave called Grundy's

Well. ..the total depth of the well is close to 100 feet,...estimate[d] from the echo

of stones, [and] suggests that a considerable force may have obtained water here.

That it became brackish with constant use is a normal hydrogeological

phenomenon. The important consideration is that it is in the middle of the level

ground, which must have been the Spartan camp".

During the military actions on Sphakteria, Thucydides (4.35.1) states, the main

Lakedaimonian force, due to pressure from Athenian peltastai and psiloi were

obliged to fall back to the: "fortification on the island", that is, to the northern

end of the island, and, therefore, must have had to abandon their camp near the

water supply. Finally, Thucydides (4.36.3) states, the: "Lakedaimonians were

now assailed on both sides.. .Since, then, they were now assailed on both sides

they no longer held out, but, fighting few against many and withal weak in body

from lack of food, they began to give way" 19 . Thucydides (4.37.1-38.1) states that

at this point Kleon and Demosthenes sent forward a herald to ask the remaining

Lakedaimonian troops to surrender and that the latter agreed to do so. Therefore,

according to Thucydides (/c. cit.) the surrender of the Lakedaimonian force was

due, in part, to their lack of food. Diodoros (12.63.3) also follows this line saying

that:

"the Athenians wore down the bodily strength of the Spartans on

Sphakteria through their lack of provisions and accepted their formal

surrender" (Diod. 12.63.3)20 .

194.01/3oAot 4;877 Tes	 1:111TEIXOV CIAAa IT OAAOIS TE 01\1)/0 L p,axOtkevot	 CICTOEVE 1C.1 awitulTaw
ta Tip attroSeLav i`nrexclipovv.
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However, it seems reasonable to suggest that dehydration, along with lack of

food and the volleys of Athenian missile fire, also played its part in inducing the

Lakedaimonian force to surrender. My reasons for proposing such a hypothesis

are as follows: firstly, Thucydides (4.31.2) tells us that the Lakedaimonian main

camp in the central part of the island was near their water supply. In abandoning

this position and withdrawing towards the: "fortification" (Thuc. 4.35.1) at the

northern end of the island the Spartans also abandoned the well. Thucydides

(4.31.1) informs us that the Athenian landings on two sides of Sphakteria

occurred: "a little before dawn"21 . The 800 Athenian hoplites (Thuc. 4.31.1)

embarked on the island quickly overran the thirty hoplites at the first Spartan

outpost (Thuc. 4.31.2). The speed of the Athenian assault on the first outpost is

apparent in that, Thucydides (4.32.1) states: "the Athenians...immediately

destroyed the men in the first post, upon whom they charged at full speed, finding

them still in their beds or endeavouring to snatch up their arms". At this point it

must have been still dark as it is difficult to believe that Lakedaimonian troops

would sleep beyond dawn when on active service and, Thucydides (4.32.2)

clearly states: "then as soon as day dawned the rest of the army began to

disembark" (Ia	 g'cp ytyvotdvn Kcd. CLAAos. arpaTO3 (3.7rqatvov).

From Thucydides' (4.33.10 narrative it would seem that from the arrival of the

Athenian hoplites on the island, the capture of the first Spartan outpost, and the

disembarkation of the rest of the Athenian force, mainly peltastai, archers, and

sailors armed as psiloi, up to the commencement of the attacks on the main

Lakedaimonian force, little time had elapsed. This would suggest, therefore, that

the Lakedaimonians in the main camp had had to forgo breakfast and instead had

aimed themselves and been ordered to 'stand to' from dawn onwards. Indeed,

Gomme (1956b:477) interprets Thucydides' statement: &a Tip uti-o8dav (4.36.3)

as meaning: "i.e. they had had nothing to eat all day, and, more important, their

main reserve of food (Thuc. 4.39.2) will have been in the central camp and they

could expect no more". The lack of food mentioned by Thucydides (4.36.3) is

21 „rpei	 rijs- w OAIyov evaqatvov Tijs- Hcrov jkargpcuOe-v.
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not to be interpreted as meaning that the Lakedaimonians had run out of food on

the island, but rather that, as Gomme (loc. cit.) implies, they had been forced to

abandon their food supplies when they abandoned the main camp in the central

part of the island. For Thucydides (4.39.2) states that:

"...indeed some grain was found on the island at the time of the

capture, as well as other articles of food; for the commander Epitadas

was accustomed to give each man a scantier ration than his supplies

would have allowed" (Thucydides, 4.39.2)22.

Therefore, The Lakedaimonian force had 'stood to' since dawn, without

breakfast, and, following the withdrawal from the main camp, had lost their food

supplies and their access to their supply of drinking water. Furthermore,

Thucydides (4.33.2) tells us that the Lakedaimonians were unable to drive off the

Athenian missile-armed troops over the broken terrain on account of the

Lakedaimonians wearing armour23 . Hanson (1993:78n.1) cites the weight of

reproduction hoplite equipment made by students at California State University,

Fresno. These items include metal helmets, body armour, shields, spears,

swords, and greaves, and, Hanson (ibid.) adds, that: "the total weight of the entire

[hoplite's] ensemble is nearly 70 lbs (over 31 kgs)" 24 . Therefore, it is hardly

surprising, when we consider the burden carried by hoplites, to hear that after a

short time: "the Lakedaimonians were no longer able to dash out promptly at the

point where they were attacked" (Thuc. 4.34.1). Unfortunately, Thucydides (loc.

cit.) does not clearly state if the Lakedaimonian dashes were charges made by the

22	 -Kai iv atTo's rts Tfi Hay Kai cala (3por)p.aTa 	 c yap eipxuni EmTetSas
jvSeeoTdpws- EKCLUTCp 7rapeixev flV 7rpOs T17V jeovatav.
23 o rs oi AaKE8attuivtot ot1K ativavro 81AKELV O'irAa E'X0VTEC-

24 Delbriick (1975:86) gives a figure of a 72 lbs burden carried by Greek hoplites. Delbriick
(1975:90n.10) does admit later however that although the figure of 72 lbs is: "arbitrary; the fact of
being heavily burdened, however, can, in general, not be questioned". Keegan (1993:301),
discussing the weight of equipment carried by soldiers throughout history remarks that:
"experience, ...borne out by modern field trials, has established that the soldier's load cannot on
average be made to exceed seventy pounds' weight. ...These figures have not varied over
centuries". In support of his statement Keegan (1993:301-302) cites a recommendation of
Vegetius (Epitome of Military Science 1.19) in which Vegetius proposed that young soldiers
(recruits?) should be given frequent practice in carrying loads of up to 60 lbs and marching at a
'military pace' bearing this load. Keegan (1993:302) goes on to point out that on the first day of
the Battle of the Somme (1' July 1916 AD) the British troops in the assault: "were burdened on
average with sixty-six pounds".
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whole of the phalanx or whether ekdromoi (literally 'runners-out') were used25.

Whether the Lakedaimonian sallies were carried out by ekdromoi or, the whole of

the phalanx, the latter of which we can perhaps consider unlikely, such efforts

would prove futile and any brief respite from missile attacks they could provide

would be offset by the exhausting effects they would have on the men that

undertook them. In addition, Thucydides (4.34.2-3) also mentions the dust from:

"the newly burned forest", allegedly so thick in the air that: "a man could not see

what was in front of him".

Therefore, the combination of weight of armour, summer heat, futile sallies, and

seemingly choking dust, and, most importantly, the abandonment of their water

supply, probably led to the Lakedaimonian force becoming dehydrated.

Dehydration was not, it should be added, the only reason the Lakedaimonian

force surrendered, for the tactical hopelessness of their position and not having

eaten all day no doubt played their considerable parts. However, it does appear

to be credible to argue that dehydration was a major factor in undermining the

Lakedaimonian force's will to continue the struggle on Sphakteria.

It is worth pointing out the situation regarding the water supplies of the

Athenians, during their operations in the vicinity of Sphakteria and Pylos.

Thucydides (4.26.2) maintains that:

"The blockade, however, was harassing to the Athenians on account

of the lack of food and water; for there was only one spring, high up

on the acropolis of Pylos, and a small one at that, and the soldiers for

the most part scraped away shingle upon the beach and drank water

such as one might expect to find there" (Thucydides, 4.26.2)26.

25 Cf. Xen. Anab. 3.3.8-11 where Xenophon himself used: "such of the hoplites and peltasts as
were guarding the rear with him" to launch (unsuccessful) sallies towards cavalry, archers and
slingers under the command of Mithradates. Xenophon (Anab. 3.3.11f) himself admits that his
actions earned him criticism from Cheirisophos and the: "eldest of the generals" and also (A nab.
3.3.12) admits that he completely deserved their criticism!

lirtirovos 8' iv Tots 'AOnvatoLs ciSvAaicii C FITOV re &Topic'. Kai am-0s- or) yap 7ijv Kp-4v7) (3T L p.7)
pia	 aerrijT7 akpoiract T7' 5 17t,Aov Kat air?) ot; pxyciAn, ciA/Na StatuLp.evot. Ten, kaxA71ca

7rAeicyrot 7r T77: OaAcLocrn &Lvov dm, EIKOs. anp. Cf. Arrian, Anabasis 6.23.4; 26.5, for similar
episodes involving the army of Alexander the Great during the march through Gadrosia.
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Pritchett (1965:24), commenting on Thucydides' (4.26.2) statement that there

was a spring on the acropolis at Pylos, stated that this "water supply has never

been discovered" and adds (ibid.) that it is not unusual for springs located high

up to have run dry since antiquity. In addition, Pritchett (1965:24-25) observes,

of Thucydides' (4.26.2) remark that many of the Athenians were obliged to

scrape away beach shingle in order to obtain water, that: "there are no pebbles or

gravel on the bedrock and breccia which make up the southern part of Pylos.

Where the sandbar rises to join the tip of the promontory, there is today a natural

well. The water is said by the natives to be potable, and it is used for

animals.. .Likely places where the Athenians might have scraped are the sandy

areas which must have been outside the walled parts". In a later study of the area

Pritchett (1994:145-177) has nothing further to add on the subject of the

Athenian water supply during the military and naval operations of 425 BC, and

indicates the still elusive nature, despite examination of the area and some

archaeological excavation, of some of the features, both natural and man-made,

that Thucydides refers to, adding that: "since we cannot identify the Messenian

fortification constructed over a period of fifteen years, we can hardly identify any

remains with Demosthenes' walls, only speculate from the clues given by

Thucydides" (Pritchett, 1994:167). It would seem that the location of the spring

mentioned by Thucydides (4.26.2) from which some of the Athenians managed

to draw water, similarly, has still not been found or identified.

During the Athenian expedition against Syracuse, Thucydides (7.4.5) alleges that,

during the summer of 414 BC, Nikias, as a consequence of the arrival of

Gylippos, decided to concentrate more on the possibility of bringing an end to the

struggle by naval rather than land warfare and accordingly: "built three forts, in

which most of the stores were deposited; and the large boats and the ships of war

were now moored there". Thucydides (7.4.6) continues by saying:
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"And it was especially in consequence of this that the condition of the

crews then first began to decline. For their water supply was scanty

and not near at hand" (Thucydides, 7.4.6)27.

In addition, Thucydides (ibid.) states that the crews also suffered heavily,

whenever they left camp to fetch firewood, at the hands of the Syracusan cavalry

force, one third of which was stationed near the Olympieion. Thucydides

(7.10.1) later recounts the letter that Nikias sent to the Athenians and had asked

to be read out to them. In this letter, Thucydides (7.13.2) maintains, Nikias said:

"...And our crews have been and are still being wasted, for the reason

that our sailors, forced to go out to a distance for wood and forage

and water, are constantly being killed by the cavalry" (Thucydides,

7.13.2)28.

We have already seen how during the retreat from Syracuse the need for the

Athenians to procure water (and food) supplies had dictated the halting of a day's

march after travelling twenty stadia (Thuc. 7.78.4). This halt was, according to

Thucydides (ibid.), because: "for many stadia ahead in the direction in which they

were to go water was not plentiful". Earlier, Thucydides (7.77.6) has Nikias tell

his troops that they must make haste on their journey by both day and night on

account that they had only scanty supplies of even the necessaries of life

(id yap krriPeta PpaxAt. 'xott.€1)). This need to make haste becomes evident in

their having to march at night as well as during the day, and is largely responsible

for the rearguard under Demosthenes becoming separated from the head of the

column led by Nikias (Thuc. 7.80.3-4). Nikias effectively abandoned

Demosthenes and his troops to their fate by his having: "marched his men more

rapidly, thinking that in the circumstances safety lay, not in standing firm and

fighting of their own choice, but in retreating as rapidly as possible, fighting only

as they were forced to do so" (Thuc. 7.81.3). Nikias' troops were probably in no

27
COCrTE Kal Tan, '7TAn pa 1 tiCiTCOV 013K ist ar a TOTE 77 pthr OV KaKwaLc ylve-ro- T (1.1 TE yap aaTt. cnravicp

XPcLpxvot. Kai 013K eyyt;OEv.
28 Ta	 71-A.N(Lti,a.ra &a •r6sE 0.0(11),17 re 7)p.iv Kai 	 00Etperat, T	 vavi-Cov	 &à
ckpvyavtatiov Kat cicnrayiv 	68petav 1.1.aKpav inTO Tth V 17T1TICOV awoklvtavwv.
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fit state to undertake a battle in any case and this becomes apparent later in

Thucydides' (7.84.2) narrative when he relates how, on the eighth day of the

retreat:

"The Athenians pushed on to the river Assinaros, partly because they

thought, hard pressed as they were on all sides by the attack of

numerous horsemen and of the miscellaneous troops, that they would

be somewhat better off if they crossed the river, and partly by reason

of their weariness and desire for water" (Thucydides, 7.84.2)29.

There is no doubt that the Athenians had been pushed beyond the limits of human

endurance. Indeed, Thucydides (7.84.3) states that, upon reaching the river:

"they rushed in, no longer preserving order, but everyone eager to be himself the

first to cross". Thucydides (ibid.) relates how the attempted crossing was made

against pressure from their Syracusan enemies, no doubt both from those

pursuing the army and those stationed on the opposite bank. In one of the most

moving and horrific passages in the whole history of warfare, Thucydides

(7.84.4-5) describes what Ober (1994:193 n.14) rightly calls the "ghastly scene",

the complete and final disintegration of the Athenian expeditionary force:

"The Syracusans stood along the other bank of the river, which was

steep, and hurled missiles down upon the Athenians, most of whom

were drinking greedily and were all huddled in confusion in the

hollow bed of the river. Moreover, the Peloponnesians went down to

the water's edge and butchered them, especially those in the river.

The water at once became foul, but was drunk all the same, although

muddied and dyed with blood, and indeed was fought for by most of

them" (Thucydides, 7.84.4-5)3°.

29 Kai Affrivaiot 777relyovro irpOs. TOv'Aaalvapov ?wrapAv, afia e gv 13tat(5,u6vot IS-gO Tijs-
7ravraxO0Ev 7rpoP0Ais ITrir&n, TE Troklevy Kai Tot; etitz\ov ONAov, otOp,evot kiOvT acktatv g'accrOat.,

8,ag(Lat TOv 7roTap,Ov, &pa 8g tlirO Tijs TaAavacop(as Kat TO TrtEly j.rrtOuttia.
3O

	 OaTE/ATE TO15 1TOTatL013 irapaaTavres- 01 EvpaKOatot	 Kp1ipvc38Es.) 4'6aAAov ciVCOOEV
Ouç jA07)Valf0Vg, TTIVOVTQC TE TOUS' 170AA01.)3 C1011.60Vg K0.1 6 KoIAcp 64VTL TC1J 7rOT0.(14) gv argutv

ai3Tols- Tapaaaopdvovs. Or TE Hat:pm:wok:toe gmKaTapcivresTo gv re? woraiucii paAtaTa
Jack4ov. Kai TO aato €130i)s. 8t40apro, etAA' oftSgv Vcraov	 Opoli	 -np,aToitavov
Kai 7reptpcix-r7rov V Tag 7roAAors.
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Thucydides (7.85.1-2) goes on to say that the slaughter continued until Nikias

managed to surrender himself to Gylippos and pleaded with him to put an end to

the destruction of his men. The account of the Athenian retreat from Syracuse

that Thucydides (7.75-7.85) relates illustrates several interesting points from a

logistical perspective. Firstly, the Athenians halting their march on the second

day of the retreat, despite an early start, after covering half the distance that they

had the previous day (Thuc. 7.78.4), was for the express intention of obtaining

supplies of food and water for the following leg of their journey. They did this

knowing full well, Thucydides (ibid.) maintains, that these resources would be in

short supply during the next stages of their march. Furthermore, Thucydides

(7.78.3) describes how the Syracusan cavalry, supported by light-armed infantry,

had begun to harass the retreating Athenians on the first day of their march. That

the Syracusan cavalry and light-armed troops had gone ahead of the Athenians in

order to impede their march (Thuc. 7.78.5) could well have influenced the

Athenian decision to halt their march, in that, by knowing that enemy troops lay

ahead of them their attempts to forage for, or even stop for, the purpose of

obtaining either food or water supplies would have been extremely difficult or

even impossible. There had been inadequate supplies at the outset of the retreat

(Thuc. 7.75.5) and this halt, on the second day of their retreat, must have been

decided upon by the Athenians with the knowledge that it was absolutely

necessary for them to do so. That the Syracusan attempts at harrying the

Athenians were undertaken extremely skilfully is apparent from Thucydides'

(7.78.6-7) narrative when he relates how the tactics employed by the Syracusans

resulted in it being: "no longer possible to leave the main body" of the Athenian

force for the purpose of foraging for food or water supplies. It is reasonable to

assume that such tactics were also employed over the succeeding days of the

Athenian retreat and that Gylippos and his Syracusan subordinates clearly

understood the effects that such tactics would have on undermining not only

Athenian morale but also their ability to offer resistance: a consideration which in

turn, shows how Greek officers were fully appreciative of logistical

considerations. Despite Thucydides' (7.80.1) statement that, by the night of the

fifth day of their retreat, the Athenians were: "in a wretched plight, since by now
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they were in want of all supplies and many had been wounded in many assaults

with the enemy" 31 , it was not to be their lack of food supplies that led to their

eventual destruction, but rather, unbearable thirst that led to the final annihilation

of the Athenian expeditionary force (Thuc. 7.84).

The Arkadian contingents of the former Cyreans, on at least one occasion, also

found themselves in similar circumstances to those that the Athenians in Sicily

had found themselves in during their retreat. Xenophon (Anab. 6.3.20 relates

how the Arkadians had proceeded to make attacks on villages in Asiatic Thrace

from their embarkation point of Kalpe harbour, adding that the Arkadian generals

prearranged to reassemble on a particular hill (Anab. 6.3.3). The Arkadian

contingents, Xenophon (Anab. 6.3.6) maintains, came together, following their

raids, at the prearranged assembly point with varying degrees of ease or

difficulty. Xenophon (Anab. 6.3.6) states that the Thracians gathered their forces

during that night and:

"At daybreak they proceeded to form their lines all round the hill

where the Greeks were encamping, their troops consisting of

horsemen in large numbers and peltasts, while still more were

continually streaming together; and they made attacks upon the

hoplites without danger to themselves, inasmuch as the Greeks had

neither bowman nor javelin-thrower nor horseman; so they would

come running or riding up and throw their javelins, and when the

Greeks charged upon them, they would easily get away; and different

parties kept attacking at different points. Hence on the one side many

were being wounded, on the other side not a man; the result was that

the Greeks were not able to stir from the spot, and at last the

Thracians were even cutting them off from their water supply" (Xen.

Anab. 6.3.6-8)32.

31 Cf. Thuc. 7.83.3, and Thucydides' reiteration that the Athenians were short of provisions.
32Kai ap.a itdpg KimAct, Trepi Tay AOckov bOa ol. EIVIIVES* . t/TpaTO1TE8E750VTO 4TC'ETTCLOVTO Kai trrreis
TroAyloi Kai 77-EA-ra g-rat, Kai etei 7rAgoves auvippeov . Kai rpocrel3aAAoy 7rp8s- Tan' 67rAlras. acrOaAths-
01 I.LEV yap EAA7pIES* 015TE ToeOry Et0V OiiTE aKOVTLOT7)V oiSTE trrirla•	 TT pOCTOgOVTEC Kai
vpocreAativovTes- 7)K6v-rLov- OVOTE 	 ain-oEs jirtotev, flaSicus- awiqSetlyov- It'AA0L	 clAAji

17TE7 NEVTO . Kai Tal) V f-LEV 7roAAcd. EMpaiCIKOVTO, TOW OZ5E(S- d0' CITE Kiv-Ofivat or),.atWaVTO EK

ToO xcuptov, aAAa TEAE.,thvreg Kai c1.77.8 Toi; aaTos elpyov airrolis 01 epaKEs.
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Xenophon (Anab. 6.3.9) goes on to say that when this situation became serious

the Greeks were obliged to open negotiations in the hope of securing a truce.

Failing to obtain Thracian hostages to ensure that the Thracians kept their side of

the truce the Arkadians were only saved, Xenophon (Anab. 6.3.100 continues,

thanks to the efforts of himself and his men in that they arrived in time to rescue

them (Xen. Anab. 6.3.24). Similarly, during a Boiotian invasion of Thessaly in

368-367 BC, Diodoros (15.71.4) maintains that when the Boiotians:

"found all their provisions of food and drink and all other supplies

giving out the Boiotarchs decided to return home" (Diod. 15.71.4)33

We hear of Alexander of Pherai subsequently following the Boiotians with a

large body of cavalry (Diodoros 15.71.5), and these troops had presumably been

largely responsible for preventing the Boiotians from straying far from their camp

to search for food and water. In an earlier invasion of Thessaly, undertaken by

the Athenians with some Boiotian and Phokian allies with the intention of

restoring Orestes to power in Thessaly (Thuc. 1.111.1), the expedition against the

city of Pharsalos had much the same lack of success as that of the later Boiotian

invasion of 368-367 BC. Of this earlier expedition, Thucydides (1.111.1)

sarcastically remarks that the invaders:

"made themselves masters of the land, so far as this was possible

without going far from their camp - for the Thessalian cavalry

hemmed them in - they failed to capture the city and indeed none of

the other objects of their expedition was attained, so they went back

home again unsuccessful, having Orestes with them" (Thucydides,

1.111.1).

337-a 8g criTa Kal woorci Kai. Takla ircivra lirAeore TOES' BO EWTOlg g'yvcocrav ol flotarrapxat ri)v
OtKOV EIT ciVOSOV 77" 0 LE100 aL.
34	 ftau 'nig ;LEV 7,775' EK par OVV oaa 11.7) 7T 016VTEC ¶01W EK Tan, OfirAaw 01 yap 177.1T7,S TC3V (/EacraAalv
Etpyov) T-1)v 6E 7T6Aty O1 Eaov ol38' ciAAo irpovxcupEL CLUTO LS* °MEV WV EVEKCL EUTpaTEUCTCLV, CLAA

2	 3

a'rrexa; pnaav TT tau, 'Opgarnv g'xovrEs- 16-parcrot.
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Although Thucydides never mentions how these troops managed to extricate

themselves from Thessaly, their decision to leave Thessaly was probably

influenced by the effectiveness of the enemy cavalry patrols. These patrols

appear to have ensured that the Athenians and their allies were unable to stray far

from their camp. Furthermore, Thucydides gives us no details regarding the

water and general supply situation within this camp and we can only assume that

it was adequate for if it was not we might, perhaps, have expected some comment

on a scarcity of water or other supplies.

The importance of adequate water supplies in siege warfare was also well

understood by the Greeks. Thus we hear how, during the Athenian siege of

Syracuse: "the Athenians destroyed their [the Syracusansl pipes which ran

underground into the city and supplied it with drinking water" 35 . Xenophon

(Hell. 3.1.7) relates how, during Thibron's attempt to capture 'Egyptian' Larisa,

Thibron "sank a shaft and began to dig a tunnel therefrom, with the idea of

cutting off their water supply. And when they [the defenders] made frequent

sallies from within the wall and threw pieces of wood and stones into the shaft,

he met this move by making a wooden shed and setting it over the shaft. The

Larisians, however, sallied forth by night and destroyed the shed also, by fire".

During the military operations of Thibron's successor Derkylidas, Xenophon

(Hell. 3.1.18) tells us, one of Derkylidas' subordinates, a Sikyonian lochagos

named Athenadas, growing impatient with Derkylidas who was delaying due to

his religious sacrifices continuing to produce unfavourable omens, thought:

"that Derkylidas was acting foolishly in delaying, and that he was

strong enough of himself to deprive the Kebrenians of their water

supply, rushed forward with his own company [taxis] and tried to

choke up their spring. And the people within the walls, sallying forth

against him, inflicted many wounds upon him, killed two of his men,

35 Herodotos (3.60.2) informs us that the city of Samos also had a pipeline supplying the city with
water.
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and drove back the rest with blows and missiles" (Xenophon,

Hellenika 3.1.18)36.

Despite the failure of Athenadas and his men this incident shows how even junior

officers in Greek armies were capable enough to realise the importance of

denying water supplies to the enemy. It is also worth noting that the spring

supplying the Kebrenians with water lay outside their fortification walls and, as

such, would have presented itself as a primary target to besiegers 37. Such

considerations appear to have also been of importance to Aineias the tactician

who, writing in the fourth century BC, refers to his (now lost) book on Military

Preparations (17apaaKEvao-ruo) 6ti3Aos) on four occasions in his Poliorketika

(7.4; 8.5; 21.1; 40.8). From these allusions to Military Preparations within

Aineias' Poliorketika (loc. cit.) we can observe that this work addressed logistical

matters including water supplies. Aineias' allusions to this lost work are

tantalising. For example, Aineias states: "how to conceal both food and drink,

the products of the fields and how one must make standing waters undrinkable,

and places fit for cavalry movements unfit for them, - the particular treatment of

all these subjects is, for the present omitted, to avoid explaining them at this

point, since they are too numerous. They have been fully treated in the book on

36 voiticras 7011 pv depKvAiSav 0Avapciv 8tarptgovra, cu'n-Os 8' (cavOs. avat TO 118o,p cichagdat
T, 07)S* KOpnvious, irpoaapatu'uv an, r aurob 	 E1TEpaTo rv icp4v7iv avyxoriv. of ,U i'VSDOEV

E7Tee€A0Ovre5 airrOv TE ovaTpwaav Kat! Sin) cingKTetvav, ?Cal T01.6 CIAA0V5 TralOVTES• KaLPay \ ovTes
c1.775Aacrav.

37 A number of Greek vase paintings show the ambush of the Trojan prince Troilos and/or his
sister Polyxena by Achilles at, or near, a fountain house outside the walls of Troy: a black figure
neck amphora now in the British Museum, Inv. No. 97.7-21.2 (ABV 86, 8.), by the Painter of
London B 76, shows Achilles crouching behind the fountain waiting to spring his ambush with
Polyxena approaching with her water jug followed closely by her brother Troilos who is shown
mounted with a second horse alongside. One of the friezes on the Francois Vase, a Volute ICrater
signed by Kleitias and Ergotimos, now in the Florence Museum, Inv. No. 4209 (ABV 76, I; Para
29), shows Achilles in pursuit of the mounted Troilos, whose horse (and, once again, another
alongside it) straddles a dropped water jar, while Polyxena is shown running, as they flee from
Achilles who has emerged from behind a fountain house. On a black figure lekythos by the
Sappho Painter, now in the National Museum Athens, Inv. No. 552 (Ain, 227, 37), Achilles
crouches beside/behind a fountain as Polyxena approaches with her water jar. The name-vase of
the Troilos Painter, a red figure kalpis now in the British Museum, Inv. No. 99.7-21.4 (AR V2 245,
I.), shows Polyxena running, whilst her brother is mounted on a horse, once again with a spare,
fleeing from a pursuer (indicated by the fleeing figures looking behind them) and, as in the
Francois Vase example, Troilos' horses are shown straddling Polyxena's dropped water jug. For
illustrations of these examples see: Boardman, 1974, figs. 46.5; 55; 262 and Boardman, 1975, fig.
190. Cf. Xen. Anab. 4.5.9, for a spring outside a walled village.
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Military Preparations" (Poliorketika 8.4-5)38. Similarly, remarks: "about

wheatless rations and things of which there is a scarcity during a siege, and how

waters are to be rendered drinkable, I have explained in the book on Military

Preparations" (Poliorketika 40.8)39.

The recommendations that Xenophon (Cyropaideia 6.2.26) attributes to the Elder

Cyrus, viz. that his army take along only so much wine as to last until they

accustomed themselves to drinking water, is at variance with Herodotos' (1.71.3)

allegation that Kroisos, about to embark on a campaign against the Elder Cyrus,

was told by a Lydian named Sardanis that the Persians "do not use wine, but

drink only water". However, the Persians of Xenophon's time did drink wine

(Xen. Anab. 1.9.25) and whether or not their forefathers did is of little

consequence here. The Greeks themselves would, usually, drink wine rather than

water when it was available. For example, the Lakedaimonian troops on

Sphakteria, during a truce with the Athenians, were each allowed two kotylai

(about one pint, or half a litre) of wine along with other supplies (Thuc.4.16.1)

during the period of the armistice. Also in a Spartan context, we hear from

Xenophon (Hell. 6.4.8) of how, at the final briefing before the battle of Leuktra,

Kleombrotos and his staff were drinking wine: "as they did, at the middle of the

day", which infers that this was something they did on a regular basis. Similarly,

Xenophon (Hell. 5.4.40) remarks how Theban cavalry misjudged the speed of the

advance of Agesilaos' horsemen and hoplites and thus discharged their spears

(8Opara) too early and generally: "acted like men who had drunk a little at

midday". Xenophon (Hell. 6.2.5) tells us that the Spartan Mnasippos had both

Lakedaimonian troops and no fewer than 1,500 mercenaries with him on

Kerkyra. These troops, Xenophon (Hell. 6.2.6) maintains, overran the

countryside, laid waste to the beautifully cultivated farms, and: "destroyed

magnificent dwellings and wine-cellars with which the farms were furnished; the

result was, it was said, that his soldiers became so luxurious that they would not

38 ClOaViCELV Tel TE 13pwra KaL 7TOTet Kai Td KaT' clypot)g 'yKapira Kai ra K Ka Ka-ra	 xcLpav,
Kai Ta aTaaLjLa L'Sara dicclz-ora SEE Trotelv, Ta TE tvirciawa rc xcLpas c16 SEE 5.mm-a 7TOLEIV

Trepi /14 OV TO15TOJV 7ravraw 68E 1.1.6/ vim napaAdareraL, wc 6E1 1Kaar0v TOliTCOV y/yveaOat, rva
1.1. Kai Tarn-fl, gay 7rokla, 877Ac;;Tat . 	 8 TEAEOJT 7repi al;r6v jv rj 17apaaKevacrortKfi

131134-
39 Ilepi 8g Tpoks- aatrov Kai ctv aTaves. lv voAtopKia. Kai /58aTCOV jig 8E1: 7rOripLa
17apaaKEvaaTtKn gi5gicy 8E5-7Am-at.
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drink any wine unless it had a fine bouquet". The former Cyreans, too, would

drink alcohol when it was available 40. Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.26) informs us of a

'barley-wine' (beer?), otvos Kpiütvos, that he and his comrades tried in Armenia,

and a somewhat harsh and sharp wine that the Greeks obtained from the

Mossynoikoi (Xen. Anab. 5.4.29). This is not to say that Greeks would not drink

water unless absolutely necessary, as we do hear of drinking water in a urban

domestic context in another of Xenophon's (Mem. 3.13.3) works, albeit in this

case, it is an individual complaining that the water in his house is unpleasantly

warm to drink and yet too cold to wash in.

Even when alcohol was available, Greeks would tend to dilute it with water. The

wine that Odysseus took with him into Polyphemos' cave was, apparently, so

strong that he would usually dilute it to the ratio of one part wine to twenty parts

water (Homer, Odyssey 9.196-211). Of the barley-wine, or beer, that Xenophon

(Anab. 4.5.26) and his comrades drank in Armenia, Xenophon adds the

following remarks:

"It was an extremely strong drink unless one diluted it with water,

and extremely good when one was used to it" (Xen. Anab. 4.5.27)41.

It is safe to assume that Xenophon did probably sample enough of this particular

beverage to indeed get used to it. Similarly, Xenophon (Anab. 5.4.29) remarks,

of the provisions they found among the strongholds of the Mossynoikoi that they

plundered, that:

"The Greeks also found wine, which by reason of its harshness

appeared to be sharp when taken unmixed, but when mixed with

water was fragrant and delicious" (Xenophon, Anabasis 5.4.29)42.

40 In addition to the examples cited cf. Xenophon, Anabasis 2.3.14 of villages where the Ten
Thousand found: "palm wine and a sour drink made from the same by boiling". In addition,
Xenophon (Anabasis 2.3.15) tells of a sweet drink that, although pleasant, was apt to cause
headaches.
41 Kai rra'vu citcpaTos iv, et! tdi TES' acup	 IT C61.1	 crvi.p.a0Ovrt TO .77.651.4a
42 0.vos.i	 8g nZpiarcero tc ciKpaTos v Oei)s. jOcufvEro etvat 	 rc aZar-gpOryros, icepaacis
EIVATIC TE KCa, 7c15Tig.
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Elsewhere, Xenophon (Oikonomikos 17.9) has Sokrates express the opinion that:

"the stronger the wine, the more water I add". The Greek attitude towards

drinking neat alcoholic drinks was usually one of condemnation mixed with

allegations that only 'barbarians' drank undiluted alcohol. Herodotos (6.84)

records the tale that the Spartan king Kleomenes I acquired his habit of drinking

wine undiluted with water from Skythian ambassadors and consequently went

mad as a result adding that since that time the Spartans would use the expression

`Skythian fashion' when they wanted a stronger drink than usual. Even in Late

Roman times another Greek, Ammianus Marcellinus (15.12), associated

drunkenness with 'barbarians': in this later example it was alleged that the Gauls

were fond of drinking and that many would wander about in a state of near

permanent intoxication. Returning to Greek practice, if troops had supplies of

wine or other alcoholic beverages with them, or even if they acquired them as a

result of foraging, they would usually also require adequate water supplies in

order to dilute such drinks. It is likely that the drinking of water when on

campaign was more usual than drinking alcohol. However, there is the

possibility that prior to a battle troops may have sought a little 'Dutch courage' to

steady their nerve and fortify their courage and at such a point drunk such, if any,

alcohol that they had with them43 . Indeed, as if to underline the fact that both

hunters and soldiers would usually drink water rather than carry supplies of wine

with them, there is the statement of Xenophon (Cyropaideia, 1.2.8) that when

'Persian' (perhaps Spartan?) boys were receiving training in weapon skills, self-

control, and self-restraint in drinking and eating they: "bring from home bread for

their food, cress for their relish, and for drinking, if any one is thirsty, a cup to

draw water from the river". Plutarch (Lykourgos, 9.4-5) mentions the very

practical Spartan cup which, he maintains, became particularly fashionable and

eagerly sought after even by non-Spartan soldiers. In describing such a cup

Plutarch (Lykourgos, 9.5) states:

43 See Jackson (1993:240), cf. Lazenby (1993b:90) for a contrasting view.
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"For its colour concealed the disagreeable appearance of the water

which they were often compelled to drink, and its curving lips caught

the muddy sediment and held it inside, so that only the purer parts

reached the mouth of the drinker" (Plutarch, Lykourgos, 9.5) ".

Water supplies would also be needed for the preparation and cooking of soldiers'

provisions. Indeed, Xenophon (Cyropaideia, 6.2.28) states that:

"whoever eats barley bread always eats meal that has been kneaded

up with water, and whoever eats wheaten bread eats a loaf that was

mixed with water; and everything boiled is prepared with water in

liberal quantities" (Xenophon, Cyropaideia, 6.2.28)45.

Elsewhere, Xenophon (Anab. 5.4.29) observes that the among the food stores that

the former Cyreans plundered from the Mossynoikoi they found: "large quantities

of flat nuts, without any divisions. Out of these nuts, by boiling them and baking

them into loaves, they made the bread which they [the Mossynoikoi] used most".

The Elder Pliny (Natural History, 18.14.72) states that in order to produce barley

meal (Greek alphita): "the Greeks soak some barley in water and then leave it for

a night to dry, and next day dry it by the fire and then grind it in a mill".

However, this soaking of barley was probably done in domestic contexts only as

Thucydides (6.22) has Nikias recommend that the proposed Athenian expedition

to Syracuse take along with it adequate supplies including roasted barley (KpLOas)

which infers that for military operations barley grains that had already been

soaked and roasted would have been used. Plutarch (Lykourgos, 12.7) remarks

how even a unnamed king of Pontus had heard of the famous Spartan black broth

(p,act.c co,u,Os.), while Athenaios (4.141b) says that this dish included, and was

made from, boiled pork. Whether or not it was also eaten on campaign by

Spartan troops is difficult to say, though a meat ration was included in the

44 Ta yap civayKaLs. Tra,Otteva T(.:U. V 755(11-00 Kai 8VaUJIT013VTa TflV &IRV cITTEKIJOTTTETO Tn. xp6 ,a, Kai
rob' BoAcpoi; TT pOCJKOITTOVTOS jVTOS" Kai TT paalaXOttIVOU TOES apPLOCYL, KaOapcurEpov ETIAnataeE TqJ
070tiall. TO 711VOtLEVOV.

45Kal yCtp ciarts a'Ackt.Toavrei, iiSart pv.tar.tiv-fp	 palav ja01€1., Ka,1 OaT ts- a' pToat-rei, /Mart
SESEUtLEVOV TOV prov, Kai Ta gqS0a Se vavra ILEfi '158aros. raj 7rAetaroo EaKEvaarat.
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provisions allowed through to the Lakedaimonian troops on Sphakteria during

the truce (Thuc. 4.16.1). However, some indication that it may have been

possible for the Lakedaimonian troops on Sphakteria to cook this dish seems to

be provided by Aristophanes (Wasps 235-239) who has the leader of the chorus

of old waspish men reminisce of how, years before while on active service in

Byzantion, he and his comrades had stolen a wooden kneading-trough one night

and chopped it up in order to build a fire on which they had boiled pimpernel

(ilkopEv Toi; Kopf(Opov) for their meal. Later in the same play, Aristophanes

(Wasps 737) has Bdelykleon offer his father 'gruel to sip' (x4v3pov Acicue-cv), the

expression probably helping to indicate the man's advanced years, and later

(Aristophanes, Wasps 811; 814) we see the old man, Philokleon, sat by the fire

with a bowl of ckaterj, which was a dish of lentils or pulses; a 'pease-porridge' or

pea or lentil soup46. Such foods as soup, broth, stew, and porridge would all

require water for either soaking grains, lentils, or other pulses etc. or for the

actual cooking process and, once again, this helps to underline the importance of

ensuring adequate supplies of water were available.

Although the logistics of naval warfare, strictly speaking, lie outside the scope of

the present work it is nevertheless worth noting that naval vessels would have

needed to make regular landfall in order to perhaps replenish provisions and

certainly to obtain fresh water supplies. Herodotos (7.193.2) suggests that

Aphetai on the Magnesian gulf was where Jason had sent Herakles to fetch water,

prior to sailing for Kolchis, and had abandoned him here. Herodotos (7.196.1)

states that it was here, also, that the Persian fleet of Xerxes had their station for

the operations at Artemision and, therefore, the place appears to have had an

adequate water supply. Later, as the Greek fleet withdrew, Herodotos (8.22.1)

alleges that: “Themistokles picked out the most seaworthy Athenian ships and

went about to the places of drinking water, where he engraved on the rocks

writing which the Ionians [in the Persian fleet] read on the next day when they

44 Cf. Aristophanes, Ekklesiazousai 845: "The youngest girls are boiling pots of broth"
(pas- &vow itfrovatv at vecIrraTaL).
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came to Artemision" ,47 the written messages urging the Ionians to either desert

the Persians or refuse to fight against fellow Greeks. These places where

Themistokles left his messages would possibly have been the same ones that the

Greek fleet had used for obtaining fresh water when they had been stationed at

Artemision.

Of the armada the Athenians sent against Syracuse, Thucydides (6.42.1) informs

us that at Kerkyra the Athenian generals divided their fleet into three divisions,

each of the three commanders taking a division each: "in order that they might

not, by sailing together, be at a loss for water and ports and provisions when they

put into shore" 48 . Upon the force reaching Italy, however, Thucydides (6.44.1-2)

maintains that: "when the whole armament reached the Iapygian promontory, or

Tarentum [Taras], or wherever they severally found opportunity to make land,

they sailed along the coast of Italy - some of the cities not receiving them with a

market, nor into the town, although furnishing them with water and anchorage,

and Tarentum and Lokri not even with these - until they came to Rhegion"49.

In comparison, when Iphikrates was dispatched with an Athenian fleet to

Kerkyra, Xenophon (Hellenika 6.2.28) maintains, he would make the landfalls of

his fleet en-route a training exercise in efficiency, Xenophon (ibid.) remarking

that it "was counted a great prize of victory to be the first to get water or anything

else they needed, and the first to get their meal. On the other hand, those who

reached the shore last incurred a great penalty in that they came off worse in all

these points, and in the fact that they had to put to sea again at the same time as

the rest when the signal was given; for the result was that those who came in first

did everything at their leisure, while those who came in last had to hurry" 50 .

47'AOnvalcov Sg vias rag aptara 71-A6ot/crag IntileecitLevos eEllIGTOKA67C 11TOp EtIETO irepi	 7rOnp.a
Okra, vrap.vaw ram AtBowl ypcittpara, Ta TONES' E7TEAOOVTEC	 tiarepain	 E7T1 TO
'Aprepicrtov ETTEAleaVTO.
48 apa 7rAov.r-Es. eurropiu.	 tiSaTos Kae At.pivan, Kai TCLV E7TETE1COV EV rats- Kanzywais,
rrpOs. TE TiTA/la EOKoasttOrepot Kai ct'ovs. apxew Cr)01.

49 ' pgi	 r-aaa irapaaKeur) irpOs. re C b cpav 7a7rvytav Kai 7rpOs. TaKat rroaaAmaa	 pavra Kai cLs-

1KaUTOL 7173170tInOaV, TapEKOAOVTO	 Yragav, TO). V liEV 7TOAEWV 01) SEXOli.EVOW 4213TOUS* ely0134
01,8E EGOTEL3 ;Oar!. Sg Kai Opt.LW, Tcipavros Se Kai AoKpetiv oz'o3 g 7mi-rots, &vs ciOlKovro c PnytoV.

ii4ya	 VLIC7iTleov 73v TO IrpCUTOUS Kai USUJ/3AaPE15) Kai Er TOV Ai\OVSEOVTO,	 TTpdJTOVS*
apurrijaat. rois ' ticraTaTotc cift4Kottgvots. pxyciAn	 7111 TO TE aaTT07.500a, Waal TO/5TOIS' Kal
On avciyea0a, atm g'SEt EWE!. crnftivete- gyve' atve yap rag lay 7rpcirrots clOtKottivots Ka0' iaoxtav
bravra voteiv, Tag Sg reAevraLots. sta olrov Tig•
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To sum up, there is a considerable body of literary evidence to show that Greek

commanders paid careful attention to the problem of ensuring that adequate

supplies of water were available for their troops. Sometimes, however, such

supplies were not available, or in short supply, and on such occasions, along with

those examples of adequate water supplies being obtained, these are noted by

Greek authors. It should be stressed, however, that it is not simply a case of

water supplies only being mentioned by Greek authors on those occasions when

armies ran into trouble, but on occasions we are also informed that commanders

deliberately chose a particular spot to make their encampment because the site

had adequate water supplies which in turn dictated the commander's decision.
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'PACKED LUNCHES': SOLDIERS PROVIDING THEIR OWN
RATIONS AT THE OUTSET OF CAMPAIGNS

Perhaps the most logical solution, if albeit in the relatively short-term, to the

problem of feeding armies was for troops to take their own provisions with them

at the outset of a campaign. Existing testimony ranges from forces carrying

rations for a single day (Xen. Hell. 5.1.18) to the proposal that Thucydides

(6.34.4) attributes to the Syracusan Hermokrates, who suggested that the

Syracusans send out their fleet with two months' trophe. Both these extremes,

from one day to two months, coincidentally, relate to naval operations and

therefore lie outside the scope of this work. The following table, cataloguing

instances where a stated number of days' provisions are given is based on that of

Pritchett (1971:32-33).

No. of days	 Source Context

1 Xen. Hell. 5.1.18 Spartan naval night raid on Peiraieus

388 BC.

2 Arrian Anab. 3.21.3 Forced march of Alexander in pursuit

of Darius.

3 Thuc. 1.48.1 Corinthian	 navy	 for	 expedition	 to

Kerkyra.

3 Xen. Anab. 6.2.4 Speech of Lykon.

3 Xen. Cyrop. 5.3.35 Cyrus against the Assyrians.

3 Aristophanes Acharnians 197

3 Aristophanes Wasps 243 Contemporary Athenian practicel.

3 Aristophanes Peace 312

3 Souda 2, p.496 no.4034 (Adler) From Aristophanes.

4 Polyainos 4.15.1 Antiochos before Damascus.

5 Thuc. 7.43.2 Athenian attack at Syracuse.

5 Polybios 16.36.3 Expedition of Philopoimen, 200 BC.

Aristophanes' Acharnians was first performed in 425 BC, Wasps in 422 BC, and Peace in 421
BC.
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No. of days Source Context

5 Polyainos 3.12.2 Athens: stratagem of Phokion.

5 Plutarch Phokion 24.3 Athens: stratagem of Phokion.

5 Plutarch Kleomenes 23.3 Spartan march on Megalopolis.

7 Xen. Hell. 7.1.41 Argives in 367 BC.

10 Diodoros 19.37.3 Antiochos on a desert march, 317 BC.

20 Xen. Cyrop. 6.2.25 Elder Cyrus on a march to Sardis.

30 Frontinus Stratagems 4.1.6 The army of Philip of Makedon.

30 Diodoros 13.95.3 Dionysios for march to Leontini, 406

BC.

40 Demosthenes 18.157 Letter of Philip to Peloponnesian allies

to come with provisions.

60 Thuc. 6.34.4 Proposal of Hermokrates of Syracuse

in 415 BC to send out their fleet with

two months' trophe.

Pritchett (1971:33) remarks that it: "is generally assumed that each soldier was

required to furnish at his own expense the provisions with which he was to march

out; and this inference seems to be confirmed by such passages as Lysias 16 In

Defence of Mantitheos 14 where the 468ta were paid by individuals". In

support of this Pritchett (1971:34) cites Thucydides (6.31.5) as confirmation that

the individual soldier provided his own 468ta and believes that Aristophanes

Peace (1181-1182), where Aristophanes has his chorus remark how the

expedition is to leave the following day but one poor soul has bought no

provisions because he did not know he had been called up for service

(Tc1) U atTt5 OOK EC /OVnT ) * Ot) yap OELV E?etd.,v), bears testimony to the same effect.

Pritchett (ibid.) remarks how: "each time that Aristophanes mentions the three-

day rations, it is a context which shows that the ration was a well-known and

hated feature of campaigning, which would hardly have been the case if it had

been furnished free".

In addition to the evidence cited above whereby provisions for a particular

number of days were actually taken or were put forward as proposed amounts
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there are references to supplies being taken with armies at the outset of

campaigns that, although less specific in the number of days that they were

supposed to last for nevertheless deserve attention. Bum (1984:241; 241 n.13)

believed that the `Miltiades decree', referred to by fourth century writers

(Aristotle, Rhetoric 3.10 [1411a]; and an allusion to it by Demosthenes, On the

Embassy 303; cf. Nepos Miltiades 5), included the crucial words that the

Athenians should be ready to: 'take food and march' 2 at a moment's notice in

490 BC.

Thucydides (2.10.1) states that the Peloponnesians' and their allies took supplies

with them for the invasion of Attika in the summer of 431 BC. Gomme

(1956a:12-13) suggested that the invaders' supplies may have been for, at the

very most, forty days (cf. Thuc. 2.57.2), and adds: "though they would expect to

get a good deal on the spot, from the enemy land and from the Boiotians (Thuc.

2.22.2, 3.1.2; cf. 3.26.4); on this occasion for about thirty days" 3 . Thucydides

(2.23.2) later states that the invasion force withdrew from Attika when they had

exhausted their supplies. The following summer, in 430 BC, Attika was invaded

again (Thuc. 2.47.10, and although Thucydides makes no mention of the

invaders' supply provisions, he does say (Thuc. 2.57.2) that the invaders went

home after nearly forty days. The summer of 428 BC once again saw a

Peloponnesian invasion of Attika (Thuc. 3.1.1) and the invaders remained as long

as their provisions lasted and then withdrew (Thuc. 3.1.2). Similarly, Thucydides

(3.26.1-4) maintains that in the summer of 427 BC Attika was again invaded, this

time the invasion being led by Kleomenes, and, as in previous years, the invaders

withdrew once they had exhausted their supplies. These Spartan-led invaders

appear to have brought at least some provisions with them, Thucydides'

2 Burn (1984:241 n.13) reading episitisamenoi, 'having provisioned themselves' in Aristotle,
Rhetoric 3.10 [1141a].
3 Gomme (1956a:79) remarks that the second invasion was the longest at forty days and,
therefore, for the duration of this first invasion: "we may suppose a length of 30 to 35 days". Cf.
Hanson (1998:133) who suggests that the first invasion may have lasted for: "perhaps as little as
twenty-five days".
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statements of their remaining in Attika until they had exhausted their supplies

certainly indicating this. Furthermore, Plutarch (Kleomenes 27.1) remarks that

"It is said also that Archidamos of old, towards the beginning of the

Peloponnesian War, when the allies ordered their contributions for

the war to be fixed, said: 'war has no fixed rations" (Plutarch,

Kleomenes 27.1)4.

Therefore, although it is possible to say that the invading armies under

Archidamos, Kleomenes, and Agis, took some provisions with them for the

invasions of Attika it is impossible to say how many days these were expected to

last. They may, indeed, have taken provisions for thirty to forty days, and even if

they had envisaged staying longer, that is to say by supplementing their supplies

by foraging in the countryside of Attika, this latter option seems to have been

denied them by the effective patrols and sallies of the Athenian cavalry (Thuc.

2.22.2; 3.1.2). Certainly, Thucydides (4.2.1) maintains that the Peloponnesian

invasion of Attika in the spring of 425 BC, led by Archidamos' son Agis, was the

shortest, lasting for only fifteen days. Thucydides (ibid.) gives a number of

reasons for this; firstly that the Lakedaimonians were somewhat perturbed by the

Athenian occupation of Pylos. Secondly that the grain in Attika was still green

due to it still being early in the season. Finally, Thucydides (ibid.) alleges that the

violent spring storms in the region undermined the morale of the invaders.

However, during these invasions, the Peloponnesian forces appear to have been

more intent on ravaging the countryside than in expecting to supplement their

provisions by foraging. This, at least, seems to have been the case as the sort of

language Thucydides uses implies devastation and destruction albeit in somewhat

vague terminology. Indeed, Hanson (1998:133-134) states, of the first invasion,

that "of the actual details of the devastations Thucydides tells us little, using only

characteristically vague terminology for destruction, such as diaphtherO (destroy:

2.20.4), kakourgO (inflict harm: 2.22.2) and deoO (ravage: 2.23.1, 3). The

41\1yErat.	 Kea 'ApxiSapos. rraAato's Ir T7n,`	 )v prt)v:rot; IleA,o7rovvroi rcoolii:EocrAatov, KE-EV(-I)VTOW

ElaqSopas Tcieac TC;JV avt.tpcixaw al3rOv, eoreiv ths- o TroAEpos. ou Terayp. a
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frequent appearance of temnO (cut: 2.19.2; 2.20.1, 2, 4; 2.21.2, 3) within his

description, however, suggests that much of the Spartan destruction was aimed at

croplands". In narrating the second of Archidamos' invasions Thucydides

frequently uses EiTE,LLOV to describe the activities of the invaders (Thuc. 2.55.1, 2;

2.57.2) within Attika. Thucydides' (3.1.1-2) account of the third of Archidamos'

invasions is short and remarks only that the Athenian cavalry, whenever possible,

made sallies to prevent the enemy's psiloi straying far from the watch-posts of

their main force and "laying waste the districts near the city' ,5 . Of Kleomenes'

invasion of 427 BC, Thucydides (3.26.3-4) states: "this invasion proved more

grievous to the Athenians than any except the second; for the enemy, who were

momentarily expecting to hear from Lesbos of some achievement of their fleet,

which they supposed had already got across, went on and on, ravaging most of

the country". Finally, the invaders led by Agis are described by Thucydides

(4.2.1) as having: "ravaged the land" (aa0VV T V y V) .

Therefore, these Spartan-led invasions of Attika between 431 and 425 BC appear

to have attempted to cause as much destruction as possible, and any provisions

that the ravagers may have collected would have been incidental to achieving

their main objectives. Furthermore, the Lakedaimonians and their allies could

have brought their provisions with them for the whole of the period that they

were in Attika. Spartiates were expected to contribute produce from their kleroi,

'allotments', to their military messes each month. Figueira (1984:88) points out

that, at first glance, there appears to be some discrepancy between the amounts of

produce that Plutarch (Lykourgos 12.3) and Dikaiarchos (Fr. 72 [Wehrli],

preserved in Athenaios 4.141c) each reckon were contributed monthly to such

messes, the details of which he summarises in a table which is reproduced here:

Plutarch, Lykourgos 12.3	 Dikaiarchos Fr. 72 (Wehrli).

Grain
	

1 medimnos of alphita
	

1.5 Attic medimnoi

Wine
	

8 choes
	

11 or 12 choes

5 „	 „
Ta Eyyvs. nig ITOAECOS KaKOVpyeiv.
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Plutarch, Lykourgos 12.3	 Dikaiarchos Fr. 72 (Wehrli).

Cheese	 5 minai	 "a certain weight"

Figs	 2.5 minai	 "a certain weight"

OpsOnion	 "a small amount of money" 	 10 Aiginetan obols

However, as Figueira (1988:89) goes on to point out, the figures can be

reconciled, at least for grain and wine, when we consider that Dikaiarchos

specifically gives Attic measures, whereas Plutarch appears to be giving

Lakonian measures. Either way the amounts given are quite large when

compared to Herodotos' (7.187.2) figure, when he attempts to calculate the

provisions for the daily requirements of Xerxes' army for the invasion of Greece

in 480, and begins by reckoning a choinix of wheat per day per man6. Figueira

(1988:91) remarks of Herodotos' (/c. cit.) figure that: "this amounts to five-

eighths of a medimnos in a month of thirty days". Therefore, it feasible to

suggest that when the Spartan army was on campaign the provisions that it took

with it would have come from the contributions made to the military messes by

the individual Spartiates. Even if only a proportion of the amounts that each

Spartiate was expected to contribute to his mess were taken it is conceivable that

provisions for, perhaps, a month could have been carried with the army. Indeed,

Anderson (1970:48) remarks that: "thirty days seems to have been considered a

reasonable time for an army to live off its own supplies, if there was time for

proper preparation". Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 11.2) maintains that the Spartan army

regularly took wagons (ataieas.) and baggage animals (Z7r4vy(a) with it when it

embarked on a campaign. Furthermore, Thucydides (4.72.3) mentions

Lakedaimonian wagons (cii.i.d.e.,) with the Spartan army at the battle of Mantineia

in 418 BC, and, describing the events of the winter of 416 BC, states that the

Lakedaimonians:

6 Cf. Thuc. 4.16.1 who tells us that during the period of the truce each of the Lakedaimonian
troops on Sphakteria were to be allowed two Attic choinikes of barley-meal each day
(8i% X0114Kag EKaCITCp jATTLKag CIAOITCOV) and each of the servants half as much
(Ocpciwont U TOUTOJV 7)/tiaEa). Cf. Herodotos (6.57) for the allowance of the Spartan king at
home. According to Thucydides (7.87.2) the Athenians who were taken prisoner in Sicily by the
Syracusans were allowed only two kotylai of wheat per man each day (St% KoTtlActs atTov).
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"...invaded the Argive territory, ravaged a small part of the land and

carried off some corn in wagons which they had brought with them"

(Thucydides, 6.7.1)7.

In addition, if Anderson (1970:165-181) is correct in suggesting that we should

see Lakedaimonian rather than Persian military practices in Xenophon's

Cyropaideia, then it should come as no surprise to see, according to Xenophon

(Cyrop. 2.4.18), that the army of the Elder Cyrus employed wagons to carry

provisions with the army on the march. Furthermore there is Xenophon's

(Cyrop. 6.2.25) reference to the twenty days' rations carried by the Elder Cyrus'

army during its march to Sardis. It is worth comparing Thucydides' (4.2.1)

statement that Agis' invasion of Attika in the spring of 425 BC lasted only fifteen

days. It is possible that the Lakedaimonian army regularly carried provisions for

some twenty days or so (allowing for the time it took to reach Attika and the

return journey), especially if it took wagons and baggage animals along with it.

Even during a winter campaign, that which Kleombrotos undertook in 379 BC

(Xen. Hell. 5.4.140, we hear of "great numbers of pack-asses" (7roAAot)g...Ovous)

being employed by the Spartan force (Xen. Hell. 5.4.17). Even if there was no

baggage train it is still feasible that provisions for up to thirty to forty days could

have been taken along (cf. Frontinus, Stratagems 4.1.6; Diodoros 13.95.3;

Demosthenes 18.157) as was allegedly the practice of the Makedonian army

under Philip:

"When Philip first organised his army, he forbade the use of wagons

to all. He allowed cavalrymen one servant apiece and the infantry

one for every ten men. It was the servants' task to carry a flour mill

and tent ropes. He ordered the troops, when going out on summer

campaigns, to carry thirty days of flour rations for themselves"

(Frontinus, Stratagems 4.1.6).

7
aTpaTEliaaVTES* Is 7-7)V Apyetav rijs. TE yijs. 1TEI1OV oi3 TrOkliV /ad UITOV aVEKOttiaaVTO TLVa

€.15yri K011iCYONTEC•
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The possibility that the Spartans met and ate together in their respective syssitia

when on campaign is plausible when we consider the number of members in

these groups. Plutarch (Lykourgos 12.2) states that the Spartans gathered in

groups of about fifteen for their public meals or syssitia. Xenophon (Lak. Pol.

5.5) maintains, with regard to these public meals, that Lykourgos had introduced:

"mixed companies at Sparta, so that the experience of the elders might contribute

largely to the education of the juniors". Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 5.2; 7.4; 9.4;13.7;

15.5) frequently refers to these gatherings as syskenia, that is to say military

mess-tent gatherings. Michell (1952:282) states how there: "seems little doubt

that originally" a syskenos or syssition "was a military mess in which the

members met 'under arms' and that the fifteen members formed half a company

in the Spartan army". By this we can take Michell (loc. cit.) to mean that each

enomotia in the Spartan army was comprised of two syskenia or syssitia. This

would make perfect sense, though Michell (1952:282) adds that, later: "this

purely military character was lost, since men over military age belonged, and the

syssition as a military unit was abandoned". Michell's (1952:283) assertion that

"boys" were included in the 'mixed companies' to which Xenophon (Lak. Pol.

5.5) refers is not fully convincing. Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 5.5) refers to the

'younger' members merely as being i',TO-S4 VEOJTjp0V3 as compared to the 'older'

members or TV yepati4puiv. There is no reason to suppose that the 'younger'

members were not actually young men of military age rather than 'boys' as

Michell (1952:283) refers to the 'younger' members. It seems plausible to

suggest that the Spartan syskenia or syssitia were comprised of men who, with

two or more syskenia or syssitia grouped together in enomotiai, were to serve

together in the Spartan army. Indeed, Lazenby (1985:13) remarks of just such a

system that: "there is something to be said for this view: the syssitia clearly had

strong military overtones, and mobilisation would have been all the easier, and

espirit de corps all the stronger, if members of the same enomotia were

accustomed to eat together". Polyainos (2.3.11) gives credence to the idea that

the Spartan mess system was also employed when the troops were on campaign8.

8 Cf. Polyainos (2.1.15) who maintains that Agesilaos sent men to collect the shields of the
deserters from their: "beds and messes" (aTtfic'tSas. Kai 7-1 avaah-La). If this is the same incident
as described by Plutarch (Agesilaos 32) then these deserters appear to have been perioikoi and
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Polyainos (loc. cit.) relates how after a hard fought engagement between the

Spartans and their Theban adversary Epameinondas, in which both sides lost

many men:

"The Lakedaimonians, who camped by companies, regiments,

platoons, and messes, learned the number of casualties and went to

sleep discouraged" (Polyainos, 2.3.11)9.

Lazenby (1985:13) maintains that: "whatever the size of the syssitia in

Xenophon's time, it is very improbable that they continued to form the basis for

the enomotiai, even if they had ever done so". However, whether or not the

Spartan syssitia formed the basis of the enomotiai as Lazenby (loc. cit.)

questions, the members of the Spartan syssitia do appear to have served together

on campaigns, and this is confirmed by Xenophon's (Hell. 5.3.17) description of

Agesilaos' siege of Phleious in 381-380 BC when he states that:

"Whenever any Phleiasians came out of the city either from

friendship or kinship with the exiles, he [Agesilaos] instructed the

latter to form common messes [vacriTtct] of their own with such of

the new-corners as were ready to undertake the army training, and to

supply money enough for provisions; he also urged them to provide

arms for all these people and not to hesitate to borrow money for this

purpose. The exiles accordingly carried out his injunctions, and

showed as a result more than a thousand men in splendid condition of

body, well disciplined, and extremely well armed; so that the

Lakedaimonians finally said that they had need of such fellow-

soldiers" (Xenophon, Hellenika 5.3.17)1°.

neodamodeis, which suggests that these troops, too, formed themselves in military messes along
regular Spartan lines.
9AaK€89.46tot I.Ljv 8i Kara Ifixovs Kai tkOfas [Kai] 4vcop.oTtas Kai avaatrta crroaTo7r€8€6ovres.
4taBov TO irAiAos Tthv (17roAcvAOTwv Kai ovra)s- a0vpjaavrcs-	 inrvov orpaorrovTo.
10 676re y •p otAtav 8Eci cruyylvEtav T(il V OtryciScuv, '618acrKE evcrutTtci TE atiTCJV
KaTaaKEVCLEL11 lad etc Ta j7T LT48Eta IKELVOV SL86VaL, OVOOOL yll iaVdECIOCEL 10AOLEIP Kai O7rAa Sj jK
7rogEtv &Tram. Toirrots SLEKEAcTiero, Ka tzi OKVE1V Eig TaOTa xpip-ara 8avetEaOac. ol 6 Tai3Ta
i7r1peroi5vrEs a7r g8e4av 7rAelous- xtAtoiv av8pthv cipurra tav Ta athpara Exovrac, EtITCiKTOUS 8j Kai
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Clearly, those Phleiasians who left the city to join their friends or kinsmen who

had been exiled and who were now with Agesilaos' force besieging the city,

organised themselves along Spartan lines, including the establishment of

common messes presumably in the Spartan manner. Furthermore, the

importance of this passage in providing us with reliable evidence that the

Spartans ate together in their respective syssitia while on active service cannot be

overstated. Somewhat surprisingly, although Cartledge (1987:131;229) twice

mentions this particular passage of Xenophon's Hellenika, on neither occasion

does he comment on the apparent military function of the Spartan syssitia.

Rather, Cartledge (1987:131) chooses to concentrate on how, in his view, the

system of the Spartan syssitia: "contributed powerfully to the... anti-democratic

character of Spartan society". Later Cartledge (1987:229) remarks on the social

organisation of the Spartan syssitia but makes no comment whatsoever on any

possible military function.

In contrast, Singor (1999:67-89) has put forward the argument that each enomotia

in the Spartan army was made up of two or three syssitia. Singor (1999:71)

maintains that: "the syssitia were smaller units than the enomotiai and to judge

from Thucydides' [5.68.3] omission of them in his detailed description of the

Spartan army one may conclude that the syssitia did not function as tactical units

in battle, but as tent-companies in the camp, as indeed their synonym avainjvca

suggests". However, it is conceivable that the members of each of the syssitia

ate, encamped, slept, and fought together as a sub-units of the enomotiai. It has

already been noted that Plutarch (Lykourgos 12.2) gives a figure of: "about

fifteen" as being the number of members within each of the syssitia. If, for

example, we accept that this figure included the very young and the very old, not

all of the age-classes were likely to have been called upon to serve at the same

time except in very unusual or extraordinary circumstances. Therefore, it seems

plausible to suggest that if the younger and older members remained at home, the

mess could still actually comprise, for example, a group of twelve men which

could have formed one file, twelve men deep, within the ranks of the phalanx, as

indeed the Spartans did at Leuktra in 371 BC (Xen. Hell. 6.4.12). Furthermore,

EVOTTAOVITOVS- (LUTE TEAEUTCLVTES" 01 ACCKE8aLtLOVLOL L\Ey0V clis. TOLOLTGOV SIOLVTO OVaTpart(01-01V.
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even if only eight members of each mess was called upon to serve, they could

still form a file eight men deep as the Spartans are known to have done on several

occasions, such as at Mantineia in 418 BC (Thuc. 5.68), at the Maiander River in

399 BC (Xen. Hell. 3.2.16), and on Kerkyra in 373 BC (Xen. Hell. 6.2.21).

Singor (1999:72) suggests that: "although it is nowhere stated in our sources, the

three syssitia forming one enomotia in my view represented the three Dorian

OvAct( of Sparta", that is to say the tribes of the Hylleis, Dymanes, and Pamphyloi.

Singor's suggestion is certainly a very attractive one as it would ensure that each

of the three Dorian tribes would be spread out along the whole of the phalanx

rather than grouped together as tribal units. This of course would mean that if

casualties occurred at a particular point along the phalanx any subsequent losses

would be spread across all of the three tribes and no one tribe would be

decimated. Furthermore, Fornis and Casillas (1997:370 have also suggested a

military function to the Spartan syssitia and also propose that the syssitia formed

part of a Spartan enomotia.

If then, we accept that each enomotia in the Spartan army was formed from three

syssitia, perhaps as Singor (loc. cit.) suggests with each of the three representing

one of the three Dorian tribes, and if we also accept that the Spartan syssitia

therefore served a military as well as social function it would make perfect sense

that the responsibility to provide provisions when the Spartan army was on

campaign devolved upon the syssitia themselves. As the individual Spartiate's

monthly contributions of food produce to his syssition was an unavoidable

prerequisite of membership of a syssition it seems logical, and indeed plausible,

that the members of each syssition would draw such provisions as were required

from the stores of their individual syssitia.

Whether it was the case that individual Spartan soldiers carried their own

provisions or whether skeuophoroi from among the helot population were

employed is difficult to say. Sekunda (1998:32) states of the ancillary equipment

of Spartan soldiers that: "the hoplite or his helot had to carry equipment for

cooking and eating". Lazenby (1994:5) is of the opinion that helots accompanied
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Spartan troops for the purpose of helping to carry some of their masters'

equipment: "in particular the heavy shield". Lazenby (ibid.) bases his assessment

on the testimony of Thucydides (4.8.9) who states that an, unspecified, number of

helots crossed over to Sphakteria with the Spartan force. However, as Lazenby

(1994:5) goes on to admit: "on the other hand, Spartan soldiers retreating from

Boiotia along a precipitous coastal track were apparently carrying their own

shields, because Xenophon [Hell. 5.4.17-18] says a violent wind tore some of

them from their owners and swept them into the sea. As a result many

abandoned the shields with their concave surfaces filled with stones to weigh

them down, and went back to fetch them next day". The view that Spartan troops

would have carried their own shields and that any helots who accompanied them

as 'attendants' would have been employed as skeuophoroi (baggage-carriers)

rather than as hypaspistai (shield-bearers) is an attractive one and seems likely.

The reason for taking such a view is based on the testimony of the Xenophon

passage cited above (Hell. 5.4.17-18). In addition, in another of his works (Lak.

Pol. 12.2) when, in describing the Lakedaimonian system for military camps,

Xenophon states that:

"He [Lykourgos] caused sentries to be posted by day facing inwards,

along the place where the arms were kept, for the object of these is to

keep an eye not on the enemy but on their friends" (Xen. Lak. Pol.

12.2)11.

Shortly after this, in the same work, Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 12.4) states that:

The rule that patrols invariably carry their spears has the same

purpose, undoubtedly, as the exclusion of slaves from the place of

arms" (Xenophon, Lak. Pol. 12.4)12.

11 ckvAaicds ye fkiv jnotncre pcOnttepLvas wig	7rapa Ta oirAa craw fiAeacajous- oi3 yet i) roAetLicov
lyeKa (IAA& OLAwv airraL KaOlcr-rarrat-

12
TO Se e"?covras Ta SOpara ad 7repavat, al Kai TOOTO SEE 6181vat 6'71. rot; at'proi; beKci jarw

oi57rep KaL Toin Sol'Aots etpyouaw airo TWV OirAwv.
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Furthermore, Plutarch (Moralia 220A) alleges that Spartans who lost their

shields were disgraced, though the same punishment was not inflicted on those

who lost helmets or breastplates, and, later, Plutarch (Moralia 241F) records how

a Spartan mother, handing her son his shield, exhorted him by saying: "either this

or upon this". In addition, Diodoros (12.62.5) maintains that, of the Spartans:

"all.. .those who lose their shields are punished with death". Therefore, this

would suggest that Spartan troops would have kept both their weapons and

shields close to hand and not entrust them to helots. However, there is a problem

in this in that Xenophon (Hell. 4.5.14) clearly states that those Lakedaimonians

who were wounded in the engagement near Lechaion were carried back to

Lechaion by: "the shield-bearers" ( 7, , e,(To -S' -7TaCr7TtaTag) adding (ibid.) that these (the

evacuated wounded) were to become the only survivors. Unfortunately,

Xenophon does not see fit to tell us how many Lakedaimonians actually survived

the debacle at Lechaion. If he had done so we could perhaps estimate the number

of shield-bearers there were with the Spartan mora that was ambushed. It is

tempting to suggest that perhaps only Spartan officers had shield-bearers, and for

a Spartan mora the full compliment of officers would amount to twenty-nine men

holding some sort of rank within the command structure of the mora (Xen. Lak.

Pol. 11.4). Nevertheless however tempting it may appear there is no evidence to

support the hypothesis that only Spartan officers had shield-bearers.

Furthermore, Xenophon (Hell. 4.5.17) does tell us that: "about two hundred and

fifty" of the Lakedaimonians present at Lechaion died and remarks that "some

few" men escaped with the Lakedaimonian horsemen. Connolly (1981:40)

calculates that a Spartan mora in Xenophon's time consisted of 576 men,

therefore there would have been about 226 survivors; even if only half this

amount were among the wounded it would be perhaps stretching credibility a

little too far to have expected only twenty-nine trnra air c aTa i to have been capable

of evacuating so many casualties. However, that said, it is also worth noting that

Xenophon (Anab. 4.2.21; Hell. 4.8.39) mentions inraair taTai, shield-bearers, on

only two other occasions in the entire corpus of his written work and in both

cases it is in the context of the shield-bearers of senior officers. Of these other

references to shield-bearers one (Hell. 4.8.39) is, indeed, in a Spartan context,

that being the mention of how the Spartan commander Anaxibios had taken his
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shield from his shield-bearer and died fighting against Iphikrates' troops in the

Hellepontine region. Earlier in his narrative, Xenophon (Hell. 4.8.32) has

informed us of how Anaxibios, due largely to his friendship with the Spartan

ephors, had originally managed to secure his appointment as the Spartan harmost,

or governor, of Abydos. The only other reference to shield-bearers in the

Xenophontic corpus is when Xenophon (Anab. 4.2.21), who at the time of the

incident he describes held the rank of general, tells us that he himself was left in

considerable danger when his own personal shield-bearer ran off with his shield

when the Greeks' Karduchian enemies were rolling boulders down a slope at

them.

Returning to what the specific purpose of helots accompanying Spartan troops on

campaign actually was, the matter is further complicated by Herodotos' (9.29)

allegation that seven light-armed' helots accompanied each of the 5,000 Spartan

troops who took part in the Plataiai campaign of 479 BC. Lazenby (1985:100-

101) states his belief that: "it is very unlikely that there really were 35,000 helots

at Plataiai, despite what Herodotos says - apart from anything else there hardly

seems room for them on the battlefield...and at most we should probably assume

one batman to each hoplite". In a later work Lazenby (1993a:227-228) reiterates

this line of argument and again expresses doubt that there actually were some

35,000 light-armed helots with the Spartan contingent at Plataiai adding

(1993a:228) that: "it seems more likely that each Spartan was accompanied by

just a single helot, as Herodotos [7.229.1] implies was the case at Thermopylai".

Burn (1984:505), however, appears to accept Herodotos' statement merely

remarking (ibid.) that: "with the Spartiates are said to have gone no less than

35,000 helots, 'every man armed for war', as light-armed troops, equipped

probably with javelins". The situation regarding the alleged 35,000 light-armed

helots is made even less clear in that during Herodotos' (9.30-80) subsequent

narrative of the events of the Plataiai campaign helots, whether light-armed or

not, are only mentioned again when, Herodotos (9.80-81) maintains, Pausanias

instructed the helots to collect together all the booty that had been taken when the

Greeks had secured the Persian camp at the end of the battle. However, at the

very least some helots appear to have fought in the battle as Herodotos (9.85)
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informs us that the `Lakedaimonian' dead were interred in three tombs, one of

which contained the youngest of the Spartans, another for the rest of the Spartans:

"and in the third the helots" (Iv -TW T p -TCp oL EnCOTEC)•

Certainly helots did accompany Spartan troops on campaigns. For example an

undisclosed number of helots accompanied their Spartan masters when a force of

four hundred and twenty Lakedaimonian hoplites crossed over to the island of

Sphakteria in the summer of 425 BC (Thuc. 4.8.9), though there is no mention of

their use in combat in Thucydides' (4.8-15; 23; 26-39) narrative of the events of

the Pylos-Sphakteria campaign, and it would appear that these helots at least

were non-combatants. It seems clear from the fact that although Thucydides

(4.9.1) maintains that the Athenian general Demosthenes equipped and made use

of sailors from his ships as improvised light-armed troops, those helots who had

accompanied the four hundred and twenty Lakedaimonian hoplites to Sphakteria,

and others who had run the Athenian blockade of the island in order to bring in

supplies (Thuc. 4.26.50, do not appear to have been called upon to serve in a

military capacity. Therefore, it is tempting to suggest that helots, unless

described as being armed, accompanied Spartan forces as attendants and were,

perhaps, responsible for carrying food and other supplies on behalf of their

masters and also, perhaps, required for the preparation and cooking of provisions

for Spartan troops.

Interestingly enough, we hear from Xenophon (Hell. 4.5.3) that during Agesilaos'

operations near Peiraion in 390 BC, Agesilaos sent one Spartan mora along the

heights and in the ensuing cold of that evening managed to win credit for himself

by employing a timely expedient for those troops stationed on the heights:

"For since no one among those who carried provisions for the

regiment [mora] had brought fire, and it was cold...Agesilaos sent up

not less than ten men carrying fire in earthen pots" (Xenophon,

Hellenika 4.5.4)13.

13 Ta)V yap Tfi tuipq ckpo'VTOJV Ta	 ()Mean iri3p eicrevEyK6vros...irltoret 'AynatAaos. OaK
arrow UKa 06povras iri3p xin-paLs.
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It is unfortunate that Xenophon does not explain further as to whether or not

those who were carrying the provisions for the mora were actually soldiers or

helots, or indeed who those men were whom Agesilaos subsequently sent up to

the heights with fire-pots. Whether they were actually Spartan soldiers or helots

employed as attendants it is impossible to say, given Xenophon's rather vague

terminology at this point in his narrative. Elsewhere, certainly, Xenophon's (Lak.

Pol. 12.4) remark that slaves were excluded from the 'place of arms' within a

Spartan military camp illustrates that slaves actually did accompany Spartan

armies on campaign, though whether the men carrying the provisions for the

mora stationed on the heights or those men who carried fire-pots up to the troops

actually were slaves, that is say helots, or not it is simply not possible to say for

certain. However, of the Xenophon passage cited above, Sekunda (1998:32)

believes this "passage shows that on operations away from the main army, the

[Spartan] hoplites would not be accompanied by a helot each, but only enough

helots to carry their food", adding (ibid.) that: "It further implies that rations were

issued to the troops by this date". The argument that rations were actually issued

to Spartan troops is not convincing. Frontinus' (Stratagems 4.1.6) assertion that

Philip of Makedon's infantry troops were allowed only one servant to every ten

men and his statement that Philip instructed the troops themselves to carry thirty

days provisions is worth noting again. Xenophon (Hell. 4.5.4) simply does not

tell us how many men there were who were actually responsible for carrying the

provisions for the 'flora. Nor does he say anything whatsoever about where these

provisions had been obtained from originally. The provisions for the mora may

have been brought by the Spartan troops themselves from their contributions to

their respective syssitia at home and, perhaps, carried on behalf of these troops by

attendant helots. Furthermore, whether helots accompanied Spartan armies as

light-armed troops or as carriers they, too, would require feeding although it is

extremely doubtful that they would have received the same quantity of provisions

as their Spartan masters. Thucydides (4.16.1) tells us that the helots with the

Lakedaimonian force on Sphakteria received half the amount of provisions that

the Spartan troops did during the period of the truce. The Lakedaimonians

themselves were each to receive two Attic choinikes of barley-meal, two kotylai
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of wine and a ration of meat each day 14 and as the 'servants' were to receive half

as much as this (06/3«rovTi, Sg Tozl-cov ;71.cicrea); this would amount to the helots

each receiving one Attic choinix of barley-meal, and perhaps one kotyle of wine,

though whether they received any meat ration may have been doubtful.

The Athenians too, also appear to have employed skeuophoroi (baggage-carriers)

or therapontes (attendants), or akolouthoi (camp followers). In Aristophanes'

Acharnians (11740 the 0Ep6UTTGOV, or 'attendant', of the Athenian general

Lamachos, who returns to his master's household to instruct the household

servants to prepare to treat their master's wounds, is presumably the same 'boy'

(iraEs.) to whom Aristophanes has had Lamachos giving orders to earlier in the

play (Acharnians 10970 prior to their embarkation to the front line. It is no

doubt for comic effect that Aristophanes (Acharnians 11380 has Lamachos

carrying his own gulios, or 'knapsack', which contains Lamachos' meagre

provisions while the attendant is instructed to carry the heavy shield which has

had Lamachos' blankets (presumably several blankets as the 'expedition' sets off

as it starts to snow) strapped to it. However, what Aristophanes merely joked

about in 425 BC in his Acharnians (loc. cit.) was to have a real-life parallel in

that, in the summer of 413 BC, as the Athenian expeditionary force was about to

embark on an overland retreat from Syracuse, Thucydides (7.75.5) informs us

that of some "four myriads" (40,000) many bore whatever they could:

"while the hoplites and the horsemen, contrary to their wont, carried

their own food, some for want of attendants, others through distrust

of them; for there had been desertions all along and in greatest

numbers immediately on their defeat. But even so they did not carry

enough, for there was no longer food in the camp" (Thuc. 7.75.5)15.

Of the Thucydides passage above, Gomme et al (1981:452) state that: "this is

perhaps the clearest evidence we have of the extent to which a hoplite force in the

14
OV XOLVtKag E'KcLITCp 'ATTiKag CiAcgTOJV Kai 86o KOT6Aag OrVOV Kai Kplas.
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field used servants". Of attendants and servants, Ducrey (1986:202) takes the

view that when: "an expeditionary force set out, the soldiers had to carry with

them rations for periods ranging from three to thirty days. The Spartan fighting

men took a helot along with them, the Athenians a manservant, usually a slave".

Whether Greek troops had attendants or not, an individual's rations appear to

have been carried in a gulios. This item of ancillary equipment clearly had

military associations as is apparent from Aristophanes (Acharnians 1097; 1138,

Peace 526), for it is in a gulios that Lamachos carries his meagre provisions

(Aristophanes Acharnians 1097; 1138). Sekunda (1998:32) remarks of the first

of these Aristophanes passages (Acharnians 1097) that: "an ancient commentator

on this passage tells us that it was a wicker-work basket in which soldiers put

their provisions on campaign". However, it is somewhat surprising that Sekunda

chooses to refer to the scholia on Aristophanes when Aristophanes himself gives

us confirmation, in another of his plays (Peace 526-528), that this item was

indeed made of wicker. Aristophanes (loc. cit.), in response to Hermes'

comment that Theoria's sweet perfume is not at all like the (unpleasant) smell of

a gulios, has Trygaios reply by expressing revulsion at the thought of the gulios

and referring to it by the term 7TAEICOS- (Peace 528), clearly confirming that this

piece of equipment was made of wicker.

There is little in the way of evidence of the Athenian army using wagons or carts,

though Herodotos' (9.25.1) statement that the Greeks loaded the corpse of

Masistius onto a wagon (&tateav) to be paraded before the Greek ranks suggests

that there were wagons with the Greek army at Plataiai. As Herodotos (9.22)

tells us that Masistius was thrown by his wounded horse in front of the

Athenians, who then killed him, it would be reasonable to assume that the wagon

which Herodotos (loc. cit.) speaks of was part of the Athenian contingent at

Plataiai. However, apart from this mention of a wagon there is a general lack of

evidence in our primary source material concerning whether or not the Athenian

army employed wagons and carts to the same extent as the Lakedaimonians. In

the summer of 431 BC, Thucydides (2.6.4) tells us, the Athenians marched to the

aid of Plataiai and brought in food, though how this was transported to Plataiai
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Thucydides fails to tell us. Similarly, during the period of stasis at Athens in 404

BC, the forces under Thrasyboulos, Xenophon (Hell. 2.4.7) informs us, packed

up all the arms and baggage they had captured and took this booty to their base at

Phyle. Xenophon (loc. cit.), like Thucydides (2.6.4), fails to tell us whether or

not wagons, carts, or pack-animals were used to transport this material.

Although it would be logical to assume that the Athenians, and other Greek

armies, employed wagons, carts, and pack-animals on campaigns there is,

nevertheless, surprising little solid evidence, with the notable exception of the

Spartans, that they did actually do so. The Phleiasians (Xen. Hell. 7.2.18) asked

the Athenian general Chares to escort a convoy (irapa7rotonH to PeIlene which

conveyed their non-combatants out of the city and returned carrying provisions

on 'beasts of burden' (t;rngt;yta). Although tryrroVqta literally means 'beasts

under the yoke' Xenophon (ibid.) maintains that as many supplies as possible

were loaded directly onto the animals 16 which suggests that there were no wagons

in this case. Polyainos (3.9.41) relates a stratagem employed by Iphikrates in

Thrace, in which Iphikrates used his: "pack animals and many cattle"

(Ta aKevoyMpa Kai 7TOAAa TETpaTTO8a) as bait to lure the enemy Thracians into a

trap. That Iphikrates served in Thrace is confirmed by Cornelius Nepos

(Iphikrates 2), as well as by the Pseudo-Aristotle in the Oikonomikos (2.2.26)17.

Of another Athenian general, Timotheos, Polyainos (3.10.7) states that:

"Wishing to march past Olynthian territory, but fearing the

Olynthians' cavalry, Timotheos arranged his army into a rectangle.

He put the baggage animals and the cavalry in the middle, drew the

wagons crowded together and fastened to one another, and

surrounded all these with the hoplites, so that a cavalry attack was

impossible for the Olynthian horsemen" (Polyainos, 3.10.7)18.

16 E'rrLaKevaadizevot InrOaa aivavro inroVyyta
17 Cf. Frontinus, Stratagems 1.5.24
18 Ttttakos	 '0AvvOtav govAtip.evos- .77-apA0elv &Sawa's- TO 17r7rtKOv Tth v '0AvvOicuv &aeE TO
aTpai-6ne8ov Et's krepOtLnKcs. 7rAtvOtov Ta iEV owevotficipa KaZ v TITTTOV EIS' TO 1210:70V ACIPC;JV Tag

11/./AeaS* 711)KVag clycov Kai avvvrmlvas, Tan	 OrrAtras. TOUTCOV aCIJOEV 7TE ptflaAdo, (;)' CITE TO

10AvvOtois iirirEtiatv ciSwaros	 n timacria.
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Several of our other sources make reference to Timotheos' military operations

against the Olynthians of 364 BC. Nepos (Timotheos 1) relates how Timotheos

subdued Olynthos, while the orators Isokrates (Antidosis 15.112-113) and

Demosthenes (2.14 and 23.150) both refer to Timotheos' campaign against the

Olynthians, as does the Pseudo-Aristotle in his Oikonomikos (2.2.23) 19 . None of

these other sources, however, are concerned with Timotheos' baggage train and

pack animals.

Nevertheless, it is certainly conceivable that Timotheos would indeed have

employed just such a measure, as that described by Polyainos (loc. cit.) to protect

the baggage train and non-combatants with his army when faced by an enemy

force containing cavalry. For example, Thucydides (4.125.2) states that when the

Spartan Brasidas believed that Perdikkas and his cavalry force of a little less than

a thousand horsemen had deserted him and changed sides, he ordered his hoplites

"into a square" 0v _s- Terpc/tycovov) and placed his psiloi, or light-troops, and

presumably any baggage-carriers he had, inside it. Similarly, at the first battle at

Syracuse in 415 BC, Thucydides (6.67.1) tells us that the Athenians stationed

half their total force in reserve to the rear of the battle-line. This half of the

expeditionary force took up station in a hollow square formation inside which

Thucydides (ibid.) tells us the Athenians placed their CTKEVOS60p0V3, no doubt to

provide them with protection should the Syracusan cavalry force, which

Thucydides (6.67.2) maintains was not less than twelve hundred strong, have

found a way to attack them. During the Athenian retreat from Syracuse,

Thucydides (7.78.2) states that the whole Athenian force formed a hollow square

formation inside which they placed their non-combatants to protect them from

harrying attacks from the Syracusan cavalry and light-armed infantry. Polyainos

(2.1.17) maintains that Agesilaos, during his return from Asia, had pack animals

with his army consisting of asses, mules, and old horses carrying baggage during

his march through Makedonia20. According to Xenophon (Hellenika, 3.4.24)

Agesilaos also had some camels with him that he had captured from the Persians,

19 Cf. Diodoros, 15.81.6
20 Cf. Polyainos, 4.4.3 which relates a similar incident involving Antipatros, in which Polyainos
alludes once again to Agesilaos' pack animals.
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and which he brought back to Greece with him. Agesilaos adopted the same sort

of hollow square formation as those previously related as he traversed hostile

Thessaly (Xenophon, Hellenika, 4.3.3-9; Agesilaos, 2.2-5) and presumably the

pack animals mentioned by Polyainos (loc. cit.) and the camels mentioned by

Xenophon (loc. cit.) were placed inside the hollow square formation for their

protection. Xenophon himself and the former Cyreans also adopted just such a

formation, once again with the baggage train and non-combatants placed inside

the protective square, at stages during Xenophon's narrative of their return from

Kounaxa21 . Indeed, the hollow square formation, enclosing the baggage train,

appears to have been a relatively standard method of advancing through territory

when faced with enemy cavalry forces as Onasander (Strategikos, 6.5-6) states:

"A marching formation that is compact and rectangular - not very

much longer than its width - is safe and easy to manage for every

emergency.. .The general must place his medical equipment, pack

animals, and all his baggage in the centre of his army, not outside"

(Onasander, Strategikos 6.5-6)22.

Returning to the possibility of finding evidence for the use of wagons, pack

animals, and carts by Greek, and in particular Athenian armies, it is worth

considering the advice that Xenophon (Oikonomikos, 8.4) has Ischomachos give

his wife when he, Ischomachos, compares a disorganised household to an army in

chaos:

"an army in disorder is a confused mass, an easy prey to enemies, a

disgusting sight to friends and utterly useless, - donkey, hoplite,

carrier, light-armed, horseman, wagon23 , huddled together. For how

21 We hear of the Cyreans marching in a hollow square formation in Xenophon's Anabasis,
3.2.36; 3.3.6; 3.4.19; 3.4.22; 3.4.43 (mentioned twice); 7.8.16. Cf. Xenophon, Cyrop. 6.3.20;
8.3.16
2 7-1 8g ockvEaTaAtavn 7ropEta Kai rerpciyawos- JLI TTQVU irapar.75K7)sElf 7,TC6TC, Katchfiv,

E,Iltteraxefritcr, r6s. (3-1-!.	 etarkaA75s...Aav/3avirp 8 g	 Oepawetav Kat 7-a tnr4vyta Kat rtiv
wroaKetnp, airaaav ev p.ean r 	 Ka in) xcopts.
23 I have amended Marchant's (Loeb) translation and replaced his 'chariot' with 'wagon' as the
Greek text clearly has cipaea: 'wagon', and there is no evidence to even suggest that the Greeks of
the Classical period used chariots in warfare. In addition, I have substituted the term hoplite in
place of Marchant's translation of OirAtTng as 'trooper'.
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are they to march in such a plight, when they hamper one another,

some walking while others run, some running while others halt,

wagon colliding with horseman, donkey with wagon, carrier with

hoplite?" (Xenophon, Oikonomikos 8.4)24.

The Xenophon passage above may provide us with evidence that the Athenians,

and other Greeks for that matter, did indeed take wagons and pack animals with

them on campaign. Perhaps less reliable is Polyainos' (3.9.4) tale of how the

Athenian general Iphikrates calmed his panic-stricken troops by offering a talent

of silver in reward to anyone who gave him information as to who had let an 'ass'

(rOv Ovov) get loose among their weapons the previous night. Polyainos' tale is

far too similar to an episode recorded by Xenophon in his Anabasis (2.2.20) to be

believed. In Xenophon's version, which, after a similar panic among the troops,

the Spartan Klearchos has an army herald announce that:

"The commanders give public notice that whoever informs on the

man who let the ass loose among the arms shall receive a reward of a

talent of silver" (Xenophon, Anabasis 2.2.20)25.

The tale recorded by Polyainos about Iphilcrates is of questionable validity, the

whole set of circumstances that Polyainos describes: the ass getting among the

place of arms at night, the panic among the troops, and even the offer of the same

sum as reward; a talent of silver, is far too close to Xenophon's tale to be

considered as reliable evidence. Furthermore, Xenophon at least was an actual

eye-witness to the episode he describes, and is recording an episode from his own

personal life experience. In contrast, Polyainos was writing over five hundred

years after the alleged event he describes, although in fairness to him he was

basing his account on an earlier, but completely unspecified, source. There might

well be some truth to Polyainos' tale, and perhaps Iphikrates did once either offer

24	 s
aTparta ye,..., 6:-raicoc lib mica TapaxaH3laTaTov Ka!. Tois tav TWAEtdOLS EUXEEpOJTOTCGTOV,

rag 3 Pots ayAetndaTaTov O pew Kai axpnaTerraTov, O'vos. LOU,t 	 OrrAti-ns, aKevoopOpos,
177.7rEtis, cipa6a. irths- yap civ 7ropEvOEtnaav, 	 xovrcs oirron 17rucwAigroicrev clAkliAovs, itav
paSIZcov TOv Tpixovra, o S g TpWxoiv Tgn, iarnicOra, 6g dpaea rOv lir7rWa,	 Ovos-ny cipaeav,
6 U. 7kevo06p0s TOv OwAttrnv.
25 oi a"pxovTes, ç v TOv cick&ra TOy Ovov etc Ta OrrAa pnvi5cra, 11TL kijOeTat ptaBOv TaAavrov.
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a reward in the way Polyainos maintains or perhaps by Iphikrates' day the story

had become a well known 'soldier's joke' commonly used to help diffuse tension

among nervous troops. However, the fact that Xenophon was recording an

episode he had witnessed first-hand makes his account the more credible.

Connolly (1981:47) states that: "the only detailed account that we have of an

army on the march is Xenophon's retreat of the 10,000". Although Xenophon's

Anabasis recounts the adventures of a large body of mercenaries it is perhaps

worthwhile examining the practice of the Greek mercenaries employed by the

Younger Cyrus for an indication of what the arrangements regarding transport

may have been for a 'typical' Greek army. Following the battle of Kounaxa,

Xenophon (Anab. 1.10.18) states that:

"They [the Greeks] found most of their property pillaged, in•

particular whatever there was to eat and drink, and as for the wagons

loaded with flour and wine which Cyrus had provided in order that, if

ever serious need should overtake the army, he might have supplies

to distribute among the Greeks (and there were four hundred of these

wagons, it was said), these also the King and his men had now

pillaged" (Xenophon, Anabasis 1.10.18)26.

The four hundred wagons laden with wheat-flour and wine that Xenophon (loc.

cit.) mentions were undoubtedly not typical of a Greek army on the march. It is

also a complete mystery why Cyrus had not seen fit to distribute these provisions

during the march through the 'Arabian' desert (Xen. Anab. 1.5.1f) when the

Greeks' grain supply gave out and the only supply available for purchase, from

the Lydian merchants accompanying Cyrus' army, had been grossly inflated in

price resulting in the Greeks having to subsist on a diet of meat (Xen. Anab.

1.5.6).	 The Greek mercenaries also had wagons and animals

LTTOOrcov) of their own on which many of the soldiers had stowed

26 KaTaAatkflavovat TO) V TEA.oiv xpn/Lcii-w,ra 7rAEicrra Suripwaaettiva Kai Er T1, atTtov 770T(IV
73V , Kai Tag cipAeas ktEaTas ciAEI,pcov Kai otvov, Zig vapeaKEvetaaTo Kipo, rya Et 7TOTE ay668pa TO
(TT pelTEV[La ACipot baELa, St.cuSt8oin rots EA/171(7W — 73aav 82 al5TaL TETpaKOatat, (16.

— at Tairras TOTE ol an) pacnA€1. Su4p7raaav.
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their arms and accoutrements (Xen. Anab. 1.7.20). Xenophon (Anab. 2.7.20) tells

us that, in the aftermath of Kounaxa, the Greeks awaited news from Ariaeus:

"meanwhile the troops provided themselves with food as best they

could, by slaughtering oxen and asses of the baggage train"

(Xenophon, Anabasis 2.7.20)27.

Later, Xenophon (Anab. 3.2.27) tells us that he proposed that the Ten Thousand

burn their wagons and tents, which, Xenophon (Anab. 3.3.1) maintains, met with

the agreement of the army and was carried out. However, later still we hear of

how Xenophon (Anab. 6.4.17) agreed that he himself would lead out a party in

order to obtain provisions if the omens of his sacrifice were favourable.

Xenophon (Anab. 6.4.22) states that:

"Now they no longer had any sheep, but they bought a bullock that

was yoked to a wagon and proceeded to sacrifice" (Xenophon,

Anabasis 6.4.22)28.

The ever pious Xenophon (Anab. 6.4.23), on finding the omens unfavourable

refused to lead the men out. Cheirisophos' replacement, Neon, however did,

though his foraging party was attacked by Pharnabazos' horsemen with the loss

of five hundred (Anab. 6.4.23-24) at which point, Xenophon (Anab. 6.4.25-26)

states:

"And Xenophon, inasmuch as the sacrifices had not proved

favourable on that day, took a bullock that was yoked to a wagon, -

for there were no other sacrificial animals, - offered it up, and set out

to the rescue, as did all the rest who were under thirty years of age, to

the last man" (Xenophon, Anabasis 6.4.25-26)29.

27
TO OE ITTCKETEV/1.0 EITOpgETO 017TOV &MOS ES'OIKETO EK TO-J11 inroCuytcov K67TIOVTES* VAS' gob's-

°you,-

28 Xen. Anab. 6.4.22: Kai 7rp6PaTa tkEV 013KETE , poi3v	 inr8 ap.ciens irptcipEvot E01.10VTO.
29	 c	

OE90	
3	 3	 /

Kat 0 stiEV00./V, EVL VK eyeyenTo Ta lEpa Ta67-71 Tfi I.LE pg, ACCPUM 130111, live) ap./471 s, otl yap
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Clearly, these two passages (Xen. Anab. 6.4.22; 25-26) indicate that the Ten

Thousand had acquired more wagons at some point to replace those they had

burned earlier. Where they were obtained from Xenophon does not inform us,

though presumably it was at some point following their descent from the

mountains to the more level coastal regions inhabited by the Tibarenians (Xen.

Anab. 5.5.2). The two Xenophon passages cited above are also interesting in that

• they provide us with evidence that prior to these two sacrifices the former

Cyreans appear to have had sheep with them for the purposes of religious

sacrifices. The ritual sacrifice of animal victims was a normal feature of Greek

military practice. Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 13.2-5) informs us that whenever the

Spartan army mobilised, the Spartan king would offer up an animal sacrifice in

Sparta itself and would offer up another animal sacrifice on reaching the border

of Lakonia. On the march an army would be accompanied by a flock of

sacrificial goats and sheep (Paus. 9.13.4), and once an enemy was sighted another

sacrifice would take place (Xen. Hell. 4.2.20; 6.5.8, Lak. Pol. 13.8). In the case

of the Spartans, victory in battle was celebrated with the modest, but heavily

symbolic, sacrifice of a cockerel (Plut. Agesilaos, 33)3°.

In addition to its wagons, and unspecified inroUTta, the army of the former

Cyreans also utilised horses and mules as baggage animals (Xen. Anabasis,

3.3.19). Engels (1978:14-22) has made a detailed study of the carrying capacities

of both men and animals on the march, and argues that the amount of calories

required by both men and animals when marching through desert terrain would

mean that an army could not march for more than four days without consuming

the food or fodder that they were actually carrying. Although Engels (1978:22)

concludes that after four days of marching through desert terrain baggage

animals: "would only be so much meat on the hoof', that does not detract from

the fact that if the testimony of Xenophon in his Anabasis, with regard to the use

of wagons and tǹroVqta, can be applied to a wider context then it seems

iv lik1a tepcia, a0ayLaa4LEvos jgoi0Et Kai al ciAAot ot pixpt TpLcircovra baw &may-res.

30 Jameson, 1993:197-227, gives a full account of the Greek military practice of animal
sacrifices.
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reasonable to suggest that the use of such baggage trains probably echoes that of

the normal practice among Greek armies on the march, and it is plausible to

believe that wagons and 757TOU7ta appear to have been employed by Greek

armies. Furthermore, the Greek world was not, by and large, made up of desert

and animals could have been grazed on the route of an army's line of march, for

example when encamped. Indeed, of Philip II of Makedon, Plutarch (Moralia,

178A) relates that:

"When he [Philip] was about to pitch his camp in an excellent place,

he learned that there was no grass for the pack-animals. 'What a life

is ours' he said, 'if we must live to suit the convenience of the

asses!" (Plutarch, Moralia 178A)31.

The Greek word xLAOs is usually translated as meaning green fodder or grass.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.6.1) tells us that as Cyrus got nearer to the Royal Persian

army, they found that such 'fodder' had been burnt, presumably to prevent Cyrus'

baggage animals making use of it. Herodotos (4.140) describes the pursuit of

retreating Persians by the Skythians who took a route through countryside where

there was both water and pasture believing that the Persians would take a path

through just such countryside and that they could therefore intercept them.

Herodotos (loc. cit.) uses the word xtAO3 to describe such "pasture". In this

particular campaign the Skythians adopted a 'scorched earth' policy, for which

Herodotos (ibid.) criticises the Skythians, remarking that if they had not spent

their time blocking wells and destroying fodder instead of trying to actually

locate the Persians then, he believes, they would most likely have achieved their

objective. Therefore, it is worth noting that providing an enemy did not resort to

such destructive tactics as those related by both Xenophon and Herodotos then

there is, perhaps, every likelihood that the animals of an army's baggage train

were allowed to graze on the line of march, something that would also be

necessary if an army was accompanied by a flock of animals to be used as

sacrificial victims in religious observances.

31 MIAAcuv cSE KaraCr7paT01TESEVELV v xwpicp KaAU) Kai. 7TV6CCilLEVOS 117-1. X6p705" 013K , E°01-L TO

674uytot.s.," fitos. ipoiv 107tV,	 Kal. 7rpOs TOv TC3V 'Ova)", KatpOv 60e1Aotzev NV •
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However, what of non-combatant humans travelling with an army? These too,

would need to be fed, and unlike the animals they could not survive on grass.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 4.1.12-14) tells us that, while marching through the

territory of the Karduchians, the commanders of the former Cyreans held a

meeting at which it was decided to discard as much baggage, including human

'baggage', as possible, keeping only the most powerful of the baggage animals

and leaving the rest behind. Xenophon (Anabasis, 4.1.13) states that the former

Cyreans took this decision as the great number of captives, concubines, and

baggage animals were greatly slowing the army down. All of the captives were

set free, and the women and boys abandoned. In addition, Xenophon (ibid.) tells

us that, the captives were freed and the concubines abandoned largely because:

"with so many people to feed it was necessary to procure and carry twice the

amount of provisions" which obviously, it would seem, they were not prepared or

willing to do.
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FORAGING FOR PROVISIONS IN THE THEATRE OF
MILITARY OPERATIONS

We have a considerable body of evidence to show that another method by which

Greek armies could attempt to ensure adequate supplies was by means of

foraging for provisions in the theatre of military operations in which they were

operating. Indeed, as Pritchett (1971:40) states: "there are many isolated

examples where our sources indicate that Greek armies supplied themselves by

foraging". Of the practice of foraging, Xenophon (Hellenika, 5.1.17) has the

Spartan commander Teleutias claim that procuring provisions by seizing them

from the enemy was the "most honourable" (Ka)ccr-rov) of methods. However, it

should be borne in mind that at that particular time Teleutias was attempting to

rouse the men in his fleet and boost their low morale prior to their carrying out a

daring raid on the Peiraieus itself in order to obtain provisions. Spartans were

encouraged from an early age to develop their skills at foraging for supplies.

Indeed, Xenophon (Laic Pol. 2.6) tells us Lykourgos decreed that Spartan boys be

allowed to steal, adding:

"It was not on account of a difficulty in providing for them that he

[Lykourgos] encouraged them to get their food by their own cunning.

No one, I suppose, can fail to see that. Obviously a man who intends

to take to thieving must spend sleepless nights and play the deceiver

and lie in ambush by day, and moreover, if he means to make a

capture, he must have spies ready. There can be no doubt then, that

all this education was planned by him in order to make the boys more

resourceful in getting supplies, and better fighting men" (Xenophon,

Lak. Pol. 2.7)1.

Certainly, Xenophon himself was well aware of the Spartan practice of

encouraging boys to steal in order that they might develop their skills as foragers.

I	 I
Kai cLs. poi 013 K a7ropCov TL Sari 10 .1kev airoIc ye turIxavalaBai rqv Tpoclajv, o/38dva ottLat Toijro

etyvociv • 8ijAov 8' OTC TOV (26\Aovra KAW7TEtiELV Kai vuKTOs. clypvirvelv SEE Kae (LEO' itapav CI7TCLTall

Kai 1,e8pEt.'/ELv, Kai KaracKO7rovs. n5E gTOL,110EL) TOV itgAAovra TL A7517beaOat. rai3ra av 7rdvora
873Aov on InIXCLVLKTpOUS TC;JV j7rt..7-77 8etwv PovAcipevos. Totn 7raiSas ?rote& Kai iroActuKayrgpoug

Onus- 6raiSevc7ev. Cf. Plutarch, Lykourgos, 17.2-3
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Xenophon in his Anabasis (4.6.14-15), records an exchange of banter between

himself and the Spartan Cheirisophos about 'stealing' a strategic topographical

position from the enemy, in which Xenophon himself said:

"as I hear [Cheirisophos] you Lakedaimonians, at least those among

you who belong to the peers, practice stealing even from childhood,

and count it not disgraceful but honourable [KaA6v] to steal anything

that the law does not prevent you from taking. And in order that you

may steal with all possible skill and may try not to be caught at it, it is

the law of your land that, if you are caught stealing, you are flogged"

(Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.6.14-15)2.

The flogging of unsuccessful thieves at Sparta was not for the actual act of

attempting to steal, Plutarch (Lykourgos, 17.3) tells us, but rather for being such

poor thieves as to get caught. There was also a mythological precedent for

Spartan skills as 'foragers', in that a limestone metope from the Sikyonian

treasury at Delphi, dating to about 560 BC, depicts the mythological Spartan

Dioskouroi'; Kastor and Polydeukes. This sculpted relief shows them carrying

their spears over their shoulders, and bringing back cattle from a successful raid3.

The mythological cattle raid of Kastor and Polydeukes was to be mirrored in the

Classical period when, in 398 BC, Xenophon (Hell. 3.2.26) tells us, the Spartan

king Agis, with the backing of the Lakedaimonian army and their allies, went to

the sanctuary at Olympia and:

"After his sacrifices he [Agis] marched upon the city of Elis, laying

the land waste with axe and fire as he went, and vast numbers of

cattle and vast numbers of slaves were captured in the country"

(Xenophon, Hellenika, 3.2.26)4.

up.as yap Eywye...c1Koixo 1-01)Ss AaKESCUILOVIOUS- OtCFOL JUTE TWV OtiOLCOV EZOlig ia jK TraISCOV
KA6TTELV p.EAETCLV , Kai (Mil( cticrxpOv etym. dAA« KaA6v KÄE1TTELV Ocra 11.77 KWAijEL VOILOS% OITCOS'	 (Ls
K pdTtaTa KAg7TTE Ka TTELpalgOE AaVOciVELV, VOI.LINOV War, ' 15p.iv ECITtV, Jay A7)00'11TE KAIITTOVTES.

paariyoimOat.
3 Illustrated in Boardman, 1978, fig. 208.2, and in Pedley, 1992:155
4
Oucras 8g irpos TO CLUTV &opet;ero, KOTTTOW Kai Kcian,	 xilipav, 'cats. 75-frjp7roAAa 8g KT-407,
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Xenophon (ibid.) maintains that at this: "many more of the Arkadians and

Achaians" joined the expedition of their own accord with the result that the

invasion became a lirtaurtattOs, or "harvest", for the states of the entire

Peloponnesos.

Under normal circumstances armies usually, but not exclusively, carried out

foraging expeditions in enemy territory. There were notable exceptions to this

practice, and both recorded examples would appear, it seems, to involve

mercenary troops. Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.5) relates how the former Cyreans,

arriving in tbe t.erritory of the, Greek city of Kotyora and in need of provisions:

"got them partly from Paphlagonia and partly from the estates of the

Kotyorites; for the latter would not provide them with a market, nor

would they receive their sick within the walls of the city" (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 5.5.6)5.

rqDra, a colony of Sinope, appealed to its mother city, who in turn sent

ambassadors to the Ten Thousand to discuss this violation of the territory of her

colony. Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.13) states that he himself spoke on behalf of

his men, attempting to justify their actions by saying:

"wherever we come, whether it be to a barbarian or to a Greek land,

and have no market at which to buy, we take provisions, not out of

wantonness, but from necessity" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.5.16)6.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.19) goes on to blame the Kotyorites themselves,

arguing that by shutting their gates to the Ten Thousand they had not behaved to

them as friends. There can be little doubt that the city of Kotyora closed its gates

to the Ten Thousand probably out of fear rather than hostility, though their

.67r1p7roAAa	 dv8pci7o8a 7jALC KET 0 1K Tljg 	 pag

5-re ' EITLT7PEL, ' EAdilLgaVOV TO. !LEV 1K T7j$ HaoActyoviag, ra 8' 1K	 xcopicov Tail/ KOTVW fit:Tan/.

OL1 y p 7rapeixov ayopciv, ot',8€ els TO TE1)(0C TOT)S* al: TO EV 015V Tag 18gX0VTO

07TO 8 al) €A0ovres ayopavJr.otzev,	 TE Eig i3flpigapov	 cif, re	 EAAnv13a, mix jgpct
clAAa clvcercn Aapficivotkev Ta &err;Seta.
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refusal to provide a market from which the troops could legitimately purchase

provisions no doubt aggravated the situation. Elsewhere, Xenophon (Hell. 3.1.6)

tells us that the remnants of the Ten Thousand enlisted in Spartan service and

served with the forces under Thibron, the Spartan commander in Asia.

Xenophon (Hell. 3.1.8) goes on to inform us that Thibron was recalled to Sparta

to stand trial and was exiled, because, Xenophon (ibid.) states: "the allies accused

him of allowing his soldiers to plunder [apmgEtv] their friends". Given the

previous example of the former Cyreans taking provisions from the estates of the

Kotyorites, it seems probable that, in this later instance, they were among the

culprits.

Herodotos (7.49) has the Persian Artabanus express his misgivings concerning

the planned invasion of Greece by underlining the problems of logistical supply

to Xerxes. Herodotos (7.50.1-4) has Xerxes respond confidently to Artabanus in

reported speech which Xerxes concludes by saying:

"we will return home the conquerors of all Europe, having nowhere

suffered famine or other harm; for firstly, we carry ample provision

with us on our march, and secondly we shall have the food of those

whose land and nation we invade; and those against whom we march

are no wandering tribes, but tillers of the soil" (Herodotos, 7.50.4)7.

At first glance it may seem odd that the Persian king should appear to be

suggesting that the invasion force will, in part, draw its provisions, like foragers,

from the people it aims to conquer, especially when we consider that the sheer

scale of the Persian empire required a much greater level of organisation and

bureaucracy than the relatively small patchwork collection of Greek poleis.

However, if we view the statements that Herodotos (loc. cit.) attributes to Xerxes

more closely we can, perhaps, find some middle ground. It is feasible to suggest

that if Xerxes conquered any state, Greek or otherwise, it would be considered

7 Kai Karaarpekap,Evot waaav rv ElipciArriv vour4crop-Ev (377-taa, 015TE Altkal 11/TVX6VTEC miSal.LOO,
°UTE ciAAo eixapt otM gv 7rathivrEs. roUro pay yap co'rroe 7roA1-t)v OoPir yhEpOtiEvot 7ropEvOlida,
roi3ro 5g, Tall) C111 KOV &1113j0.41.EV yijv KCLi OVOS• TOUTCO11 TOV CCITOV ge01.LEV*	 aporijpas-	 KCa. Ot)
vop,d5as arparevOpAa av8pcts.
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'Royal property' and as such may have been considered as a potential royal depot

from which the king and his army could expect to receive hospitality. If this,

then, was indeed the case, then strictly speaking we are not dealing here with

'foraging' in the true sense of the term.

Perhaps the most effective means of obtaining supplies by foraging was to seize a

village, town, or city where supplies would probably be stored in much greater

quantities in a collected settlement rather than would be the case if an army had

to roam the countryside picking up whatever supplies its foraging parties could

find in dispersed individual rural farmsteads. The acquisition of provisions and

other supplies from settlements could range from an army simply descending on

an unprotected or poorly defended settlement to the full-scale assault on major

settlements, the express motivating factor of such an assault being the desire for

provisions and other supplies. Obtaining 'other' supplies, as well as food and

drink, were sometimes just as important as obtaining provisions. Xenophon

(Anabasis, 3.4.16-17) in relating a period of long-range missile exchanges

between the pursuing Persian archers of Tissaphernes, who Xenophon (ibid.) tells

us: "also had large bows" ( ttEyaa(CA. 	 TTKa_	 T_EpUtKa	 and the Cretan

archers and Rhodian slingers of the Ten Thousand, remarks that the Cretan

archers "consequently" (C7JCITE) made use of Persian arrows fired at them which

implies that they had bows of similar size to those of the Persians. In addition,

Xenophon (Anab. 3.4.18) adds that: "in the [local] villages, the Greeks found gut

in abundance and lead for the use of their slingers". As well as supplying gut and

lead for the slingers, Xenophon (Anab. 3.4.18) tells us that on the following day

the Greeks:

"...collected supplies, for there was an abundance of corn in the

villages" (Xenophon, Anab. 3.4.18)8.

Xenophon (ibid.) tells us that they did not move on until the next day, which

means they spent a whole day procuring provisions from these villages, which in

8 Xen. Anab. 3.4.18: 7511/ yap TWA)S' CtiTOS	 Tabs Kc
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turn perhaps gives us a indication about how well stocked these villages actually

were. A little later on the march, Xenophon (Anab. 3.4.30) tells us that after

sustaining "many casualties" to the extent that eight surgeons were appointed to

deal with the wounded, the Ten Thousand reached more villages, and that:

"in these villages they remained for three days, not only for the sake

of the wounded, but likewise because they had provisions in

abundance - flour, wine and great stores of barley that had been

collected for horses, all these supplies having been gathered together

by the acting satrap of the district" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 3.4.31)9.

This particular passage is interesting for a number of reasons. Xenophon's

(Anab. 3.4.19-29) narrative immediately preceding this is a catalogue of almost

incessant skirmishing with the Persians pursuing the Greek mercenaries. The

three days spent in these particular villages would have given the Greeks what

would appear to have been a clearly much needed period of rest and recuperation

during which time their wounded could receive medical attention. Secondly, the

Ten Thousand could simply help themselves to the stores of these villages and

there seems little reason to doubt that both the soldiers and their accompanying

baggage animals could have eaten their fill of such supplies, and, when their

journey continued, carried away with them as much in the way of provisions as

they could. Although Xenophon (Anab. 3.4.32) does not specifically say that

when they resumed their march on the fourth day they did actually take supplies

with them from these villages it seems reasonable to suppose that they would

have done.

Later, Xenophon (Anab. 3.5.1) informs us that after having seen off the enemy

troops under Tissaphernes and Ariaeus, Cyrus' former confederate who had made

his peace with Artaxerxes, the Greek army under:

9 'Evrai30a 4LELvav 7) i.dpas rpcis Kai Tit; v rerpcuti gvan, jveKa Kai Ii iza 77-tr-r55eta 7roAAa eixov,
clAcupa, avov, Kpi.Oas r7T7T 0 IS crvp.PEPAniu,6as iroAAces. Taira	 crvvEviiveyti6a v TC1.1

aarpa7r4ovrt rijs xaipas-.
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"Cheirisophos descended into the plain and proceeded to encamp in a

village stored with abundant supplies. There were likewise many

other villages richly stored with supplies in this plain on the banks of

the Tigris" (Xenophon, Anabasis,3.5.1)w.

However, from what Xenophon (Anab. 3.5.2) tells us next, it appears that the

seeming withdrawal of Tissaphernes and Ariaeus was little more than a feint, for

late on that same day they returned and troops from among the Ten Thousand,

who were scattered about in the plain in search of plunder and booty

(laKe5aatavaw TCF) 77-€81.cp Ka0 cip7rar5v) almost fell victim to this surprise

attack from their Persian enemies. Indeed, Xenophon (ibid.) tells us that some of

these men were cut to pieces by Tissaphernes' troops and that the Persians

subsequently followed up this attack by attempting to burn the villages from

which the Greeks were hoping to get provisions. We will return to this particular

episode later in this section when the more extreme methods that an army could

employ to deny supplies to an enemy will be discussed. Suffice to say at this

point that Cheirisophos, Xenophon (Anab.3.5.4) states, led out his troops and

managed to rescue the plunderers. At this point in his narrative it is interesting to

note that Xenophon (loc. cit.) uses terminology such as arnrayrj which is perhaps

to be more associated with 'booty' and 'plunder' rather than of obtaining

provisions. Xenophon (Anab. 3.5.1) does describe the village that Cheirisophos

encamped in as being: I.LEarij 7roAAci)v dyct0d)v, 'full of many good [things]' , and

says of the rest: 71 crav	 Kat. 6AActst K 6),u.at. 7roaca. 77-Alipets. 7roAAci-iv ayat9c5v, 'and

also many other villages full of many good [things]' , though he does not provide

us with any clearer indication of precisely what these 'many good things' may

have been. Indeed, his choice of language at this point in his narrative is

somewhat different from that he uses a short while later to describe how:

"while the rest of the army" went after provisions, the generals held

another meeting..." (Xen. Anab. 3.5.14)12•

mot 8.e ci q5i Xetplaockov Karagavres jai-paTo-rreSoiovro 	 ica'hun 11E0175 7roAAcCo clya0c4. iaav
Kai liAAat Kc-op,aL TroAilca. rrA7jpets 7roAACA, clya(6- v v TOUTCp Tc1.) ?TEM!) irapa Tciv Ttyprira rroTaaOv.
11 Or perhaps more correctly: "while some of the soldiers...", as I believe ol pjv AAPL al-paridn-at
actually reads, 'army' would be more likely if O...arparOs were used.
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In this passage Xenophon uses terminology which is more familiar with regard to

the procuring of Td 'rrt.r48eta, 'the necessaries of life', that is to say food and

drink. Indeed, Xenophon (Anab. 4.1.8-9) uses similar terminology when he

narrates the passage of the Ten Thousand into the territory of the Karduchians,

where they saw some of the local villages, and:

"then it was that the Karduchians abandoned their houses and fled to

the mountains with their wives and children. As for provisions, there

was an abundance for the Greeks to take, and the houses were also

supplied with bronze vessels in great numbers; the Greeks, however,

did not carry off any of these, and did not pursue the people

themselves, refraining from harshness on the chance that the

Karduchians might perhaps be willing to let them pass through their

country in friendship, seeing that they also were enemies of the King;

but they did take whatever they chanced upon in the way of

provisions, for that was necessary" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.1.8-9)13.

In the passage cited above, Xenophon (loc. cit.), in the choice of the language he

uses is careful to draw a distinction between how the Ten Thousand took what

was necessary, that is to say food and drink, while not harming either the local

population or their other possessions. Xenophon also points out how the Ten

Thousand refrained from taking the bronze vessels they found in the homes of the

Karduchians. Had the Ten Thousand taken them, they would have constituted

'booty' or 'plunder', rather than the procuring of provisions, and an act that

would have been perceived as hostile. Therefore, they decided not to take the

bronze vessels and the Karduchians' other possessions in the hope that such an

act would persuade the Karduchians to allow them to cross their territory

unmolested. Xenophon (Anab. 4.3.2) tells us that it took seven days of continual

12 gvTai;Oa °I jugv aA/lot. cm-parduraL ETT Ta. gvt-r4Seta nouv- ot 6 orparriyoi -raw avvijA0ov...
13 60a 57) ot ttgv KapSoi;xot LAM OVTEg Tag	 g'Novres Kai yvvalKas Kai 7raiSas- 4Euyov
Ta 6'en. Ta Sg girtr6Seta voAAa 73v AapPcivetv, icrav 5E Kai xaAfcjip-aat. 7ratt.7rOAAms. KarEaKEvaattly
at at oliclat, cZv oelS gv 4epov ol EilAnvEs, cnia g rots- civOpa'nrovs. gSlcuicov, TivoqSetSOtzevot, ft 7TCOS.

EA,li actav oi KapScnixot Stavat. aliroi,s- (Ls- Sta OtAlas rijs xpas, g.rret.rrep 13acnAei7roA4u.oL icrav.
ra 1.1.1VT04 &/..7-7j8Eta OT() TLC	 troy xavot Acip,PavEv- clvarrq yap iv.
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fighting for the Ten Thousand to cross the territory of the Karduchians, during

which we twice hear of the Ten Thousand taking up quarters in the well-stocked

houses of the Karduchians, once in fine houses with such abundant stocks of

wine that it was stored in cisterns (Xen. Anab. 4.2.22), and once more when the

Greeks, with a considerable degree of relief, were almost at the Armenian border

(Xen. Anab. 4.3.2).

Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.1) tells us that once the Ten Thousand had crossed the river

into Western Armenia they formed up in battle order and marched: "over entirely

level country and gently sloping hills, not less than five parasangs; for there were

no villages near the river because of the wars between the Armenians and

Karduchians". From what Xenophon has to say immediately after this it is clear

that villages were precisely what they were looking for, Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.2)

continues by stating that:

"The village which they finally reached was a large one and had a

palace for the satrap, while most of the houses were surmounted with

turrets; and provisions were plentiful" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.4.2)14.

Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.4) goes on to inform us that as the Ten Thousand advanced

into the region they were met by Tiribazus, the L'7rapxos to the satrap of the

region, who was escorted by a body of cavalry. Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.6) states

that Tiribazus concluded a treaty with the Greeks in which he promised not to

harm them if in return they did not burn any of the houses from which, Tiribazus

added, they were free to: "take all the provisions they needed" 15 . Given the

gruelling circumstances, and the hard-fought nature of their march through

Karduchian territory, it is hardly surprising that the Greeks agreed to such terms

(Xen. Anab. 4.4.6); after all they were to be allowed to help themselves to

necessary provisions in comparative safety provided they did not indulge in

wanton destruction. Although Tiribazus' conclusion of a treaty with the Ten

1461s. 8 ',iv 1406COVTO taLp.7 //Erik?) TE ill Kai flautAELov etx€ TC1J aarpc'orn Kai jiri 'ma's. 7rActaTats,oiKLats rupoets jirijaav- enTrOcta 8 iv SatkLA-q.
15 AattgaVEW TE Tcivvr-Oeta craw UOLVTO .
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Thousand may appear to be an act of blatant collaboration with men who were

enemies of the Great King, Tiribazus' main concern was probably to get the Ten

Thousand, shadowed but nevertheless left unmolested, to take what provisions

they needed and that once they had done so the Ten Thousand would then move

on and out of his superior's province with the minimum amount of damage and

hardship having to be endured by the region. Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.7) tells us

that another: "three stages, fifteen parasangs, through level country" 16 brought the

Ten Thousand to a palace surrounded by: "many villages.. .full of provisions".

Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.8) describes how a heavy snowfall that night led the Greek

commanders to decide upon quartering the various taxeis of troops, along with

their respective commanders in the villages in the vicinity, on the grounds that

there was no sign of an enemy and with the amount of snow there must have

seemed little likelihood of any enemy approaching them. Xenophon (Anab.

4.4.9) recounts with fond memory how in these villages:

"they had all possible good things in the way of supplies - animals for

sacrifice, grain, old wines with a fine bouquet, dried grapes, and

beans of all sorts" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.4.9)17.

Following reports of fires seen in the night, the generals took the decision to

reassemble the troops in one body in case of attack, but a night spent in the open

and further heavy snowfall resulted in another change of decision and the troops

were allowed to return to the houses in the villages they had left (Xen. Anab.

4.4.10-14). Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.14) tells us that the majority of troops were

delighted to return: "to their houses and provisions", though some who had burnt

their quarters just before they had left had to return to the same. Receiving word

that Tiribazus was gathering an army with which to block off a mountain pass

through which the only road ran and there attack the Greeks, the commanders of

the Ten Thousand decided to proceed again with their march with all speed,

which they did despite atrocious weather conditions (Xen. Anab. 4.4.17-4.5.22).

16
araOimAs- rpeis 8,e, iTEStov vapaaciyyas TrevTaKat8Eica.

17Eixov Ta 6rtrOcLa Oaa ICITLV dyatIci, lepeia, aiTov, orvous 7raActtoi,s Ei3cL5Eis, darackiSas, Ocnrpta
TravTo8airci.
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Eventually, Cheirisophos, at the head of the column, managed to reach a village

with the vanguard of the army and they quartered themselves there, though

Xenophon tells us most of the army spent another night out in the open, and in

the snow, without food or fire and that as a result: "some of the soldiers perished"

(Xen. Anab. 4.5.11). When the rest of the army reached Cheirisophos and his

troops it was decided that, probably due to the dreadful weather conditions, it was

safe enough to disperse the troops and quarter them in the neighbouring villages

(Xen. Anab. 4.5.22). Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.220 relates that during the time spent

in these villages there was no lack of good food and drink, the diversity and

manner of which Xenophon describes in some detail, and they remained

quartered in the villages for seven days before continuing their march (Xen.

Anab. 4.6.1). There can be little doubt that the appalling weather conditions,

along with the ample and readily available supply of food and drink in the

villages, were the two main reasons for the Ten Thousand's week long stay in

these villages.

Despite their week long sojourn in these well stocked Armenian villages, once

their march resumed and they were on the third stathmos, or stage of it, the Ten

Thousand were once again looking for other villages. Xenophon (Anab. 4.6.2)

tells us that they had taken a village chief with them to act as their guide through

the snow. What happened next, Xenophon (Anab. 4.6.3) maintains, resulted in

the: "only cause of difference between Cheirisophos and Xenophon during the

course of the march". This was that Cheirisophos grew angry with the guide for

not leading them to villages, while the guide claimed there were none in the area,

Cheirisophos struck the man, who in turn slipped away during the night and left

them without a guide. Xenophon (loc. cit.) does not tell us if Cheirisophos

wanted to find other villages in order to billet the men in them so that they would

be out of the snow or if they were in need of further provisions, concentrating

instead on expressing how Cheirisophos, in Xenophon's view, had been heavy-

handed in his ill treatment of the guide and in not having guarded him well

enough to prevent his desertion.
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However, it is tempting to suggest that the decision to continue their march

despite the amount of snow on the ground may have been prompted by the stocks

of provisions in the Armenian villages running low. Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.29)

states of the village in which his contingent had been billeted that they: "went to

bed amid an abundance of everything". Similarly, during their stay in the

Armenian villages, Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.30-31) tells us that whenever he, in

company of the chief of the village he was billeted in, visited the troops quartered

in any of the other villages, that:

"everywhere he found them faring sumptuously and in fine spirits;

there was no place from which the men would let them go until they

had served them a luncheon, and no place where they did not serve on

the same table lamb, kid, pork, veal, and poultry, together with many

loaves of bread, some of wheat and some of barley" (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 4.5.30-31)18.

In addition, Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.33) tells us that when he and the village chief

reached Cheirisophos they found: "his troops also feasting in their quarters". The

eating habits of the Greeks when lodged in the Armenian villages, therefore,

appear to have bordered on gluttony. Such overindulgence by soldiers in a time

of plenty need not be as remarkable nor as unusual as it may first appear. Plato

(Symposion, 219E-220A) has Alkibiades relate how, when he and his friend

Sokrates were on active service together and whenever they were compelled to

go without food Sokrates showed incredible levels of endurance during such

times of hardship. Plato (ibid.) then has Allcibiades add, however, whenever they

found themselves in a position where supplies were in abundance, no one

enjoyed them more than his friend Sokrates. This story of Solcrates' eating habits

contrasts sharply with Xenophon's (Mem. 1.3.5) claim that Sokrates ate just

sufficient food so that his desire for sitos was his opson. Davidson (1995:205)

states that: "Greek victuals were regularly divided into three parts: sitos (the

18 7rav-raxmi €73coxowIvovs. Kai EZ0vpousuIrts-, Kai otMattc;Oev cickiccrav irpiv 7rapa0Eivat airrois
a'ptcrTov- 013K iv 8' 07T01)	 vapcTiOcaav ern riv cu'yriv Tpci.7reav Kpla apvEta, epc.ç6aa,xolpeta,
1260xEca, Opaeta, aim 7r0AAois. prots rois uv IT uptvots rag cS KOlvois.
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staple, usually bread), opson (whatever one eats with the staple) and poton

(drink). For example, of the food served at the banquet described by Xenophon

(Anab. 4.5.31) the loaves of wheat and barley bread would have been the sitos,

while the sumptuous array of meats would have been the opson. It is also worth

noting that Xenophon (ibid.) makes a point of saying how this incredible variety

of meat dishes were all served on the same table, which would suggest that under

normal circumstances Greeks would expect perhaps only one meat dish, or

maybe two at most, to have been served. Therefore, it seems reasonable to

suppose that after the hardships that the Greek mercenaries had been through, to

find such an abundance of provisions perhaps led to the men gorging themselves,

and they may, or may not, have made serious inroads into the available stored

supply of provisions that the Armenians had and, although it can at best perhaps

only be suggested tentatively, they may have been compelled to continue with

their march, despite the inclement weather, due to the necessity of finding further

supplies of provisions.

That said, however, the Ten Thousand appear to have taken some provisions with

them when they left the Armenian villages, as we hear a short while later that

Cheirisophos and Kleanor both agreed that they should make an attempt to

dislodge an enemy from a pass immediately after the troops had had their

'breakfast' on that particular day (Xen. Anab. 4.6.8-9). Furthermore, Xenophon

(Anab. 4.6.17) tells us that he himself volunteered to lead the party to outflank

the enemy in the pass, and goes on to state (Xen. Anab. 4.6.22) that: "after they

had had dinner and night had come on" 19, Xenophon's party set off and reached

the higher ground overlooking the enemy position. Clearly, the Ten Thousand

still had provisions with them and as Xenophon, who has been so meticulous in

his recording of where the troops had obtained provisions from, has not raised the

issue again in his narrative since they had left the 'well-stocked' Armenian

villages, that would suggest, unless Xenophon has forgotten to mention their

19 E!SECTITI/CraV Kat! 	 EyEVETO.
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obtaining further supplies, that the provisions the men were eating at this point

had been brought from the Armenian villages.

Once the Greeks had successfully forced the pass against their Chalybian,

Taochian, and Phasian enemies, Xenophon (Anab. 4.6.27) tells us that the Ten

Thousand: "descended into the plain on the farther side, and reached villages full

of many good things". However, immediately after this Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.1)

states that following a march of five stathmoi, thirty parasangs, through the land

of the Taochians, they once again found that:

"their provisions were running low, for the Taochians dwelt in

strongholds, and in these strongholds they kept all their provisions

stored away" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.7.1)20 .

It is interesting to note that Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.1) uses the expression

xwpia icrxvpa, 'strongholds' in connection with the 'dwellings' of the Taochians.

During his narrative of the Ten Thousand's march through Armenia, Xenophon

(Anab. 4.4.11) refers to the 'villages', KuVtat; settlements without defensive walls.

In contrast the strongholds of the Taochians, Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.2) tells us:

"contained no town nor houses, but only a place where men and women and a

great number of cattle were gathered". It seems therefore, that they were little

more than walled enclosures or perhaps an area surrounded with a palisade that

could be defended against an aggressor. Certainly, in Xenophon's account of the

Ten Thousand coming up against one of these strongholds the defenders held

their own against attacks from the first two taxeis of Cheirisophos' vanguard

(Xen. Anab. 4.7.2). Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.3) states that when he himself arrived

at the scene that Cheirisophos said to him: "You have come in the nick of time,

for the place must be captured; for the army has no provisions unless we capture

this place". Here we see a change in circumstances for the Ten Thousand:

whereas earlier they had descended upon unwalled, and largely unprotected,

villages and had helped themselves to provisions, in attacking one of these

LU ra ervniSeta E7rEAELTTE XCOpta yap c'u: kovv icrxupa oi Tcioxoc,	 ors Kai rd 	 bravTa
EtX0V elVaKEK01.LW tLEVOL.
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strongholds their circumstances must have deteriorated to the point where they

had to run the risk of attacking a fortified position in order to obtain crucial and

necessary supplies. After a particularly hard struggle the Greeks eventually took

the stronghold, though many of its defenders leapt to their deaths to avoid capture

(Xen. Anab. 4.7.13). Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.14) tells us that although they did not

take many human captives they managed to secure: "cattle and asses in large

numbers and sheep".

During the next stage of their journey, through the land of the Chalybians, of

whom Xenophon speaks highly (Xen. Anab. 4.7.15-18), the Ten Thousand found

out of the Chalybians that:

"these people would stay within their towns, and when the Greeks

had passed by, they would follow them, always ready to fight. Their

dwellings were in strongholds, and therein they had stored away all

their provisions; hence the Greeks could get nothing from this

country, but they subsisted on the cattle they had taken from the

Taochians" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.7 .17)21.

From this passage it is clear that whereas the former Cyreans had undertaken the

assault on the stronghold of the Taochians through necessity, being desperate to

obtain provisions, they clearly thought twice before deciding not to make any

attempt to take the strongholds of the Chalybians. In the former case, that of the

Taochians, they had felt compelled to make an assault due to their need for

supplies, however, when faced with the prospect of attacking the Chalybians in

their strongholds the Ten thousand could at least choose not to undertake an

assault and instead subsist on the cattle they had taken following their previous

assault and capture of the Taochian stronghold. Therefore, it comes as little

surprise, when Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.18) tells us that, when the Ten Thousand

marched the territory of the Skythinians (EkvOtlicZy) and arrived at some villages,

21 r
°VTOL EVEI.LEVOV	 TOES' 	 EITEL	 iraplABotev at EAAnves-, Er7TOVTO cid ,2axo6/2evot. (1): K

0111, S g El' Tag Oxypoig, Ka t!Ta 17111418ELa v TO6T0LS CiVaKEIMUCTILE'vOL TpJav ZaTE tv-tiSg Aal.kgaVELV

ain-O0Ev ran rAAnvag, «AAa Sterp(10- 7 crav rag Kriveatv a EK TO-111 TaOxwv Aaflov.
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they remained there: "for three days and collected provisions". Certainly their

stocks of provisions must have been running extremely low for them to have

slaughtered baggage animals for food during their passage through the country of

the Taochians, and here, in the land of the `Skythinians' they appear to have had

the opportunity to collect supplies of provisions without, it seems, having to fight

the local population in order to possess them.

For a while, upon reaching Europe again, there was the possibility of the Ten

Thousand being employed by the Spartans. The Spartan nauarchos in the area,

Anaxibios, who had ferried the Ten Thousand from Asia to Byzantion, instructed

the Ten Thousand thus:

"Get your provisions from the Thracian villages; there is an

abundance there of barley and wheat and other supplies; when you

have got them, proceed to the Chersonesos, and there Kyniskos will

take you into his pay" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 7 .1.13) 22 .

Xenophon does not give us any indication of whether the Ten Thousand were

expected to pay for such provisions or whether they were simply allowed to help

themselves from these Thracian villages. However, the latter of the two of these

possibilities was the more likely, as shortly before this Xenophon (Anab. 7.1.7)

has remarked how the soldiers had no money with which to purchase provisions

on their journey homeward. Indeed, Xenophon (Anab .7 .3.5) reiterates, in a

speech to the assembled troops, how they do not have any money with which to

purchase provisions, and adds that as they are not permitted to take anything

without paying for it where they are, they ought:

"to set forth to the villages from which we are permitted to take, since

the inhabitants are weaker than ourselves, and there, possessed of

provisions and hearing what the service is that one wants for us, we

22 
Ta p.Es v €'7117-48€1.a...AapPav	 (7n 	 (ETE -K T —V - pCLK .COV KWjiWir ElCII! SE airrOth TroAAai KptOai KaL

Trupoi Kai TJAAa jirt-H8Eta • AagOvres. Sj 7TO p€15EcrOE dc XeppOncrov, IKE1	 Kuvi.cricos- Zaev
tztaBoSor4cret.
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should choose whatever course may seem best for us" (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 7.3.5)23.

This passage is illuminating in that it provides evidence that the Ten Thousand

were, indeed, allowed to simply help themselves to provisions from the local

Thracian villages. Met by the Thracian Seuthes while en-route to procure

provisions, Xenophon informed Seuthes of the intention of the army to procure

provisions and decide whether to take employment with the Spartans or Seuthes,

and Xenophon asked him where they might best obtain supplies, hinting that such

an action would prove favourable to Seuthes' desire to hire them (Xen. Anab.

7.3.8). Seuthes, no doubt to gain favour with the Ten Thousand, offered to lead

them to: "a large number of villages close together and containing all sorts of

provisions". Xenophon (Anab. 7.3.10) tells us that they reached the villages in

question that afternoon, at which point Seuthes told him that if the Ten Thousand

took employment with him they would receive the customary pay, adding: "food

and drink you will obtain, just as today, by taking it from the country".

Later, Xenophon (Anab. 7.7.1-2) tells us that the Ten Thousand took supplies

from Thracian villages belonging to Medosades, a subordinate of Seuthes.

Medosades complained to Xenophon (Anab. 7.7.3) about these actions, though

Xenophon (Anab. 7.7.40 defended the men's actions. Seuthes' subordinate

Herakleides had allegedly withheld money earned from the sale of booty captured

by the Ten Thousand (Xen. Anab. 7.6.41) from the Greek troops, and Xenophon

(Anab. 7.7.8) also accused Medosades of failing to reward the help the Greeks for

that had they given Seuthes in regaining his kingdom. Therefore, in this instance

it would seem that the former Cyreans believed, or at least claimed, that they

were merely obtaining supplies of provisions in lieu of any payments or rewards

they would expect to receive but had not. From the Xenophon passages cited

above there certainly appears to have been considerable bad feeling and bitterness

between the Ten Thousand and their former Thracian employers, and as such

23 braveABOrras cis Tas 	 iac(3 9 EV 017TJTTOVS Wat	 jicci Jxovras Ta ji-rerrjScea
etkcotivras Ti TES ill.LCIJV SeiraL, alpEicrOat	 v iy.tiv 8016 K par EC T OV Etym..
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they may well have felt perfectly justified in taking what they wanted in lieu of

their expected rewards not being forthcoming.

At the beginning of this section it was pointed out how, according to Xenophon

(Hell. 5.1.17), the Spartan nauarchos, Teleutias, believed that taking supplies

from the enemy was the most honourable method by which to acquire supplies

and provisions. Indeed, as Anderson (1970:54-55) duly notes of this practice: "in

wartime, to supply oneself fully from the enemy brought honour in the eyes of

the world as well as provisions". Such a philosophy appears to have been

adhered to by the Spartans, especially as Xenophon gives us a number of

examples of just such practices by Spartan commanders within the body of his

work Hellenika. In 405 BC, Xenophon (Hell. 2.1.18) tells us that during naval

operations against the Athenians in the Hellespont, the Spartan commander

Lysander attacked and captured the well stocked city of Lampsakos, an ally of

Athens:

"whereupon the soldiers plundered it. It was a wealthy city, full of

wine and grain and all other kinds of supplies" (Xenophon,

Hellenika, 2.1.19)24.

Lampsakos was to provide Lysander's fleet with a much more suitable base than

that of Aigospotamoi where the Athenians subsequently took up station. Being a

city, well stocked with provisions and other supplies, it would have made the

matter of provisioning Lysander's fleet much easier and more efficient than

where the Athenians had taken up station, as the latter had to fetch their

provisions from Sestos, which Xenophon (Hell. 2.1.25) informs us, was some

fifteen stadia from the station of the Athenian ships at Aigospotamoi.

Although Xenophon does not specifically say so, it is feasible to suggest that

Lysander actively chose to capture Lampsakos to use as a base due to the

24Kai St..4p .rracav	 crrparaIrrat oi5aav 7r4ovaiav Kai avov Kai Cr LTOV Kai TCJV CiAAcov

irA111371.
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availability of supplies within the city. In support of such a suggestion there is

evidence of another Spartan commander, Derkylidas, who, it appears was

motivated into attacking an enemy city due to the amount of provisions it

contained. Xenophon (Hell. 3.2.11) states that Derkylidas' attention turned to

Atarneus when: "he [Derkylidas] learned that they had a large stock of grain in

the city, he invested and besieged them; and in eight months he brought them to

terms".

Xenophon (Hell. 4.1.15-16) 25 informs us that Agesilaos, during his campaign in

Asia Minor went into winter quarters at Daskyleion, where the palace of the

Persian satrap Pharnabazos was situated:

"and round about it were many large villages, stored with provisions

in abundance, and splendid wild animals, some of them in enclosed

parks, others in open spaces. There was also a river, full of all kinds

of fish, flowing by the palace. And besides, there was winged game

in abundance for those who knew how to take it. There he spent the

winter, procuring provisions for his army partly on the spot, and

partly by means of foraging expeditions" (Xen. Hell. 4.1.15-16)26.

Here too, it is tempting to believe that Agesilaos' decision to go into winter

quarters at Daskyleion was perhaps motivated by a knowledge that it would

provide adequate supplies for his army during the winter months of 395-394 BC.

Agesilaos' actions differ somewhat from those of Derkylidas who had

campaigned in the region in 399 BC. Xenophon (Hell. 3.2.1) tells us that

Derkylidas, due to concerns over Pharnabazos' superiority in cavalry, concluded

a truce with the Persian and that with this:

25 Cf. Plutarch, Agesilaos, 11.1, who states that Agesilaos: "stationed his troops in the province
governed by Pharnabazos: here the food was plentiful and he was able to secure great quantities
of treasure".
26 Kai KcLiiat 7repi aerrec iroAAai Kai itcyc'ulat Kai 6'08ova g'xovcratTa jvc-r4-8Eta, Kai 09pat at i.dv
Kai jv wepLetpyp.gvots wapaSEtaots, ai6 Kai dva7ren-ratavois- TO7rots, 7rciyKaAaL. TrapEppEt.	 Kai
TroTattOs wavro87rthv liyOtiaw vAlipn g .v 6 Kai ra irrqva arkOova rots OpvtOdiaat Svvap.e'vots.
1,ratiOa LVSi StexattaCE, Kai at3r600., Kai aliv 7rpovopalc Ta lmrijSeta T fl arparta Aap,Pcivwv.
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"Derkylidas went to Bithynian Thrace and there passed the winter, by

no means to the displeasure of Pharnabazus, for the Bithynians were

often at war with him. And during most of the time Derkylidas was

plundering Bithynia in safety and had provisions in abundance"

(Xenophon, Hellenika, 3.2.2)27.

The truce that Derkylidas had concluded with Pharnabazos was to their mutual

advantage. The Greek cities were safe from potential attack by Pharnabazos,

whereas Pharnabazos' territory of Phrygia was spared the attentions of

Derkylidas' troops who were content, it seems, to plunder the Bithynian

Thracians. Agesilaos (Xen. Hell. 4.1.150, however, concluded no truce with

Pharnabazos, and what followed (Xen. Hell. 4.1.17-19), which we will return to

later, although it was by no means Agesilaos' fault clearly illustrates what Tuplin

(1993:58) describes as: "the undisciplined and over-confident behaviour of his

troops...[and]...casts something of a shadow over his generalship".

Xenophon (Hell. 4.3.21) states that following the battle of Koroneia, Agesilaos

went to offer sacrifice at Delphi, and Xenophon (Hell. 4.3.22) continues by

saying that the Spartan polemarch Gylis led the army that Agesilaos had brought

back with him from Asia on an invasion of Eastern Lolcris. The army contained

among its number the remnants of the Ten Thousand 28 , and while in Eastern

Lokris, the army carried out similar plundering and foraging raids on villages in

the area, much as the former Cyreans had done during the return leg of their

march from Kounaxa. Pritchett (1971:40) somewhat erroneously attributes this

Spartan carrying off of provisions in Lokris to Agesilaos himself, though

Xenophon (Hell. 4.3.22) clearly states that it was the Spartan polemarch Gylis

who was in command, albeit temporarily, at this particular point.

27 jAtVov6 depKvaas cis 7-7)v BLOvvi8a Op4K-tiv bccE 8tcxcittacv, oliU rot; OapvaPatou 77.61111

etoop.gvou . 7roAAcixts. yap oi BtOvvoi amp j7roAgp.ovv. Kai Ta	 d.AAa 6 LlEpKvaas- cicrOaAths-
cbcpaw Kai clyaw	 BLOuviSa Kai eickOova g'xwv Tel j2TLi--48cca SLETEAEL.
28 For the recruitment of the former Cyreans by the Spartan Thibron see: Xen. Hell. 3.1.6;
Derkylidas replaces Thibron as army commander: Xen. Hell. 3.1.8; Agesilaos arrives in Ephesos
with his army: Xen. Hell. 3.4.5; Derkylidas serving under Agesilaos in Asia: Xen. Hell. 3.4.6,
which suggests the forces of Agesilaos and Derkylidas, including the remnants of the former
Cyreans, were merged.
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In 390 BC, during the Corinthian War, Xenophon (Hell. 4.5.1) tells us, Agesilaos

received intelligence that many of the Corinthians had taken refuge, along with

all their cattle, in Peiraion. Xenophon (ibid.) makes it clear that this fact, coupled

with the knowledge that: "many were being maintained from this supply"

prompted Agesilaos to lead an invasion into Corinthian territory. On the fourth

day of his invasion, Agesilaos marched on Peiraion and then made a feint as if to

march on the city of Corinth itself, and once he had duped the Corinthians and

their Athenian allies into believing this to be the case, he promptly turned his

army around and marched back toward Peiraion (Xen. Hell. 4.5.3). Xenophon

(Hell. 4.5.5) goes on to state that when the Corinthians realised that Agesilaos

had occupied the heights overlooking Peiraion and had captured the fortress of

Oinoe, the stronghold protecting Peiraion, they fled, complete with: "the greater

part of their cattle", to the Heraion sanctuary at the extreme western end of the

peninsula. With the capture of Peiraion, Xenophon (Hell. 4.5.5) informs us: "all

the soldiers on that day possessed themselves of provisions in abundance from

the farms", while the Corinthians taking refuge in the Heraion gave themselves

up, along with, Xenophon (ibid.) adds: "their property", and threw themselves on

Agesilaos' mercy. In another of his works, the Agesilaos, Xenophon (Agesilaos

2.18-19) gives another, though less detailed, account of this same expedition. In

the version in his Agesilaos, Xenophon (loc. cit.) once again mentions the

Corinthians' cattle being kept in Peiraion for safe keeping, and also remarks how

Peiraion, now undefended following his stratagem, fell into Agesilaos' hands

along with everything inside it.

According to Xenophon (Hell. 7.5.14), in 362 BC, Epameinondas not wishing to

face a combined force of Lakedaimonians and Arkadians, marched back: "as

rapidly as he could" from Lakonia to Tegea. The Theban general allowed his

hoplites to rest there:

"but sent his horsemen on to Mantineia, begging them to endure the

additional effort and explaining to them that probably all the cattle of
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the Mantineians were outside the city and likewise all the people,

particularly as it was harvest time" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 7.5.14)29.

Certainly, Epameinondas made the deliberate decision to ask his cavalry to make

an extraordinary effort to ride to Mantineia in the hope that their arrival might

have the element of surprise, and that their sudden appearance might catch the

Mantineians off guard, and result in the Theban and Thessalian cavalry catching

both the Mantineian citizens and their livestock out in the open countryside.

Epameinondas' vision proved correct and, Xenophon (Hell. 7.5.15) goes on to

inform us, the Mantineians were, indeed, fearful for the safety of those citizens

and livestock of theirs that were outside the city walls when the Theban and

Thessalian cavalry appeared riding towards the city.

Diodoros (17.29.2) maintains that Memnon, the Greek mercenary general

employed by the Persian king Darius, pursued a campaign of capturing the cities

on the Greek islands of Chios and Lesbos. Diodoros (ibid.) states that on Lesbos

Memnon easily took Antissa, Methymna, Pyrrha and Eressos, and says of

Mitylene that it was:

"large and possessed of rich stores of supplies as well as plenty of

fighting men, he [Memnon] nevertheless captured it with difficulty by

assault after a siege of many days and with the loss of many of his

soldiers" (Diodoros, 17.29.2)°.

Although the supplies within Mitylene, would doubtless have been of use to

Memnon in his campaigns, they do not appear to have been his motivation for

taking the city by assault. Memnon had systematically captured the other cities

on the island of Lesbos, proceeding, if Diodoros lists them in the actual order

they fell to Memnon, in an anticlockwise circuit of the island. Furthermore, if the

29 TO1)5 8' ITTITALS' E''ITEI4EV EL'S riv MaVTLVECaV, Sen0Eic aerrthv vpoaKapreefi crac, KaL 8t8acrKaw cLs.
171111Ta.	 ElKOC aCD EtVat Ta TWV MCGVTLVEWV goatojp.ctra, 7Tarrag	 TOUS- CIVO pd.r7T	 , ciAAcus re
IcaL ITITOU	 opL7c 01;
30	 •1.4EyaAnv otlaav Kai vapaaKEvais pcyciAats Kai 7rA110€‘ TWV di.tvvo(kivan, av8p6v Kcxopriymagvnv
iroklas. 75p.Ipas- 7roAtopw4aas ica 7roAAa,s. rc2v aTpartan-6v arrogaAcov //O)/s JAE Kara Kparos•
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acquisition of supplies had been Memnon's primary concern we might have

expected him to have attacked Mitylene first when he arrived on the island.

Although it is not strictly foraging in the true sense of the term, and was perhaps

more due to good fortune, tactical skill, or even sheer opportunism, the capturing

of supplies intended for the military forces of the enemy would carry the added

bonus of helping to feed one's own side while at the same time helping to

deprive an enemy of valuable sustenance. For example, Herodotos (9.39.1) tells

us that eight days into the manoeuvring of the two armies during the Plataiai

campaign of 480 BC, Mardonios sent his cavalry out after nightfall bound for the

pass over Kithairon known to the Athenians as 'the Oak's Heads' and to the

Boiotians as 'Three Heads'. Herodotos (9.39.2) continues by relating how this:

"dispatch of horsemen was no fruitless one; for they caught five

hundred beasts of burden he, tY,L-7TO, Ea] issuing into the

low country, bringing provision from the Peloponnesos for the army,

and men that came with the waggons; having taken which quarry the

Persians slew without mercy, sparing neither man nor beast. When

they had their fill of slaughter, they set what remained in their midst

and drove them to Mardonios and his camp" (Herodotos, 9.39.2)31.

The Persian interception and plunder of the Greek convoy may illustrate one of

two things. That is to say, either the Persians understood the detrimental effect

their action would cause on Greek morale, not to mention the loss of valuable

supplies of food. Alternatively, the supply convoy may have been attacked as it

was a 'soft' target. My own view is that Mardonios' cavalry had been sent out

with the specific instructions to attack just such targets, not because they

provided 'easy pickings', but rather that Mardonios understood very well that

such an attack would have a detrimental effect on the main army of the Greeks

31	 ci	 _	
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for a number of reasons. Firstly, it would serve to undermine Greek morale.

Secondly, by cutting off their line of supply, he could try to goad them into battle.

Thirdly, while the Greeks continued to decline to fight him such tactics could

result, if any other convoys could be intercepted, in also affecting the physical

ability of the Greeks to fight.

The occurrence of Persians attacking wagons laden with supplies intended for

Greek troops was to be repeated in albeit somewhat different circumstances in a

later campaign. Xenophon (Anab. 1.10.18) informs us that following the battle

of Kounaxa, when the Greeks returned to their camp they found that Artaxerxes'

troops had completely pillaged it: "in particular whatever there was to eat and

drink". In addition, Xenophon (ibid.) tells us that four hundred wagons loaded

with wheat flour and wine (dAeOpaw Kca oivov) belonging to Cyrus and allegedly

intended for distribution among the Greeks should the need have arisen, had also

been plundered by Artaxerxes' troops. Xenophon (Anab. 1.10.19) goes on to

lament, in language that is both moving and sorrowful, how, that night: "most of

the Greeks had no dinner; and they had had no breakfast either".

Xenophon (Hell. 7.2.22-23) records an incident that occurred in 366 BC during

the struggle between the Phleiasians, along with Chares the Athenian, on the one

side and the Pelleneans and Sikyonians on the other. Xenophon (loc. cit.) tells us

that during an advance upon the fortress at Thyamia, the Phleiasians were in front

with Chares and his troops following not far behind. Shortly before sunset the

Phleiasian troops began to run forward, as did Chares' men:

"they found the enemy at the fortress, some bathing, some cooking,

some kneading, and some making their beds. Now so soon as the

enemy saw the vehemence of the onset they straightway fled in terror,

leaving all their provisions behind for these brave men. The latter

accordingly made their dinner off these provisions and more which

came from home, and after pouring libations in honour of their good
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fortune, singing a paian, and posting guards, they went to sleep"

(Xenophon, Hellenika, 7.2.22-23)32.

With the provisions they had captured from the Pelléneans and Sikyonians, along

with the food they brought from home, there can be little doubt that the

Phleiasians and their Athenian allies dined extremely well on that particular

night. Xenophon (Hell. 7.2.23) goes on to relate how, once news of this

achievement reached Corinth, the Corinthians were so impressed that they:

"ordered all their teams and pack-animals, loaded them with corn, and conveyed

them to Phleious". These convoys were to continue for as long as the Phleiasians

were completing the construction of the fortress they had captured.

The practice of foraging for provisions and other supplies was not without its

potential pitfalls and hazards. Perhaps the biggest, and certainly the most

dangerous, potential problem that could face foraging parties is the possibility

that they might run into enemy patrols. For example, in Sicily in 480 BC,

Diodoros (11.21.1) tells us that the Greek city of Himera, on the north of the

island, was besieged by a large Carthaginian army. Diodoros (11.21.2) goes on to

inform us that the Syracusan leader Gelan immediately marched to its aid and

reaching the area, pitched his camp which he, allegedly, surrounded with a ditch

and stockade and then:

"dispatched his entire body of cavalry against such forces of the

enemy as were ranging over the countryside in search of booty. And

the cavalry, unexpectedly appearing to men who were scattered

without military order over the countryside, took prisoner as many as

each man could drive before him" (Diodoros, 11.21.2)33.

32
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Cavalry in particular could play an extremely important role against troops

dispersed in foraging activities and could prove to be very dangerous. Indeed, as

Anderson (1970:57-58) states: "the vulnerability of small foraging parties to

cavalry attack made them a precarious source of supply". When faced with a

cavalry force, an army that relied on foraging for its supplies might find, as

Spence (1993:128) states: "constant attacks on their foragers could therefore

cause considerable hardship and reduce the military effectiveness of the force.

Foragers were especially vulnerable to cavalry attack because they operated as

individuals or in small groups and were often encumbered by tools or booty".

Indeed, Xenophon (Hipparchikos, 7.9) was well aware of the vulnerability of

enemy foragers or stragglers dispersed from the main body, in that he advises the

would-be cavalry commander to be alert to careless enemy blunders, remarking

of potential enemy troops that:

"either they scatter deliberately in search of provisions, or they are so

careless of order of march that they lag too far behind. So he [the

hipparchos] must not let such blunders go unpunished, or the whole

country will be occupied" (Xenophon, Hipparchikos, 7.9-10)34.

Thucydides (7.4.6) informs us that the sailors of the Athenian expeditionary force

at Syracuse suffered heavily at the hands of enemy cavalry due to sailors having

to leave their camp in order to forage for water and firewood as the site of the

Athenian camp at Plemmpion had supplies of neither. Thucydides (ibid.)

maintains that the Syracusans had stationed a third of their cavalry at the nearby

Olympieion specifically to prevent the Athenians at Plemmyrion either foraging

or laying waste the countryside. Thucydides (7.11.4) narrates how this situation

was reported in a letter that Nikias sent to the Athenian ekklesia in which he

stated:

34 73 yap E'77i Ta 77-trri'8Eta j7n1 LEAEla, criceSav,vvvrat 73 7ropevot1ivwv araelq 01 tdv 7rpolpxovTat,
O 8' ii,ToAciTrovrat irAov TO?)Katpotl. ra ouv Tom&ra attaFnjhuaora oi, xp7) 7rapi6at aKOAacrTa•
el U tin y an i xdipa arpar67r€Sov &rat_
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"it has turned out that we, who are supposed to be besieging others,

are rather ourselves under siege, at least by land; for we cannot even

go far into the country because of their cavalry" (Thuc. 7.11.4)35.

The Syracusan cavalry were to cause further problems for the Athenian force in

Sicily. During their retreat, Thucydides (7.78.7) states that the Athenians were

short of provisions and had hoped to forage for supplies in the countryside they

passed through. Unfortunately for the Athenians, the activities of the Syracusan

cavalry meant that the Athenians returned to the same camp as that which they

had started out from that morning. However:

"they no longer had provisions as before, for by reason of the

enemy's cavalry it was no longer possible to leave the main body"

(Thucydides, 7.78.7)36.

Short of provisions and unable to forage for supplies due to the unwanted

attentions of enemy cavalry, the Athenian force was eventually worn down

through casualties suffered, but mainly through lack of food and water and was

finally forced to capitulate at the Assinaros river (Thuc. 7.85.1).

Xenophon (Hell. 3.4.21), in narrating Agesilaos' military operations in the

neighbourhood of Sardis, states of Agesilaos' march that:

"for three days he proceeded through a country bare of enemies, and

had provisions for the army in abundance, but on the fourth day the

cavalry of the enemy came up" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 3.4.21)37.

Xenophon, (Hell. 3.4.22) goes on to state that the Persian cavalry: "getting sight

of the camp-followers [dKoAotiOovs] on the side of the Greeks, scattered for

35 eVp.PEPVE TE 7roAtopKciv SoKolivras- 77/./aS (IAAovc airroz)s. piAAov, Jou yE KaTa yfiv, TOOT°
7Ta aXELIP 0138E -n)s- yp xcLpas- 7r 7T0A1) SLa Toi)ç iirirgas E EpXo,LEOa.

36 Kals.T1 17ro-48Eta OVICETL Op.ocuts EtX011' 01) yap &t. diroxwpciv or6v T ' 7111 157TO TCW E77.71.COV.

37KCd Tpeis itav 7ittipas. St' j.pnitias. 7roA€1.icov 77- OpEVOt2EVOC TroAAa Ta E77-trijSeta 3 crTaTLCi ctxE,

Tfi (3E TETaprn vcov O TO:11/ 77 OA Ep,(00 LIME
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plunder, killed a large number of them". The situation, Xenophon (ibid.) tells us,

was only saved by Agesilaos ordering his own cavalry forward to face off the

Persians, and additionally in ordering forward both his hoplites and his peltasts in

support of his cavalry (Xen. Hell. 3.4.23)38 . However, this whole episode begs

the question why Agesilaos did not have his cavalry force operating in front of

the foragers, acting as both a screen for his dispersed akolouthoi (camp-

followers) and as scouts on the lookout for enemy forces? It would appear from

Xenophon's account of this episode that Agesilaos was guilty of proceeding

without due caution in what was, after all, enemy territory. It is also even more

puzzling when we consider that, in another of his works, Xenophon (Lak. Pol.

12.2) maintains that whenever the Spartan army were encamped the enemy was:

"watched by the cavalry from positions that command the widest outlook".

Although the army under Agesilaos was not actually encamped, nor was it the

Lakedaimonian army, it does seem odd that Agesilaos did not post those cavalry

he had with him in front of his foragers. One would imagine that it would have

been mere common sense for a cavalry screen to have been sent out to keep

watch on any potential enemy movements while the akolouthoi, camp-followers,

were dispersed for the purposes of foraging for supplies. In addition,

Xenophon's (Hell. 3.4.23) statement that the Persian infantry had not yet come

up, gives credence to the idea that the Persian cavalry were operating as an

advance guard to the main body of the Persian forces. Agesilaos' failure to do

likewise was, it seems, saved only by the timely intervention of his infantry

forces in support of the cavalry force he sent forward to engage their unsupported

Persian opponents.

Agesilaos was to prove careless on another occasion during his campaigns in

Asia Minor. Xenophon (Hell. 4.1.15-17) informs us that while Agesilaos was in

winter quarters at Daskyleion he procured supplies of provisions on the spot and

by foraging expeditions. Xenophon (Hell. 4.1.17-19) continues by stating that:

"on one occasion, while the soldiers (orparttoTc3 v) were getting their

provisions in disdainful and careless fashion, because they had not

38 This episode is also recorded in Xenophon's Agesilaos (1.29-31).
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previously met with any mishap, Pharnabazos came upon them,

scattered as they were over the plain, with two scythe-bearing

chariots and about four hundred horsemen. Now when the Greeks

saw him advancing upon them, they ran together to the number of

about seven hundred; Pharnabazos, however, did not delay, but

putting his chariots in front, and posting himself and the horsemen

behind them, he gave orders to charge upon the Greeks. And when

the chariots dashed into the close-gathered crowd and scattered it, the

horsemen speedily struck down about a hundred men, while the rest

fled for refuge to Agesilaos; for he chanced to be near at hand with

the hoplites" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 4.1.17-19)39.

On this occasion it was not the army's akolouthoi, the camp-followers or

attendants, that were dispersed for the purpose of foraging for provisions, but

rather the soldiers, stratiOtai, themselves. Once again it is a complete mystery

why Agesilaos' cavalry do not appear to have been posted so as to guard against

the sudden appearance of enemy forces. Xenophon's use of such terms as

'disdainful' (,Ka-rcukpovn-ruaLs) and 'careless' (cickvAcbaus) to describe the manner

in which Agesilaos' troops were going about the task of foraging for their

provisions is particularly telling, implying that because they had not met with any

mishap in the time they had been in the vicinity of Daskyleion they had become

extremely overconfident and had allowed themselves to be caught off-guard.

There can be little excuse for such carelessness, for after all the akolouthoi of this

very same army had been subjected to a sudden attack by Persian cavalry earlier

in the campaign, while the former were dispersed in foraging activities, and the

Greeks should have been more wary of the potential for such a possibility to arise

again and taken suitable precautions to prevent it.

39
KOTCL0001717TIKO35'	 'TOTE xca clOvAdKrcos &a T8	 7TpOTEpOV jo,ficiA0at Aaill3aVOVTON TO) V

arpaTtarrcin, Ta 6ro-48eta, brE'ruxev aZrois 6 Oapvcil3aos KaTa i6 veSiov L7rapiugv0ts, a'pp.a.ra
ti.gv g'xwv	 Spe7ravrris6Opa, trurlas 8g OSs rerpaicoaiovs. cm! 8' EAAri ves cfn EThov azirOv
7rpoaaa6vovra, auvapai.cov (Ls Els g7rraKocrtous- 6 8' OaK 44.AA7 crev, CLAAa 7rpocr90*GialLEVOC Ta
6"Lp1fara, cuirOc 8 cis ajrmis gicaeuaev.c`us 8g rec Ilptcara lizPaAorra StEaKiSacre TO d9p6ov, Taxi)
ot arrrEis KarqaAov (Ls Els gfosurOv civOpc;nrovs, ol 8' ciAAN KaTgOv-yov 7rpOs AyncrActov yyi,s- yap
g'T1JXE aim Tois 67rAlTats it; v.
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It has already been noted that, in 362 BC, Epameinondas sent his cavalry force

ahead of his main army into Mantineian territory in the hope of catching the

citizens of the city and their livestock out in the open, especially as it was harvest

time (Xen. Hell. 7.5.14). However, there is every likelihood that the Theban and

Thessalian cavalry did not expect to meet with any opposition, so it must have

come as an unforeseen surprise to them to be met by an enemy force of Athenian

cavalry, who, despite only having arrived at Mantineia that morning, rode out to

confront them (Xen. Hell. 7.5.15). It is possible that Epameinondas had hoped

that his cavalry force would round up any citizens or livestock caught outside the

city of Mantineia, much in the way that the Persian cavalry during the Plataiai

campaign had driven all that they had not slaughtered of the Greek supply train

that had come from the Peloponnesos to their own lines (Herodotos, 9.39.2).

Indeed, it was not only the mere appearance of the Athenian cavalry but also their

brave conduct in the fighting that followed that did indeed prove: "the means of

saving for the Mantineians everything that was outside the wall" (Xen. Hell.
7.5.17)4o.

The presence of cavalry forces in considerable numbers could prove extremely

effective in deterring enemy forces from straying from the relative safety of the

main body of an army in order to forage for supplies. This efficient use of

cavalry is seen in particular in the Thessalian defence of their territory on at least

two occasions. In 457-456 BC the Athenians, along with some Boiotian and

Phokian allies, invaded Thessaly with the intention of restoring Orestes to power

in Pharsalos. As has been previously mentioned (on page 96), Thucydides

(1.111.1) remarks rather dryly of the campaign that the Athenians were unable to

venture far from their camp due to the patrols by Thessalian cavalry. The

expedition ended without the Athenians managing to achieve any of their

objectives.

Similarly, a Theban-led Boiotian invasion force in Thessaly, in 368 BC, found

themselves facing constant attacks from the Thessalian cavalry of Alexander of

40 „
Kat tiaxottevot a rT LOC pal) EyEVOVTO TC1 i'ea) ncivra acuOijvat. TOES' MaVTLVEi301.V.
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Pherai (Diod. 15.71.1-6). It was not only the Thessalian missile attacks that took

their toll on the Boiotians, Diodoros (15.71.6) maintains that: "they [the

Boiotiansl were reduced to utter helplessness, as was natural when they were

running short of provisions". Although neither Thucydides (loc. cit.), in the case

of the Athenian-led invasion, nor Diodoros (loc. cit.), in that of the Boiotian

invasion, specifically state that either of the invading armies were relying on

being able to forage for provisions, it is tempting to believe that they were

actually hoping to, though the Thessalian cavalry prevented them from doing so.

Certainly, Anderson (1970:58) is of the opinion that both invasions failed:

"because the Thessalian cavalry did not allow the invading infantry to scatter and

forage".

There were, however, ways and means by which an army could offset or even

negate patrols by the enemy against its foragers. Xenophon (Anab. 7.6.27)

recalling how the Ten Thousand's employment by Seuthes had provided them

with much needed 'allies' in the form of Seuthes' peltasts and cavalry, addressed

the former Cyreans reminding them of how:

"when you had joined forces with these troops, you not only found

food in greater abundance in the villages, for the Thracians were

compelled to flee in greater haste, but you also got a larger share of

cattle and captives. In fact we never saw the face of an enemy again

after the cavalry had joined us, whereas up to that time the enemy had

been following boldly at our heels with horsemen and peltasts and

had prevented us from scattering in any direction and thus securing a

greater abundance of provisions" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 7.6.28-29)41.

In situations where such cavalry support was lacking the main danger was to

foragers who were scattered and dispersed. Certainly, Xenophon appears to have

been well aware of such a danger; the Ten Thousand, short of money with which

41
KOLVOlVliaaVTES Kai 0170V O.000VUJTEpOV	 Ta K0)p.alg 716010KETE	 civayKgEdat Tan
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to purchase their provisions from the market provided by the Trapezuntians42,

had no alternative but to forage for supplies in enemy territory. Xenophon (Anab.

5.1.6-7), realised the potential danger and addressing the troops he told them that:

"the territory is hostile, and hence there is a danger that many of you

will perish if you set out after provisions carelessly and unguardedly.

Rather, it seems to me that you ought to get your provisions in

foraging parties and not roam about at random, in order that you may

be kept safe, and that we [generals] ought to have charge of this

matter" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.1.6-7)43.

Later, in his Anabasis, Xenophon (Anab. 5.6.320 has to reiterate this message of

the merits of staying together in a body following threats from individuals that

whosoever desired to leave army at the earliest opportunity should be allowed to

do so. Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.6.32), however, warned them and advised them

that by:

"standing together and in force, as you are now, I think you will be

held in honour and will have provisions, for in strength lies the

opportunity to wrest away the possessions of the weaker; but let

yourselves get separated and your force broken up into small parts,

and you would neither be able to obtain food to live on nor would

you come off unharmed" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.6.32)".

Certainly, Xenophon's (Anab. 5.2.1) idea of a foraging party was that it should be
large. He tells us that, with guides from the local polis of Trapezus:
"Xenophon...led forth half the army to the country of the Drilae, leaving the

OAiyous CuroaKESavvvtavovs. -ra &tr./Pact 61 960ovciii-Epa Las irogeaOat.

42 See Xen. Anab. 4.8.23 for the Trapezuntians providing the Ten Thousand with a market (along
with gifts of hospitality). Cf. Xen. Anab. 5.1.6, in which Xenophon claims that the market
provided by the Trapezuntians was not adequate for their needs, nor did most of the troops have
any money with which to purchase those goods that were offered for sale.
4377'	 xcu' pa -IroAEptia . Kiv8vvos- oi3v 7roAAan cirrOAAva0aL, 	 eci.LEA(26- TE at clOvAciKrois-
Tr OpE1577019E E7ri 	 gmrtjata.	 SoKEi caw 7rpovoiaais- Act,uPdvEtv TeL bri.rrjata, 6AAws-
TrAavcia0at, cf,s. 00g7770E, -iptis.	 TOljTOJV e'7711.LEAeicreat.
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other half to guard the camp" 45 . The purpose of his mission was to obtain
supplies, and as he states that he took half the army with him, his force probably
numbered some 4,000 hoplites and 900 light-armed troops in the form of peltasts
and archers". Certainly, there were advantages to employing such a large force in
a search for supplies. Firstly, such a large body of troops advancing as one entity
would discourage all but the most determined of opponents from attacking such a
column. In addition, the inhabitants of relatively smaller settlements, upon
seeing them approach, might have been sufficiently intimidated by a force of this
size to abandon their settlement and seek safety, thereby allowing the Greeks to
plunder almost at will. Later in his narrative Xenophon (Anab.6.4.23) tells us
that Neon, who had taken over in Cheirisophos' place, led: "about two thousand
men" out on a foraging expedition to obtain supplies. Although a reasonably
large force they dispersed to forage for provisions and were caught scattered and
in the open by Pharnabazus' cavalry who slew about five hundred of their
number (Xen. Anab.6.4.24). However, even if a large foraging party was
employed and was not subjected to a direct attack by the enemy this method of
attempting to obtain supplies was by no means foolproof, nor was it guaranteed
to succeed, and the more extreme measures employed by 'defenders' to deny
supplies to a foraging enemy will be discussed later in this chapter.

Although less physically dangerous than being caught dispersed and in the open

by the enemy, another potential hazard facing armies expecting to find food and

other supplies by foraging was, nevertheless, no less serious nor less life-

threatening. That is to say the dangers posed to an army that was relying on, or

expecting to forage for, supplies in an area that did not have the resources or

wherewithal to sustain both the local population and the attentions of an army

seeking supplies. According to Xenophon (Agesilaos, 1.20) the Spartan king

Agesilaos was acutely aware of such potential hazards:

"Recognising that a country plundered and depopulated could not

long support an army, whereas an inhabited and cultivated land

would yield inexhaustible supplies, he took pains not only to crush

his enemies by force, but also to win them over by gentleness"

(Xenophon, Agesilaos, 1.20)47.

4523 .EVOIJCZW.deayEL	 dpaas TO ip-L011 TO/5 CrTparetil-LaTOC, TO 8g 77 121.01.1 KaTALTTE OVAciTTELV TO

aTaaTOTTESOV.

46 Shortly before the mission Xenophon records above, the 'Ten Thousand' had made their
descent from the mountains into Kolchian territory, Xenophon records that at that time the army
consisted of eighty lochoi of hoplites, and that each (hoplite) lochos numbered about 100 men to
which can be added approximately 1,800 peltasts and archers (Anab. 4.8.15).
47
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Certainly this passage makes it clear that Agesilaos understood that areas could

only be plundered on a finite level and he would therefore try to win them over.

This passage is also interesting in that it provides yet more evidence to show that

Greek generals in the Classical period were fully aware of, and understood the

need for good logistical planning to ensure the success of their operations.

Xenophon himself certainly did. Wood (1964:53) maintains that Xenophon was

the first Greek writer: "to stress the crucial logistical role of supplying an army".

That said, even Xenophon himself found himself in a situation where:

"The time came when it was no longer possible to obtain provisions

and return to the camp on the same day" (Xen. Anab. 5.2.1)48.

It is fair to assume from this passage that the supplies of provisions in the local

area had been exhausted by the continued presence of the former Cyreans and

they were having to range further afield in order to obtain adequate supplies. The

reason for their staying in the same place despite their lack of provisions in the

area was due to the fact that they were waiting for Cheirisophos to return with

ships to convey them home (Xen. Anab. 5.1.5). The subsequent delay caused by

Cheirisophos' mission as the former Cyreans waited for the ships to arrive had

obviously led to the on-going foraging activities of the former Cyreans

exhausting the local area, which in turn, required their venturing further in order

to get supplies.

During the Theban-led invasion of Lakonia in the winter of 370 BC, Xenophon

(Hell. 6.5.50) tells us that, as more and more of their allies left for home with

their plunder:

"...the Thebans and the rest were desirous of departing from the

country, partly for the very reason that they saw their army growing

48 EITEL8 rd '7717-48ELCL OtIKTI. 73V AavI3avEtv ZOTE diravOThaeptZav bri TO OTpaTOTTESOV.
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daily smaller, and partly because provisions were scantier, the supply

having been in part used up or stolen away, in part wasted or burned

up; besides, it was winter, so that by this time all alike wanted to

withdraw" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 6.5.50)49.

The Theban advance had seen the plundering and burning of Sellasia, as well as

the houses of the Eurotas valley to the east of the river, and unwalled towns on

the road to Helos and Gytheion (Xen. Hell. 6.5.27; 32). Such actions as these,

along with the fact that the invasion was undertaken in the winter, clearly placed

a strain on the Thebans' ability to obtain supplies in Lakonia. Furthermore, the

Spartan institution of the syssitia to which the Spartiates contributed produce

from their kleroi (Plutarch, Lykourgos, 12.3) may have meant that such produce

as there was, perhaps, was stored at Sparta itself, which withstood the invasion as

the invaders: "did not even make the attempt to cross over the bridge against

Sparta" (Xen. Hell. 6.5.27).

Diodoros (16.13.3) maintains that during his campaign against Dion and the

Syracusan citizen body, Dionysios II had:

"plenty of everything but grain and being in control of the sea, he

began to pillage the countryside and, finding it difficult to provide

subsistence from his foraging parties, he dispatched merchantmen

and money to purchase grain. But the Syracusans, who had many

ships of war and kept putting in an appearance at opportune places,

made off with many of the supplies that were being brought in by the

traders" (Diodoros, 16.13.3)5°.

This passage is particularly interesting in that although Dionysios the Younger

could be considered unfortunate to have had his merchant vessels frequently

49o1 	 engaio, Ka L 01 ILAAot re, laV Kai Sta T01.31-0	 1301.5A0VTO 1K T'ffr xcLpas-, OTL jeilealV
jAcirrova riv arpartav KatT 7),E.Lepav yeyvotavv, Ta 8g, On aTravta;Tcpa Ta 771.7-1j8cta V Ta p..gv
yap allAWTO, Ta 6g Sell/JimaTo, Ta 6E eeKjXVTO,	 KaTEKgKaUTO* '771363 8' g'Ti Kai XELtJV
CZITT '	 -0 7TaVTES" dITLEVat EPOLMOVTO.
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intercepted and taken by his Syracusan opponents, he was also very fortunate in

that he had the economic resources to have dispatched the merchant vessels in the

first place. If Dionysios had been in the position of having to rely completely on

his foraging parties for supplies his army could have been brought to very dire

straits, as, from what Diodoros states, the local area of operations simply could

not provide him with enough provisions merely through the use of foraging

parties.

It could be that an area had already been stripped by an army marching through it,

who, if they returned from their destination by the same route would find the area

completely devoid of supplies and unable to support their troops. Such was the

situation facing Cyrus' Greek mercenaries following the battle of Kounaxa. As

the Greek generals and Cyrus' former friend and confederate, Ariaeus,

deliberated what to do, Aiiaeus said:

"If we should return by the way we came, we should perish utterly

from starvation, for we have no provisions whatever. For even on

our way hither we were not able to get anything from the country for

the last seventeen stages; and where there was anything, we

consumed it entirely on our march through. Now, accordingly, we

intend to take a route that is longer, to be sure, but one where we

shall not lack provisions" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 2.2.11)51.

Clearly Xenophon has Ariaeus both understand, and point out, the need for

Cyrus' Greek mercenaries and the troops under Ariaeus to return by a different

route, as the way they had come would have been devoid of all supplies.

Alternatively, an area may have been deliberately stripped of supplies to deny

them to the approaching hostile army. This could range from the local

population either hiding provisions and other supplies from the enemy or invader,

ra, Itordpwv K 01.Ltop.6ins. ayopas irapnpoOvro.
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or alternatively the moving of such things as cattle, flocks, and other livestock, to

what they considered to be a safe area or even fortified defence beyond the reach

of the invader. For example, we have already seen how, during the Corinthian

War, many of the Corinthians had taken refuge, along with all their cattle, in

Peiraion, which was protected by the fortress of Oinoe (Xen. Hell. 4.5.1; cf. Xen.

Agesilaos, 2.18). As Oinoe lay on the north-eastern part of the mountainous

peninsula of Peiraion, the Corinthians must have felt that they had taken adequate

precautions to protect their property against any potential invasion by their

Lakedaimonian enemies. However, as we have seen this was not in fact to be the

outcome (Xen. Hell. 4.5.5-6; cf. Xen. Agesilaos, 2.19).

It has already been mentioned earlier in this section how Xenophon (Anab. 4.7.1;

4.7.17) records that both the Taochians and the Chalybians stored their supplies

away in strongholds, in an attempt to prevent them being seized by enemies.

After the hard fought struggle to break into the stronghold of the Taochians, it is

hardly surprising that the Ten Thousand, when faced with the strongholds of the

Chalybians, chose to subsist on the meat of the cattle they had fought so hard to

possess from the Taochians rather than attempt to storm the Chalybian

strongholds.

In its most extreme form the ultimate act that could be employed to deny supplies

to a foraging army was for the 'defenders' to indulge in a 'scorched earth' policy

and thus leave the area devastated and barren, from which an invader would be

unable to draw sufficient supplies to support themselves. Just such a policy,

employed by the Persians, is described by Xenophon (Anab. 1.6.1) who states

that Cyrus' army:

"...kept seeing tracks of horses and horses' dung. To all appearances

it was the trail of about two thousand horses, and the horsemen as

they proceeded were burning up fodder [xtAend and everything else

that was of any use" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 1.6.1)52.

...E alvero tpa L777TCOL, Kcd Kr!nrpos. elKciCEro 3' etym. 3 cr-rtflos . (.16. SicrpAtcov tn,rwv. arm5 2

7rpoibvTEs- g'Katov Kaxt.A8v Kai" Er TL (IAA() xP7)atPov
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It has already been noted above (Xen. Anab. 2.2.11) how Ariaeus pointed out to

the Greek generals that, following Kounaxa, they could not return by the same

route as they had come due to the scarcity of supplies along that route. There

seems little doubt that part of the reason that supplies along that particular route

were either scarce or even non-existent was due to the deliberate destruction

carried out by the horsemen of the Persian king's army at this stage of the

Cyreans march 'up country'.

Earlier in this section it was mentioned how troops of the Ten Thousand,

dispersed and foraging for booty and plunder in several well-stocked villages in

the plain on the banks of the Tigris had almost fallen victim to a surprise attack

by Tissaphernes and Ariaeus. It is worth looking more closely at this particular

incident in relation to how an army might endeavour to deny supplies to the

enemy by attempting to destroy such means of supply. Xenophon (Anab. 3.5.3)

tells us that Tissaphernes' men:

"attempted to burn the villages; and some of the Greeks got

exceedingly despondent, out of apprehension that they would not

have a place from which to get provisions in case the enemy should

succeed in this attempt" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 3.5.3)53.

At this point, Xenophon (Anab. 3.5.5-6) gave an impassioned speech in which he

claimed that by carrying out such an action the Persians were admitting that the

territory no longer belonged to the Persian king but rather to the Greeks, and

urged that they sally forth to protect 'their' property. Xenophon (Anab. 3.5.6)

records that the Spartan commander Cheirisophos disagreed with such an action

and added, in true laconic style: "let us set about burning ourselves, and then they

will stop the sooner".

53 Kalew E'rrepipTicrav rag iccLizas. Kai TWV EAA4vcov pciAa 7)0151.010(111 TLVEC EVV001.1 ilLEVOL
77. t-r/i8Eta,	 Katotcv, OUK E'Xotev OirdOEv AaAPcivotev.
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Xenophon (Anab. 5.2.3) later records of the Drilae too, how, when faced with

half the total force of the former Cyreans:

"the Drilae set fire to such of their strongholds as seemed easy to

capture, and fell back, and the Greeks could secure nothing except an

occasional pig or ox or other animal that had escaped the fire"

(Xenophon, Anabasis,

There can be little doubt that faced with such shortages in the amount of

available supplies, the assault Xenophon led on a 'city' of the Drilae immediately

after this was motivated from the pressing need to secure provisions. From the

account that Xenophon (Anab. 5.2.4-27) gives us of the attempted storming of

this city it is clear that it was an extremely hard-fought, and somewhat desperate,

engagement in which the Greeks by no means had things all their own way. In

effect, the entire city was burnt to the ground with the exception of the citadel.

The Greeks however, Xenophon (Anab. 5.2.28) informs us, returned to their

camp the next day: "with their provisions".

The wanton destruction of enemy property, be it crops, stores of food,

farmsteads, or villages and towns, by invading armies could sometimes backfire

and have serious repercussions for the destroyers if a campaign dragged on longer

than expected, or if the invader was unable to move on, especially if the army in

question had problems with supply. Although we have touched on the following

episode earlier in this section (on page 142) it is worth examining again as it

helps to illustrate the potential drawbacks of troops engaging in wanton

destruction of property or supplies. During their march through Western

Armenia, the former Cyreans had been dispersed and billeted in several of the

local villages, as at that time there seemed to be no enemy forces in the area and

the amount of snow on the ground made them feel that it was unlikely that any

enemy should reach them (Xen. Anab. 4.4.8). Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.9-10) then

describes how some of the men saw the gleam of a: "great many fires"

54 67roia T CZ V xcopicov Ta Clg ptAats- eAcLatpa EivaL SOicet. 42.7rtwrpcivres. brjjaav . Kai oO54
AapficiveLv El pi Ls 7 goLs tiAAo TL Krijvos TO 7rOp St alTE96EZYY6C •
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(7mA)a 71vpa) at night, and due to such reports the generals took the decision to

collect the army together again in case of attack. Waking up in the open, covered

in snow, Xenophon (Anab. 4.4.14) states:

"After this it was deemed necessary to distribute the troops again to

quarters in the houses of the several villages. Then followed plenty

of joyful shouting as the men went back to their houses and

provisions, and all those who just before had wantonly burned the

houses they were leaving, paid the penalty by getting poor quarters"

(Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.4.14)55.

It is easy to imagine, given the extremely inclement weather conditions at this

point in Xenophon's narrative, that the Greek perpetrators of these acts of arson

had plenty of time, during what must have been extremely cold nights, to

contemplate and rue their earlier destructive actions.

Similarly, as the Theban-led invasion of Lakonia in the winter of 370 BC dragged

on the Thebans found themselves facing shortages in supplies. Apart from that

carried off as plunder by their allies, or that which had already been consumed or

wasted, part had been: "burned up" (Xen. Hell. 6.5.50). There seems every

likelihood, with the onset of winter, that the Thebans, as their supplies grew low,

were perhaps regretting some of their actions earlier in the invasion such as the

burning of Sellasia, the burning and plundering of the houses along the Eurotas

valley (Xen. Hell. 6.5.27), as well as the unwalled towns they had burnt down

while on the road to Helos and Gytheion (Xen. Hell. 6.5.32). It is worth noting

that the invasion of Lakonia led by Epameinondas and Pelopidas took place in

winter, not a time one would imagine, to have been the best for the invasion of

the land of a still formidable foe, especially as Plutarch (Pelopidas, 24) tells us

that military office at Thebes ran from winter to winter to echo the Boiotian

calendar whose new years started at about the same time as our own today.

Plutarch (ibid.) also informs us that the plan to invade Lakonia had been put

55Mera Taira g86KEt. 7reula, 8caaKninp-lov Etym. els Tag KcLI.Las cis arlyas. g'vOa 87) ol arpaTaTirat,
7roAAfi Kpavyn Kai 7)8ova na	 aav e7r1 Tag rlyas	 Ta gm-ryPeta- 'Arm.	 8TE TO n-pirrepov
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forward by Epameinondas with Pelopidas providing support, while the other

Boiotarchs were in favour of returning home as their offices were almost at an

end, even before the Thebans entered Lakonia. Whilst the lack of supplies and it

being winter no doubt played there part in the Theban withdrawal from Lakonia,

what of the possibility that the Boiotarchs took the decision to return home to

relinquish their offices? Although this could have been the case it is also,

perhaps, just as likely that the decision to leave Lakonia was motivated by the

Theban inability to take Sparta itself, Sparta being, at this point, cowed but

unconquered.

On occasion, even in areas where supplies of agricultural produce were in short

supply, Greek troops could prove extremely resourceful in finding ways to

procure provisions. Xenophon (Anab. 1.5.1-3) describing the march of Cyrus'

army through the 'Arabian desert' recounts how the mounted troops attempted to

hunt the wild asses, gazelles, and ostriches. Xenophon (Anab. 1.5.2) notes that

the meat of the wild asses resembled that of venison, but more tender and adds

(Anab. 1.5.3) with something of a note of dead-pan humour that no-one managed

to catch an ostrich. Xenophon (ibid.) does tell us that the bustards they found in

this region were relatively easy to catch if one was quick and skilful enough,

remarking: "for they fly only a short distance, like partridges, and soon tire; and

their flesh was delicious". One imagines that Xenophon, himself the author of a

treatise on hunting (Kynogetikos) was certainly skilled enough to catch such birds

and appears to have enjoyed eating them. Similarly, Xenophon (Hell. 4.1.16)

relates of Agesilaos' troops when in winter quarters at Daskyleion, that in the

area there was: "winged game in abundance for those who knew how to take it".

Once again, as Xenophon himself was serving under Agesilaos at this point it

would be fair to imagine that Xenophon was, indeed, just such one of those who

could put his skills as a hunter into practice.

Finally, whereas Xenophon (Anab. 4.5.30-31) provides us with an account of the

Ten Thousand gorging themselves on every kind of food and drink that they

could lay their hands on in the Armenian villages where they were lodged for a

eurfi aav Tag otKac v67rp 7 aav 7571-8. cli-acrOaAtas, Sticnv j51.8oaav IaKwc arcrivolivres.
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week, we also hear of a different extreme, that is to say extremely selective

'connoisseur' tastes, incidentally, it would seem, among another body of

mercenaries, and also recorded by Xenophon, though in another of his works, the

Hellenika. According to Xenophon (Hell. 6.2.5-6) the Spartan commander

Mnasippos took no fewer than one and a half thousand mercenaries with his

expeditionary force against Kerkyra in 374 BC, which Mnasippos allowed to lay

waste the particularly beautifully cultivated land, including the wine-cellars of the

local farms:

"the result was, it was said, that his soldiers became so luxurious that

they would not drink any wine unless it had a fine bouquet.

Furthermore, very many slaves and cattle were captured on the

farms" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 6.2.6)56.

Certainly, in rather stark contrast to the experiences of the Ten Thousand who

had been through particularly severe hardships prior to reaching the abundance of

supplies they found stored in the Armenian villages, Mnasippos' mercenaries

appear to have found provisions, and especially fine wines, in such great

abundance that they could afford to be extremely selective in their choice of what

they were actually prepared to drink. However, it should be added that there is

no guarantee that it was only Mnasippos' mercenary troops that were so selective

in their tastes. Xenophon (Hell. 6.2.6) refers to these actions as having being

carried out by 701)C aTpaTIZTos, 'the soldiers'. He does not, at any point, it

should be noted, refer to those troops with such connoisseur tastes either by the

term p.tcrOockOpot nor by the term eth,01.; if he had used either term it would prove

conclusively that it was the mercenaries with Mnasippos' force that had such

selective tastes.

As we have seen, there is a considerable body of evidence illustrating examples

of Greek armies attempting to secure necessary provisions by foraging for

supplies. Many of these examples are contained within the pages of Xenophon's

56, 
E'Oacrav roin arparayras dc roi;To Tpr.Kkijc gA0dv d'UCTT' OLK EO/Aetv 7rivetv, d	 avOooplas

ern. Kai etv8pcivoSa 8g Kai gocrwitLara IT ciwroAAa 7),ItaKero	 ri5v clypthy.
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Anabasis, which is hardly surprising when we consider that this one work is, in

effect, our sole detailed account of a Greek army on the march. During their

journey following Kounaxa the former Cyreans especially, as we have seen,

relied heavily on the need to forage for their provisions. Of the return stage of

the journey of the former Cyreans, Griffith (1935:266) states that they: "were

marching through a hostile country, taking what they could get without paying

for it". Dalby (1992:24 n.54) believes that Griffith's remarks oversimplified the

manner and methods by which the Ten Thousand acquired their provisions.

However, the alternative methods employed by the Ten Thousand, and other

Greek armies for that matter, to obtain provisions, for example by purchase, will

be addressed in the relevant sections of this thesis.
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'SOLDIERS' MARKETS': TROOPS PURCHASING THEIR
PROVISIONS

Another method by which Greek troops could procure adequate provisions was to

purchase them from traders, either in markets at cities along an army's route of

march, or from sutlers travelling with an army. Herodotos (1.94) tells us that the

Lydians were the first people to mint coinage and use it as a means of economic

exchange, this being at some time between 625-600 BC. However, exchange

procedures pre-date coinage by millennia and even before the Greeks adopted

coinage as a means of the notion of trade was something already familiar to the

Greeks, though the adoption of coinage no doubt made such procedures easier.

Homer (Iliad, 7.4670 narrates how Euneos, the son of Jason, was sending

Lemnian wine to the `Achaian' forces at Troy for which the troops exchanged

bronze, iron, hides, slaves, and cattle.

lierodotos (7.176.5) states of the Greek force at Thermopylai under the command

of Leonidas of Sparta that it expected to obtain supplies from the town of

Alptnoi which lay a short distance from the Greek camp. However, Herodotos

does not give us any further details about how such provisioning was to be

undertaken. We do not know, therefore, whether the Greek troops purchased

these provisions or whether the people of Alpenoi were expected to contribute

them 'voluntarily' to the Greek 'common cause'. Similarly, Thucydides (6.94.3)

informs us that the Athenians obtained provisions from Katane after their arrival

in Sicily. However, Thucydides does not specifically say whether these supplies

were actually purchased or not.

Even prior to the embarkation of the Athenian expeditionary force to Sicily

Thucydides (6.22.1) records Nikias' speech to the Athenian ekklesia regarding

the need for such an expedition to take merchant vessels with them to Sicily.

Thucydides (ibid.) has Nikias state of this required merchant fleet that:

"we must also take with us in merchantmen the grain in our stores

here, wheat and parched barley, together with bakers requisitioned for
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pay from the mills in proportion to their size, in order that, if

perchance we be detained by stress of weather, the army may have

supplies" (Thucydides, 6.22.1)/.

However, once again, Thucydides is not forthcoming as to whether or not the

troops and sailors of the Athenian expeditionary force would be expected to buy

their provisions from such merchantmen. It seems reasonable to suppose that

they would, indeed, have been expected to purchase such supplies rather than to

receive them for free. We can perhaps find a clue in the seemingly familiar

mobilisation order of the Athenians that troops called up for service were

expected to assemble bringing "three days rations" (Jr_ros rptcZn. 75.Lepuiv) 2. While

Griffith (1935:264 n.1) is under the erroneous impression that such supplies were

issued by the state, in contrast Pritchett (1971:34) is correct when he argues that

such provisions were purchased at the individual soldier's expense. As

mentioned earlier (on page 107), Pritchett's argument is borne out by a passage in

Aristophanes' Peace (1181-1182) in which the chorus relate how an expedition is

to leave the following day but one unfortunate soldier had not bought his "three

days' rations" as he did not know that he had been called up for military service

(7-4p crti-r 07.3K yap Octv jeto/ov). Certainly, this shows that

Athenian troops were expected to purchase their provisions for short duration

expeditions and it is tempting, therefore, to suggest that the practice of individual

soldiers being expected to purchase their provisions applied also to the Athenian

expedition to Sicily. Furthermore, that troops and sailors alike were expected to

purchase their provisions appears to be supported by the statement of Thucydides

(6.31.3) when he tells us that the initial Athenian force for the Sicilian expedition

comprised sixty warships and forty transports and that the sailors were to be paid

a drachma a day. A little later in his narrative, Thucydides (6.31.5) in estimating

the amount of money taken on the expedition; including pay from the state

(Tot; jiC 87WOCII0V tucrOoi3), individual travelling expenses, and the value of goods

for sale, concluded that the sum must have amounted to "many talents".

I Ten, Sg Kai atIrciOev aiTov K OAKaGE, 7TVp011$ Ka ITEIVVYI.LEVOS KINOCCS, clyELv Ka l CTLTOTTOtqg EK
7.:CLP ,V. VA0j1KVP, 77 130C it,iipOS• ivarcacri.tivous 44.4.1a0ovs, ma, '411 7TOV	 cin-Aotas civoAatiPavuda,
En 77 arpa-rLa vrcrrISEta.
2 See Aristophanes, Achamians, 197; Wasps, 243; Peace, 311.
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This passage is particularly interesting in that it provides evidence that Athenian

military and naval personnel received maintenance pay. Even if they were

expected to purchase their provisions they nevertheless received money from the

state with which to obtain supplies 3 . Thucydides (6.32.2) informs us that the

Athenian force made its way to Kerkyra where it was to rendezvous with allied

contingents. Upon reaching Kerkyra and following the arrival of allied

contingents, Thucydides (6.43.1) states that the expedition left Kerkyra for Sicily

with one hundred and thirty-four triremes, a hundred and two pentakonters, or

fifty-oared galleys, five thousand one hundred hoplites, a further two hundred and

fifty mercenaries, along with four hundred and eighty archers, eight hundred and

twenty slingers, and one horse transport vessel carrying thirty cavalry. Certainly,

the logistical problem of supplying such a relatively large force had been first

pointed out by Nikias in his speech to the ekklesia (Thuc. 6.22.10 and no doubt

as atk. z,ttempt to avoid supply problems it comes as rio real surprise that we hear

from Thucydides (6.44.1) how: "thirty food-bearing transports" also

accompanied the expedition. Thucydides (ibid.) also informs us that many other

messe.ls 'also ay-tom-par \ied the force NI camtarily in the hope of trade (trop(as).

Despite having thirty food transports accompanying their force the Athenians,

Thucydides (6.44.2) informs us, made several attempts to procure provisions

from the Greek cities of southern Italy, though with extremely little success.

indeed, Thucydides (ibid.) states that some of the cities refused to provide them

with a market or allow them to enter the town although they provided fresh water

and anchorage to the Athenian fleet, though Taras and Lolcri would not even

allow them fresh water and anchorage. Thucydides (6.44.3) goes on to state that

when the Athenians reached Rhegion, its citizens would not allow the Athenians

within the city walls but did provide a market for them in the precinct of Artemis

where the Athenians had established their camp.

3 For references to state provided ration money in the Fourth Century BC see Demosthenes, First
Philippic 4.28; Against Timotheos 49.15; and Against Polykles 50.53, in which Demosthenes
speaks of Athenian rowers being deprived of their ration money.
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Thucydides (7.39.2) informs us that during naval skirmishes in the Great Harbour

at Syracuse, Ariston persuaded the Syracusan commanders to send word into the

city and request that all the food merchants move down to the shore as quickly as

possible bringing with them whatever food supplies they had for sale. Ariston's

reasoning behind this move was so that the Syracusan naval crews could land and

take their ilpto-rov, the morning or midday meal, close to their ships and thereby

be ready to launch a second attack on the Athenian ships on the same day after a

reasonably short interval. Thucydides (6.40.1) continues by telling us that this

plan met with the agreement of the Syracusan commanders and the shore-side

market was prepared4. Thucydides (6.40.30 goes on to state that as a direct

result of this expedient Syracusan tactic most of the Athenian sailors had to re-

embark despite not having eaten and thereby fought the second engagement at a

considerable disadvantage.

Later in the Athenian Sicilian campaign, as the Athenians prepared to retreat

overland from Syracuse, Thucydides (7.77.6) has Nikias issue a statement to the

army that word had been sent to the Sikels to rendezvous with them bringing

food supplies. Unfortunately, Thucydides makes no mention of whether the

Athenians were going to have to purchase these provisions or if they were

expecting to merely receive aid from an ally. It seems likely, given that the

Athenians had seemingly been purchasing at least some of their provisions during

the expedition that, had they actually reached the rendezvous point, they would

have expected to pay for their rations, although this cannot be said for certain,

especially when we consider that earlier in the campaign Thucydides (6.88.4) has

informed us that many of the Sikels had sided with the Athenians and had

brought supplies of grain and in some cases money also to the Athenians.

Similarly, we have no real confirmation that, according to Plutarch (Nikias 18),

when the Athenians were stationed at Plemmyrion and had been receiving

supplies carried in on grain-ships "from every quarter", whether the Athenians

were actually required to purchase such provisions or whether they were being

4 Cf. Diodoros, 13.10.1f and Plutarch, Nikias 20, who both record the naval skirmishes in the
Great harbour but neither makes any mention of Ariston's clever plan. See too: Polyainos, 5.13.2,
who records Ariston's stratagem.
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sent in lieu of actual physical military support on the part of Athens' Sicilian

Greek alliess . Certainly, Thucydides (7.4.4) informs us that Plemmyrion was

initially chosen as a base because it allowed supplies to be brought in by sea, and

following Athenian naval reverses in the Great Harbour, Thucydides (7.24.3)

records Athenian fears that their supply-lines by sea had been cut. The Athenians

also appear to have been receiving supplies by land. Thucydides (6.99.4) refers

to supply convoys coming to the Athenian camp overland from Thapsos, as well

as having a regular supply line with Katane (Thuc. 7.60.2). It could be that

Sicilian Greek cities who were either wary of Syracuse's strength or jealous of

her power, contributed supplies of grain to the Athenians in the hope that their

rival Syracuse would be defeated. However, this cannot be conclusively proved

to be the case and we have no way of knowing whether such supplies were paid

for by the Athenians or not.

During the summer of 411 BC, Athenian troops on the island of Samos,

Thucydides (8.76.4) states, were having to compel cities under Athenian control

to provide monetary contributions with which the Athenians could purchase

provisions. In addition, Thucydides (8.76.6) informs us, the troops were having

to buy provisions with whatever currency they had with them as Athens herself

was unable to send them any money. Gomme et al (1981:269-270) remark that

within the eighth book of Thucydides' history nothing has been said about the

financing of the war from Athens since Thucydides, 8.15.1, and that as a result by

the winter of 411-410 BC: "commanders in the field were forced to spend time

collecting money". Indeed, in 410 BC, Xenophon (Hellenika, 1.1.12) informs us,

the Athenian commanders Theramenes and Thrasyboulos, operating in the

northern Aegean, had both spent time engaged in collecting money for their

sailors.

However, in the summer of 411 BC, it was not only the Athenians who were

having problems in not receiving their due pay. Thucydides (8.83.1-85.3) relates

5 Cf. Thucydides, 6.88.4, who states that most of the Sikels sided with the Athenians and sent
grain and in some cases money to the Athenians. It is notable that no actual troops are mentioned,
which would perhaps give credence to the possibility that the allies contributed supplies in lieu of
actual military service.
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how the Peloponnesian fleet, stationed at Miletos, were in dispute both with

Astyochos the Lakedaimonian admiral and the Persian satrap Tissaphernes over

the issue of arrears of pay, which of course would have meant they were unable

to purchase provisions unless they, like the Athenians at Samos, used their own

reserves. This on-going dispute, Thucydides (8.84.2) maintains, got so agitated

that at one point Astyochos raised his paiernptov, the Spartan staff of office, as if

to strike the Syracusan commander Dorieus for supporting his men's grievances.

The same summer, during naval operations in Euripos channel, Thucydides

(8.95.4) alleges, the Eretrians deliberately arranged that there were no provisions

for sale to the Athenians in the market-place and that as a result, therefore, the

Athenians had to resort to buying provisions from individual homesteads on the

outskirts of the town. Thucydides (ibid.) maintains that the Eretrians were in

league with the Peloponnesians, even, allegedly, signalling the Peloponnesian

fleet, stationed across the narrow straits at Oropos, when to put to sea, and had

taken the step of making sure that there were no provisions for sale in the agora

so as to put the Athenians at a disadvantage in the time it took them to man their

vessels when the Peloponnesian fleet put to sea against them.

Thucydides (8.101.1) states that when the Spartan admiral Mindaros was at Chios

he took on board his ships two days' provisions and: "three Chian tessaracostai

for each man" from the Chians. In this instance the sailors are not having to buy

their provisions out of their pay but rather appear to be receiving provisions as if

it were part of their pay. Thucydides' use of the term tessaracostai, or 'fortieths',

has been discussed by Gomme et al (1981:346-347) with regard to whether the

'fortieth' refers to a coin of some sort or a measure, suggesting that if the term

actually refers to a measure of something in addition to the two days provisions:

"we might expect Thucydides to tell us what this something was". Gomme et al

(loc. cit.) after discussing the various theories concludes simply that: "the

'fortieths' must remain for the time being a mystery. We thus have no materials

for guessing how many days' pay this represents, or estimating the total taken

from the Chians". If, indeed, these tessaracostai were coins of some kind then

the money issued to Mindaros' sailors is in the form of ttLoNs.
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So far the majority of the examples cited of troops purchasing their provisions

have related to purchasing from established settlements. However, there is also

an example of merchants and traders travelling with an army, albeit not exactly a

'Greek' one. For example, Xenophon (Anabasis,1.2.18) relates how, following a

parade by the Younger Cyrus' Greek mercenaries, the Greeks advanced their

arms and charged as if going into battle at a run towards the tents of the main

camp and:

"As for the barbarians, they were terribly frightened; the Cilician

queen took to flight in her carriage, and the people in the market left

their wares behind and took to their heels; while the Greeks with a

roar of laughter came up to their camp" (Xen. Anab. 1.2.18)6.

This passage clearly shows that the Younger Cyrus had provided a market from

which his troops could purchase their provisions while on the march. Xenophon

4 Anabasis,\.3.1) states that upon suspecting the true purpose for which they had

been hired the Ten Thousand mutinied at Tarsos. As the Greeks debated what

their best course of action was, Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.3.14) tells us that one

man in particular suggested that they should choose new generals and purchase

provisions for their journey home. Xenophon comments rather scornfully on this

man's suggestions, pointing out to his reader that the market was among the

barbarian army. We hear of the market accompanying Cyrus' army once more

when Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.5.6), pointing out once again that it was with the

barbarian part of the army, relates how the Lydian hucksters who ran the market

were grossly overcharging for grain during the portion of the march through the

'Arabian' desert. Xenophon (ibid.) tells us that the Lydians were demanding a

price of:

"four sighi for a kapithe of wheat flour or barley meal. The siglus is

worth seven and one half Attic obols, and the kapithe had the

6	 2	 pp3,2	
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capacity of two Attic choinikes. The soldiers therefore managed to

subsist by eating meat" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 1.5.6)7.

Roy (1967:311) describes the prices being demanded by the Lydians as:

"extortionate", adding (ibid.): "Naturally the Greeks did not buy at such a price".

Despite the attempted profiteering by the Lydian merchants we nevertheless have

a picture of a commander in chief, or from the Cyreans' viewpoint, an employer

of mercenaries, who has provided a market from which his troops could, in

theory, obtain provisions. Dalby (1992:24) points out, however, that:

"Xenophon's description of the travelling market suggests that it was something

unusual in his experience". It is true that Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.3.14; 1.5.6)

twice makes the point of telling us that the market was actually attached to the

non-Greek part of Cyrus' army, but however unusual the practice may have

seemed to Greek eyes there is actually testimony in the form of Thucydides'

(6.44.1) statement that many merchant vessels accompanied the Athenian

expeditionary force to Sicily voluntarily for the purpose of trading with the

military and naval personnel. So, however unusual the practice may have been

among the Greeks it certainly was not completely alien to them, although perhaps

we cannot put too much emphasis on Diodoros' (11.80.3) allegation that a large

ciyopci. was sent from Attika to the Athenian army during the campaign that

culminated with the battle of Tanagra in Boiotia; the incident is not mentioned by

Thucydides (1.107.5-108.2) in his account. Dalby (loc. cit.) points out that the

Ten Thousand did not have a market travelling with them during their retreat: "as

an Asiatic army might have done". There is certainly credibility to Dalby's point

of view, as information on markets travelling with Greek expeditionary forces is

extremely rare, Thucydides' (6.44.1) statement about merchant vessels

accompanying the Athenian expeditionary force to Sicily on a voluntary basis

being the one possible exception. It would certainly appear though that Asiatic

armies were accompanied by merchants on a relatively regular basis. Xenophon

(Cyropaideia, 6.2.38) maintains that the Elder Cyrus ordered his troops to carry

fifteen days' provisions with them and that, in addition, no trader accompanying

7 TiV Ka71"(07)V GLAE4COV 77 CI.A4)(1-CUV TETTelpcov 0'6/Au)! 1.	 8g alyAn 81jVaTat ATT ' 0g0A0tS6 Kai

77tUCOPEALOV 'ilTTCK0t3S- 7) 8g Ka71077	 XOtVtKag 'ATTtKag gxcLp€,• Kpja oi5v ECTOtOVTES- Ot
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the army was to sell provisions to his troops until the fifteen day limit had

expired under penalty of having his goods confiscated. It seems reasonable to

suppose that Xenophon, who, after all, had personal experience of witnessing

first-hand the practice of merchants travelling with an Asiatic army, that of the

Younger Cyrus, believed that the practice of travelling merchants accompanying

an Asiatic army, in this case that of the Elder Cyrus, was something familiar

enough to be recorded as standard Persian practice.

Following Xenophon's (Anabasis, 1.5.6) statement that the Greeks subsisted on a

diet of meat, rather than pay the exorbitant prices demanded by the Lydian

merchants accompanying Cyrus' army, we next hear of them purchasing

provisions only after the army reached the river bank of the Euphrates opposite

the: "large and prosperous" city of Charmande. Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.5.10)

informs us that:

"here the soldiers made purchases of provisions, crossing the river on

rafts in the following way: they took skins which they had for tent

covers, filled them with hay, and then brought the edges together and

sewed them up, so that the water could not touch the hay; on these

they would cross and get provisions - wine made from the date of the

palm tree and bread made of millet, for this grain was very abundant

in the country" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 1.5.10)8.

Clearly, once the Lydian merchants' stranglehold monopoly had been broken the

Greeks returned to purchasing their provisions once more. This passage is also

the last we hear of the Ten Thousand purchasing their provisions prior to the

battle of Kounaxa.

The next time Xenophon mentions the Greek troops purchasing provisions is

when Xenophon (Anabasis, 2.3.26) states that as part of the truce with the Great

uTparLO3Tat SteytyvovTo.
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King's forces, the Persians promised to lead the Greeks homeward and supply

them with a market from which they could purchase their provisions. The same

agreement contained the clause that if there was no market available the Greeks

would be directed to places from which they could take provisions. Xenophon

(Anabasis, 2.3.27) also states that as part of the agreement, that the Greeks on

their part had to swear to abide by this agreement and promise that they would

only take provisions from places if the Persians failed to provide them with a

market.

As mistrust between the two sides grew, and suggestions were made that the

Greeks should attempt to slip away from the Persian force shadowing them,

Xenophon (Anabasis, 2.4.5) maintains that Klearchos voiced his concern that if

the Greeks did decide to attempt to go their own way such an act would be

considered by the Persians as a violation of the truce, and, Klearchos adds that, in

addition to such a course of action being considered as a violation of the terms of

the truce, they would also no longer have a market from which to buy provisions.

Certainly, this passage underlines the fact that the Greeks have no merchants

accompanying them from whom they could buy provisions and were relying on

the Persians to provide them with either markets from which they could purchase

provisions or have places pointed out to them from which they had permission to

take provisions.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 2.5.30) states that in this continuing atmosphere of

growing distrust, the Persian satrap Tissaphernes arranged a meeting with the

Greek generals ostensibly to improve relations between the two sides. Xenophon

(ibid.) maintains that Klearchos, despite misgivings among some of the soldiers,

secured an agreement whereby five of the generals and twenty of the lochagoi

would meet with Tissaphernes. In addition to this party, Xenophon (ibid.) adds:

"and about two hundred of the soldiers also followed along, with the

intention of going to market" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 2.5.30)9.

TTETTOLNIEVOV 117c et7TO TOL (1)0IVLKOS' Kai CIETOV peAivns • roirro yap iv Iv 77, xwpcz ITAEICITOV.
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Xenophon (Anabasis, 2.5.31-32) alleges that at a prearranged signal the five

generals were seized while the twenty lochagoi waiting outside Tissaphernes'

doors were cut down. In the aftermath of this treachery, Xenophon (Anabasis,

3.1.19-20) states that he himself addressed the officers of his friend Proxenos'

contingent saying:

"For my part, so long as the truce lasted I never ceased

commiserating ourselves and congratulating the King and his

followers; for I saw plainly what a great amount of fine land they

possessed, what an abundance of provisions, what quantities of

servants, cattle, gold, and apparel; but whenever I took thought of the

situation of our own soldiers, I saw that we had no share in these

good things, except we bought them, I knew there were but few of us

who still had money wherewith to buy, and I knew that our oaths

restrained us from getting provisions in any other way than by

purchase" (Xen. Anab. 3.1.19-20) 10 .

Although Xenophon's words were intended, in part at least, to boost the morale

of these Greek officers, there appears to be certainly some truth to what he says

about the lack of money among the Ten Thousand. Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.2.11-

12) records only one instance of the Ten Thousand receiving any pay from Cyrus,

that being when the army reached Tarsos in Cilicia where they received four

months' p,to-OOs, of which: "more than three months' was actually back-pay.

There are only two other occasions on which Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.3.21;

1.4.13) refers to the matter of Cyrus and the troops' pay. The first (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 1.3.21) is when Cyrus, in an attempt to retain the services of the

Greeks, promises to raise their rate of pay from one daric a month per man to one

and a half darics a month, although we never hear of any further payments

10 ,Eyth.
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actually being made to the Ten Thousand by Cyrus. Indeed, it is possible that the

Greeks received no further payments from Cyrus, especially when we consider

how it was only due to the Cilician queen giving a large sum of money to Cyrus,

when the army was at Tarsos, that he appears to have been able to give them four

months' pay, and three months' worth of that was in arrears (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 1.2.12). Griffith (1935:265) is of the opinion that the payment made to

the Ten Thousand at Tarsos was: "the only actual payment Cyrus ever made to

the Ten Thousand". The other occasion that Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.4.12)

mentions that the troops raised the subject of money again is when the Greeks

reached the city of Thapsacus on the Euphrates, on being told of Cyrus' true

intentions, they refused to go any further unless they were given money. In this

case, however, it was not pay they were demanding but rather a special

"donation" comparable to that which the troops who had, on a previous occasion,

escorted Cyrus to his father had received. Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.4.13) then

states that Cyrus promised to give each man five minai in silver when they

reached Babylon and full pay for their march back to Ionia again. As Cyrus never

actually reached Babylon, falling in battle at Kounaxa en-route, there is little

doubt that the Greeks never received these promised payments.

If we accept, therefore, that the Ten Thousand received only one payment from

Cyrus then it is easy to imagine that Xenophon (Anabasis, 3.1.19-20) was being

honest when he refers to the terms of the truce and points out how this had

restrained the Greeks from getting provisions by any other means other than by

purchase. It is also significant that Xenophon (ibid.) notes the general lack of

money among the troops of the Ten Thousand with which to buy supplies. This

lack of money among the Greek troops is a topic that Xenophon returns to on a

number of occasions in his Anabasis narrative. Xenophon (Anabasis, 3.2.21)

refers back to when the troops had been purchasing provisions during the period

of the truce and also their lack of money remarking how they had been getting:

"small measures for large prices" 11 . Xenophon makes three further mentions of

the Ten Thousand's lack of money in his Anabasis narrative: at 5.1.6, with regard

11 Cf. Xenophon, Anabasis, 1.5.6: the Lydian hucksters overcharging during their earlier march
through the desert.
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to how even if there was a market available from which they could purchase

provisions there were few of the troops who actually had any money with which

to buy. Later, at Anabasis, 7.3.5 and 7.6.24, Xenophon twice more refers to the

general lack of money among the troops of the Ten Thousand.

Later however, Xenophon (Anabasis, 4.8.22-23) states that the Ten Thousand

spent thirty days in Kolchian villages near Trapezus and that the Trapezuntians

provided a market for them 12. This, of course raises the question of how the Ten

Thousand had the wherewithal to actually obtain their provisions by purchase

given Xenophon's (loc. cit.) repeated statements regarding the lack of money

among the army. Perhaps the Ten Thousand had raised funds from the sale of

booty taken from the territories of the peoples their march had passed through,

although Xenophon does not specifically say that was how they had managed to

find the money to purchase their provisions in the market provided for them by

the Trapezuntians. Xenophon (ibid.) does tell that the Ten Thousand used the

Kolchian villages as a base from which they plundered Kolchis and it may be

possible that, perhaps, booty taken from these villages provided the Ten

Thousand with the wherewithal to purchase their provisions from the market at

Trapezus although Xenophon does not, it should be pointed out, specifically say

this was actually the case. Xenophon (ibid.) also states that in addition to proving

the troops with a market, the Trapezuntians also bestowed gifts of oxen, barley-

meal, and wine upon them as a sign of their hospitality.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.1.11) informs us that the Ten Thousand assembled in

order to deliberate the remainder of their homeward journey. Xenophon

(Anabasis, 5.1.6) then states that he himself rose and addressed the army. In his

speech to the troops Xenophon maintains that he pointed out to them how:

"In the first place, we must obtain provisions from hostile territory,

for we neither have an adequate market, nor have we, with some few

exceptions the means wherewith to buy" (Xen. Anab. 5.1.6)13.

12
Cf. Xenophon, A nabasis, 5.5.14
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As well as pointing out to the troops their need to forage in hostile territory for

provisions as they had no adequate market, it is also worth noting how

Xenophon, once again, reiterates, how few of them have the means with which to

buy provisions anyway even if they found an adequate market. This also deepens

the mystery as to how the Ten Thousand had managed to purchase their

provisions when they had been provided with a market, a short time earlier, by

the Trapezunti an s.

It would seem that the Ten Thousand were actually getting most of their

provisions from hostile villages in the vicinity of Trapezus by foraging, as

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.2.1) states that it was no longer possible to obtain

provisions and return to their camp on the same day. Xenophon (Anabasis,

5.2.2f) tells us that as a result of this, he took half the army, and escorted by some

Trapezuntian guides, led them to the territory of the Drilae in the highlands,

although they found little in the way of provisions. It is only some time later that

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.2.7) informs us that he received word by messenger of a

tribal 'metropolis' stronghold in the area: "full of all kinds of stores" although the

messenger believed the place to be too strong for them to attack. Xenophon

(Anabasis, 5.2.8f) nevertheless resolved to attack it, and after forcing their way in

the peltasts and other light troops emerged having snatched whatever plunder

they could. Later in the attack, Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.2.18) states that he gave

permission for anyone who wanted to, to enter the place and to seize whatever

they could. Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.2.28) tells us that on the day after the attack

on the Drilae stronghold the Greeks made their way back to their camp.

Therefore, when we hear from Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.3.1) a short while after

this that the Ten Thousand could no longer get provisions, it is probably due to

local supplies having been exhausted rather than the troops having completely

run out of money. This seems all the more feasible in that Xenophon (Anabasis,

5.3.2) states that the army marched for three days until they reached the territory

of the Greek coastal city of Kerasos where the army remained for ten days.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.3.4) also tells us that it was while they were in the

6TOV (.417 01.LE0a 6,37ropict ei	 clAtyoe• ricrtv.
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territory of Kerasos that they: "divided the money received from the sale of the

booty". Certainly, the troops would once again have money with which to

purchase provisions subject, of course to their finding an adequate market. It is

only somewhat later in his narrative that Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.7.13), while

making a speech to the army, refers back to and informs us of how, while the

army was in the territory of the Kerasos, the troops had purchased cattle and other

goods from the friendly barbarian inhabitants of mountain strongholds.

Xenophon (ibid.) adds how some of the troops: "went to the nearest of these

strongholds and did some buying and came back again". However, not content

with purchasing from these friendly locals, Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.7.140

reminds the troops about the attempt by one of the army's lochagoi, one

Klearetos, to seize one of these strongholds, which, because of the friendliness of

the local inhabitants was unguarded. Once again we see that whenever the Ten

Thousand felt that they could get away with obtaining provisions without having

to purchase them they would. Even when faced with a friendly local non-Greek

population, troops of the Ten Thousand appear to have preferred to simply take

what they wanted without paying for it, which perhaps gives some credence to

Isokrates' (Panegyrikos, 146; Philip, 90-93) statements in which he presents the

Ten Thousand as a largely being made up of a collection of undesirables.

The next time Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.6) mentions the subject of a market it is

in the context of the Kotyrites' refusal to supply a market for the Ten Thousand

or even to receive their sick and wounded within the city walls. Xenophon (ibid.)

states that the troops therefore obtained their provisions by plundering

Paphlagonia and the estates of the Kotyrites. Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.7) states

that these actions by the Ten Thousand resulted in a delegation of ambassadors

from Sinope, the mother city of the colony of Kotyora, arriving at the Greek

camp. In the discussions that followed between the ambassadors and Xenophon,

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.14) refers back to the market that had been provided by

the Trapezuntians and from which they got their provisions by purchase.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.16) adds that, wherever they went, if there was no

market provided and whether or not the land was Greek or barbarian they were

forced to take what they needed by foraging. If they had been provided with a
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market by the Kotyrites the troops might have possibly still had money with

which to buy supplies from their share of the booty sold earlier (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 5.3.4) and it seems rather surprising that a Greek city would refuse to

provide market for them, even if they had stipulated that it be set up outside the

city walls. Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.5.17) attempted to justify the actions of his

men by saying that the Ten Thousand had taken provisions from the

Karduchians, Taochians, and the Chaldaeans because: "they would not provide a

market". However, this is clearly a case of Xenophon being extremely

economical with the truth as there is no guarantee that the Ten Thousand would

have even contemplated purchasing provisions from these peoples even if they

had not been hostile; after all Xenophon has already mentioned on several

occasions 14 how short of money the troops were. Furthermore, what of the Ten

Thousand's conduct in the Armenian villages? These had not been openly

hostile, and instead had chosen to take the 'line of least resistance', and yet the

Ten Thousand simply helped themselves to provisions and there is no mention of

their offering to pay for any of it 15 . However, that said, as Armenia was part of

the Persian empire perhaps the Ten Thousand could be justified in regarding the

area as 'enemy territory' and therefore a legitimate target for plundering

activities.

Later, while still in the vicinity of the Euxine, Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.6.19)

states that:

"Timasion the Dardanian and Thorax the Boiotian said to some

Herakleiot and Sinopean merchants who were there, that if they did

not provide pay for the troops so that they would have provisions for

the voyage, there would be a danger of that great force remaining in

Pontos" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.6.19)16.

14 See: Xenophon Anabasis, 3.1.19-21; 5.1.6; 7.3.5; 7.6.24
15 See: Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.4.4f; 4.5.22f.
16 Ttpacriaw...6 Llap8av6s. Kai OcLpae BOULTLOS irpOs ji.orOpous Twas 7rapOvras
7-IpaKAccaran, Kal ELVCOTTEWV Ayovatv OTt El p.77 EiCITOIROL O'L Ton aTpaTLCI 1.1.1.1300V (ZUTE EXELV TCL
ETTLT,55ELCL EK7TAEOVTag, O'TL KLV8UVEUCrEL I.LEIVaL TOCKL15T71 86vapcs. OP TC1) .170.VTql.
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Griffith (1935:266) states of the expression: 	 arpaTca. 1.1.4(100V CZCTTE E')(Etli Ta

ETTL.T78Eta EK7TAEOVTag, that this: "phrase looks awkward at first, with tuaelOc

appearing to mean 'money for rations'; but the context shows quite clearly that it

is not used here in the technical (military) sense, and what it really means in the

circumstances is a 'bribe'. Griffith (ibid.) also states that there is no clear

evidence that the cities of Herakleia and Sinope actually paid in fact. Here then,

it would appear that two of the officers of the Ten Thousand, Timasion a

strategos, and Thorax, perhaps a lochagos17 , were merely attempting to obtain

money for the troops by extortion threats.

Shortly after the suggestion to the Herakleiot and Sinopean merchants that they

give them money to leave, Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.6.20) has Timasion address

the army, saying that as the Ten Thousand had no means with which to obtain

provisions, they should merely take whatever they wished in the countryside

about the Euxine, which, of course, would mean that the territories of both

Herakleia and Sinope could possibly be subjected to the plundering activities of

the Ten Thousand. This statement of Timasion to the troops appears to have had

the desired effect, in that Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.6.21) then states that the

Herakleiot and Sinopean merchants took this message back to their cities, with

the same tale being circulated by Eurymachos the Dardanian and Thorax the

Boiotian both at the instigation of Timasion, with the result that:

"they sent to Timasion and urged him to take charge, for a fee, the

matter of getting the army to sail away" (Xen. Anab. 5.6.21)18.

Although Xenophon does not disclose the actual sum that Timasion was to

receive from the Herakleiots and Sinopeans, Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.6.23) does

say that Timasion offered to take the army to the Troad and to pay them each: "a

17 Timasion was the replacement as strategos for Klearchos, see Xenophon, Anabasis, 3.1.47,
while Thorax's probable rank as a lochagos is suggested by Roy (1967:300 and n.62), who points
out that Thorax was unlikely to have been in a position to dispute Xenophon's leadership of
Proxenos' former contingent unless Thorax was actually a lochagos within that contingent
(Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.6.25).
18 irlik-Kovat 7rpOs TOv Ttpiaatania Kai KeAoSovaL 7rpoaraToicrat Aaf36vTa xvi-p.ara 81rcus-
jK7rActicrn 7) al-pa-rut
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Kyzikene per month". During the same assembly, Xenophon (Anabasis, 5.6.26)

adds that Thorax the Boiotian, at odds with Xenophon over the leadership of the

army, was the next to address the army, and like Timasion, promised them

regular pay. Xenophon (ibid.) maintains that Thorax said these things:

"with full knowledge of what the Herakleiots and the Sinopeans were

promising Timasion for getting the army to sail away. Xenophon

meanwhile was silent" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.6.26)19.

When Xenophon himself addressed the army, he (Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.6.31)

maintains that he, himself, informed the army that he thought the plan to receive

money from the Herakleiots and the Sinopeans and ships to transport them away,

to be good one. However, after this particular assembly, Xenophon (Anabasis,

5.6.35-36) alleges that although the Herakleiots did indeed, supply them with

ships nevertheless:

"in the matter of the money they had promised Timasion and Thorax

they turned out to be deceivers. Consequently, the men who had

promised the pay were panic-stricken, and stood in fear of the army"

(Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.6.35-36)20 .

Following this incident, Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.1.1) states that while the army

was delaying at Kotyora: "some of the men lived by purchasing from the market

and others by pillaging from Paphlagonia". This market could well have been

provided following the agreement reached between the ambassadors from the

Kotyorites' mother city of Sinope and the Ten Thousand that Xenophon

(Anabasis, 5.5.24f) refers to earlier in his narrative. Xenophon (ibid.) also states

that the Sinopeans agreed that if the Ten Thousand marched to Sinope the city

would receive them with gifts of hospitality, a statement which indeed, they

19 EIS WS' a TLI.LaCTLJVL 01. HpaKAECZ Tat Kai al ELVW7TEIC 157710XVOINTO CZ CITE glorAeiv. cl 8g
Sevo0Cov TO_TCp

20 Ta	 xp-tjauaTa a1577e.C7X0VTO Twaa‘owt Kai ejipaKt AbevatdvoL ij aav. gvTaiWa 8g
11C7TEIrArlyp evol icrap Kai -aesiEciav	 arpareap ol r p i2to.000opay z`rffearhugvot.
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honoured when the ten Thousand reached Harmené in Sinopean territory.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.1.15) states that this gift consisted of:

"three thousand medimnoi of barley-meal and fifteen hundred jars of

wine" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 6.1.15)21.

As these supplies were gifts of hospitality ('vect) from the city of Sinope the Ten

Thousand would not have needed to pay for them. Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.1.3)

informs us that when the Ten Thousand reached Herakleia, this city also sent

them gifts of hospitality, which were even more generous than those that the

Sinopeans had given them, consisting of three thousand medimnoi of barley-

meal, two thousand jars of wine, twenty cattle, and a hundred sheep. Herodotos

(7.187.1), when attempting to calculate the daily provisions required by Xerxes'

troops, calculates on a rate of allowing a choinix of wheat per day per man, while

Thucydides (4.16.1) states that during the period of the truce the Spartan troops

on Sphakteria were allowed two Attic choinikes of barley-meal per man each day.

Therefore, as there were forty-eight choinikes to one medimnos, the three

thousand medimnoi of barley-meal would have fed an army of approximately ten

thousand for a little more than a full week if we allow each soldier a ration of two

choinikes each. However, as Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.2.16) informs that the

number in the army had fallen to a total of eight thousand three hundred and

forty, the provisions provided by the Sinopeans and the Herakleiots would, in

both cases, theoretically have lasted the troops for more than a week if they each

received two choinikes a day per man.

Therefore, it is extremely surprising that immediately after receiving these gifts

of hospitality from the Heralcleiots, Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.2.4) records how

Lykon the Achaian addressed an assembly of the whole army saying:

"I am astonished, soldiers, that the generals do not endeavour to

supply us with money to buy provisions; for our gifts of hospitality

will not make three days' rations for the army; and there is no
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place.. .from which we can procure provisions before beginning our

journey" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 6.2.4)22.

Even allowing for non-combatants with the army it is hard to believe that three

thousand medimnoi of barley-meal would only last the army three days. It would

mean, if what Lykon is reported to have said were true, that the army would have

had the same number of camp-followers accompanying it as there were serving

troops. There certainly were non-combatants with the army, as Xenophon

(Anabasis, 5.8.6) had earlier had to justify why he had struck a mule-driver who

was travelling with the army, although Xenophon does not provide us with any

information as to how many non-combatants there actually were with the army.

Returning to Xenophon's (loc. cit.) report of the speech of Lykon, he states that

Lykon, in addition to his statement, also proposed that they demand money from

the Herakleiots. Xenophon and Cheirisophos were both opposed to this plan but

Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.2.7-8) tells us that the army appointed three ambassadors,

one of them being Lykon, who went to the Herakleiots to demand money and,

Xenophon (ibid.) alleges, Lykon also issued threats against the Herakleiots.

Faced with such demands the Herakleiots, Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.2.8)

maintains, gathered in their property from the countryside and moved the market

inside the city walls, and closed the city gates. No doubt it was from this market

that Lykon, and those who supported him, had expected to buy provisions if they

had received money either from the generals or from the Herakleiots themselves.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.2.16) informs us that the Herakleia incident resulted in

the army splitting into three, the Arkadians and Achaians, Xenophon's

contingent, and the troops of Cheirisophos. Later Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.4.1)

states that the three contingents came together again at Kalpe Harbour. While in

this area, Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.4.16) informs us, the army's provisions gave

out and there was no market to hand from which to obtain more and it was

necessary to forage for supplies, although Xenophon, in traditional pious form,

21 ,
CLACDLTUJV i1E5(11V0V3 TptcrxtAtovs, OrVOU 8 KEpap.ta xt"Ata Kai TrEVTaKOCILa.
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would not lead the men out until he could ensure favourable omens from his

sacrifices. Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.4.22) states that there were no longer any

sacrificial sheep with the army and that they therefore had to buy a bullock that

was yoked to one of the wagons of their baggage train to use as a sacrificial

victim. Presumably at least someone had some money and it may well have been

Xenophon himself.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 6.6.38) states that when the army reached Chrysopolis in

Kalchedonia, the army spent a week selling the booty they had taken from the

Bithynians, which consisted of slaves and sheep: "in abundance". Their main

reason for plundering the Bithynians had been to acquire booty, Xenophon (ibid.)

tells us, in order that the army would have: "a little something in hand" upon

reaching friendly territory.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.1.7) states that upon reaching Byzantion, Anaxibios the

Spartan nauarchos, ordered the Ten Thousand out of the city, saying that he

intended to count them and send them home. Xenophon (ibid.) maintains that the

Ten Thousand grew angry at this as they had no money with which to purchase

provisions for the next stage of their journey. Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.1.13)

states that he himself approached Anaxibios with queries about the army's lack

of provisions and was informed by him that they were to take them from the

Thracian villages, and to proceed to the Chersonesos to enlist for pay with the

Spartan Kyniskos, although as events were to turn out, however, the army did not

take up employment with Kyniskos.

Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.2.6) informs us that Aristarchos, succeeding Kleander as

the Spartan harmost of Byzantion, was instructed to sell into slavery any of the

Ten Thousand still remaining at Byzantion. Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.2.6) states

that as soon as he arrived in Byzantion, Aristarchos did indeed sell some four

hundred of the troops into slavery. Following the army's arrival at Perinthos

(Anabasis, 7.2.11) and a meeting with the Thracian Seuthes (Anabasis, 7.2.170

Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.3.3) states that he addressed the army following another

meeting, this time with Aristarchos who had told him that if they were to make
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war on the Thracians, Aristarchos in return would no longer sell them into

slavery, would no longer turn a blind eye to them not being sold provisions, and

that they would also receive proper pay from him. However, Xenophon

(Anabasis, 7.3.5) suggested to the troops that:

"seeing that here we neither have money with which to buy nor are

we permitted to take anything without money, that we ought to set

forth to the villages from which we are permitted to take, since their

inhabitants are weaker than ourselves, and that there, possessed of

provisions and hearing what the service is that one wants us for, we

should choose whatever course may seem best to us" (Xenophon,

Anabasis, 7.3.5)23.

The last time we hear of the Ten Thousand buying their provisions from a market

is when Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.6.24), addressing the troops, himself reminds the

Ten Thousand:

"Did you not go to Perinthos, and did not Aristarchos the

Lakedaimonian forbid your entering and shut the gates against you?

So you encamped outside the walls, in midwinter, and you got your

provisions by purchase at a market, though scanty were the supplies

you saw offered for sale and scanty the means you had with which to

buy" (Xenophon, Anabasis, 7.6.24)24.

Certainly, as we have seen, the general lack of money among the Ten Thousand,

was something of a recurring issue, and clearly a major problem with regard to

the Ten Thousand's relative inability to obtain provisions by purchase. Although

the passage above does not specifically say there was any overcharging it is also

interesting in that it shows that there was little on offer which might suggest that

23 j71"a VOci.5e obcr€ el.pyt5pcov g'XOtlEV 41' CITE ciyopegEtv oirr€ live) cipyvpiov 4(2)cre ACLILL)3(iVELV,
6TaVEABOVTag Erg Tag KW/lag 80Ev Or 77/TTOIJC ja")01 AapPcivetv, gicci x0VTGLS"7abTLT778ELa
CIKOUOVTag TL TLC 5p.C3V SEITaL, alpEicrOat TL1v 7)piv 80Kfi K pEiTLOTOV ErVat.
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it was not only Lydian merchants who could charge extortionate prices 25 . In

addition, the scarcity of supply may have led the merchants to charge whatever

prices they wished, given the high demand among the troops for provisions.

Perhaps the best way to prevent profiteering at the expense of soldiers would

have been for the officers of the Ten Thousand to buy in bulk on behalf of the

men under their command in much the same way as the Pseudo-Aristotle

(Oikonomikos, 1350b [2.2.22-23]) maintains Timotheos did on Samos, a point

which will be discussed later in this chapter.

During the naval operations in the Hellespont in 405 BC, Xenophon (Hellenika,

2.1.25) relates how the Athenians were having to go to Sestos, a distance of

fifteen stadia, in order to obtain provisions. Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.1.27) then

informs us that these supplies were obtained by purchase. In contrast, Diodoros

(13.105.1-106.1), in rather melodramatic fashion, claims of the Athenians that:

"famine gripped the army". Plutarch (Lysander 10; Alkibiades 36), probably

basing his accounts on that of Xenophon, also records how the Athenians were

having to fetch their provisions from Sestos at a distance, although he does not

make any mention of them actually having to purchasing them 26 . By comparison,

Cornelius Nepos (Lysander 1.) records how the Athenians were straggling about

in the fields prior to Lysander's sudden appearance at Aigospotamoi in an ill-

disciplined manner, although he does not state that they were actually going to

and from Sestos in order to obtain provisions. However, although some of these

and other accounts fail to mention that the Athenians were fetching their

provisions from Sestos, we can be confident that the account given by Xenophon

(/c. cit.) is actually the most accurate.

Xenophon (Hellenika, 3.4.11), in describing Agesilaos' Asian campaign states

that Agesilaos sent word to the cities of Karia that lay on his supposed line of

march to have markets for his troops ready for when he reached them. Xenophon

(Hellenika, 3.4.12) goes on to record that this was actually a ruse on Agesilaos'

25 See Xenophon, Anabasis, 1.5.6
26 Cf. Polyainos, 1.45.2, who does not mention anything about the fact that the Athenians were
obtaining provisions, nor does Pausanias, 9.32.6, who instead concentrates on condemning
Lysander's alleged 'war-crimes'.
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part to deceive the Persian satrap Tissaphernes, as the Spartan king actually

marched on Phrygia instead27.

Similarly, and once more involving Agesilaos, Xenophon (Hellenika, 5.4.48)

states that, in the spring of 377 BC, Agesilaos sent word to Thespiai that a market

be made ready for his arrival. Once again it was to prove to be merely a ruse, for

the Thebans guarded the pass leading from Thespiai into their own territory,

while Agesilaos marched along the road leading towards Erythrai instead and

after completing a single day's march to cover a distance that should have taken

two days for an army, which suggests a 'forced' march, Agesilaos made his way

unopposed into Theban territory passing through the Theban stockade at Skolos

and ravaged the land right up to the walls of Thebes (Xenophon, (Hellenika,

5.4.49)28.

That Agesilaos could get away with using, by and large, the same stratagem twice

and twice fool his enemies into believing he intended to march in a different

direction than that which he actually did is not so very surprising. Both

Tissaphernes and the Thebans would possibly have heard about the markets in

each case being prepared for the arrival of Agesilaos' troops. It would probably

have not seemed inconceivable to both Agesilaos' opponents that an experienced

general commanding an army would, by sheer necessity, make arrangements for

providing his troops with provisions. In addition, the actual ploy of arranging for

markets to be ready suggests that troops purchasing their provisions from such

markets was a relatively common practice.

27 Cf. Xenophon, Agesilaos, 1.14, which contains an almost identical passage to that within the
Hellenika. See also: Plutarch, Agesilaos 9, who mentions Agesilaos' ruse but fails to mention that
he sent word for markets to be ready for his troops. In contrast, Cornelius Nepos, Agesilaos 3,
merely states that Tissaphernes himself expected that Karia would be the most likely target for
attack by Agesilaos. Polyainos, 2.1.9, records Agesilaos' ruse but he maintains that Agesilaos
turned from Karia into Lydia rather than Phrygia.
28 Xenophon also gives a much briefer account of this campaign in his Agesilaos (2.22), though
he omits to record Agesilaos' ruse of sending the message to Thespiai. Cf. Polyainos, 2.1.11,
who mentions that Agesilaos sent word for provisions to be gathered at Thespiai; while Diodoros,
15.34.1-2, who gives a very pro-Theban account of the campaign, fails to mention Agesilaos'
stratagem. Cf. Frontinus, 1.4.3.
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Furthermore, that the practice of troops purchasing their provisions from a

market was a relatively common one is seemingly confirmed when Xenophon

(Hellenika, 6.5.12) maintains that when Agesilaos, in the winter of 370-369 BC,

occupied the city of Eutaia29, on the Arkadian border, he did the city no harm,

allowing its residents to remain there:

"and his troops got everything they needed by purchase; and if

anything had been taken as booty at the time he entered the city, he

searched it out and gave it back" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 6.5.12)3°.

Somewhat surprisingly this alleged act of magnanimity on the part of the Spartan

king is omitted by Xenophon in his Agesilaos. This is perhaps all the more

surprising when we consider Tuplin's (1993:142) statement concerning: "the

laudatory account of the king's role in the defence of Sparta" as given in

Xenophon' s Agesilaos (2.23).

In describing the courage of the Phleiasians while under a state of near-siege

Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.17), full of admiration, states:

"that they maintained their fidelity to their friends is clearly manifest;

for when they were shut off from the products of their land, they lived

partly by what they could get from the enemy's territory, and partly

by buying from Corinth; they went to the market through the midst of

many dangers, with difficulty provided the price of supplies, with

difficulty brought through the enemy's lines the people who fetched

these supplies and were hard put to it to find men who would

guarantee the safety of the beasts of burden which were to convey

them" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 7.2.17)31.

29 Or Eugaia, according to Tuplin (1993:141; 141n.57).
IO:a 07.1VO4LEVOL, EAciauflavov JO'COV SEOLVTO* El SI 	 Ka ipVeLOOT b O'TE EIOljEL EIS Tip/ 77-6ALV,

E6ELTC;JV airaceRce.
31 .r-,
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In this instance we have an example of a polis organising a supply convoy and

obtaining provisions from elsewhere by purchase. Although, at first glance, it

could be argued whether or not this example actually applies to the provisioning

of troops the matter is clarified when Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.18) goes on to

record how the Phleiasians arranged with the Athenian general Chares for an

escort for the supply train. Xenophon (ibid.) also states the Phleiasians begged

Chares to escort their non-combatants (axpelot) out of the city and to the safety of

Pelien& Therefore, those who remained behind in Phleious would have all been

serving troops and as such the provisions that Chares and the Phleiasians bought

at PeIlene would have been solely for the consumption of the city garrison.

Earlier in this chapter, we touched on an example by which a commander

prevented merchants profiteering at the expense of the troops under his

command, that being when the Pseudo-Aristotle (Oikonomikos, 1350b [2.2.23])

relates how when Timotheos was at Samos he banned the sale of milled corn in

measures of less than one and a half bushels and measures of less than eight and

a half gallons of wine or oil. Timotheos then instructed his officers to buy in

bulk and at wholesale prices and to issue such supplies to the troops under their

command32. This passage is particularly interesting as Timotheos' directive

would have prevented profiteering among the merchants who were selling the

supplies to his army. In addition, it would also, perhaps, have allowed

Timotheos' officers to dictate the prices they were willing to pay for such

supplies33.

Similarly, The Athenaion Politeia (42.3) of the Pseudo-Aristotle describes how

when the Athenian epheboi were under instruction by their 'disciplinary officers'

each of the 'disciplinary officers' received an allowance of one drachma per day

for himself as well as his receiving of the allowance for each of his tribal cadets

at a rate of four obols for each cadet. In turn, each of the 'disciplinary officers'

dJvrn$pEvo, &a 7TOAAci/V LV81W COY ir 7"";i1/ dyopav ICCVTES, xaAEóc ali gV T 41.7)V Tl" 0 piZOVTE3 , xaAerran
Sg rot)s. K Opt( OVTES' (Starr 0 pEVOVTEC , yAtcrxpon 5' jyyvvras KaOwravTec Taw ci6Ovrcov inroCuylcov.

32 Cf. Polyainos, 3.10.10, who also records this.
33 Cf. Xenophon, Anabasis, 1.5.6; 3.2.21, in both passages Xenophon relates how the Ten
Thousand were subjected to profiteering merchants.
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was responsible for buying the provisions in common for himself and the cadets

of his own tribe who are in his charge.

As we have seen there is a sizeable body of evidence from our source material

which shows that the practice of troops purchasing their provisions from markets

while on campaign was relatively common. In those cases in which troops

received maintenance payments this was usually provided by their own polis.

However, there were some exceptions to this. In addition to the examples cited

earlier in this chapter, there is the statement by the Pseudo-Aristotle

(Oikonomikos, 1350a [2.2.2311) that when Timotheos was conducting his

Olynthian campaign he found himself short of silver with which to pay his

troops. Timotheos' remedy to this was to issue copper coinage to his troops

telling them that the local merchants would accept this as legal tender. Similarly,

a lack of money is evident once again during Timotheos' campaign on Kerkyra

according to the Pseudo-Aristotle (ibid.), although allegedly Timotheos had

plenty of provisions to distribute to the troops in lieu of payment. Some credence

is given to this by Xenophon's (Hellenika 5.4.63-66) account of the campaign

especially when Xenophon (Hellenika 5.4.66) states that Timotheos: "kept

sending for money from Athens".

Another exception is provided by one of the clauses of the treaty concluded

between Athens, Elis, Argos, and Mantineia, in the summer of 420 BC.

Thucydides (5.47.6) states that the treaty contained the following clause:

"for the relieving force the state which sends for them shall furnish

provisions for thirty days after their arrival in the state that sent for

succour; and in like manner on their return; but if they wish to use the

army for a longer period, the city which sends for it shall furnish

provisions for hoplites or light-armed troops or bowmen, three

Aiginetan obols per day, and for a cavalryman one Aiginetan

drachma" (Thucydides, 5.47.6)34.

34 Tag & 13w/7 0013(3w .7) vats. 75 Trji.movaa 7rapcx gora,	 p.gv rpulKovra	 aiTov j7rip
AOwatv s rip 7r6At.v rip hrayydAaaav Pon0€1,v, Kai &maim KaTcl Ta)rci- -qv irAeova
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Clearly, in this instance, the financial burden for providing either provisions or

money for maintenance fell upon the polis which had sent for military aid rather

than on the home polis from which the troops had been summoned. The

inclusion of such a clause in the terms of the alliance allowed an allied state to

furnish military support to an ally but without the additional financial burden of

having to provide provisions or maintenance pay for such forces.

The desire to alleviate the financial burden on the mother polis during wartime is

also apparent in the fourth century BC, when, during Artabazus' rebellion against

the Great King, Diodoros (16.22.1) states that:

"Chares, now that he had succeeded to the command of the whole

fleet and was eager to relieve the Athenians of its expense, undertook

a hazardous operation. Now Artabazus had revolted from the Persian

King and with only a few soldiers was on the point of joining combat

with the satraps who had more than seventy thousand. Chares with

all his forces took part with Artabazus in a battle and defeated the

King's army. And Artabazus, out of gratitude for his kindness made

him a present of a large sum of money with which he was able to

furnish his entire army with supplies" (Diodoros, 16.22.1)35.

However, Chares' actions, Diodoros (16.22.2) goes on to say, led to ambassadors

arriving from the Persian King with threats of war in support of Athens'

enemies 36 . This incident, however, does make one wonder what Chares was

hoping to achieve by his actions when at that time his energies would have been

far better spent fighting Athens' enemies in the ongoing 'Social War', rather than

becoming embroiled in another conflict. Certainly, the payment he received from

POLACOVTat xpOvov Tij orpartc,i xp71a0ae, 7TOAIS I.LETCL7rEpAkailiVn MOTU/ O'ITOV, 7"(1.) /AEI/ InTA(77) K
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Artabazus would have helped to ease the financial burden on his polis. However,

at what price politically? The risk of war with Persia was a price that Athens was

unwilling to pay.

36 Cf. Diod. 16.34.1; Isok. Areop. 8, 10, 81; Plut. Arai. 16.3.
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SUPPLY CONVOYS, SUPPLY LINES, AND DEPOTS

In addition to the methods discussed in the preceding chapters that could be

employed by armies to ensure adequate supplies of food and drink there are two

other methods that could be employed to ensure that an army received adequate

supplies. An army could employ the use of supply convoys, dispatched along

lines of supply perhaps having prearranged to meet the army at some point on the

march. Alternatively, an army could set up depots or magazines in which

supplies were stockpiled to be distributed as and when an army reached them.

Herodotos (7.20) states that the preparations for Xerxes' invasion of Greece took

four years to complete. During that time, Herodotos (7.25.1) maintains that the

Persians depots established magazines along Xerxes' proposed line of march

through Thrace. Earlier in his narrative, Herodotos (3.6.2) relates how, following

the conquest of Egypt by the Persian king Cambyses, the Persians had drinking

water collected in ceramic jars in Egypt and carried into Syria to establish water

supply depots.

The Persian use of supply convoys and depots is also attested to by Xenophon in

his Cyropaideia (2.4.18), in which Xenophon has Cyaxares send wagons loaded

with provisions to meet the Elder Cyrus on his march. Perhaps less reliable is

Diodoros' (17.81.1) claim that when the army of the Elder Cyrus was marching

against a people called the Arimaspians, the Persian army was reduced to such

dire straits through their lack of provisions that the troops, allegedly, were

resorting to cannibalism: at which point, Diodoros (ibid.) maintains, the

Arimaspians appeared: "bringing thirty thousand wagons laden with provisions",

and as a result the Elder Cyrus renamed them 'the Benefactors' and exempted

from taxation. The story seems a little far fetched to be believed. Perhaps also as

unreliable is Xenophon's (Cyropaideia, 5.2.4) story that the fortress of the

Babylonian Gobryas, who defected to the Elder Cyrus, was stockpiled with

enough provisions to last a whole generation. In another of his works Xenophon

(Oikonomikos, 4.6) alludes to the Persian practice of the maintenance of troops in

citadel garrisons within the Persian empire. By comparison, the Pseudo-Aristotle

(Oikonomikos, 1353a [2.2.38]) refers to the system of Persian magazines
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stationed along the royal highways, and maintains that these were expected to be

replenished, by law, by the regional satraps. So much then for Persian practice,

what of that of the Greeks themselves?

It could be argued that the ships carrying Lemnian wine that Homer (Iliad,

7.4670 states Eunéos sent to the `Achaian' forces at Troy is a relatively early

indication that the idea of supply convoys was one which was familiar to the

Greeks. Although the Greek forces before Troy had to barter bronze, iron, hides,

slaves, and cattle, in order to obtain the wine, it nevertheless suggests a line of

supply between Lemnos and the forces besieging Troy.

Herodotos (7.158) maintains that Gelein of Syracuse offered to supply the entire

Hellenic League's army with provisions for the duration of the conflict with

Xerxes on the condition that he were made overall commander in chief.

Herodotos (7.159) states that upon hearing that Gelein was willing to help only if

he were made commander in chief the Spartan delegate, Syagros, exploded

violently uttering oaths that Agamemnon himself would lament loudly if the

Spartans were to give up the leadership of the Greeks in favour of GelOn and his

Syracusans. Herodotos (7.161) goes on to record that the Athenian envoy

pointed out to GelOn that while the Athenians were willing, if asked, to surrender

command of the Greek navy to the Spartans they would not do so for anyone

else. As a result, Herodotos (7.162) maintains, GelOn withdrew his offer of help

and suggested the envoys leave for home.

During the Plataiai campaign of 479 BC, Herodotos (9.39) informs us of a supply

convoy dispatched from the Peloponnesos to the Hellenic League forces stationed

along the Asopos ridge in the vicinity of Plataiai. However, as the convoy came

through the 'Oak's Heads' or 'Three Heads' pass, and made its descent onto

more level ground, it was attacked by a patrolling Persian cavalry force with the

result that of the five hundred beasts of burden (z7rovqtco, wagons, and wagon

drivers of the convoy, the Persians slew whatever they could and drove the

remainder to the Persian lines. This passage is of particular importance as it

provides us with valuable historical evidence that someone, somewhere, had
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taken an important military and logistical decision to send out this convoy to the

Greek forces. It clearly shows that the ancient Greeks were well aware of the

importance of good logistical support for troops in the field. That it failed to

reach its destination is largely due to the efficiency of the Persian cavalry patrols.

The cavalry patrol itself was in the vicinity of the pass over ICithairon, on the

intelligence of a Theban, Timagenides, who would no doubt have been well

aware of the approaches into his native Boiotia (Herodotos, 9.38).

Who had taken the decision to dispatch the convoy in the first place is unknown.

However, it would seem likely that as the Spartans were the acknowledged

leaders of the military and naval forces of the Hellenic League (Herodotos,

7.159), it could well have been a Lakedaimonian decision to send the convoy to

the Greek forces. Herodotos (9.50) also records that the Greek commanders

deliberated their next action as their food supplies ran out and in the light of the

fact that the men sent to the Peloponnesos to fetch provisions had been cut down

by Persian cavalry patrols. If this passage refers to the same convoy as that

caught as it passed through, and emerged from, the 'Oak's Heads' or 'Three

Heads' pass, then it may well have been on the return leg of their mission having

been sent from the army's position on the Asopos ridge to the Peloponnesos by

the commanders in the field themselves. Burn (1984:5211) is of the opinion that

the Greeks were receiving food convoys, rather than a single convoy, and given

the duration of the campaign it is conceivable that there was more than just one

convoy, although we are no further in determining who had organised such

convoys. Though the main point to be made is that the Greeks were using a line

of supply and at least one, or more, supply convoys to keep the army in

provisions during the campaign.

Perhaps less reliable is Diodoros' (11.80.3) allegation that a large Athenian

ayopci sent from Attika to the Athenian army in Boiotia, during the Tanagra

campaign, was intercepted during a night raid by Thessalian cavalry who had

defected to the Spartans. The incident is not recorded in Thucydides' (1.107.5-

108.2) account of the campaign, although Thucydides (1.107.7) does mention

that the Thessalian cavalry, who were meant to be allies of the Athenians
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deserted them for the Spartans. In the summer of 431 BC, Thucydides (2.6.4)

informs us that the Athenians sent a relieving force to their ally Plataiai, which

brought food supplies with it, although Thucydides fails to explain how these

provisions were transported to Plataiai.

In describing the ability of the Lakedaimonian troops on Sphakteria to hold out

despite the Athenian blockade during the operations around Sphakteria and

Pylos, Thucydides (4.26.5) relates that:

"the Lakedaimonians had called on volunteers to convey to the island

ground corn and wine and cheese and any other food such as might

be serviceable in a siege, fixing a high price and also promising

freedom to any Helot who should get food in" (Thucydides, 4.26.5)1.

Thucydides (4.26.61) goes on to state that many, especially among the Helots,

took the risk to run the Athenian blockade in boats approaching the island from

the seaward side and attempted to get supplies through to the Lakedaimonian

troops on Sphakteria. Gomme (1956b:467) raises the question of what happened

to the volunteers if their boats were badly damaged following their somewhat

reckless approaches to the island in their attempts to elude Athenian naval and

hoplite patrols, and asks the somewhat rhetorical question "did the sailors.. .stay

behind on the island helping to consume the food they had brought?"

Presumably, if any boats were indeed too badly damaged to use again, or if they

were seized by Athenian patrols there is every likelihood that they did. In

addition to the volunteers in their boats, Thucydides (4.26.8-9) states that:

"At the harbour, too, there were divers who swam to the island under

water, towing after them by a cord skins filled with poppy-seed

mixed with honey and bruised linseed; at first they were not

discovered, but afterwards watches were set for them. And so both

1 ol AaKE8avivtot TT e0ELTTO'VTES e's	 vjaov jaa'yEtv afrOv TE TO), flovA(SpEvov ciAnAEvov Kai
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sides kept resorting to every device, the one to get food in, the other

to catch them doing it" (Thucydides, 4.26.8-9)2.

Certainly, the volunteers appear to have made every effort to run the Athenian

blockade in their attempts to get provisions through to the troops on the island.

The initial Lakedaimonian call for volunteers, and their setting of a fixed high

price as an inducement to get volunteers to come forward shows that the

Lakedaimonians were well aware of the necessity of keeping the troops on

Sphakteria supplied with adequate provisions. The Athenian efforts to prevent

such volunteers getting through the blockade and onto the island, likewise,

illustrate that the Athenians, too, understood the importance of attempting to cut

the Lakedaimonian lines of supply, and thereby force the troops on the island to

surrender.

Thucydides (4.27.1) remarks that the Athenians were greatly distressed at the

prospect that these Peloponnesian blockade runners were actually getting through

to the troops on Sphakteria. Furthermore, they were also fearful that winter

would overtake them while the troops on the island were still holding out. In

addition, Thucydides (ibid.) states that the Athenians had problems with supply

convoys of their own, in that:

"they saw that conveyance of supplies round the Peloponnesos would

be impossible - Pylos being a desolate place at best, to which they

were unable even in summer to send round adequate supplies - and

that, since there were no harbours in the neighbourhood, the blockade

would be a failure" (Thucydides, 4.27.1)3.

Plutarch (Nikias, 7.1), similarly, records the Athenians' distress pointing out that

transporting supplies round the Peloponnesos was a lengthy and expensive

2,	 N	 2
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process in summer and risky or quite impossible in winter. In somewhat stark

contrast, Diodoros' (12.61.1-63.3) account of the Pylos-Sphakteria campaign

makes no mention whatsoever of the Athenian supply problem, but rather alleges

(12.63.1) that the Athenian blockade was so effective that the Lakedaimonian

troops were in danger of starving to death. This is somewhat at odds with

Thucydides (4.39.2), who states that even after the eventual surrender of the

Lakedaimonian troops:

"some grain was found on the island at the time of the capture, as

well as other articles of food; for the commander Epitadas was

accustomed to give each man a scantier ration than his supplies

would have allowed" (Thucydides, 4.39.2)4.

This passage is particularly interesting in that it shows that Epitadas had been

carefully shepherding his resources, no doubt fully aware of the uncertain nature

by which his troops were being supplied. Epitadas was probably acutely aware

that there was no guarantee that the attempts by those Peloponnesians to run the

Athenian blockade would actually get through to the troops on the island. That

some did is confirmed by this passage, just prior to which Thucydides (ibid.) has

once again referred to how the Peloponnesian blockade runners at Sphakteria had

indeed managed to get supplies through to the troops on the island. The

achievements of those who successfully attempted to run the Athenian blockade

can only be described as considerable. Thucydides (4.39.1-2) tells us that the

siege lasted in total seventy-two days of which the troops on the island had been

allowed provisions for the twenty days that the truce lasted. Therefore, those

who had successfully got past the Athenian blockade and brought in supplies had

managed to provide the Lakedaimonian troops with adequate provisions,

depending on what supplies, if any, the troops had initially taken over to the

island with them, for perhaps a total of fifty-two days.

4, 0. 1T05 TLC EV rfi vjacp Kai ciAAa gpilip.aTa 4vicarEA-400-q- 6 yap cipxwv Ev. t.Td.Sas. jvSecar‘pws
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Thucydides (6.47.1) states that while the Athenian expeditionary force was at

Rhegion, Nikias was of the opinion that they sail with their full armament to

Segesta and ask them for xplittaTa, money, or rpoik, provisions or a means of

maintenance for sixty ships, in return for Athenian help against Selinous.

Thucydides (6.48-49) records how the other two commanders, Alkibiades and

Lamachos, had differing views. Allcibiades wanted to make allies of the Sikels in

the hope they would furnish the Athenians with grain and troops, and urged the

others that they should try to persuade Sicilian Messene to ally itself with them.

Lamachos, in contrast, maintained that they should head straight for Syracuse in

the hope of catching the Syracusans unprepared, and by making themselves

masters of the countryside have adequate supplies for the army. As events were

to transpire, Thucydides (6.50.1f) states, Lamachos was persuaded to support

Allcibiades' plan, although his mission was to prove unsuccessful. It is

particularly interesting to note of this episode that although each of the three

Athenian commanders had differing views as to the course of action they should

take, all three made a point of raising the issue of how best to obtain supplies for

the expeditionary force.

Thucydides (6.88.1) states that, while the Athenians were stationed at Sicilian

Naxos, they were negotiating with the Sikels. Thucydides (6.88.4) goes on to

state that of the Sikel settlements of the Sicilian interior:

"with few exceptions straightway sided with the Athenians, bringing

down grain for the army and in some cases money also" (Thucydides,

6.88.4)5.

Thucydides (6.74.2) tells us that the Athenians went into their winter quarters, in

415-414 BC, at Sicilian Naxos, and at that time sent a trireme back to Athens

with a request for money and cavalry, so that these may be on hand for the

expeditionary force at the start of the following spring. Later, Thucydides

(6.93.4) states that this vessel reached Athens at the end of the winter and that the
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"it seemed to him [Nikias] that the bringing in of supplies would be

an easier matter" (Thucydides, 7.4.4)8.

Therefore, clearly one of the reasons for the choice of the base at Plemmyrion

was for the purpose of allowing supply convoys to reach the Athenians more

easily. Unfortunately for the Athenians, as Thucydides (7.4.6) points out the

water supply at the site of Plemmyrion: "was scanty and not near at hand", while

firewood for cooking fires had to be fetched from the nearby countryside and

troops who attempted to do so were subjected to Syracusan cavalry attacks.

Thucydides (7.13.1) states that Nikias, in his letter to the Athenian ekklesia,

pointed out of his forces that:

"if we relax our vigilance ever so little, we shall not have our

supplies, which are even now with difficulty brought past their city

and into our camp" (Thucydides, 7.13.1)9.

Thucydides (7.14.3) has Nilcias' letter continue by expressing concern that the

enemy might turn their attention to Athens' allies in Italy, who were providing

them with food supplies. Thucydides (ibid.) maintains that Nilcias was fearful

that those allies the Athenians did have in Italy might be swayed to defect to the

enemy as a result of seeing the plight that the Athenians found themselves in.

The Athenian response to this was to resolve to send a further armament to Sicily

(Thuc. 7.16.1). Eurymedon, with ten ships and one hundred and twenty talents of

silver, was dispatched to Sicily immediately, at the time of the winter solstice

(Thuc. 7.16.2), while the other nominated commander made preparations by

assembling ships, troops, and money, to set sail to reinforce the expeditionary

force at the beginning of the spring (Thuc. 7.17.1).

Thucydides (7.22.1-24.2) records how Gylippos launched a successful combined

attack, by land and sea, on the three Athenian forts at Plemmyrion. Following
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the capture of the forts, the Syracusans demolished one and garrisoned the other

two, having captured stores, food supplies and merchants within the forts (Thuc.

7.24.2). The capture of these forts certainly led to Athenian fears regarding the

possibility that their supply route by sea at Syracuse had been cut, as any vessels

attempting to reach them would have sail past the two forts which were now in

Syracusan hands (Thuc. 7.24.3) 1°.

Thucydides (7.43.2) states that for his assault on Epipolai, the Athenian general

Demosthenes: "ordered provisions for five days", but Thucydides fails to record

where these provisions came from. These provisions might have been from those

being brought overland from Thapsos (Thuc. 6.99.4) or, alternatively perhaps

from Katane, as Thucydides (7.60.2) later provides us with evidence that the

Athenians had been getting supply convoys from Katane. Thucydides (/c. cit.)

mentions the Athenians' supply line with Katané in the context that word had

already been sent to Katane to stop sending supplies to the Athenians, as they had

intended breaking out of the harbour and sailing for home, although this had been

prevented by Syracusan naval victories in the fighting in the Great Harbour.

As the Athenians prepared to retreat overland from Syracuse, Thucydides

(7.77.6) has Nikias speak of the arrangements they had made to rendezvous with

the Sikels who were supposed to meet up with the Athenians bringing supplies

with them. As we have heard that many of the Sikels had previously sent both

provisions and money to the Athenians (Thuc. 6.88.4) it could be argued that, had

the Athenians actually reached the rendezvous point, they would not have been

expected to have to purchase such provisions, although this cannot be said for

certain. The main point to be made is that Nikias had given the matter of how to

adequately provision his troops careful thought and had at least made

arrangements to rendezvous with a supply convoy on the march. That the

Athenians failed to reach the rendezvous point is, by and large, inconsequential.

770‘ALV XCLAETTC3CKaL VOV ECKOILLC41EVOL.
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CT. Plutarch, Nikias 20, who echoes Thucydides' statement that the Athenians felt the loss of
the forts at Plemmyrion meant their supply lines by sea had been cut.
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In recording the events of the stasis at Athens in 404 BC, Xenophon (Hellenika,

2.4.2) informs us that Thrasyboulos and seventy companions, all opposed to the

oligarchic regime, set out from Thebes and occupied Phyla, which Xenophon

(ibid.) describes as being a: "strong fortress". Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.4.3) goes

on to state that at this, The Thirty along with the Three Thousand and the

Athenian cavalry arm, marched out of the city and planned to invest the fortress

in an attempt to shut off the avenues of supply to the men in Phyla.

Unfortunately for the oligarchs a very heavy snowstorm during the night and

continuing on the following day led them to abandon the plan and they marched

back to Athens. That The Thirty had attempted to cut Thrasyboulos' lines of

supply suggests that supplies were reaching him in the fortress. Indeed, an

Athenian inscription honouring those who had liberated the city from The Thirty,

and recorded by Harding (1985:8), contains two lines (lines 4 and 5) mentioning

those who had donated money or supplies to the men in Phyla. Lines ten to

twenty of the same inscription (Harding, 1985:9) record the names of those being

honoured. Rather notably these include a muleteer, a mule-tender, a oil-seller, a

nut-seller, a bread-seller, and a cloth-fuller, as well a number of farmers and

artisans. That several of those being honoured were from a background of

supplying foodstuffs is particularly interesting as it suggests that some of the

people being honoured had transported provisions to Thrasyboulos' forces at

Phyla during the period of stasis.

Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.4.18-19) states that the anti-oligarchic faction was

victorious in a battle with the oligarchs and occupied Peiraieus. During this

occupation Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.4.26) goes on to record that men from

Aixone, going to their farms in order to fetch provisions to take back to Peiraieus,

were intercepted by Athenian cavalry forces and put to the sword. Although the

men of Aixone can hardly be described as a supply convoy in the strictest sense,

the fact that they were attempting to make a return journey to and from their

farms in order to obtain provisions demonstrates that they considered such a

journey as a potential line of supply.
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Shortly after this event, Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.4.28) states that the

Lakedaimonians, Lysander and his brother Libys, in support of The Thirty

attempted to blockade the men in Peiraieus by land and sea. Clearly, they were

attempting to sever all lines of supply into Peiraieus. While Lysander assembled

a large force of Peloponnesian hoplites at Eleusis in order to blockade Peiraieus

by land, Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.4.29) states that Libys, as admiral:

"kept guard on the sea, to prevent supplies coming in by water to the

besieged; so that the men in Peiraieus were soon in difficulties again"

(Xenophon, Hellenika, 2.4.29)11.

The employment of a blockade to prevent a force receiving adequate provisions

seems to have been a relatively standard Lakedaimonian tactic. Thucydides

(2.75.1) states that when the Lakedaimonians and their allies invested Plataiai in

the summer of 429 BC, they surrounded the city with a wooden stockade. Later,

according to Thucydides (2.78.1), this was replaced by a much more substantial

structure consisting of a double wall of mud-brick with ditches both inside and

outside the circuit. The aim of such a wall would clearly have been to completely

cut off Plataiai from any possible assistance. Thucydides (7.28.1) maintains that

the continual occupation of Dekeleia by the Spartans caused considerable

hardship to the Athenians. In addition, it also caused a further disadvantage to

the Athenians in that provisions which were being brought in to Athens from

Euboia, now had to travel around Cape Sounion by sea, a method which

Thucydides (ibid.) maintains, was more expensive. Even so, as Xenophon

(Hellenika, 1.1.35) points out, the Spartan king Agis was well aware that Athens

would not fall unless she were also blockaded by sea as well as by land.

Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.2.9-10) states that Lysander sailed to the straits of

Salamis and took up a blockading station at the entrance to Peiraieus, and, as a

result, the Athenians: "knew not what to do". Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.2.21-22)

states that the resulting famine within the city, as a direct result of the Spartan

11 KaTa Oa'AaTra WAarrev 157T Wg p.7184 elavAloi mil-dig Tell V EV LTITSELWIP cLare Taxi) irciAtv
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blockade, induced the Athenians to surrender 12. Earlier in the war, in 406 BC,

Xenophon (Hellenika, 1.6.19) states, the Athenian admiral KonOn had also found

himself blockaded at Methymna on Lesbos, by the Spartan admiral Kallikratidas,

and unable to procure provisions from any source. Xenophon (Hellenika, 1.6.20-

22) goes on to state that KonOn sent two triremes in opposite directions, one

towards the Hellespont, the other out to the open sea. The ship sent towards the

Hellespont managed to evade capture and eventually took word of the blockade

to Athens. In 371 BC, during Kleombrotos' invasion of Boiotia, the potential

threat of investment by the Lakedaimonians, Xenophon (Hellenika, 6.4.6)

maintains, caused the leaders of the Thebans to be fearful of being blockaded and

thereby cut off from provisions, with the possibility that the city itself might turn

against its leaders.

Indeed, there had been previous experience at Thebes of shortages of provisions

due to Spartan military activity. Following two successive Spartan invasions of

Theban territory, in 379 and 378 BC, Xenophon (Hellenika, 5.4.56) states that:

"the Thebans were now greatly pinched for want of corn, because

they had got no crops from their land for two years; they therefore

sent men and two triremes to Pagasai after corn, giving them ten

talents. But while they were buying up the corn, Alketas, the

Lakedaimonian who was keeping guard in Oreios, manned three

triremes, taking care that the fact should not be reported. And when

the corn was on its way from Pagasai, Alketas captured both corn and

triremes, and made prisoners of the men, who were not fewer than

three hundred. These men he then shut up in the Acropolis, where he

himself had his quarters" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 5.4.56)13.

12 Cf. Plutarch, Lysander 14, who, no doubt following Xenophon's account, records how the
famine at Athens as a direct result of the Spartan blockade brought about the surrender of the city.
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Clearly, Alketas was fully aware of the importance of this grain shipment to the

Thebans and his interception of it was a clever stroke 14 . Unfortunately, for both

Alketas and the Spartans, Xenophon (Hellenika, 5.4.57) points out, the Theban

prisoners on the acropolis of Oreios seized control of the acropolis while Alketas

was occupying himself with a handsome young boy in the town. The result was,

Xenophon (ibid.) states, that the city, too, rose in rebellion against the Spartans

and that after this episode the Thebans found it easier to bring in provisions of

corn.

The Spartans in particular, and indeed their allies also, seem to have been acutely

aware of the detrimental effects on an enemy that the interception of supply

convoys could achieve. In the year following the episode at Oreios, Xenophon

(Hellenika, 5.4.60) maintains that at an assembly of the allies of the

Lakedaimonians held at Sparta, several of the allies made speeches pointing out

that they had more ships than their Athenian enemy and that they could starve

Athens into submission, or even use the same ships to transport an army to

invade Theban territory. As a result of these discussions, Xenophon (Hellenika,

5.4.61) goes on to say, Pollis was appointed admiral and sixty triremes were

manned and placed under his command. Xenophon (ibid.) states that the

reasoning of the allies proved to be correct, since the Lakedaimonian fleet being

stationed in the neighbourhood of Aigina, Keos and Andros, meant that the

Athenian grain ships would not sail any further along the coast than Gerastos,

situated at the southern extremity of the island of Euboia. Xenophon (Hellenika,

5.4.61-62) goes on to record that the Athenians: "realising the necessity that was

upon them" manned their warships, and under the command of Chabrias fought a

successful naval engagement after which: "the corn was brought in for the

Athenians" I5 . The episode is particularly interesting in that it, once again,

demonstrates that the ancient Greeks were fully aware of the harmful effects that

cutting an enemy's lines of supply could induce. It is perhaps noteworthy that

14 Cf. Frontinus, 4.7.19. See also Tuplin (1993:129-130; 130 n.12) who points out that
Polyainos, 2.5.7, has another story involving Alketas, ships, and Oreios.
15 Diodoros, 15.34.3, also records how Pollis intended intercepting the Athenian grain convoy.
Unlike Xenophon's account, Diodoros does not record a naval battle, but rather merely that the
Athenians responded by providing the grain convoy with a naval escort.
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Xenophon (loc. cit.) describes the actions of the Athenians as being undertaken

due to "necessity" or compulsion (Ctvetro i). This shows that they were fully

aware of the gravity of the situation they found themselves in and took the

necessary steps to remedy the situation and restore their lines of supply.

In the summer of 369 BC, Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.1.15) states that a force of

Lakedaimonians and Pelléneans holding Oneion were attacked by the Thebans

and their allies and dislodged from their position. Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.1.17)

is particularly scathing of the actions of the Spartan commander, an unnamed

polemarch, pointing out that such as managed to survive the assault took refuge

on the nearest hill, adding:

"although the polemarch of the Lakedaimonians might have got as

many hoplites and as many peltasts as he pleased from the forces of

the allies and might have held his position - for supplies might have

been brought in safety from Kenchreai - he did not do this"

(Xenophon, Hellenika, 7.1.17)16.

This unnamed, and very senior, Spartan officer concluded what: "Xenophon

represents as an unnecessarily craven truce, permitting the Thebans to enter the

Peloponnesos" (Tuplin, 1993:144). This particular Xenophon passage is of

further interest in that not only does Xenophon criticise a serving senior Spartan

officer for his tactical failings, but in addition Xenophon draws attention to

logistical matters, this being the relative ease with which the Spartan polemarch

could have allegedly kept his force adequately supplied17.

16 181, Teij AarceSatp.ovtaw orroAquaexcp AaPOvn. On-Ocrous fdv 130t5AETO TOJ. 1) avigiaxwvAtTas,
OTT0001.S	 TrEATCCOTag, KCLTE1.11 TO xwpiov, Kai. yap ra E7TLT758Eta ENV (104)CLAWS" EK KEyXpELCCJV K

oligEcrOat, mitc broincr€ ra&ra.
17 As a former general of some considerable skill himself, Xenophon was more than adequately
qualified to comment with some appreciable authority on military matters be they of a tactical,
strategic, or logistical nature. Cf. Xenophon's (Hellenilca, 6.5.51-52) criticisms of the Athenian
general Iphilcrates, which also involves the holding of Oneion against the Thebans in 370 BC. On
logistical matters see Xenophon's (Hellenika, 6.2.5-23) account of Mnasippos' logistical
mismanagement of the Kerkyran campaign of 374 BC.
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Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.1-23) gives a long and praiseworthy account of the

small polis of Phleious' fidelity in their alliance with Sparta. Xenophon

(Hellenika, 7.2.1) states that, in 366 BC:

"the Argives had fortified Mount Trikaranon, above the Heraion, as a

base of attack upon Phleious, while the Sikyonians were fortifying

Thyamia on its borders, the Phleiasians were extremely hard pressed

and suffered from lack of provisions; nevertheless they remained

steadfast in their alliance" (Xenophon, Hellenika, 7.2.1)18.

Certainly, the Phleiasians were all too well aware of the danger of being

blockaded. During this time, Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.17) states that the

Phleiasians, while they were: "shut off from the products of their land" got their

provisions partly by living off what they could take from their enemies, and

partly by buying from the market in Corinth. Xenophon (ibid.) points out that

this was despite the many dangers and difficulties this entailed as well as having

difficulty providing the money to meet the price of the supplies they purchased.

At first glance it could be argued that this was not strictly a military supply

convoy system. However the military nature of these convoys is clarified a short

time later when Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.18) records how the Phleiasians

requested that the Athenian general Chares escort a convoy, accompanied by the

non-combatants among the Phleiasians, to Pelléné. Once this had been

successfully achieved, the Phleiasians, having loaded their purchases upon

inroUyta headed back to Phleious. Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.19) continues by

pointing out that the Phleiasians were well aware that their supply convoy could

well run into an ambush, which indeed it almost did, had not the Phleiasian

troops, followed by Chares, gone ahead of the convoy to clear the road of

enemies. Tuplin (1993:167) observes of this episode that Xenophon's treatment

of the Athenian general Chares: "manages not to be particularly flattering, with

Chares taking no initiative and sometimes literally puffing along behind the eager

Phleiasians". The episode is also interesting for a number of other reasons than

TOW TE AfYELWV E7TLTETETK4TWV Tel.) 1AE7.073VTL TO i`nr gp TO73 7-1pctiov Tpuccipavov, Ka -rci)v
EtKvcovicov ETT1 TOES' Opiots CLUTC5V TELXLVVTGOV	 oyaptav, tuiAa EITL4OVTO 01 (PACO:if:1LO( Ka1
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Xenophon's attitude towards Chares. Firstly, it shows that the Phleiasians were

acutely aware of the absolute necessity of making an attempt to get through to

Pellené. Secondly, they were willing to take such a risk, albeit because of sheer

necessity, in order to obtain supplies from Pellene. Furthermore, it appears that

they knew full well that there was a risk of the supply convoy being ambushed as

it made the return leg of its journey and took suitable precautions to prevent any

interception of the convoy by enemy forces. Shortly after this episode, Xenophon

(Hellenika, 7.2.20-23) states that the Phleiasians, accompanied by Chares and his

troops, attacked the Sikyonian builders engaged upon constructing the

fortification at Thyamia, as the Sikyonians had plenty of builders at the site but

few hoplites. Following the success of this mission, Xenophon (Hellenika,

7.2.23) states that:

"the Corinthians, after news had reached them in the night in regard

to Thyamia, in a most friendly way, ordered out by proclamation all

their teams and pack-animals, loaded them with corn, and conveyed

them to Phleious; and so long as the fortifications were building,

convoys continued to be sent out every day" (Xenophon, Hellenika,

7.2.23)19.

It is perhaps worth noting that although Xenophon (Hellenika, 7.2.1-23) has

embarked on the task of recording the deeds of the Phleiasians as an example of a

trusting and loyal ally of Sparta, nevertheless, as Tuplin (1993:146) points out:

"it is Corinth that takes the lead here", and not Sparta. It is actually the

Corinthians who decree to send the daily supply convoys of grain to the

Phleiasians and not the Spartans. Similarly, Xenophon (Hellenika, 5.2.2) states

that, in 386 BC, the Mantineians supplied the Argives with grain even though the

latter were at war with Sparta. There is one other alleged shipment of supplies

from one ally to another. Diodoros (14.79.4) states that while Agesilaos was

campaigning in Asia, the Lakedaimonians concluded an alliance with Nephereus

E (Mal) OV TC;JV	 Op.cos. E St€Kapi4povv EV rij avp,a.axia.
19 oi....nopLvotot, apLKOILEVOU	 VUKTOS. etyya0V ircp Tjc Chiatil.ag, ttaAa OduKois. wript;eavi-Es.
ra el.),77 Kai Ta /57roCvyta Trdvra Kai CT	 yEptaavores	 TOv OAELoUvra 7rap77yayov- Kai
&OTTE p ETEL)AETO r TEIXOS. , EKdCIT77C Twepas Trapawowrai .)ityvovro.
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the king of Egypt who, according to Diodoros (ibid.) sent a gift of enough

equipment for one hundred triremes along with five hundred thousand medimnoi

of grain. Xenophon (Hellenika, 3.4.3) informs us that when Agesilaos embarked

for his Asian campaign he took with him: "provisions for six months"

(jectitojvov aiTov) but makes no mention, either in his Hellenika (3.4.50 or in his

Agesilaos (1.70, of Agesilaos' campaign in Asia that the Spartan king ever

received supplies from Egypt and, as an eyewitness to, and a participant in, the

events of Agesilaos' campaign in Asia, we might at least have expected him to do

SO.

The Greeks of the western Mediterranean also understood the need for a good

understanding of military logistics. Diodoros (13.88.1) maintains that the

Syracusan general Daphnaios had planned to lay siege to a Carthaginian camp

before the city of Alcragas, in 406 BC, but in finding it heavily fortified instead

posted his cavalry troops on the roads and thereby captured such enemy troops as

were out foraging for supplies. Daphnaios' actions, Diodoros (ibid.) alleges,

brought the Carthaginians into serious straits in that by cutting off the means by

which provisions could be transported into the camp it led to severe shortages of

supplies within the Carthaginian camp. Diodoros (13.88.2) goes on to say that

the situation within the Carthaginian camp was allegedly so bad that Himilcar's

Campanian mercenaries marched on his tent in a body and threatened to defect to

the Greeks. Diodoros (ibid.) states that at the same time, the Syracusans were

sending a great amount of grain (7rAijOos- o-irov) by sea to Akragas and alleges that

the Carthaginian commander Himilcar received word of the shipment from:

"some source" and planned to intercept it with triremes he summoned from the

Carthaginian bases at Panormus and Motye. Following the success of the

Carthaginian triremes in their raid on the Greek supply convoy, Diodoros

(13.88.5) maintains, the whole situation was reversed with the Carthaginians now

having plenty of supplies, while the citizens of Akragas were deeply concerned at

the interception of the convoy. Diodoros (13.88.6) infers that such shipments of

grain had been an on-going concern during the siege and that the interception of

one of these convoys led to grave concerns about the lack of supplies within the

city.
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There is something deeply unsatisfactory about Diodoros' whole account of this

siege. Firstly, although he does inform us (13.85.1) that the Carthaginians

established two camps before Akragas, he merely says that the main camp was

near to the city. Secondly, Daphnaios' forces arrived and overran one of the

camps and posted troops to cut Himilcar's lines of supply by land (Diodoros,

13.87.1-88.1), so how did Himilcar manage to send word to the Carthaginian

bases at Panormus and Motye? Diodoros is not forthcoming on this point. If

Himilcar's main camp had been close to the sea and he had managed to send a

dispatch boat or similar we could at least have expected Diodoros to mention it.

Furthermore, if Himilcar could get word to the Carthaginian bases at Panormus

and Motye requesting triremes, could he not have also asked for supplies to be

sent to him? As to his receiving intelligence of the Greek grain shipment, it

seems likely, given Diodoros' (13.88.6) inference that such supply convoys were

being sent throughout the siege, that Himilcar knew full well that another supply

convoy would arrive sooner or later and he therefore planned to intercept it and

attempt to cut the line of supply between Syracuse and Akragas.

During further conflict between the Syracusans and the Carthaginians, Diodoros

(14.55.5) states that following the arrival of Himilcon and his capture of both

Eryx and Motye, the Syracusan tyrant Dionysios, stationed as he was at Aigesta

(or Segesta), thought it more prudent to avoid battle and pursue the war in

another area on the grounds that:

"he was widely separated from his allied cities and because the

transport of his food supplies was reduced" (Diodoros, 14.55.5)20 .

It is hardly surprising that Dionysios took such a decision, for his forces were

approximately one hundred and sixty miles away from Syracuse as the crow flies.

Certainly, with supply lines stretching so far to the rear there was a very real

danger that Himilcon could have attempted to cut Dionysios' lines of supply and

20 ap,a
/iEV paKpav raw avizp.axiScuv TrOAccov	 imeoiatdvos, cipa 8g	 crtro7rop.mfas 17nAcorolicnis.
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bring him to battle at a considerable disadvantage. Dionysios' decision not to

force a battle at this stage can only be condoned and helps to underline his skill

as a general. Indeed, as Keegan (1993:304-305) points out: "few commanders in

ancient or pre-modern times, except those of Roman armies operating at the

extremities of the imperial road network or those keeping close to a water-borne

supply train, could campaign outside their home territories with a freedom

unconstrained by logistic consideration", and Dionysios of Syracuse was no

exception. Diodoros (14.55.6-7) states that following unsuccessful negotiations

with the Sikani which were intended to bring the tribes into alliance with

Dionysios, the Syracusan autocrat made his way back to Syracuse, laying waste

the land in his wake.

Diodoros (14.63.3) states that when Himilcon laid siege to Syracuse, he built

three forts, one at Plemmyrion, one at the middle of the harbour, and a third by

the temple of Zeus. Diodoros (ibid.) maintains that Himiicon had these stocked

with grain, wine and other provisions, believing that to besiege Syracuse would

be a lengthy task. In addition Himilcon is alleged to have sent merchant ships to

Sardinia and Libya to: "secure grain and every kind of food", while on the

Syracusan side, Dionysios' brother-in-law Polyxenos arrived from the

Peloponnesos and Italy with thirty warships from Syracuse's allies along with a

Lakedaimonian admiral, Pharakidas. At this juncture, Diodoros (14.64.1) states

that Dionysios and Leptines set out with warships to escort a supply of

provisions21 . Unfortunately, Diodoros (loc. cit.) fails to provide us with any

further details of this mission, merely saying that while Dionysios was away the

Syracusans on their own initiative intercepted a Carthaginian merchant vessel

that was laden with food and destined for the besieging forces. As Syracuse was

under siege at that time it seems logical to suppose that Dionysios and Leptines

were sailing out with warships to a prearranged rendezvous point to meet up with

merchant vessels in order to provide them with a naval escort into Syracuse.

21 p.eTa parcpaw VECZni ErrAeov ciyopav po.A4LEvo, irapaccopIcrat.
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Following the failure of the siege at Syracuse, largely as a result of the plague,

Diodoros (14.77.1-6) gives a brief account of a revolt from Carthage that took

place in Libya. Diodoros (14.77.6) maintains that the revolt failed largely due to

the disorganisation among the rebels, a lack of suitable commanders, and a lack

of supplies. In stark contrast, Diodoros (ibid.) states that the Carthaginians:

"brought supplies by sea from Sardinia" and also bought off some of the rebels.

Some four years later, as another Carthaginian force made its way through the

Sicilian interior, Diodoros (14.95.7) maintains that Dionysios allied himself with

Agyris of Agyrion, who readily provided Dionysios' army with all of its food

supplies. Diodoros (14. 96.1) goes on to allege that the Carthaginian commander

Magon was continually in want of supplies, in that the troops of Agyris were

constantly laying ambushes and cutting off the Carthaginian lines of supply.

Dionysios was of the opinion that the Syracusans and their allies should bide

their time rather than force a pitched battle, believing that hunger among the

Carthaginian forces would achieve victory for the Greeks without their having to

fight. Unfortunately for Dionysios, Diodoros (14.96.3-4) states, his plan met

with the disapproval of the Syracusans, who deserted him and, consequently

forced him to conclude a peace agreement with Magon.

During his war against Persia, Euagoras of Kyprian Salamis, Diodoros (15.3.1)

alleges, indulged in acts of piracy to intercept Persian supply ships bringing

provisions to Persian troops stationed on Kypros and thereby attempted to sever

the Persian lines of supply. Diodoros (ibid.) maintains that Euagoras was so

successful in this that there were such severe shortages of supplies among the

Persian forces that the mercenary troops employed by the Persians rebelled and

murdered their officers. Diodoros (15.3.2-3) states that the Persians only

managed to put down the rebellion after transporting a large amount of grain to

the island from Cilicia. Diodoros (15.3.3) goes on to state that Euagoras received

a shipment of grain, along with money and other supplies, from his ally king

Acoris of Egypt. In somewhat stark contrast, Xenophon mentions Euagoras on

only three occasions (Hellenika, 2.1.29; 4.8.24; 5.1.10), and of these only the

latter two of the three references relate to Euagoras' war with Persia. Xenophon
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(Hellenika, 4.8.24) tells us that the Athenian admiral Philokrates, with ten

triremes, was sailing to aid Euagoras when he was intercepted by the Spartan

Teleutias who captured all ten of his ships. The only other occasion on which

Xenophon (Hellenika, 5.1.10) refers to Euagoras' struggle against Persia is in

remarking that the Athenian admiral Chabrias set out on a voyage to aid

Euagoras with eight hundred peltasts and ten triremes along with other ships and

hoplites obtained from Athens22.

Diodoros (16.13.3) maintains that during a period of stasis at Syracuse, between

the forces of Dion and the tyrant Dionysios the Younger, the latter found he had

plenty of everything but grain and that although he had mastery of the sea his

raids to obtain provisions by foraging proved to be inadequate. Diodoros (ibid.)

alleges that as a result Dionysios the Younger dispatched merchantmen and

money in order to obtain grain, but that the Syracusan forces who were siding

with Dion manned their warships and intercepted many of the merchant vessels

that were bound for the tyrant. Plutarch's (Dion 28-37) account of the overthrow

of Dionysios the Younger makes no mention of the tyrant attempting to obtain

provisions in the way that Diodoros (loc. cit.) describes. It is plausible that

Diodoros is correct and Dionysios' enemies had deliberately waited to intercept

the merchant ships on the return leg of their mission when they would be fully

loaded, thus slower and easier to intercept. Perhaps Plutarch, working to a

different agenda to Diodoros, chose instead to focus on the involvement of Dion

(his subject matter) in the overthrow of the tyrant and this might be the reason he

failed to include any account of Dionysios' attempts to obtain supplies from

abroad. Plutarch (Dion 35) does mention the attempt of Philistos to bring naval

aid to the tyrant in the form of a fleet of warships which sailed for Syracuse from

Iapygia, and records that this attempt was to prove unsuccessful, he makes no

mention of Dionysios' further attempts to break the siege or of the tyrant's

continued efforts to obtain provisions from outside Syracuse. This is not to say

that Diodoros' (loc. cit.) account is correct. On the one hand Diodoros alleges

that Dionysios the Younger had mastery of the sea, and yet he could not exploit

22 Isokrates, Euagoras 57f, has little to add to our knowledge, being little more than laudatory
encomium.
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this alleged supremacy and bring in supplies. This seems highly implausible.

Surely if Dionysios the Younger did have mastery of the sea he would have had

little trouble shipping in supplies from abroad. In addition, later in his narrative

Diodoros (16.16.3) records that at the naval battle in which Philistos was

defeated there were about sixty triremes on the two opposing sides; this suggests

parity of forces rather than the supremacy of one side over the other which would

cast doubt on Diodoros' (16.13.3) assertion that Dionysios the Younger had

control of the sea. Furthermore, Plutarch's (loc. cit.) account makes it plain that

the Syracusan demos felt that the balance of power lay in their own fleet and not

in the hands of Dion's mercenary troops, which would suggest that Dionysios the

Younger was effectively cut off by both land and sea from any aid.

Later in the siege, Diodoros (16.17.2) maintains that the tyrant managed to slip

out of Syracuse by ship and reached Italy; from the safety of which he dispatched

Nypsios, along with merchant vessels laden with supplies for the tyrant's troops

garrisoning the Syracusan acropolis (Diod. 16.18.1). Nypsios succeeded in

reaching the beleaguered garrison with these much needed supplies in time to

persuade Dionysios' mercenary force not to surrender (Diod. 16.18.3). There

was a final twist to the episode however, in that, Diodoros (16.18.4) states, in

response to this the Syracusans quickly manned their triremes, attacked and

defeated Nypsios' men as they were in the act of unloading the supply ships.

Diodoros (16.76.3) states that during the siege of Perinthos, in 341-340 BC,

Philip of Makedon became aware that the city was receiving supplies from

Byzantion. Diodoros (ibid.) maintains that Philip's response to this was to divide

his forces in two and invest both cities simultaneously, thus preventing the one

from aiding the other. Although Demosthenes (Answer to Philip's letter, 11.3f)

refers to Philip's attacks on both Perinthos and Byzantion, he does not add

anything to our knowledge as to whether the Byzantines were sending supplies to

their neighbour Perinthos. Perinthos was receiving aid in the form of

mercenaries financed by the Persians (Demosthenes, 11.5), while Philip of

Makedon himself complained that the Athenians were openly inciting the

Byzantines against him (Demosthenes, 12.16). Elsewhere, Demosthenes (On the
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Crown, 18.80) states that it was he himself who was responsible for dispatching

Athenian naval forces in support of Byzantion, although the Athenian grain ships

that Philip intercepted (Demosthenes, 18.73) were no doubt actually bound for

Athens itself rather than either Byzantion or Perinthos. What is clear is that the

two states, Byzantion and Perinthos, were indeed allied to each other and it seems

likely that the one would have come to the aid of the other in the way that

Diodoros (loc. cit.) maintains.

Diodoros (17.8.3-4) maintains that when the Thebans rebelled against the

Makedonian garrison holding the Kadmeia, the Thebans surrounded the acropolis

with trenches and stockades so that neither reinforcements nor supplies could get

through to the besieged Makedonian troops. Arrian (Anabasis, 1.7-8) concurs

with Diodoros' account and, similarly, remarks on how help could not get

through to the besieged troops23 . Diodoros (17.8.5) alleges that the Thebans

themselves received a free gift of arms from the Athenian statesman

Demosthenes, which presumably had been transported in some way to Thebes,

and therefore constitutes a supply convoy. While it is questionable that

Demosthenes allegedly provided complete sets of arms to the Thebans, as

Diodoros (loc. cit.) maintains, we do know of Demosthenes' involvement in the

business of arms production in that Demosthenes (Against Aphobos I, 27.9)

himself mentions his father's sword making 'factory' and Demosthenes' gift may

well have been to supply those among the Thebans who were unarmed with

swords.

On the subject of the employment of depots and magazines by the Greeks,

Anderson (1970:53) states that: "it was unusual to establish a fixed magazine and

base of supplies.. .Nothing like the elaborate chain of bases that supported the

Persian invasion of Greece in 480 BC could ever have been organised by any

Greek state". While what Anderson (/c. cit.) says is, by and large, true there

23 Cf. Justin, 11,3,6-7; Plutarch, Alexander 11-12.
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were exceptions, and the notion of depots and magazines was certainly not

completely alien to the Greeks, however unusual.

Thucydides (6.97.5) states that when the Athenians, in the early stages of their

Sicilian expedition, occupied the heights of Epipolai they marched down on

Syracuse but as the Syracusans refused to offer battle to the Athenians the latter:

"withdrew and built a fort at Labdalon, on the verge of the bluffs of

Epipolai looking towards Megara, that it might serve as a magazine

for their baggage and stores whenever they advanced either to fight or

to work at the wall" (Thucydides, 6.97.5)24.

Clearly Thucydides' use of the term dm307j/07 to describe the primary function of

the fort at Labdalon shows that it was indeed intended to serve as a magazine, or

storehouse, for supplies. The wall construction of which Thucydides speaks was

the wall being constructed by the Athenians to encircle Syracuse25.

Later in the Athenians' Sicilian campaign, Thucydides (7.4.5) states that Nikias

built three forts at Plemmyrion in which he placed most of his stores. Following

the capture of the forts at Plemmyrion by the Syracusans, Thucydides (7.24.2-3)

reiterates that the Athenians had been using them as 'warehouses' stating that:

"in the capture of the forts many men were killed or made prisoners,

and much property in all was taken; for as the Athenians used the

forts as a warehouse, there were in them many wares belonging to

merchants as well as food, and also much property belonging to the

trierarchs - in fact the sails and other tackle of forty triremes were

taken there, as well as three triremes that had been drawn up on

shore" (Thucydides, 7.24.2-3)26.

24 e7ravaxcup75aavrcg rkpot; tot, jorri Tel) AagsciAct, 4.086pmaav E77" ' liKpots- Tois Kpv-tvors- TO-1V

'E7rt7roAc5v	 78s. .2-a M yapa, O-frcog Er?) auras, 67rOre 7rpototev 	 7 T€ExtoinPres,
-rag TE aKevert Ka t TOES XpnaUCCOU a1T0011K71.

25 Cf. Plutarch, Nikias 17, who mentions the Athenians building an encircling wall, but omits any
mention of the fort built at Labdalon.
26 CIVOLOTTOL 8' v TcZ)v TELXWV TT?? CLACLCIEL civiOavov Kai 4cuYfr4 077aav orroAAot, Kca XP75114aTa 7T0ÄAa
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It is worth noting that in addition to the equipment that had been stored within

the forts the Athenians also lost money belonging to the trierarchs as well as

having a number of merchants, probably along with their wares, captured also.

These merchants were probably the same merchants that Thucydides (6.44.1) has

mentioned earlier in his narrative who had accompanied the expedition

voluntarily in the hope of trade. The captured merchants may also have included

merchants and their wares from other Italian and Sicilian Greek cities, although

Thucydides does not specifically say so.

Xenophon (Hellenika, 3.2.11) states that when Derkylidas received word that the

city of Atarneus was held by Chian exiles who were using the stronghold as a

base from which to pillage Ionia, the Lakedaimonian Derkylidas:

"when he heard further that they had a large stock of grain in the city,

he invested and besieged them; and in eight months he brought them

to terms, appointed DrakOn of PeIlene to have charge of the city, and

after storing in the place supplies in abundance, so that he might have

it as a halting-place whenever he came there, departed to Ephesos,

which is distant from Sardis, a three days' journey" (Xenophon,

Hellenika, 3.2.11)27.

This passage is of particular interest in that it shows a Lakedaimonian

commander in the field acting upon his own initiative and making a conscious

decision to establish a depot, furnished with an abundance of supplies, to be used

as a magazine for his troops whenever he was in the area. Although it is indeed

rare for Greek commanders to establish such magazines this particular passage

shows that the notion was by no means completely alien to them. Isokrates

(Panegyrikos, 4.144) also notes the incident, although he makes no mention of

Ta ezitviravra jaAar cilare yae TaihtEtip Int),LEAVCOV T6JV 'AO-pvaiwv TO15- Tet:XECTt 7TOVICI tat;
jit7TOpani xp,71 p.a .ra Kai crEros EV73V, 7TOAAa	 Kai TWV Tprripapxwv, j7TEt Kat io-Tta TeocapaKovTa
Tpr4pcov Kai TCIAACI 	 EyKarE1ichO7i071 Kai Tpiiipets civEdiKvapgvai Tpeis.

27 7TVOOpEVOS* 8 OTC IT O,\ CTETOC jVC1V az3Tois, 7TeptaTparorreSevocittEvos hroAtOpKet • Kai jv OKTC1)
wapaornocitzevos ain-ot5s, KaTaaTjaas v atIT,E) dpciKovra peAAnv ga bniLEAT-Iff, ,Kal

KaTaaKEvciaas.	 rpttp EKTtCW 7TaVTa Ta J1T,T0E,a, ,va	 aOrcii KaTaywyn, 01TOTE

41,KVOITO, ti7T7'1A0EV ELS' 'EtkECTOV, GETTIXEL .17,8 Eap8Ewv TpuLv .7)p-Epan, 6&v.
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Derkylidas establishing a magazine at Atameus, and states that DrakOn actually

took possession (KaTaActiVov) of Atarneus. In addition, as Tuplin (1993:50 n.23)

observes of this Isokrates passage, Isokrates: "speaks of 17rapxf.a in Aiolis, and

suggests a more active role for DrakOn than [Xenophon] Hellenika, 3.2.11".

Isokrates (loc. cit.) alleges that Drakein, using Atameus as a base, took three

thousand peltasts and devastated the plains of neighbouring Mysia. One further

point to make on the topic of Derkylidas' (or DrakOn's) capture of Atarneus is

that one wonders how much of the original stockpile of grain that had attracted

the initial attention of Derkylidas in the first place actually remained following a

siege of eight months duration, although it would be futile to speculate.

Later in the fourth century BC, in early 351 BC, Demosthenes (First Philippic,

4.32), addressing the Athenians, reminded them that:

"You have the advantage of winter bases for your troops in Lemnos,

Thasos, Skiathos, and the neighbouring islands, where are to be

found harbours, provisions, and everything that an army needs"

(Demosthenes, First Philippic, 4.32)28.

Demosthenes (ibid.) was attempting to persuade the Athenians to equip and

maintain a standing army fearing that Philip of Makedon would be likely to

launch an attack in winter, when the Athenians would be unprepared for such

action. Of the winter bases that Demosthenes speaks it is clear that they are

stocked with provisions, although whether or not they could be classed as depots

is questionable. That the bases contain supplies of food as well as providing

harbour facilities, and that they are used on a seasonal basis would seem to

suggest that they do fulfil the criteria to be classed as a system of magazines

across the Aegean which the Athenians could draw upon in the months of winter.

To sum up therefore, there is a sizeable body of evidence to show that Greek

commanders and Greek states were familiar with the use of supply convoys as a

28 u'vat frxEt 5' vittiv xettza81,cp lay )(plja0at Tfl 8VVCip.EL Av4p Kai (Maur Kai EKtdOco Kai. Tars 111

TO15TCP r4:1 TO7rcp v4crots, V ats Kat Arp,IyEs Kai alros Kai a XP77 arpaTet5part TravO' 157rcipx€L.
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means of ensuring that troops received adequate supplies of both provisions and

equipment. The employment of supply convoys by Greek forces shows that they

did indeed pay attention to overcoming the logistical problem of supplying forces

serving, on occasions, at some distance away from their home polis.

Furthermore, I believe Anderson (1970:53) to be incorrect when he states that the

ancient Greek general: "did not have to keep his lines of communication open".

As we have seen, Thucydides (7.24.3) clearly states that the loss of the three

Athenian forts at Plemmyrion led to the very real fears among the Athenians that

they had indeed had their line of supply by sea severed and that they clearly

understood the magnitude of the situation they then found themselves in. In

addition, the employment of tactics specifically designed to sever an army's or

polls' lines of supply appears to have been all too familiar among Greek

commanders and was employed on a number of occasions with the full

knowledge of the detrimental effects on both physical strength and morale that

disrupting or breaking an enemy's line of supply could achieve.

Although there is considerably less evidence for the Greek use of depots and

magazines that is not to say that such a system was completely alien to them.

Indeed, although we have few examples of the Greek use of depots and

magazines the fact that there are at least some few examples helps to illustrate

that the Greeks were indeed aware of the possibility of employing just such a

method to ensure that troops received adequate supplies when necessary.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has focused on the public and private systems that supplied a Greek

army with: (a) arms, armour and tools, (b) food and drink in sufficient quantity

and with sufficient regularity and reliability to ensure that it could operate

effectively, including its means of transport, over relatively great distances.

While several works deal with specific items of Greek military logistics, few have

set out to explain or analyse the whole process. Lazenby (War in History 1

[1994]: 3) points out of logistics that: "with rare exceptions, this is a neglected

subject in the study of Greek warfare". The only substantial published work that

deals with the whole process of military logistics in a Greek context is D.W.

Engels' (1978) Alexander the Great and the Logistics of the Macedonian Army

but this concentrates specifically on Makedonian operations in the territory of the

Persian Empire. Pritchett's massive Greek State at War (in five volumes, 1971-

1991), by contrast, contains little concerning logistics. My aim has been to

investigate the approaches adopted by the various Greek poleis and federal

groups by re-examining available literary, epigraphic, archaeological and

topographical evidence and analysing the problems Greek states faced when

planning and executing a military campaign. The analysis has brought out the

constraints, both economic and geographical, which affected armament,

provisioning and deployment of large bodies of soldiers. The topic is important

both as an aspect of military history and for its engagement with non-military

questions: for military logistics involve socio-economic processes that apply in

other contexts of Greek life, and as this project examines the redirection of

resources to support 'eccentric' behaviour, it contributes to our understanding of

the ordinary processes of Greek society.

I believe I have demonstrated that ancient Greek writers and commanders were

fully aware of the imperative necessity for commanders to exercise good

logistical management. Throughout this thesis I have taken a viewpoint and line

of argument that is at variance with the arguments put forward by Luttwak

(1993:3-7) who is of the opinion that Classical writers excluded any sufficient

accounts of how food, fodder and weapons were procured. However, as Luttwak
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(/c. cit.) fails to make any reference whatsoever to the Xenophontic corpus I

believe his arguments to be flawed. Furthermore, I believe I have demonstrated

that there is a considerable body of evidence relating to logistical concerns within

our ancient source material, and that this evidence does not merely focus on those

occasions when armies were suffering from d7ropia, that is to say when an army

was faced with a lack of resources. Rather, there is a quite substantial treatment

of logistical issues within our source material that helps to outline how armies,

on many occasions, successfully overcame the problems of logistical supply. The

level of detail assigned to logistical issues within our source material varies

enormously however. For example when Thucydides (7.60.2) informs that the

Athenians had been receiving apparently regular supply convoys from Katane, it

is recorded as something of an afterthought, and he gives us no further details

about the size or composition of such convoys, nor any information with regard

to how often such convoys arrived within the Athenian camp. In contrast,

Thucydides' (4.3.1-39.3) narrative of the events of the Sphakteria-Pylos

campaign goes into considerable detail with regard to the logistical problems

facing the two sets of protagonists, and how the two sides attempted to overcome

such problems. It can perhaps be argued that, in the case of the Sphakteria-Pylos

campaign, Thucydides was better placed to interview survivors, including the

Lakedaimonian troops who had been captured on the island, and therefore was

able to paint a much more detailed and complete picture of the campaign than he

would have, perhaps, been able to with regard to the Athenians' Sicilian

expedition.

Furthermore, Luttwak's (/c. cit.) failure to even acknowledge the existence of

the Xenophontic corpus gives a completely distorted view of ancient

historiography and the topics that ancient authors chose to address. This thesis

does indeed rely heavily on evidence contained within the testimony of

Xenophon's works. Perhaps because of the author's personal experiences as a

military commander Xenophon was particularly attuned to military matters and

his works in particular, are invaluable, not merely to a study of logistics but to

our understanding of Greek military history and Greek warfare in general. Time

and again Xenophon raises the subject of logistics within his works, sometimes
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when we would least expect it. For example, it is noteworthy that when

Xenophon (Memorabilia, 3.1.6) has Sokrates outline the attributes of a good

general the first topic that is raised is that a general must be skilled in regard to

logistical concerns. That Xenophon (loc. cit.) has Sokrates point out the need for

good logistical skills at the head of his list for the attributes a good general must

possess, clearly shows the importance of this subject in relation to success as a

general. Similarly, Xenophon has the Elder Cyrus reiterate just such a point in

another of his works, the Cyropaideia (1.6.14), pointing out how allegedly

Cyrus' father had instructed him in generalship and that, of this lesson, the first

thing the Elder Cyrus had learnt was that tactics were useless if a general could

not procure sufficient provisions and keep his army healthy. Indeed, as Wood

(1964:49) observes, Xenophon clearly understood: "that the vital role of a general

is the creation and maintenance of an army that will be able to execute his

commands". No general could expect an army to execute his commands if the

commander in question did not provide his troops with the means to obtain

adequate supplies of provisions.

Furthermore, I contend that if Xenophon knew of the importance of good

logistical management then so too did other Greek commanders and writers.

Unfortunately, we have lost the 17apaaKEvacrrcK7) gli3Aos, the Book of Military

Preparations, of Aineias written in the fourth century BC. Aineias himself

alludes to this work on four occasions in his Poliorketika (7.4; 8.5; 21.1; 40.8).

Although we have no way of knowing what the work contained, it seems logical

to assume that as it was concerned with military preparations the subject of

military logistics would seem likely to have been among the topics it addressed.

In addition, as Hanson (1999:162-163) points out: "almost all the late Fourth-

and early Third-century [BC] followers of Xenophon and Aineias - and others

who probably wrote similarly practical military handbooks - are mere names,

their work lost. Worse yet, the subsequent enormous industry of Hellenistic

military scholarship (nearly thirty names of such authors and titles are known to

us) has likewise been obliterated". It has not been my intention, however, to

indulge in speculation and base my arguments on any silences within our source

material but rather to examine the evidence that we do possess.
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The careful reader will, no doubt, be aware that this thesis has drawn heavily on

one of Xenophon's works in particular, that being the Anabasis, for evidence of

logistical matters. There are three main reasons for this. Firstly, as Dalby

(1992:17) observes, Xenophon: "knew how crucially food and comfort can effect

men's morale", and thereby their ability to function as an effective military force.

Secondly, within the narrative of Xenophon's Anabasis, as Dalby (1992:23) notes

of the Ten Thousand: "their economic life is equally instructive. Their

continuing most urgent need, more insistent even than the need to find a way

home, was for a regular supply of food". Time after time, within the pages of the

Anabasis, Xenophon addresses this issue on an almost continual basis. Thirdly, a

heavy reliance on Xenophon's Anabasis to provide evidence of Greek handling

of logistical issues is also due to the fact, as Connolly (1981:47) points out, that:

"the only detailed account that we have of an army on the march is Xenophon's

retreat of the Ten Thousand". Nevertheless, despite a seemingly heavy reliance

on Xenophon's Anabasis for evidence of how Greek armies addressed logistical

concerns I believe I have sought, and found, parallel evidence in other source

material to underline and endorse my examination of the methods by which

Greek armies procured adequate supplies of provisions, or not, as the individual

cases may be. This has been necessary in that, as Dalby (1992:17) quite rightly

states: "a study on the basis of a single source risks being coloured or invalidated

by its prejudices and errors". I have therefore assembled similar evidence from

as many sources as possible to demonstrate that Greek commanders could, and

indeed did, employ any one method or combination of several possible methods

to overcome logistical problems.

With regard to the procurement of arms and armour by Greek troops, while in the

majority of cases the individual soldier was expected to equip himself at his own

expense, there were some exceptions to this. I have demonstrated that a notable

exception to this is Sparta's arming of seven hundred helots to serve with

Brasidas in Thrace (Thuc. 4.80.5). Another exception are the war-orphans of
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Athens and Thasos both of whom received arms and armour at state expense'.

The author of the Athenaion Politeia (42.4) maintains that all Athenian epheboi

each received a spear and shield from the state at the conclusion of their two year

training period. Dr. Hans van Wees (via letter) has suggested that over time, with

each successive generation of epheboi receiving a spear and shield from the state,

the Athenian army would eventually have been completely equipped at state

expense2. The arming of naval crews by a commander, for example as

Thucydides (4.9.1) alleges the Athenian general Demosthenes did at Sphakteria-

Pylos, is perhaps not usual, nor too is the Athenians' arming of five hundred

Argive psiloi as hoplites in 412 BC (Thuc. 8.25.1). In the latter case, this

example probably helps to illustrate the shortage of suitable manpower available

to Athens at that time, rather than an established policy of arming one's allies.

With regard to mercenary troops I have favoured accepting Whitehead's

(1991:105-113) arguments over those of McKechnie (1989:80-85, 1994:297-

305), the latter believing that the employer of mercenaries provided arms and

armour for the troops. As Whitehead (/c. cit.), and quite rightly so I believe,

points out that the evidence contained within our source material suggests that

mercenary troops usually came equipped with the tools of their trade.

I believe I have demonstrated that Greek armies employed a number of possible

methods in order to procure adequate supplies when on campaign. These being;

taking provisions with an army at the outset of a campaign, foraging for

provisions in (usually) the territory of an enemy, the purchase of provisions from

established markets, or in the case of the Ten Thousand (or other Greek

mercenaries in Persian service) from traders travelling with the army, the

employment of supply convoys dispatched to rendezvous with an army in the

field, or the establishment of magazines from which troops could obtain

provisions on the line of march. I have demonstrated that Greek armies

I For the arming of Athenian war-orphans at state expense see: Aischines, Against Ktesiphon
154. Cf. Aristophanes, Birds 1360. For the war-orphans of Thasos see: Pouilloux (1954:371,
Inv. 1032, lines 18-20).
2 Dr. van Wees' comments via private written correspondence. Dr. van Wees points out in his
letter that by the Fourth century BC Greek hoplites had largely abandoned body armour and that
therefore the state gift of a spear and shield would constitute complete state provision of military
equipment.
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employed each of these methods, or combinations of them, at one time or

another.

Of the various systems by which Greek armies could procure adequate provisions

Anderson (1970:58) states: "the surest supplies of a Greek army were those it

brought with it". The amount of provisions taken with an army could determine

the duration of the campaign if other methods of procurement were not

employed. Indeed, it is noteworthy that Thucydides (2.23.2; 3.1.2; 3.2.4), on

three occasions, states that three of the Spartan invasions of Attika each lasted as

long as the invaders' provisions lasted and that the invaders withdrew when they

had exhausted their supplies. Provisions could be transported by employing

t;7ro6iyi,a, wagons, carts, pack-animals, or even human skeuophoroi. Engels

(1978:19-22) calculated that after four days' march through desert territory any

baggage animals would have consumed the whole of the load that they could

have possibly carried. Nevertheless despite such a relatively inefficient system

the fact remains that the Greeks did, indeed, employ such baggage trains.

Foraging for provisions, fuel, and fodder was arguably the least reliable method

of procurement. The practice could also be potentially hazardous to troops

employing this method. Dispersed foraging parties could well find themselves

under attack, such as the Athenian sailors that Thucydides (7.4.6) states suffered

heavily at the hands of Syracusan cavalry whenever the former attempted to

obtain water and fuel from the Syracusan countryside. Similarly, Xenophon

(Hellenika, 3.4.22) informs us that foragers from Agesilaos' force in Asia came

under attack from Persian cavalry forces3 . There are other examples of foragers

coming under attack from hostile forces which have been discussed in full in the

relevant chapter of this thesis. However, it was not just enemy forces attacking

foragers that could prove hazardous to an invading force, for Thucydides on a

number of occasions4 describing the activities of the Lakedaimonian led

invasions of Attika uses terminology, although somewhat vague, to describe the

3 See also Xenophon, Hellenika, 4.1.17-19, for another example of Agesilaos' foragers once
again proving to be careless and coming under attack, though in this example it was not the
army's akolouthoi but rather the soldiers themselves
4 I.e. 2.20.4; 2.22.2; 2.31.1, 3.
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wanton destruction of Athenian crops, land, and property. Therefore, it is hardly

surprising to hear from Thucydides (2.23.2; 3.1.2; 3.2.4) that the invaders

withdrew when they had exhausted their supplies. They had probably destroyed

whatever was available and could not count on foraging for supplies within

Attika to ensure they had adequate provisions and so called an end to these three

campaigns as a result. Similarly, Xenophon (Hellenika, 6.5.27; 32) informs us

that during the Theban-led invasion of Lakonia in 370 BC, the invaders

employed a policy of burning whatever they could, with the result that, with

winter approaching their supplies ran out, and of course as they had embarked on

a policy of destruction, they would have been unlikely to be able to find supplies

in Lakonia, which in turn resulted in an end to the campaign.

Purchasing provisions from an established market was another method that could

be employed by Greek armies to ensure that troops received adequate provisions.

As we have seen there were potential problems with such a method. Firstly,

troops needed to have the necessary economic resources in the form of money

with which to actually obtain provisions by purchase, and yet on occasions we

hear of troops lacking such resources. For example, Thucydides (8.76.4) informs

us that Athenian troops on the island of Samos were having to compel cities

under Athenian control to provide monetary contributions with which the

Athenians could obtain provisions by purchase. Similarly, Xenophon (Hellenika,

1.1.12) states that, in 410 BC, the Athenian commanders Theramenes and

Thrasyboulos, operating in the northern Aegean, had both had to spend time

engaged in collecting money for their sailors. In comparison, Xenophon remarks

on the general lack of money among the Ten Thousand to purchase provisions

with on five separate occasions within his Anabasis narrative5 . If pay was not

forthcoming troops could suffer if they were expected to purchase their

provisions but lacked the wherewithal to actually do so. Thucydides (8.76.6)

informs us that the Athenians on Samos were, indeed, having to purchase their

provisions from whatever money they had of their own to hand. Presumably any

5 These being: Xenophon, Anabasis, 3.1.19-20; 3.2.21; 5.1.6; 7.3.5 and 7.6.24
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sailor or soldier who had little or no money would probably have gone hungry, or

would have had to rely on the charity of friends or comrades.

Another potential problem with an army relying on obtaining supplies by

purchase was the possible unscrupulousness of the merchants from whom the

troops expected to purchase their provisions. Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.5.6)

records the exorbitant prices being charged by the Lydian merchants during

Cyrus' march through the `Arabian' desert. In addition, when addressing the

troops of the Ten Thousand, Xenophon (Anabasis, 3.2.21) reminded them of

how, during the period of truce with the Persians, they had been receiving small

measures yet paying high prices for the purchases. Elsewhere, Xenophon

(Hellenika, 7.2.17) states that the Phleiasians had purchased provisions from

Corinth, although they had difficulty in meeting the required price.

Unfortunately, Xenophon (loc. cit.) fails to record whether or not this difficulty

was due to Corinthian merchants asking artificially high prices or whether it was

merely due to a lack of economic resources on the part of the Phleiasians. A

method that could be employed to prevent merchants profiteering at the expense

of troops was for an army commander to instruct his officers to buy provisions in

bulk on behalf of the troops under their individual command as Timotheos is

alleged to have done on Samos (Pseudo-Aristotle, Oikonomikos, 1350b [2.2.22-

23]).

The final potential flaw with employing purchase of provisions as a means of

supply was the possibility that local markets might have an insufficient amount

of supplies to meet an army's requirements. Xenophon (Anabasis, 7.6.24)

himself reminded the Ten Thousand of how, when they had been at Perinthos,

there had only been scanty supplies of provisions actually offered for sale.

Furthermore, there was also the possibility that a city may simply have refused to

provide a market for an army. Indeed, this was allegedly the case, according to

Thucydides (6.44.2), when the Athenians attempted to obtain provisions by

purchase from the Greek cities of southern Italy while en-route to Sicily they

found: "some of the cities not receiving them with a market". Similarly,

Thucydides (8.95.4) alleges that the Eretrians deliberately arranged that there
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were no provisions for sale to the Athenians in the market-place during the naval

operations in the Euripos channel during the summer of 411 BC, and that in

consequence the Athenians had to obtain their supplies by buying food from

private homesteads on the very edge of the town.

Anderson (1970:53) states that it was usually the case that supply columns

accompanied an army rather than follow after it. However, I believe Anderson

(ibid.) to be incorrect in his statement that the supply convoys dispatched to the

Greek forces at Plataiai in 479 BC and the alleged convoy sent to the Athenians

at Tanagra6: "were exceptions to this rule". My main reason for disagreeing with

Anderson (loc. cit.) is that there are several other examples of supply convoys

being sent to rendezvous with military forces in the field, and not just the two

convoys that Anderson cites. Indeed, Pritchett (1971:410 actually believes the

practice of sending supply convoys out to an army in the field was one that was

familiar enough to Greek armies to class this practice as a valid method of supply

as employed by Greek armies, which as I have argued, was indeed a system

employed by Greek armies on several occasions. For example, Thucydides

(6.99.4) informs us that the Athenians before Syracuse were receiving supply

convoys coming overland from Thapsos, as well as from Katane (Thuc. 7.60.2).

In addition, Thucydides (7.4.4) states that the choice of Plemmyrion as a base for

the Athenian force was to allow easier access for sea-borne supplies to reach the

Athenian camp. Furthermore, Thucydides (6.88.4) maintains that many of the

Sikels, when the Athenians had been based at Thapsos, had sent grain and money

to the Athenians. Therefore, in one campaign alone we have supplies being

received by the Athenians from four supply routes.

In addition, I have demonstrated that Greek commanders were fully aware of the

importance of keeping their lines of supply open, while enemy commanders were

also aware of the detrimental effect that cutting an opponents' lines of supply

could have. For example, Thucydides (7.24.3) informs us of how the Athenians

feared that their supply lines by sea had been cut following the loss of the three

6 As related by Herodotos, 9.39.2, in the case of the supply convoy sent to the Greek army at
Plataiai, and Diodoros 11.80.3 for the, alleged, Athenian convoy at Tanagra.
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forts at Plemmyrion7 . Similarly, Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.2.2) informs us that

Lysander, following his victory at Aigospotamoi, embarked on a deliberate and

calculating policy of allowing safe passage back home to Athens to any

Athenians he captured in the full knowledge that the more people gathered within

Athens and the Peiraieus, the sooner they would run out of provisions.

Xenophon (Hellenika, 2.2.8-10) goes on to say that while Agis was based at

Dekeleia, Pausanias led a Lakedaimonian and allied force into Attika, while after

making his way across the Aegean, Lysander sailed into the straits of Salamis and

blockaded the Peiraios. Clearly, here we have a concerted blockade of a city

undertaken in the sure knowledge that such a blockade completely severed any

lines of supply into the city and which would bring Athens to her knees and force

her final capitulation. Although perhaps not the most sophisticated of methods,

Greek commanders were obviously aware that the severing of an enemy's lines of

supply by blockade could be incredibly effective in ensuring a successful

outcome to a military operation. Furthermore, Thucydides' (4.39.2) statement

that the Lakedaimonian commander on Sphakteria, Epitadas, had been giving his

men less provisions than his resources would have allowed provides a couple of

points of interest. Firstly, this passage shows that Epitadas, or perhaps one of his

subordinates, was directly responsible for the issue and distribution of any

provisions that reached the Lakedaimonians blockaded on the island. In addition,

that Epitadas chose to give his men scantier rations than his resources would

have allowed shows that he was aware of the uncertain nature of the methods by

which he was receiving provisions from the mainland, and, as a result, he

carefully shepherded the resources he did have probably knowing full well that it

was not certain if any more blockade runners would actually succeed in reaching

him with supplies. Both these points help to underline that Greek commanders in

the field very often understood the crucial importance of good logistical

management, and that failure to successfully manage the resources available to

them, however limited, could result in military defeat.

7 Cf. Plutarch, Nikias 20, who echoes Thucydides' statement regarding the real fear among the
Athenians that their supply line by sea had been severed.
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Evidence for the establishment of magazines by Greek forces is, however, much

more scanty. Indeed, there are only four examples known from our source

material. The first of these is Thucydides' (6.97.5) statement that the Athenian

fort at Labdalon was built primarily to serve as a 617700;1KM a magazine or

storehouse. The second example of the establishment of a magazine is, once

again, related by Thucydides (7.4.5) who states that Nikias built three forts at

Plemmyrion in which he placed most of his stores 8. In addition, we hear from

Xenophon (Hellenika, 3.2.11) of the magazine which the Lakedaimonian

Derkylidas organised in Atarneus following his capture of the city, in which he

placed an: "abundance of provisions". Finally, the fourth and final reference to

Greek magazines or supply-depots are the winter-bases of the Athenians, to

which Demosthenes (First Philippic, 4.32) refers, in the Aegean on Lemnos,

Thasos, Skiathos: "and the neighbouring islands, where are to be found harbours,

provisions, and everything else that an army needs". Certainly, although there

are only a few examples of the Greek use of magazines, the actual fact that there

are some, however few, examples demonstrates that the notion was not

completely alien to the Greeks, even if Greek magazines were somewhat rare in

actuality, and certainly not on the same scale as those of the Persians.

Throughout this thesis I have endeavoured, whenever possible, to focus on those

passages in our source material that address the issue of ancient Greek military

logistics in a detailed and positive manner, rather than concentrating on the more

negative passages in which we are told little other than a particular army found

itself suffering from emopla, which invariably tell us little or nothing of either

how an army came to be in such a situation or how they attempted to alleviate

their logistical problems. Therefore, I have focused on those passages in which

an author relates how armies or commanders, when faced with logistical

concerns set about successfully overcoming them, or at the very least attempting

to do so. For example, Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.5.6) not only informs us of the

Greeks' grain supply giving out and of the overcharging by the Lydian merchants

during the Cyreans' march through the 'Arabian' desert, he also (ibid.) informs

8 Cf. Thucydides, 7.24.1, in which Thucydides reiterates that the forts at Plenunyrion were
effectively warehouses containing most of Nilcias' stores along with naval equipment and money.
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us that the Greek troops among Cyrus' army subsisted on a diet of meat rather

than pay the inflated prices being demanded by the Lydian merchants. In

addition, just prior to this, Xenophon (Anabasis, 1.5.1-3) has recounted the

various types and great number of wild animals that the troops hunted during

their march through the desert including wild asses, ostriches, bustards, and

gazelles, adding (Anabasis, 1.5.3) rather whimsically that: "no ostrich was

captured by anyone" on account of this particular animal's speed. Xenophon

(ibid.) even goes as far as to inform us that the flesh of the bustards was like that

of the partridge and that: "their flesh was delicious". Here we have an author

who provides us with the solution to how the Greek troops overcame the

attempted profiteering by the Lydian merchants; they simply went hunting for

food in a place where game was seemingly plentiful, hence they managed to exist

on a diet of meat. Not only has Xenophon (loc. cit.) informed us of the Greeks

running out of grain, as well as the overcharging by the merchants, he has also

shown us how the Greek troops overcame the problem of obtaining food. Of

course this is just one example, and the reader is referred to the main text of the

thesis for a more thorough and detailed discussion of such issues.

Dalby (1992:23-24) is of the opinion that a Greek general's obligation to his men

with regard to logistical concerns was somewhat abstract and consisted merely of

providing a means, of one form or another, by which troops could obtain their

provisions. Ducrey (1986:206-207) takes a slightly different view suggesting that

two possibilities were open to the commanders of armies: "either they themselves

could provide food supplies for their infantrymen and their train, or they could

leave it up to the men". However, the existence of a degree of logistical

infrastructure among Greek armies is suggested by a number of passages in our

source material. It has already been mentioned that Thucydides' (4.39.2)

statement with regard to Epitadas' careful management of the provisions at his

disposal shows that either Epitadas, or one of his subordinates, was directly

responsible for the issue and distribution of provisions to his troops, and that a

conscious command decision had been made that the troops were to be issued

with less than full rations. Furthermore, Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 13.1) informs us of

the three commissary officers attached to the Spartan king's 'general staff'
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whenever the Spartan army was on campaign. Their primary duty was to take

entire charge of the commissariat, thereby allowing the king and the polemarchs

to concentrate on more strategic and tactical concerns. This suggests that,

usually, a commander's duty with regard to providing the means by which the

troops under their command could obtain supplies was perhaps not as abstract as

Dalby (loc. cit.) would have us believe, and the Spartan use of commissary

officers suggests that in other armies such duties were part of the commander's

remit. Indeed, as Xenophon (Memorabilia, 3.1.6) has Solcrates place good

logistical management at the head of the list of attributes that a good general

must possess, it suggests that good management of logistical concerns were

indeed part of a general's obligation to his troops. Returning to there being a

degree of logistical infrastructure among Greek armies, there is also a suggestion

of this in the Pseudo-Aristotle (Oikonomikos, 1350b [2.2.23]) in that Timotheos

is alleged to have instructed his officers to purchase provisions in bulk on behalf

of the men under their individual command. Similarly the author of the

Athenaion Politeia (42.3) attributed to Aristotle, informs us of the 'disciplinary

officers' of the Athenian cadets of their own tribe purchasing provisions for both

themselves and the tribal cadets in their charge which suggests a reasonably

organised system for the procurement of provisions.
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